
 Sale 10 Part 1  2pm Saturday 8th October   
 BOX LOTS  

1 The suitcase special with GB, Australia & World sorted in envs, bags & stockbooks, with high vals & multiples noted incl 
better Thailand modern F/U on piece. Covers with Aust & GB FDC's, odd circuit sheets & more on Hagners. Stockbook of 
better with NSW 1/- Consumptive Home, pre-dec blocks, Hitler defins, Japanese M/S's etc. Also SS pages with basic 
kangaroos & KGV. Needless to say etc, etc. Always easy to carry home i.e. room bidders only! $50 

2 Foreign countries only in 17 stockbooks of various makes & sizes. General collector may find this of interest as there is 
much that is better than "packet material", even if big ticket items are absent. Good ranges incl Austria, Poland, pre-WWII 
Germany & later DDR, Cuba & lesser ranges of Colombia, Thailand, Vietnam, Czechoslovakia & others. (many 1000s) $50 

3 Mixed lot with PNG mint, Queensland duties, Swedish on pages, many older, old circuit sheets with stamps, Angola 
presentation album, Germany in pack plus a huge homemade South African 1953 coronation FDC. $30 

4 Clearance lot with an array of everything. FDC's & others incl. GB maxi cards, GB & Isles pres packs, numerous older GB 
on stockcards incl. postage dues, Canada Olympics souvenir collection, old postcards from India, 1950's Israel FDC's. plus 
1000s of stamps mint & used.  $30 

5 World off paper, predominantly British C/wealth with many higher vals to 10/- also noted. Australia FU blocks of 4. (1000s) $30 
6 Collectors clean out in large box. Incls albums & stocksheets with stamps.  All eras & countries represented, many 

catalogues & literature. Old USA noticed plus approx. 100 Singapore covers in smaller box. Good variety of older British 
Commonwealth in chocolate box.  $30 

7 Australia used accumulation housed in carton that used to contain 6 bottles of Evans & Tate wine. Value of present 
contents probably worth less! Appears all pre-decimal low value defins & commems with odd postage due. Sorted by type 
into clear bags. (1000s)  $20 

8 USA with useful items in 2 "Norman" peg albums e.g. 1901 8¢ & 10¢ fine used, 1924 Huguenot set (5¢ fine used), 1938 to 
$5 fine used range of pre-cancels, 1947 Air 5¢ coil strip of 5 MUH/MLH, several 1940‟s/50‟s MUH & MLH blocks, second 
volume 1954-1980 used, lever arch file with quantity of used on leaves, broken "Liberty" album with similar, open box of 
loose in envelopes, 1990's commercial covers & old album leaves/stockcards with pre 1920 in generally poor cond. Should 
keep the optimist busy for hours! (1000s) $90 

9 World Covers with some older incl 1904 French commercial cover to U.K., Japan 33s grey airplane on front to China, some 
unused postal stationery incl India 1947 airletter & 13p red Asokan PSE, 1950s/80s Canada FDC's, other FDC's from 
Belgian, Bermuda, Czechoslovakia of similar period, DDR airmail covers of early 1980s, Solomon's $10 Turtle FDC 
Barbados 1939 set on cover (2 sets), USA Per Am FFC's c1965/70, colourful commercial covers of Colombia, Brazil & 
many other countries. Interesting lot (several 100) $75 

10 Pacific Islands, Aust., NZ & GB on Hagners & in stockbooks. Noted 2 vols of NZ with light dupl. & modest pickings, Aust 
1950's low val. MUH blocks, Samoa & Nauru MUH 1970's, PNG in mixed cond. & Hagners of GB used QEII commems. $30 

11 World in PO carton. 14 stockbooks with untidy ranges of "packet quality" mainly used (Tuvalu MUH) with dupl. heavy in 
places. Some faulty, but many useful with German post-2000 commems noted, plus Australia $20 Gardens (2). Will keep 
purchaser occupied for days, or even weeks (1000s) $75 

12 Collectors hoard (now ex hoard!) with 2 albums of older world, other old literature, off paper in tins (noted Ceylon QV long 
type fiscals, Australian customs duty), glassines of Australia (5d kangaroo noted), Malayan area to early QEII incl. 1941 
postal order, Johore 1935 8c bicolour x 4 MUH (creases), many countries loose in envs, NZ health covers of 1950's. Other 
world in envelopes, sorted by country, plus bundleware & loose in tins. Good variety of Aust States also noted.  (1000s) $50 

13 Good, bad & ugly in box comprising British C/wealth & World. MUH, MLH & used on Hagners, stock sheets & pages. 
Sighted NZ, Nauru, GB, Aust, PNG, Malta. Many covers incl old Egyptian postal  x13. Aust KGV incl. OS. All eras noticed. $30 

14 World range mainly used in 6 large Chinese stockbooks. Best noted is a page of C.G.H. values to 5/- incl 3 "G" ovpts. 
Plenty in random order to keep you sorting for hours. (1000s) $40 

15 Australia Decimal used accum. with maybe 1% pre-decimal in large APO box. Odd high vals & multiples, etc (1000s) $30 
16 World in vintage albums x 5, Triumph with 10 maps, Stanley Gibbons & two globe albums with mixed collections mint & 

used of the era. Nothing post 1950's. (1000s) $30 
17 Australia carton with 1981-1985 & 1989 & 1999 Year Books. Also AP Collectors book for 1990/91 with Frames & self 

adhesives. 2 Cumberland albums with FDC's 1971-1985 unaddressed, SG Multiring album with 1981-1984 MUH & FDC's. 
Seven Seas hingeless pages to 1980 in padded binder, basic used in very mixed cond., some MUH in decimals incl 1971 
Xmas block of 7 , 1972 Primary Industries, Xmas, 1974/79 Paintings to $10 plus few packs & covers. Finally a 1981 Royal 
Wedding FDC album with 24 different unaddressed covers. FV $200+ $150 

18 World accumulation sorted by country into clear bags, housed in archive box. Massive quantity with Middle East, South 
America, S.E. Asia, Pacific & Indian Ocean areas sighted, plus West Indies & Africa. Noted few China but cheaper only. 
Clean enough, but definitely "quantity rather than quality". Will keep buyer busy for days! (10,000+) $50 

19 Bulk lot of "on paper" to recent in bag, small bag with c1000 1d red Swans & a range of mainly KGVI era WA cancels on 
piece (100+) plus WA Swans with cds & numeral cancels (85) with some nice strikes. (Qty) $40 

20 Australia & Great Britain covers, stamps & literature incl. map of NZ, Jigsaw puzzle! Few kangaroos, KGV & pre-decimals 
in old circuit book. Numerous albums with world mint & used, few GB stamp packs plus packs of KGV & others. $35 

21 Thematic collection in 7 albums. Incl. ships, birds, animals, flowers, fish, cars, trains & royalty. Plus some British 
Commonwealth if you get bored of looking at the flora & fauna! Mint & used. (1000s) $35 

22 World used accumulation in quality large flat box with lid. Predominantly GB, NZ, Hong Kong, Canada, Australia & USA 
sorted by type into clear bags. Enormous quantity of lowly catalogued stamps in clean cond. Should be viewed. Room 
bidders only. (10,000+) $40 

23 Australian decimal on paper in large box. Many WA pmks noticed. Room bidders only. (1000s) $30 
24 World 1940's to 1960's loose in box. Noticed values to 10/- & 10R.  A real old timers mixture! Christmas sorting. (1000s) $30 
25 Europe used & CTO accumulation in large flat box with lid. Mostly sorted by country into clear bags. Although generally 

clean, what is immediately visible suggests it is mainly middle period cheap stuff. Should provide some occupational 
therapy for the purchaser, who may need therapy of a different kind when finished sorting! (10,000+) $30 

26 Australia plus some G.B., Spain & others kiloware on paper in carton. Mostly recent with much non-letter rate material & 
blocks, se-tenants, M/Ss etc. Reasonable percentage of cds cancels & time spent in soaking off the better material will be 
richly rewarded. Over 80% is Australia of the last 20 years or so. Fills a 350x200x140mm box. $100 

27 Miscellaneous with Hawid mounts, gutter strip file, few Hagners, Bicentennial set of 5 packs/books, 15 diff Qantas 1952 
covers "linking Australia & South Africa", few others incl KGV 1924 mourning cover, Hutt River sets, Cumberland FDC 
album with 1978/80 PSE's used/unused & packs of unopened FDC sleeves; Seven Seas album supplements in original 
envelopes; "on paper" Australia to 200) & GB in biscuit tin & large envelopes, small stockbook (untidy) range of Aust & WA 
etc,  off a paper from years ago incl GB 5/- Seahorse on piece (1921 cds). This lot is the balance of a large consignment & 
will entertain the purchaser for hours. Conservative reserve. $60 

28 Collector's cleanout in suitcase. Heavy dupl. in Australia, GB & Netherlands. Most stockbooks are faulty but two are "as 
new". Noted some pre-decimal Australia to 10/- & few covers. Heavy lot definitely for room bidders only! (1000s) $50 



29 Australia carton lot with heavily duplication of 1940's-1950's used in bags & small boxes plus addressed covers (mixed 
FDC & commercial) mostly 1950's, but incl 4/- Navigator (1963) & odd GB Wilding. Attractive B&H & Elastoplast tins have 
been used for sorting! $40 

30 Miscellaneous noting box of Australian 1980-1982 PSE's with machine cancels, c2000/02 cds on piece, opened out 1990's 
dispenser boxes for P&S rolls etc, biscuit tin of general world off paper, few pamphlets etc. $30 

31 Australia carton lot with neat dupl. used stock 1913-1980 in large German stockbook, ring binder with 1982-1985 FDC's, 
old photo album with few mounted pre-decimal, ditto in old springback (MLH & used in mixed cond.), plus box of Canada & 
leaves with British C/wealth & Vatican c1930/50 short sets & odd values. Worth a look. (1000s) $40 

32 World large range off paper in small box & large tin in addition USA 1940's-1970's commems dupl. MUH ranged sorted into 
glassines housed in ice-cream container. Noted 1943 Flags, 1972 Olympics. Sorter's paradise with much early to middle 
period material. Clean lot (1000s) $50 

33 Large miscellaneous box with commercial envelopes, literature, covers, old Bounty album with mixed British, 
Commonwealth & World. "Stamping the Nation - Australia since Federation" book also noted. (cost $25). Pickings.  $30 

34 Chinese stockbooks; one each of Switzerland/Sweden, Denmark/France, China, Nicaragua, New Zealand, Australia & 
Argentina plus mainly on paper world commercial mail in plastic bags & off paper in envelopes. Nothing "jumped out" on a 
quick run through, but careful viewing may yield modest pickings - especially in China. (1000s) $60 

35 Australia KGV to decimal in two shoeboxes sorted into envelopes. Variety potential? (1000s) $30 
36 Great Britain in 7 Chinese stockbooks with rather similar accumulations of MUH, MLH & used. Noted one volume with a few 

control & plate number blocks of KEVIII & KGVI MUH. Some useful late QV & KEVII used also seen, but KGVI & QEII 
predominates. Cond. varies from poor to fine & should be inspected carefully to assess value. (1000s) $50 

37 British Commonwealth & world sorted into envelopes. Good variety noted both mint & used. Many thematics. (1000s) $30 
38 Australia lot of bits & pieces incl 2 complete rolls of 1000 x 3c QEII coils (face value $60). 1984 & 1985 Year Albums, 

Bicentennial boxed set of 4 issues, various 1980's & 1990's packs incl $20 Garden & Living Together set (total MUH face 
value $160+), plus small group of c1961 window envs with slogan cancels & odd MLH/used blocks & singles from c1960. $100 

39 All World off paper incl bags of Hungary & Australia in larger quantity. Other countries in box within the carton. (1000s) $30 
40 World in 9 albums of mint & used Incl. Netherlands, Suriname, NZ, Commonwealth, Aust & Cocos, Norfolk & World (1000s) $30 
41 Australia Massive Pre-decimal accumulation in large open carton. Appears all 1940's & 1950's on paper with possible 

interest in cancels & potential varieties for the patient! (1000s) $30 
42 Stamps sorted into envelopes. Noticed good variety New Zealand 1940 Centennials plus "officials". Also Aust, GB, covers 

& postcards. Some imprint blocks Aust. Unused AP postcard wallets (18c x 2). Solomon Is. Americas Cup on FDC's, etc.  $30 
43 Carton with 1995 SG British Commonwealth Parts 1 & 2 hard cover. Solomon Is. Americas Cup collection, covers & 

catalogues. "The computer software disk for collectors." Loose stamps in 3 smaller boxes. $30 
44 Pot Pori in open plastic box with Australia on paper, GB mint hinged & used, old albums, catalogues, album covers incl 3 

SG "Ring 22" in good cond. & "Simplex" Springback binder. Clean lot. $40 
45 Albums, stockbooks & over 50 Hagners. Noted good range of post 1960 Philippines, but generally Europe & colonies of 

middle period. (1000s) $40 
46 World carton lot with album & stockbooks covering many countries (NZ The best, & that's just reasonable) with much 

affected by stains. A quick look revealed no highlights (& plenty of lowlights!). Masochist's delight! (Room bidders only) $30 
47 Old strand album plus two schoolboy albums with mint & used stamps. Two thematic albums. Approx. 50 covers in bag. 

PNG with blocks of 4. Face value $30. $30 
48 World lot in 12 Chinese stockbooks incl Australia, Austria, Argentina, GB, USA & various Europe incl 2 volumes Germany. 

All periods & plenty to sort. (1000s) $40 
49 Australia Post "special" with 1985, 1999, 2000, 2002 & 2003 Yearbooks, 1980-2009 selection Maxicard sets, Norfolk 

PSE's, Aerogrammes, Postcard boxed sets x 5, Booklets incl Boxing Kangaroo Prestige, Tasmanian Devil & Princess Mary 
SES sheets, Int pre-paid postcards, Eureka PNC, replica cards etc. Massive original cost. FV $340+ $140 

50 Box of mint & used off paper loose. Mainly British Commonwealth, many older incl. high values plus MS's. (1000s) $30 
51 World mixture mint & used loose in box. Many British Commonwealth. Many fine used noted. (1000s) $30 
52  Large box includes albums of Hong Kong, Greece, South Africa, Hagners with stamps. UN FDC collection (approx 50). 

Noticed GB postage dues, old security seals, £10 Britannia, etc.  $30 
53 World in stockbooks & pile of album leaves, noting basic Australian range used kangaroos & KGV to decimal, lesser 

quantities of British Commonwealth & foreign middle period & leaves with 1957-1970's Czech used. (100s) $30 
54 Australia & British Commonwealth in used bulk. Noticed approx. 50 1936 1/- SA Cent. Used plus 50 x 1936 3d Cable.  Also 

many NZ decimal high values incl. some MS's. (100s)  $35 
55 British Commonwealth lot of cheaper material mainly used in stockbooks & albums. Australia is well represented & other 

countries bring the total to many 1000s, but largely "packet material". $30 
56 World loose in box. Both mint & used with high values to 10/- & 10R  on & off paper collected from the 1940's to 1960's. 

One out of the attic! (100s) $30 
57 Australia commercial mail 1930's to 1960's incl. "WA" perfins on KGV & KGVI. Many WA pmks but mainly Perth machine 

cancels. Mixed cond. (100s)  $30 
58 British Commonwealth with mainly FDC's & Commercial covers in box. Many registered, duplicated addressed & 

unaddressed. FDC's; 1960's & 1970's KUT/Zanzibar with values to 5/-. Incls many South African M/S's on cover plus SWA 
postcards. Odd GB, India, NZ & Bahrain. (100s) $50 

59 9 albums plus 2 catalogues which incl. a mixed array of mint & used British Comm. & world. Germany, South America, Iraq, 
Aust & deps, PNG, GB, China, Malaysia, Singapore & NZ. Also a good dose of thematics throughout.  Best album noted 
incl. Aust. kangaroos, KGV & pre-decimals to decimals with some states (1000s) $50 

60 Australia pre-decimal used accumulation. loose in box. Suit variety or pmk optimist! (many, many 1000s) $30 
61 Miscellaneous with album of Frama labels on FDC's (28), research material on bar coding, album GB maxicards, stamp 

literature, APF slide pack, APO oddments, photo album with Samoan stamp photos, boxes with BMA Malaya in quantity 
mint & used & loose Commonwealth. (100s) $30 

62 Large flower press box loaded with stamps. Predominantly used. Good variety of Malaya & States. Many BMA Malaya & 
blocks of 4 with pmks. Noticed several parcel stamps. $30 

63 Australia pre-decimal carton lot with heavily dupl. in common loose in boxes plus plastic bags & small box with dupl. 
kangaroos to 2/- totally unchecked. Also 2006 1840-1952 SG C/wealth Cat. in good cond. Hours of work ahead! (1000s) $100 

64 12 albums incl. 2 Imperial Postage Stamp albums dated 1899 with mint & used of the era. Other albums contain Australia, 
British Commonwealth & world. Few Papua earlies. Odd cover. $40 

65 Suitcase with World & Australia accumulation in 10 albums. Noted NZ & Aust with odd kangaroo, KGV & States. Also 
Ghana M/S's x 7, Italy, Hitler/Mussolini stamps in souvenir folder, Samoa MUH in part sheets, Spain & Columbia M/S's, etc. 
Latter items STC £65+. $50 

66 Australian collection remainders in 3 albums, 2 Seven Seas & 1 SG. Pre-decimal to decimal. Some pre-decimal used 
blocks of 4 or larger with imprints. Also incls. a full sheet USA 1976 Bicentennial 13c (50 stamps) MUH. (100s) $30 

67 Large box of on/off paper & commercially used covers majority with WA postmarks. Various others in bags & envelopes. 
(1000's) This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the Red Cross, so please bid generously. $20 



68 Covers in box with FDC's, airmail & censor. Many older UK KGVI to QEII period, USA, Ireland 1938, Germany 1883 cover 
with "Hannover" cancel, Germany 1916 Deutches Reich with Belgium overprints 8c & 10c on postal card. Also Philippines 
with some Jap occ. Aust represented with FDC's, commem covers with pmk range & some private unofficials. Interesting 
India KGV to IR at back (2), Straits Settlements 1940 censor pmkd Singapore with Kedah receival. Mixed cond. (150+) $75 

69 Postcards in shoebox of modern world incl. mint & used with GB maxicards in full sets noted. British national postal 
museum series 1 to 5 (full sets), Egypt or more interest incl museum artefacts in black & white. (approx 100) $30 

70 All sorts with on & off paper, "Coins of the world 1978" PNC packs x 10, postcards, covers incl an interesting array of older 
Thailand, Malaysia & South Africa on stocksheet. 2 albums of Commonwealth & world. MUH Korea. Better Hong Kong.  $30 

71 1981 Royal wedding (24 MUH sets) plus 24 FDC's of the same in presentation albums, 1981 Yacht race (6), Michel Aust 
catalogue, Australian 4c & 5c QEII lettercards (approx 50) & other covers & loose stamps. $30 

72 World & Australia in variety of albums. Incls. thematics on printed album pages. Pmks in box. Also 1953 Coronation 
omnibus collection mint. $30 

73 Interesting array of material incl. album of GB & Commonwealth with GB KGVI 2/6d (used, heavy cancels) , Seahorses 
2/6d (2), 5/- (2), KEVIII in blocks, KGVI 2/6d block FU, 10/- (2) & £1. Nauru in blocks & sets to $5 MUH. Canada oldies on 
stocksheets, Victorian government frank stamps, Ceylon, WA Swans, 1929 Aust 3d Airs x 32 (various pmks), 1940's PO 
Savings book, Sudan covers (3), 1918 Singapore active service, 1951 Butterworth, Penang reg cover. A fun sort box. $50 

74 World lot full of surprises in open carton. Strong in stamps & covers of Australia & GB noting 1931 Aust-England airmail 
cover, few Aust 1966-1968 booklet panes, GB 2d & 6d QV "Govt Parcels" & few other officials used, 1960's commems incl 
Red Cross phos. & nop-phos. sets F/U on leaves; album of New Zealand used with pickings & 7d Air MUH pair. Better 
British Commonwealth on stockcards incl Ceylon KGV pictorials to 1R MLH, Fiji 5d "blue canes" MLH, N. Nigeria KEVII 10/- 
CA MLH, Australia perf OS Canberra, WA, Airmail, Kookaburra & Sturt CTO, few Papua, bags of neatly stacked dupl. used 
GB, Belgium, India etc. Very diverse lot which will repay careful viewing. (1000s) $300 

75 Australia box lot with mainly used to c1990 on leaves incl kangaroos to 10/- with 5/- & 10/- CofA lower values mixed wmks, 
KGV to 1/4d, £1 Robes & £2 Arms both x 2, 1/- Anzac, 1931 Kingsford Smith MLH & 6d brown CTO, few Dues, perfs OS 
etc. Untidy but worth checking. Stockbook with low value kangaroos is heavily duplicated, especially 1d used & 6d chestnut 
3rd wmk & 2/- CofA (2) MLH & sundry KGV/KGVI in containers. A few Hagners with States noting Tasmania QV 4d bistre 
(45), WA 9d & 10d F/U perf. 14 1d Telegraphs x 2 postally used. Potential. (1000s) $200 

76 Collectors Spring Clean! 2000 Olympics "Instant" stamps FDC set, 1937 NZ-USA FFC, 1937 French registered cover to 
Australia with commems (4 diff) & 85¢ airmail, S.A. stamps on paper, Sigma & other private FDC's, dupl. Australia incl high 
values, GB KGV/KGVI on leaves, Broadcast Listener's Licence, 1935 Wedding Invitation, album of World airmail covers, 
album pre-decimal Australia & Hungary early 1960's CTO sheets, etc. $50 

77 Suitcase lot with all bar the preverbal sink. Noted All world in old-time packets & albums, pre-decimal Aust MUH/MLH incl 
blocks & FDC's. Quality Lighthouse binder with 1957 Zanzibar pres folder etc, retired circuit sheets,  NZ Yearpacks, better 
C/wealth sets on cards, WA swans on page with telegraph, late fee & Paquebot cancels, odd Aust coins & banknotes plus 
a Dunlop PNC etc, Flight & commem covers on Hagners, 1970's Aust FDC's & even some Transkei maxicards! Hours of 
enjoyment. Room bidders only. (1000s) $50 

78 Majority of contents Great Britain with 6 stockbooks & box of glassines/larger bags with duplicated used (some MUH 1960's 
incl no wmk Castles to £1) to recent, mostly commercially used. Heavy dupl. in KGVI & plenty of earlier though QV is of 
little value. Some Australia & other countries also included. Purchaser should enjoy "prospecting"! (1000s) $80 

 WORLD - COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS & SELECTIONS  
79 Albania 1924-1925 various ovpts/surcharges incl Nat Assembly, Red Cross (pair set), Return of Govt Proclamation (ex 1 

on 2q), Republic set SG 151-155, 157-160, 162-170, 172-185 MLH. Cat. £110+ $20 
80 Ascension 1938 KGVI Pictorials Perf. 13 in MUH multiples incl ½d strip 3 & corner block 4, 1d pair & corner block of 4, 

1½d DLR imprint block of 6, 2d strip 3 & Plate 1 corner block of 4, 3d Plate 1 DLR block of 6, 4d block of 4, 6d Plate 1 block 
of 4 & 1/- block of 4. Fresh MUH. Cat. £110+ (11 units) $50 

81 Austria 1850-1937 A MUH, MLH & used accumulation in stockbook. Mixed cond. & untidy, but incl Carinthian Plebiscite & 
Flood Relief sets, odd better defin & some postmark interest in earlies. (1000+) $30 

82 Austria 1950's-1990's in stockbook starting with c500 MUH of 1960's to 1990's not in strict issue order, followed by 
MLH/used with faults. Then more MUH with odd better used from 1950's (incl 1950 airs 60g (4), 2s (2), 10s, 20s (2)), plus 
few M/S. Value in the MUH, which is over 80% of the lot numerically. (1000+) $100 

83 Austria 1970-1885 Over 400 different MUH, MLH & used plus light dupl. of commems & heavy dupl. of defins to 50sch. 
Much MUH. A clean lot. $50 

84 Austria newspaper stamps, postage dues, Lombardy & Venetia, POs in the Levant, WWI Military Fieldpost accumulation. 
MLH & used in mixed cond. (100s) $20 

85 Bahrain on 31 Vario leaves in 4 ring binder incl 1983 Al-Khalifa M/S & set in sheetlet, 1989 defin sheetlet, other M/S with 
thematic appeal incl camels, horseracing, birds, traditional architecture, 1999 Arab Horses, 2000 Millennium, 2003 
Environment Day & others to 2008 (41 sheets in all), plus defin (incl 1979 to 3D) & commem sets MUH & few used 
oddments. Fresh MUH. Clean attractive lot from period seldom seen in auctions. Cat. £350+ (100s) $120 

86 Balkans Random selection with Bulgaria MUH Incl 1938 Primary Produce set, Greece 1901 Hermes 2d-5d SG 164/66 
MUH, 1902 PD's, Yugoslavia 1937 M/S SG MS356, 1970 Nature Conservation Sheets SG 1444/45, Serbia incl 1941 MS 
G49a/b (faults) & a few Thrace. STC £300 $80 

87 Barbados Range from perfd Britannia's incl 1/- black used to QEII MLH& used. Values to $2.40. (110) $35 
88 Belgium & Congo Oddments on 2 hangers & odd manilla leaves in folder. Pickings incl 1910 Exhibition set of 8 CTO 1935 

Anti-TB used, 1938 Aeronautical, various railway stamps; Belgian Congo 1942 20k Okapi used few Rwanda Urundi ovpts, 
Belgium slogan cancels on piece (late 1930's), postal stationary cut-outs & 40c on 25c Albert postcard unused. Finishes 
with a page of 1946 "-10%" ovpts MLH (19). Mostly good to fine despite ageing of pages. (100's) $20 

89 Belgium 1936-47 range of charity sets & 1938 Albert M/S on official presentation sheets (large) plus 1938 Sabena 100th 
flight cover with Belgian & Congo stamps, 1939 flight cover Reg'd Vatican City with 1939 set Vatican & 2 Belgian stamps 
tied by special cancel. Some toning on 2 items with rest fine. (11 items)   $60 

90 Belgium Railway stamps on pieces. Range of cancellations from 1935-1938 with little if any dupl. (200+ on 100 pieces) $40 
91 Belgium, KUT & Brunei on Vario leaves in 4 ring binder. The Belgium is mainly common used; KUT from KGVI MUH (few 

earlier used) later commems used; Brunei MUH sets of 1980's & 1990's incl defins to $10, c30 commem sets & some used 
defins & commems. Patchy lot, but worth a look. (few 100) $40 

92 Bermuda QV to QEII oddments on with KGV to 1/-, KGVI to 2/6d (3 diff) & QEII 1962 5/-. Mixed MLH & used with dupl. (72) $50 
93 British Antarctic Territory 1969 cover to Sweden with 2½d & 3d tied by ARGENTINE ISLANDS GRAHAM LAND cds & 

signed by Base Commander over boxed "BRITISH ANTARCTIC SURVEY ARGENTINE ISLANDS etc" cachet, a 1969 
similar franking to Germany, cover bearing oval "COMMANDER OFFICER R.R.S. SHACKLETON" cachet signed. Another 
two 1971 covers to Germany, one with similar franking to those mentioned, the other with 6d single franking with similar cds 
to the first described plus "FALKLAND ISLANDS DEPENDENCY" South Georgia cds of 26 JA 70 (the 6d tied by FE 14 71 
cds). Excellent cond. (4) $60 



94 British Antarctic Territory 1978-1989 range of covers incl 10 FDC's unaddressed & 1979 Registered cover to England 
bearing 1978 25th Anniversary M/S tied by "ARGENTINE ISLANDS" cds & with B.A.T. reg label 812. Also South Georgia 
1972 Shackleton FDC addressed to England & 1996 Trek commemoration on unaddressed FDC. Incls 2 x 1981 B.A.T. 
20th Anniv, otherwise all different. (13) $35 

95 British Antarctic Territory Faraday Station cancels on 10 cards/coves 1983/9. All are to German addresses & have 
various cachets  incl boxed "BRITISH ANTARCTIC SURVEY FARADAY" & oval "R.R.S. John Biscoe" etc. (10) $35 

96 British Antarctic Territory 9 covers/cards 1983/90 all with ROTHERA cds & addressed to Germany. Incl 2 covers signed 
by pilot over pictorial cachets with details of aircraft. Attractive lot; map included showing location of Rothera Station, which 
replaced Adelaide Station in 1975. (9) $35 

97 British Antarctic Territory Group of 8 covers/cards 1973/86, all with "ARGENTINE ISLANDS/GRAHAM LAND" cds, one 
to Harry Allen (U.K. dealer) & all others to German addresses. No reg‟d, but some interesting cachets. Worth a look. (8) $35 

98 British Antarctic Territory Range of 9 covers/cards mailed from Halley Bay on Queen Maud Land from 1972 to 1985 to 
English & German addresses. Adhesives incl Whales, 1971 Tenth Anniversary & other issues. 4 covers are registered & 
Whales (1977 FDC) is unaddressed. One has cachet "Royal Research Ship Bransfield" & viewing is recommended as 
there are other points of interest for specialists in this area. (9) $35 

99 British Antarctic Territory Selection of 9 covers 1971-1981 cancelled at ADELAIDE ISLAND, one addressed to England 
& the rest to Germany. Various adhesives from ovpts, Explorers, 10th Anniversary & 2 M/S (1974 Churchill & 1978 25th 
Anniversary of Coronation. Some have R.R.S. "John Biscoe" & "Bransfield" boxed cachets & the M/S (one registered) have 
cds of ROTHERA POINT ADELAIDE ISLAND, as does one small cover. (9) $35 

100 British Antarctic Territory Signy Island cancels on 10 covers/cards 1974-1989. Most addressed to Germany, 2 to 
Australia & one to UK. One is registered (label 345, 1988), most have boxed cachets of R.R.S. "John Biscoe" & "Bransfield" 
or boxed "SIGNY ISLAND", one signed by Base Commander (1974). Good lot. (10) $35 

101 British Guiana 1890-1965 collection on leaves in small 2 ring binder. Noted 1890 "One Cent" surcharges on $1 to $4, 
1935 Jubilee & 1948 Silver Wedding $3 MLH. No defins, but incl 1940 Dues. Mixed MLH & used. Cat. c£90 (87) $30 

102 British Guiana 1898-1954 MLH & used collection on small album leaves incl 1921 to 72¢ MLH (96¢ fiscal used) plus 
1913/21 set to 96¢ MLH, 1898 Jubilee set of 5 MLH & 1954 QEII to $5 MLH. STC £375 (45) $100 

103 British Solomon Islands 1908-1956 selection of MLH & used on 2 Hagners. Incls "small canoes" 6d & 1/-, KGV to 6d, 
KGVI to 10/- MLH & 10/- RSW MUH, QEII to 5/- mainly used. Odd fault. STC £200+ (68) $40 

104 Brunei MLH & used range from SG 36 to SG 120 on Hagners with Cat. numbers & values flagged. Incl 1924/7 10¢ used 
(Cat. £27). Overall cond. Above average. (c60) $30 

105 Brunei, Senegal & Zambia M/S's. Brunei incls. SG MS273 & SG MS285, Senegal incl. SG MS698/700 & Zambia SG 
MS160, SG MS176 & SG MS217. STC £140 (9) $30 

106 Burma (Japanese Occupation) Range of "Peacock" ovpts (33 stamps incl 2 blocks of 4) all identified and sold "as is", 
hence low reserve. Incl 4x 1p with sideways ovpt, plus 2 with inverted ovpt & "experimental" circular ovpt in black + green & 
black + red (i.e.. 2 ovpts per stamp) which were not issued thus. Also 3 covers to the Han. Phaung, Admission 
Commander, Jap Military Camp, Rangoon, all with boxed "JAPANESE/SPECIAL/SERVICE POST/BURMA" boxed cachets, 
2 of which have s/l "FIRST DAY USED", one of which bears double ovpt on 4a. One for the specialist! (33 + 3 covers) $230 

107 Burma, Cambodia & Cameroon MUH/used on Vario leaves in 4 ring quality binder. Noted 1998 (Myanmar) Musical 
Instruments & other 1995/2002 MUH, Cambodia/Kampuchea CTO sets (odd MUH) with great thematic appeal, Cameroon 
with UKTT opts to £1 (Sthn Cameroons) & few pre-independence MUH/MLH/used, plus later used/CTO. Mainly fine. 
Diverse lot, viewing recommended. (100s) $50 

108 Canada QV group of used with 1852/57 6d slate violet imperf (3 margins 4th cut into), 1¢ pale rose, large heads 1¢ (2), 2¢, 
3¢ (2), 6¢ plus  1893 20¢ (2) & 50¢ (3). Few others incl 8¢ x 4. Cond. varies, but estimate conservative (21) $120 

109 Canada  Collection of mainly MUH & MLH to 1978 in "Jarrett" printed album. Sparse & insignificant to 1934, then better 
with 1935 $1 used, 1942 War Effort MLH &/or used to $1 (excl. 50¢), 1950 50¢ Oil Wells & 1951 $1 Fisherman MLH. Most 
lesser issues MLH & used; Airs useful, "OHMS" ovpts MLH to 20¢ & "G" to 50¢ Oil Wells MUH with a few used, 1935/46 
Special Delivery range MLH, few coils, revenues & dues. Odd Newfoundland. Disorganised & some faults, but pickings. 
(few 100) $100 

110 Canada 1859-1992 collection in standard Davo album. Used at first in very mixed cond., mint & used from KGVI with later 
MUH. Last 10 years MUH. Noted 1859 17¢ fine used, range QV heads to 50¢ incl 15¢ (3), 1897 "4 leaves" 8¢ & 1898 10¢ 
used, 1928/9 3¢ MLH, solid near complete later with few booklet panes. Several nice cds examples, coils, "back of the 
book", M/S's & perf varieties. Some duplication e.g. 1969 25¢ bird x8 used, QEII "G" ovpt blocks to 5¢, $1 Totem & Export 
pairs MUH (former gum disturbed). Good lot to build on & upgrade. (100s) $350 

111 Canada MUH & used range on Vario leaves in 4 ring padded binder. Main value in post-1990 MUH with face value C$330+ 
($320). Incls M/S's, booklet panes, peel & sticks, "P" stamps, $8 grizzly bear, many sets to 2008. Common used at back. 
Many thematics & a high dealers retail. (100s) $200 

112 Canada - Newfoundland 1937 "short" & "long" Coronation sets plus 1938 Royal defins to 7¢, 1939 Visit & ovpts. Some 
later commems. (30) $25 

113 Cayman Islands 1900-1965 MLH & used on 2 Hagners noting KGV to 1/- (SG 48) & 1935 SJ MLH, 1950 to 10/- MUH/MLH 
& 1965 Churchill MUH. STC £200+ (65) $40 

114 Central America & Caribbean on over 70 Hagners in 4 ring binder. Largely cheaper oddments in mixed cond. arranged in 
alphabetical order of countries. Would suit general collection looking to plug gaps. (1500+) $70 

115 Ceylon 1866-1954 range mainly used to 1945 with some MUH & MLH later incl values to R10. STC £250+ (c120) $50 
116 Ceylon MLH & used in small stockbook with items flagged showing catalogue numbers & prices. Some dupl. incl 1935 SJ x 

2 & range of KGVI perfs to 50¢. QV section in mixed cond., but worth a look. High Cat. (360) $50 
117 Ceylon/Sri Lanka, Cuba, Cyprus & Denmark Ranges on Vario leaves in 4 ring padded binder. Each country starts with a 

smattering of MUH 1990's, followed by CTO & used oddments. Clean lot with thematic appeal. (100s) $40 
118 Chad, Tunisia & Turkey A range of MUH, MLH & used on 31 Vario leaves in quality binder. Many 100s of stamps with 

some complete thematic sets (Chad MUH/CTO), but mainly oddments with duplication. Clean lot. (100s) $40 
119 Cook Islands MLH & used on Hagner incl 2/- & 3/- Admirals MLH with RAROTONGA ovpts, later defins to 3/- (both wmks) 

MLH. STC £300+ (42) $40 
120 Cyprus - Greek 1960-1995 & Turkish 1974-1991 An impressive dealers stock on labelled stock leaves with well balanced 

mint & used. Noted good early Europa sets. No heavy duplication, very clean & ideal for retail. STC £1600+ $300 
121 Egypt/U.A.R., Eire & Ethiopia on Vario leaves in quality 4 ring binder. The Egypt is strong in 1960's & mostly used, whilst 

Eire has early 1990's MUH defins to £5, commem sets & M/Ss of total face value £30 & followed by modest used, few 
Italian East Africa, Ethiopia from 1894 with strength in MUH from c1970 but many useful earlier, used as well. Good lot in 
generally fine cond. (100s) $50 

122 Egypt (British Forces) 1934-1936 letters addressed to England with "Egypt Postage Prepaid" crowned cachet in red with 
"MPO CAIRO 2 MR 34" cds & (on flap) 1p Letter Seal (SG A2), another similar less distinct crowned cachet in red with 
"Military Alexandria 3x1135" cds & "on flap" 3m scarlet Xmas Seal & a 1936 letter franked with large 3m green Army Post 
tied by "M.P.O. Cairo 10 DE 36" cds. Item 1 is torn on flap (not affecting 1p letter seal), others very fine. Cat. £415 (3) $400 

123 Fiji 1890's-1960's MLH & used. Strong in KGVI incl 5d "blue canes" used & QEII to £1 black & orange. STC £300+ (157) $40 



124 Fiji 1947-1974 range of covers with large 1947 Registered airmail to Perth bearing 13/8½d in 13 diff KGVI defins to 5/-, 
1949 UPU set on "Bulldog" FDC, another UPU (ex 1/6d) on typed FDC with boxed "CESSION DAY/1949" cachet in violet, 
KGVI 1/6d blue on 1950 FDC to N.Z., 1964 FFC Fiji to Gilbert & Ellice Island bearing 2/- orchid, 1966 WHO FDC to NZ, 
other later FDC's incl unaddressed 1973 Festivals, Rugby & 1974 Cricket. Interesting group. (13) $50 

125 Fiji 1969-1984 MUH in 3 large sketch books. Not complete. All items in glassine wrapping/ photo corners, making close 
inspection awkward. Tone spots sighted, serious in places, hence low reserve. (100s) $30 

126 Fiji MUH recent issues in pairs on Vario sheets in 4 ring Lighthouse binder. Great thematic appeal, with over 100 different 
post-1990 commem sets x2, plus 1995 Birds defins to $5 x2 & a few earlier incl desultory range of used & some France 
used at the back. Face value $800+. Also incl 60 M/Ss, nearly all different. $300 

127 Finland 1860-1866 Hagner of Roulettes in usual variable cond incl 10k (3), 5p (2), 8p, 10p, 20p (2), 40p (7). Cond varies 
from poor to good. Simplified Cat. £1400+ (16) $60 

128 Finland 1927-1984 MLH & a few MUH. Clean lot with numerous thematics. Cat. £270+ (237) $50 
129 Finland 1935-1983 Red Cross & Anti TB sets & odds used with odd MUH or MLH. Majority fine. Cat. £235 (170) $35 
130 France 1853-1890 used range Napoleon, Ceres & Peace & Commerce with various shades. Note Ceres 30c brown small 

figures SG175. Cond fair to fine. (50) $50 
131 France 1853-1999 collection in 3 volumes (Lighthouse leaves to 1969, then "bespoke"). Average used range with some 

better noted incl 1927 Sinking Fund MLH, 1936 1f50 Normandie (sky blue) used, 1938 1f75 Versailles MLH, 1940/1 
surcharges to 20f on 50f MLH, 1942 Arms MLH, 1960/1 Charities & most Red Cross MLH, 1964 Philatelic MUH. As 
indicated by the above, collection was formed on a budget & is missing all high catalogued items. Nevertheless, solid 
representation to 1970s, more recent less comprehensive. Some sets are mixed MLH/used. Good for "picking" or for 
upgrading "in situ". (c2500) $200 

132 France & Colonies Napoleons 1c SG 42, 40c SG 65. 4c SG 109. Ceres 1870 imperfs 4c, 5c, 1871 perfs 2c, 4c (2) used. 
Free French Forces SG 1-7 MLH. Lebanon 1924 Olympics SG50-52 MLH. Early Reunion, Ivory Coast, etc. (103) $90 

133 French Colonies - Guadeloupe, Reunion plus Syria, Tunisia, Cameroon, Congo, Mali, Indo China, Cambodia & central 
Africa. Approx 600 stamps mint & used accumulation with duplication but a good overall cross section. (100s) $30 

134 French Colonies Early selection of MLH & used with 1892 Tablet Types (53), Commerce New Caledonia ovpts (5), 
Cochin-China (1), Somali Coast 1902 50c camel inv centre (mint, no gum) & others. STC £220+ $50 

135 French Polynesia 1965-1988 range on Hagner. 1965 School Canteen Art 20f block 4 & 80f MUH, 1969 100f Napoleon SG 
101 (used), 1970 Art 40, 60, 100f. All MUH SG 123/24/26, 1971 Art F/U SG 149/51 & 1986/88 Dishes MUH. Cat. £360 (18) $60 

136 French Pacific in 3 volumes to 1970. Some pickings remain in MLH French Polynesia (from 1892 Oceanic Setts to 1966), 
New Caledonia (largely used), incl 1932 Paris-Noumea flight 1¢, 4¢, 5¢, 20¢ (Cat. £75), 1948/53 set to 200f, 1964 
Olympics (Cat. £21) some MUH & MLH to 200f & used pictorials with shells, birds, butterflies etc. (280 F.P.; 420 N.C, incl 
light dupl. of post-war). Some toning here & there allowed for in conservative est. Viewing suggested  to appreciate scope. $100 

137 Gambia A couple of "Cameos" to 1961 MLH & used range on Hagners. Noted 1953 to 10/-. STC £80+ (62) $30 
138 Germany (West & post reunification) Mainly used collection in large stockbook which shows signs of rust, as do a few of 

the stamps. Missing the better 1950's, but the book is full & worth checking. (1000+) $40 
139 Germany 1855-1939 ranges of Saxony (3), Hannover (4), Bavaria 1919 Friestaat ovpts high vals used, Saar 1931 

surcharges 1f, 2f & 5f MLH. 1911 PO in Morocco SG 52/63 mint, PO in Turkey 25pi SG 58, Allenstein used (18), Danzig 
incl 1938/39 Swastika wmk SG 267/74 & Marienwerder (12). High cat. value with many useful. (92) $120 

140 Germany WWI P.O.W. mail group of 8 letters from various camps, all to Red Cross, Copenhagen. Includes one mint pre-
printed letter - rare survivor. STC €185 (8) $50 

141 Germany 1924-1944 MUH, MLH & used sets. 1924 castles, 1926 Airs incl. 3m. & 1934 Airs used. 1934-40 Winter Relief 
etc. STC £400+ (160) $80 

142 Germany 1933-1945 Third Reich collection on old printed leaves in old style Schaubek binder. Noted 1933 Wagner & 
extras of 25pf & 40pf, many other sets both MLH & used, Hitler M/S imperf MLH & used, 1937 ovpt MLH, various se-tenant 
pairs, c20 special cachets on piece incl 1938 Shipping, 1945 SA/SS pair F/U ("as is" & assessed at MUH price in valuing 
this lot). Only apparent gaps are Olympics & couple of "Brown Ribbon" M/S's plus 1RM & 2RM ovpts on Danzig & couple of 
low values. Clean lot odd stamp falling out so please view with care. (100s) $500 

143 Germany 1939 (Dec) to 1943 (Dec) WWII range of 19 "Feldpost" letters & cards incl scarce official telegram cover. (19) $35 
144 Germany 1939-1944 WWII Occupations MLH & used collection in Lindner hingeless album. Noted Bohemia & Moravia 

1939 to 10k MUH (signed Gilbert), 1940 Alsace ovpts on Hindenburg MLH, ditto "Osten", then Gen. Government ovpts on 
Poland complete (some foxed) used, 1943 Copernicus sheet of 10 MLH (corner crease), "Provinz Laibach" 1944 officials 
(ovpt on Italy) MUH & MLH & 1945 pictorials to 30l MLH plus CTO, GG Red Cross ovpts (set of 4) & 12+8 value on card 
with special cachet, 1940 Winter Relief set on card with special cachet & 1940 reg. express cover to USA with 2z40 in 
franking tied by pictorial "Hitler's Birthday" cachets + uprated 12gr postcards to Portugal & Sweden. Few others, some with 
gum faults. Nice album worth expanding. (c240) $100 

145 Germany Post WWII MLH & used lot in stockbook with pickings incl West 1949 30pf Wichern MLH, 1953 IFRABA pair fine 
used, Berlin 70pf Hunting-Lodge, 1949 50pf & 60pf UPU, defins to 5DM all used, some later MLH/MUH. Some faults & 
needs close checking because of haphazard organisation. (many 100s) $80 

146 Germany 1952-2004 dupl. F/U stock in 3 stockbooks. Strength in 1957-1992, but useful throughout with charities. All 
commems (no defins) & in approx. chronological order. (c2500) $100 

147 Germany 1960-1990 with odd later to 2004. MUH in black-paged stockbook. Good face value in definitives to 6mk90 & 
plenty of commems both West & Berlin. Odd earlier MLH. (Over 1000, some Framas, 2 booklets, 3 postcards) $100 

148 Germany 1960s to post-unification MUH in stockbook. In no particular order & with odd Berlin & DDR peppered amongst 
the West. Cond. fine throughout with many Charity sets & defins of high FV. Needs organising. (550+, Heuss booklet pane) $50 

149 Germany - Berlin 1949-1961 Small range mainly used incl. 1949 buildings, Bells to 40pf. (7) Uprising Furtwangler & 1961 
Famous Germans set (MUH). STC £360+ (69) $50 

150 Germany (DDR) "Budget" lot of oddments & part sets, largely CTO, in large stockbook. Mostly fine, but missing all key 
items. (100s) $20 

151 Germany West 1949-1957 used odd values & a few sets incl. 1949 UPU, 1950 Bach, 1951 30pf Pestalozzi 1953 transport, 
Ifraba, 1954/57 Winter relief sets, etc. Cat £700+ (51) $90 

152 Germany West 1949-1961 sets with mainly odd values used incl 1949 Parliament, UPU, Bach, 1951 Pestalozzi, Roentgen, 
Otto, Schurz, Reis, Liebig IFRABA, 1953-1958 Relief sets, etc. STC £1200+ (200) $130 

153 Germany West 1950's to 2003 in display book with commercial mail & official p/cards (odd mint) plus off paper on 
stockcards & odd M/S. Incls a few DDR. (100's) $20 

154 Germany West & Berlin Mainly MUH lightly dupl. range in medium  stockbook, plus smattering of used Berlin from 30pf 
blue Bell (clapper at right) & Beethoven 125th Anniv. Nothing major, but plenty of complete charity sets to 1987 & useful 
odd values. Mainly fine. (600+) $50 

155 Germany West (mainly) & unified to 2005 all different on stocksheets in Swedish 4 ring binder. Useful commems, noting 
1953 30pf Nansen F/U, 1955 Westropa 10pf general later & odd Berlin incl faulty 20pf ERP, plus 2 sheets of DDR 
used/CTO. Good starter lot. (870+) $50 



156 Germany Occupation of Serbia 1942/43 duplicated sets. Monasteries (SG G58/68), Officials SG GO78, Postage Dues 
SG G82/88, all x 10 used or CTO. Cat £750 $30 

157 Germany-Great Britain-Turkey WWI Dardanelles rare actual photo postcards incl one used showing Turkish planes in 
action over the Dardanelles, stampless with cds "Feldpostkarte 27.12.15 B. Bayer. Res. Div." & violet 2 ring cachet "Res. 
Inf. Res. MF 18.11 Batl.8.Komp. Soldaten Brief". The other two cards unused & featuring Enver Pascha, Turkish flag (in red 
& white) & Turkish fleet in the Bosporus on one, German Admiral Souchon, who on Aug 18, 1914 was appointed by Enver 
Pascha as Supreme Commander of the Turkish Navy. He coordinated naval efforts against the Russians in The Black Sea 
& the Allied Forces in the Bosporus & the Dardanelles. Fine & scarce. (3) $150 

158 Gibraltar KGV & KGVI fine MLH selection on leaves incl 1921/27 to 1/-, 1931/33 "Rock", 1935 SJ, KGVI to £1 simplified 
MLH plus later Military Uniforms MUH (8 sets). (66) $120 

159 Gibraltar Starts with couple pages pre-1970 MUH & used, then 1986-2002 sheetlets (100+ incl all Europa 1996/2002), 
followed by sets in MUH pairs (over 60 different sets x2, plus few more single sets) incl defins to £5 & "TO PAY" to £2. 
Used oddments at back. Colossal face value c£550 ($850+) Fine cond. (100s) $400 

160 Gilbert & Ellice 1907-1965 with 1939/51 to 5/- mixed MLH & used, QEII vals to 1/- MLH or used plus 1965 Churchill MUH. 
STC £150 (61) $40 

161 Gilbert & Ellice Is 1935-1975 near complete (missing 1937 Coronation) on Lindner hingeless leaves in 18 ring binder. Incl 
1940 Dues. 1935 SJ set is MLH; 1939/51 MUH/MLH (odd toned) incl both perfs 3d & 1/-; then all MUH & fresh except light 
toning on few mid values of 1956 set & 1/6d Due. Cat. £350 (222) $100 

162 Great Britain & British Commonwealth Postally used blocks of QV to QEII. High catalogue but in mixed cond. Incl. GB 
1951 KGVI  £1 brown block of 4 & block of 8. SG 512 cat. £18ea. (100s) $30 

163 Great Britain 1841-1984 MLH & used collection in 2 SG albums. Starts with 1d reds imperf (5), perfd (60) in mixed 
condition, 2d blue (c1841, 3 margins), plus 3 diff plates, ½d (8, some plates dupl.), sparse to 1887, then all values to 1/-, 
ditto KEVII (2/6d & I10 ½d control pair), KGV to 10/- comprehensive simplified + few wmk changes, range of KEVII 1d 
postmarks, odd perfin block, KGVI in mixed cond but £1 RSW is F/U., 3 used booklet panes; QEII incl graphite lines, wmk 
changes, phosphors all used. Mint (mostly MUH) creep in about 1965 & decimals are nearly all MUH with a few booklets 
included. Appears about 90% complete, although untidy & with some extra pages included to accommodate perfins, 
postmarks, blocks etc. Reserve takes account of mixed cond to 1960. (1000+) $150 

164 Great Britain 1858-2006 mainly used with QV 1d reds, few surface printed to 10d, KEVII to 1/- with shades, later with odd 
pickings. Main value (on inside cover of stockbook, mounted on Hagner) is in MLH sets of 1951, 1959 mult. Crowns wmk 
Castles De La Rue & B.W. printings & 1967/8 no wmk to £1 (latter set MUH). Useful lot worth checking. (100s) $120 

165 Great Britain 1870's-1908 range of covers, cards & wrappers to local & various international addresses. Some interest in 
QV duplex strikes (eg THE DOCKS B.A. SWANSEA with barred 763) & MARK LANE E.C. squared circle of 1882. Some 
oval commercial identifiers & other items of interest incl 1899 BRITISH-POST-OFFICE CONST(ANTIN)OPLE cds on QV 
"full length" 1d postcard to Germany. Possible "finds" for postmark specialist. (85) $190 

166 Great Britain 1912-1970's Large random accumulation. Old style pages book with mainly duplicated early decimals album 
pages. Noted 1d Mackennal variety "no cross to crown" SG S45a used, 2 mint sheet files & env of 1965-1970 sheets & 
large blocks (1000's)  $30 

167 Great Britain 1914-1919 Postcards addressed to Master Balcombe in Scotland from his father during WWI service & 
subsequent travels. Most PPC's show Field PO cancels & triangular or boxed octagonal censor marks. Scenes are b&w or 
sepia. French or Greek subject to 1918 with the 1919 uncensored five not cancelled but with messages about the Bulgarian 
subjects on the cards. Rare opportunity to follow the activities of a WWI soldier through his correspondence. (39) $100 

168 Great Britain 1917-1919 Military letter & 4 postcards from Egypt. The letter OAS stampless to Manchester with "Field Post 
Office 02AU49GB"; the cards all addressed to England with Cairo, Alexandria & (?) Beyrouth city scenes & (one) shadouf 
(drawing water), all with ARMY POST OFFICE cds's of 1917 (2), 1918 & 1919 and all with censor cachets. Letter has 
10mm diag. tear at corner, cards generally fine. (5) $80 

169 Great Britain 1924-1954 defins with sideways & inverted wmks. MUH, MLH & used incl KGV 2½d ultramarine sideways 
MUH/MLH (3), used (2), invert MLH (1). Good to fine cond but a few tone spots. Cat £780+ (100) $50 

170 Great Britain 1924-1970 range of MUH & MLH on 20 Hagners in SG 4 ring binder. Incl 1924 B.E.E., 1940 Centenary, 1948 
RSW & 1953 Coronation with gum faults on some, then duplicated late 1960's commems & low value defins from KGVI. 
Some blocks, strips, mainly MUH. (100s) $30 

171 Great Britain 1935-1984 range of issues in stockbook with 1935 SJ MUH, 1939/48 KGVI set of 6 F/U (Cat. £55). High 
degree of completeness in QEII with 1953 Coronation set of 4, Castles to £1, 1965 BOB etc. NPY & Compac Phosphors 
F/U. High FV in later years. Many useful. $90 

172 Great Britain 1936-1942 Selection of control blocks of 6, 4 or strips of 3. Incls KEVIII ½d, 1d, 1½d, KGVI 1d, 1½d, 2d, 2½d 
Centenary & "light colours" defins to 3d. Clean lot worth inspection. (17) $30 

173 Great Britain 19531999 range of addressed commemorative FDC's. Not in particular order & with tone spots on edges of 
many earlier issues, though stamps are unaffected in most cases. (150) $30 

174 Great Britain 1967-1990 range of large covers bearing booklet panes, commems & defins to high values, all to German 
addresses. Noted 1967 with block of 6 x 1½d Wilding private perfins, 1969 "Stamps for Cooks" 4d red booklet pane of 15 
with "recipe" tab on FDC tied by pictorial cachets, 1986 Registered (Motherwell) with 4 diff booklet panes (Machins) & coil 
strip of 4, 1980 "Story of Wedgewood" pane from prestige booklet on FDC, others Registered Hounslow, Twickenham & 
Motherwell. F/cond with adhesives to £2. Unusual. (16) $40 

175 Great Britain 1971-1993 Decimal Machin FDC's (nearly all addressed) incl regionals. Incls one or two special cachets, 
(Lady Godiva, Br. Airways Concorde London-Rome First Flight etc.) & pre-dec set on various covers. No booklet panes or 
large high value types, but a couple of coil strips included. Nearly all fine. (130+) $40 

176 Great Britain 1982-1988 Benham silk FDC's in complete sets incl. 1988 Edward Lear M/S singles. Good cond & 
increasingly collectable. (59) $120 

177 Great Britain Collection in quality Lindner 64 black page stockbook with QV to modern. Penny reds, SG 51 cat. £50, SG 89 
cat. £350, SG 98 cat. £500 x 2, SG 112 cat. £300, SG 117 cat. £35, SG 118 cat. £175, SG 150 cat. £100, SG 250 cat. £60 
& Seahorses 2/6d x 4. Mixed cond but huge cat value. $40 

178 Great Britain Decimal PHQ cards (to c2000) & aerogrammes (incl some pre-dec.), plus few PSE's & registered letters all 
unused in open box. Little duplication & in generally fine cond. Worth checking, as much is rarely seen. A great opportunity 
to expand your GB collection into postal stationery. (100s) $50 

179 Great Britain KEVII range of MLH incl 1902 ½d (2), 1d, 3d, 4d (3) & 6d; 1911 perf 14 ½d, 1d (2 each), 1½d, 2d, 5d, 6d (2) 
& 7d. Generally MLH & fresh. Odd foxed perf on 7d & couple of mid values heavily hinged. Total Cat. £350+ $50 

180 Great Britain KGV range MLH on Hagner incl 1924 B.E.E. (2 sets), various 1912, 1924 & 1934 defins to 1/- incl 9d x 4 & 
10d x 2 plus 3 control singles. Useful lot worth a look. Cat. £200+ $40 

181 Great Britain KGV typo & photo designs duplicated MLH to 1/- (ex 8d) noting wmk inverted on ½d, 1d, 1½d (2 each) & 
sideways on 2d photo (faults but Cat. £225). Mainly block cypher wmks, 1911/12 ½d imperial crown & 3 x 1d (2 of the 1912 
redrawn types). Hinging varies but most are fine & suitable for study of shades & dies. Cat. £500+ (95) $120 

182 Great Britain KGVI & QEII mint accumulation with some Guernsey MUH blocks noted. All on stocksheets. Cat £100+  $30 



183 Great Britain KGV-QEII pre-dec. dealers stock in chronological order in large Lighthouse stockbook. Majority MUH (some 
MLH) & fresh. Noted 1935, 1940 & most QEII pre-dec. commem. sets. A few low value defins in blocks, incl 4d phos. panes 
of 60 x 4. Missing early 1960's phos. commems, but most sets are x 5 or more (eg: Battle of Britain block of 6 is x 8). Larger 
still quantity of late 1960's & a useful range of regionals. (1000s) $100 

184 Great Britain MUH on Vario leaves in 4 ring binder. Starts with 2 pages QEII pre-decimal, then decimals with Machins 
(c150 different) in face value order from ½p to £5, a few NVI, regionals, "To Pay" crown set to £5, "Greetings" exploded 
booklets (6 different), "Fruit & Veg" & "Cats" P & S panes, £10 Britannia, over 40 M/Ss (incl a few x2) & 20 se-tenant blocks 
c2000/10, different printings of Castles to £5 (latter x 3), over 150 commem sets 1990-2010 + few earlier. Fine throughout 
with FV of commems alone well over £300, plus many of the M/S‟s worth a premium over their FV. Superb lot. (1000+) $500 

185 Great Britain Postal Reform 1840-1841 valuable assembly with pre-stamp entire of 9.1.40 cancelled Dundalk, addressed 
to Dublin; photocopy of 7 January P.O. Regulations stating that "on & after 10 January …" universal penny postage would 
be introduced. Rare 11.1.40 stampless entire (day after introduction of new regulations) with Liverpool cds in red. Also 
18.9.40 entire to Forfarshire bearing 4 margin 1d black tied by red M/C & with edge of adjacent stamp in sheet visible; 
4.3.1841 entire with 3 margin 1d red brown pl.12 tied by clear M/C in black - rare early use of this stamp; colour copy of the 
1841 GPO instructions to postmaster re introduction of the 2d blue & 1d red stamps & showing postal stationery 
impressions marked "SPECIMEN". Valuable assembly with inspection highly recommended. (4 entires, plus literature). $400 

186 Great Britain Pre-dec. First Day & commercial covers in box. Worth a look as sighted 1960 Europe on airmail/express 
delivery cover addressed to Victoria, 5½d KGVI Registered letter uprated to 7½d, a few QV ½d postcards & 1d lilacs tied by 
duplex incl 1895 mourning cover, with Dublin duplex & London squared circle, various KGVI airmail covers to NZ, few 
1960's addressed FDC's. Mostly fine. (350+) $100 

187 Great Britain Pre-decimals used range incl KGVI 2½d lettercard with 1947 National Stamp Exhibition block of labels 
attached & tied by large Exhib cds in red. QEII commems incl many in pairs, Machins (some in blocks) & dupl. later Castles 
to £5, plus £10 Britannia x 4 & more commems not in chronological order complete the lot. Very little past 2000.  (100s) $50 

188 Great Britain Pre-stamped entires with PAID cancels in red & black. Mixed destinations with a range of cachets, including 
one London mourning entire. Cond above average. (9) $50 

189 Great Britain QEII Forces Mail with FPO cancels etc plus couple of aerogrammes & 3d PSE with "House of Commons" 
cds. Originally PTSA $120. (66) $30 

190 Great Britain & POs Abroad QV to KEVII ovpts on Hagner incl "I.R. OFFICIAL" ½d (2) & 1d (6) KEVII, plus "ARMY 
OFFICIAL" ½d (2) & 1d, "ADMIRALTY OFFICIAL" 1d (2, one faulty), range of "LEVANT" (incl 2d MLH) with 40pa QV (5) & 
KEVII (6), QV 80pa (2), KEVII 1pi (6) & 2pi all used, 1¼ & 1¾ (2) MLH & ½d, & 1d "LEVANT" (47) $40 

191 Great Britain - Alderney & Jersey 1990-2003 MUH on Vario sheets in Lighthouse binder. High degree of completeness 
incl. M/Ss. Alderney comprises 20 commem sets defins to £2 & 10 M/S's & few used; Jersey comprises c100 commem sets 
& 34 M/S's plus defins with all the "Royal" high values to £10 & other sets to £2, plus over 100 used oddments at the back. 
Total face value £300+ ($460) $300 

192 Great Britain - Channel Islands & I.O.M. Retired dealers priced remnants on Hagners. Noted 1990 Jersey defins to 75p, 
but nearly all others are 1980 or earlier. Predominantly MUH with dupl. & a few M/S's. Total PTSA $400+ $80 

193 Great Britain - Guernsey 1991-2003 MUH in quality album with 1991-2002 sheetlets of 10 or 20 (44, mainly Europa) & 
M/S's to 2003 (45), then commem sets (50+) incl se-tenant strips, defins to £5 & few used  at the back to 2003. Good lot, 
with face value of sheetlets & M/S's alone c£250. (100s) $300 

194 Great Britain - Isle of Man Modern MUH on Vario leaves in binder, starting with 2002 Golden Jubilee pane of 20 with royal 
portraits in gutter between, 2002 Games sheetlets of 9, 2003 "Man in Space" sheetlets of 8, "Mann at War" sheetlets, M/Ss 
& other sheetlets. (Europa etc) 1992-2003 plus commems of similar period & few used at the back. Over 60 post-1990 
commem sets, 36 sheetlets & 24 M/S's all MUH. Face value well over £250. $250 

195 Greece (484, mainly used), Netherlands (c430 used) & India (500+, all used) on Vario leaves in 4 ring binder. Pretty 
humdrum but nearly all different. Worth buying for the 30 quality leaves & binder. $50 

196 Grenada 1883-1944 A mint range KEVII 1/-, 2/- (2), 1908 Badge vals to 5/-, KGV to 1/- (3) & 10/- (SG 163d) MUH. (29) $60 
197 Hong Kong QV to KGVI mainly used range on 4 Hagners. Noted QV values to 48¢ & ovpts to $1, KGV to $1, 1937 set on 

piece, 1941 set to $1, 1949 UPU used & KGVI defins to $2 F/U (SG 158). Useful for set completions. STC £700 but 
estimate reflects cond. $100 

198 Hong Kong & Singapore Off paper accumulation on Hagner, in boxes & tin. Values to $20 (H.K.) & $5 (Singapore 1954). 
Duplication heavy in places & most average value only. Plenty to sort. (c 500 H.K.& 350 Singapore) $30 

199 Hungary Large thematic range to 1990's MLH & used on stocksheets in 4 ring Swedish binder. A few sets only. (1000 diff.) $30 
200 Iceland 1990's-2004 in quality album & pages with commem sets, booklets & defins. Some earlier noted. (390 MUH, 79 

used, 28 M/S's, 4 booklets & 10 se-tenant blocks from booklets) $100 
201 India QV to KGV MLH & used on printed leaves & stockcard. QV earlies faulty with main value in post 1890 used incl QV 

2R, KGV single wmk 1, 2, 10 & 25R, 1931 New Delhi 1R (2). Odd MLH incl KEVII 2a, 8a, 1R officials.  Also small glassine 
of dupl. low value Maldive Islands "Minarets" plus 1R heavy used.  (c100) $40 

202 Indonesia 1960's era MUH/MLH in sets & blocks (some toning). Much thematic appeal butterflies, fish, flora etc. Approx. 
350 stamps in album plus 37 FDC's & presentation packs of the same era. $40 

203 Indonesia & Iran mainly post 1980 MUH &  used on Vario leaves in quality binder, the former to 2001 without any 
expensive items but a good range of 1990s used included (odd fault). Iran starts with 1960s MUH pairs & blocks with many 
cat. over £2 each, incl 1964 Persian Art Exhibition (Cat. £26 x 2), followed by sundry used odd values, mostly defins, but 
some post-revolution commems. (100s) $60 

204 Iran 1902-1926 Small collection with better vals incl. 1902 Provisoire ovpts, 1911 Ahmed Mirza vals to 20k MLH. Cat. £760 
but some may be reprints hence conservative estimate. (46) $50 

205 Iraq, Italy & Japan MUH & used. Iraq worth checking, mostly from 1955 mixed MUH & used oddments, then MUH sets from 
1966 to 1985 incl 4 M/S's, good range used 1960's-1970's; Italy mainly used common with dupl. in defins; Japan 60y & 62y 
MUH commems, few defins, various used (mainly cheaper types) from 1930's to 1980's. Odd fault but pickings. (1000+) $50 

206 Ireland 1922 issues onwards. Mint & used accumulation. Approx. 200 stamps with vals to £1 in stockbook. Noted SG 82 
cat. £6 x 8. $30 

207 Ireland 1922 Ovpts to 9d, 1938 Father Mathew blocks of 4 MUH/MLH, Emmet, High vals to £5, etc. STC £300 (83) $100 
208 Israel 1948-1970 range on Hagners MUH, MLH & used from 1948 New Year with tabs, 1949 MLH & 1950 without tabs, 

1951 set & most later with tabs. Various sets to 1970. (80) $30 
209 Italy Unused Postcards (4) b&w showing King Umberto with senior officers 1900 as troops left for & returned from China, 

1908 Reggio di Calabria scene after earthquake, Russian sailors assisting at Messina 1908 following earthquake & 
tsunami which killed between 100,000 & 200,000 people & WWI showing Italian destroyer entering Taranto Harbour canal. 
Fine cond. (4) $50 



210 Italy - Papal States 1852-1866 group of letters. Comprises (1) 1862 letter to Forli, franked 1852 1 Baj blue/green SG 9, to a 
provincial official; (2) 1858 Civitavecchia to Napoli, franked 5 Baj black/rose, premium stamp, Cat. €110+; (3) 1860 front s/ l 
"Albano" to Napoli, franked 5 Baj black/rose; (4) 1861 letter cds "Roma 16 Luglio '61" to Albano, franked 2 Baj olive green 
pair; (5) 1862 lettersheet with s/l "Valentano" with full arrival "Viterbo 2 APR '62", franked with 2 Baj very deep olive green 
(unusually strong) with 4 large margins & (6) letter "Vellitri 25 DEC '66" to "Roma 27 DEC '66" (arrival U/S), franked with 
1852 2 Baj green/white SG 123. Cat. €600+ Rare assembly. (6) $350 

211 Japan 1871-1987 collection in 3 Schaubek albums with mounts added as required. Pre-1900 range has high proportion of 
forgeries. 1871 500m green appears genuine but thinned. Cond varies from 1900 to 1955 with majority used & many gaps, 
thereafter fine with post 1960 virtually complete MUH, odd used. Best noted 1935 Emperor's Visit MLH & used sets, 1936 
10s Fuji park used, 1948 Philatelic Week & 1949 Postal Week (2) MLH, 1949 Fuji Hakene M/S MUH (Cat. £47), 1964 
Olympics M/S set of 6 MUH (Cat. £50), 1971 1000y & M/S (2 each, MUH) & a few Jap. PO's in China 1 yen. From 1900, 
Cat. £1400+ (100s) $350 

212 Japan 1944-2004 MUH & MLH but majority MUH all different in KA-BE stockbook. Missing major items & some earlier not 
in complete sets, but clean lot with useful definitives amongst the attractive commems & New Year M/S's from both 1953 
(but with several tweezer dents). 1955 MUH & comprehensive later incl some Exhibition M/S's but missing 1964 Olympics 
M/S's. Low estimate. (1100+ stamps & 55 M/S's) $150 

213 Japan 1960-1983 mixed MUH, MLH & used in 2 hingeless Schaubek albums in good cond. Later 1970 onwards with higher 
degree of completeness with majority MUH. A nice lot with potential for expansion in quality albums. (700+ & 29 M/S's) $120 

214 Japan Mainly modern used defins & commems on 19 stockpages in "Simplex" binder. Light dupl. of commems with most 
being good to F/U. (c1000) $50 

215 Jordan Range of MUH, MLH & used to 1990's on Vario leaves. Might fill a few gaps, incls thematic appeal. (230) $20 
216 Kenya 1984-1998 Range of large Registered Kenya Posts & Telecommunications envs all will new issues attached & 

cancelled as F/U with neat Stamp Bureau, Nairobi cds's. (79). $20 
217 Kenya MUH sets (many in pairs) & M/S's on Vario leaves in Lighthouse 4 ring binder. Enormous thematic appeal with 

WWF, Olympics, Wildlife, Culture etc with strength in the difficult 1990's. Approx 60 commem sets in pairs & c20 single sets 
& defins to 50/-, plus nearly 400 used at the back incl some blocks. Reserve based on value of MUH - used is a bonus. 
(100s) $100 

218 Kenya, Uganda &Tanganyika KEVII to 1953 range on Hagners. MLH & used with few MUH/MLH blocks & perf varieties in 
KGVI. Also 1937 Coronation set in marginal MUH blocks. Noted KGV 10/- used (toned) & KGVI £1 (SG 150a) F/U. Pickings 
for gap filling. (c190) $100 

219 Kuwait 1939-2011 MUH, MLH & used collection on Vario leaves in binder with 1939 3p, 1a, plus 2a to 12a pictorials (Cat. 
£126), 1942 to 14a MLH, few KGVI/QEII ovpts on GB, fine range MUH later with sheetlets, M/S's, booklets to 2011 50th 
Anniv. sheetlet. Not in strict chronological order, but clean & extensive with post Gulf War issues best represented. Over 
(500+ MUH, plus 21 sheetlets, 5 booklets & c160 used) $140 

220 Laos 1980's-2003 MUH & CTO on Vario leaves with some MUH sheetlets to 2002 (Goldfish etc), Beetles block, Women's 
Costumes etc, all MUH. Some CTO 1980's-1990's. Interesting lot with low reserve. (52 MUH, 6 M/S's & 108 CTO). $30 

221 Lebanon, Libya, Malta & Mauritius MUH & used ranges on Vario sheets in 4 ring padded binder. Mainly post-war with 
MUH sets & good (Lebanon) range of used from ovpts on France to 1970's; Libya with MUH 1980's Gaddafi "battles" etc & 
few pre 1960 to 500m used; Malta modest with some 1980's sets MUH pairs, range of used & Mauritius mainly used. 
Inspection recommended. (many 100s) $70 

222 Liechtenstein 1912-1987 in German illust album with over 90% used to 1960 (171 stamps & 2 M/S's) then virtually 
complete used (c 540). Fine lot with useful earlier incl SG 1/3, 1938 M/S, 1939 Airs, 1939/41 2f, 3f, 5f & 10f, 1950 80c 
badger, 1949 Art M/S cut-outs, 1948 Airs 5f & 10f, 1951 & 1953 Art, etc. Cat. £1000+  $220 

223 Liechtenstein 1930 45r & 1f airs (Cat. £155), few 1933 & 1937 defins, 1951 40r blue (Cat. £11), 1955 Red Cross & odd 
sports in complete sets to 1956. Good to fine used. Total cat. £200+ (22) $50 

224 Luxembourg 1880's-1980's mainly used accumulation in part stockbook. Some toning here & there & nothing of great 
value, but worth a look. (500+) $30 

225 Macao 1980's-2002 MUH & used on Vario leaves with main value in 1990's & 2000 sets MUH (c20 sets) & Zodiac M/S's. 
Finishes with 37 used in mixed cond. Useful. $30 

226 Malaya (BMA) Ovpts on Straits Settlements MLH & used range incl both $5, but the green & red on emerald has fiscal 
cancel & is not included in total Cat. of £300 (for MUH & used). Odd fault, but mainly good to fine. (55) $30 

227 Malaya (FMS) 1900-1922 Tigers CA & MCA wmk range on Hagner & stockcard. Mainly used low values with shades, but 
noted 1904/22 50¢ (2). Cond. varies but Cat. £300+. $40 

228 Malaya (FMS) 1922-1934 Used range. Incls fiscally used examples of $5 Tiger & $1, $2 & $5 elephants. Some faults. (32) $30 
229 Malaya (FMS) Small range most states incl Sarawak. Noted Strait Settlements incl QV 96c used (SG 71) vals to $5. Cond 

generally above average. Cat. £650+ fiscals. (170) $90 
230 Malaya (Japanese Occ.) Group on card comprising 15¢ "DAI NIPPON 2602 PENANG" ovpt both "1" of "NIPPON" missing 

(SG J84a) CTO on piece (Cat. £120) plus J157 MLH, 216 F/U, 224 & 226 MLH, 246 F/U & 247 MLH. Total Cat. £220+ $60 
231 Malaya (Johore) MLH & mint range with vals to $2 on Hagner. Mainly fine & STC £200+ (50+) $40 
232 Malaya (Kedah) 1912-1937 MLH & used range on Hagner. Best items are 1921/32 20¢ to 50¢ MLH. Mostly good to fine. 

All items "flagged" showing cat. numbers & prices which total £100+ (39) $30 
233 Malaya (Kelantan) 1911 to $5 MLH or used, 1921 to $1 MLH (latter trimmed). The 1911 $1 green & emerald is used, 

higher values MLH. Cond. varies. Cat. £135 (ex 1921 $1) (28) $40 
234 Malaya (Kelantan) 1922-1979 MLH & used with 1922 MBE to 50¢ (£35), 1937 used to 50¢ (faults), later missing RSW & 

defin top vals but Malaysia 1971 15¢ butterfly imperf plate proof corner block of 4 MUH. Mixed cond. Cat. £200 + proof (71) $40 
235 Malaya (Labuan) Selection of MLH & used on Hagner, mainly CTO. Some perf faults. STC £200+. (44) $30 
236 Malaya (Malacca) 1949-1986 MLH & used range on leaves incl 1954 to $2 MLH (aged), 1957 to $5 MLH, 1960 to $5 

MLH/used, later sets MLH & 1965 used. Cat. £140 as MUH, but the MLH are hinged & some pre-1957 are faulty. (86) $30 
237 Malaya (Negri Sembilan) Range from Sungei Ujong (7) to 1957 MLH & used. No values cat. more than £16 (except S. 

Ujong 1891 2¢, £27 average used) & face values to $1 only. Starter collection in variable cond. STC £200+ (67) $30 
238 Malaya (Pahang & Penang) MLH & used incl 1957 Pahang $5 MUH & Penang KGVI $2 used. Later QEII & "Shield" types 

to $2 (also MUH shield). Odd duplicate. STC £200+ (48 Pahang & 99 Penang) $40 
239 Malaya (Perak) 1892-1963 MLH & used range on 2 Hagners. Noted 1895/9 25¢ Tiger & 1957/61 $5 good used & 1935/7 

50¢ MLH. Cond. varies. STC £170 (99) $40 
240 Malaya (Perlis) 1949-1986 MLH & used collection on leaves. No RSW but otherwise complete (ex 1951 $5). Odd perf stain 

in UPU & 1957 set. Cat. £140 as MUH but the MLH are hinged & estimate allows for toned items. (75) $30 
241 Malaya (Selangor) MLH & used oddments on 2 Hagners. Values to $5 (1957) & with some obvious toning in places. Some 

duplication. Best item is 1941 $1 MLH (Cat. £22 as MUH). STC £150 (98) $30 
242 Malaya (Straits Settlements) 1867-1899 mainly used range on Hagners. Usual mixed cond. for these issues. Cat. 

numbers & prices are "flagged" & total £350. Missing key items & nothing present is cat. over £18. (70) $40 
243 Malaya (Straits Settlements) 1903/12 KEVII mainly used on Hagner. All items are "flagged" with Cat. numbers & values, 

which STC £200+. Obvious faults on some & the higher Cat. (£5-£30) items are generally second grade. (48) $30 



244 Malaya (Straits Settlements) KGV issues mainly used on 2 Hagners. Incls nice 1937 $5 (Cat. £10), reasonable $2 & 
sound 1912 $1. Cond. very mixed. All items are "flagged" with cat. numbers & prices, which are STC £200+ (96) $35 

245 Malaya (Straits Settlements) KGVI issues & Postage Dues used on Hagner. Nearly complete incl $5 & with MUH/MLH 
examples of 2¢ orange, 8¢ grey & 10¢ dull purple. Average to fine. STC £130. (42 & 12¢ Coronation F/U block of 4) $30 

246 Malaya (Trengganu) A modest range of MLH & used odds on Hagner with cat. values to £5 each & STC £80+. Good 
starter lot with few duplicates. (64) $20 

247 Malaysia & States with Brunei & Singapore also. Accumulation of mint & used with vals to $2 noted in States. Incls 
Sarawak, North Borneo. No real high cat. items but great variety from early to 1970's. (100s) $40 

248 Malaysia 1920's-1982 postal history with FMS (3) & Johare (2) embossed cut-outs, 1955 Malacca 10¢ embossed cover 
(featuring KGVI) Registered Marlimax to Jasin, 2 x QEII 10¢ on reverse; 1956 Penang 6¢ grey postcard locally addressed 
with "First Day of Issue" h/s, 1956 Perak 6¢ grey postcard to K.L., range of reg'd envelopes, some uprated Malaysia 40s 
type with "orchid" low values of various states (8 covers), 30¢ Federation reg. letter uprated with 20¢ Malacca (1963) to 
K.L., Jap. Occ envelopes re-used with 10¢ RSW (Accountant Malay Regiment h/s in violet) & thrice used (1947, 1948 & 
1949) Penang cover with original Jap. Occ orange inscription; two Jap. Occ. pieces with 2¢ & 8¢ Straits tied by Syonan 
(Singapore) "2602" & "2603" cds plus 3 x 1969 F.P.O. covers used in Malaysia, one with GB 9d & 1/- Prince of Wales tied 
by FIELD POST OFFICE.1003 1 JY 69 cds, the others stampless with "ECONOMY LABEL RE-USE OF ENVELOPES" 
OHMS seals with FPO 1003 cancels & violet "CERTIFIED OFFICIAL" h/s. Superb lot. (27 items) $150 

249 Malaysia 1957 Fed to 1974 MLH & used on stocksheets. Incl 1965 to $10 MUH & used, commems (with gaps) MUH, MLH 
& used, some both MLH & used. Should be viewed as cond. varies, incl odd foxed perf or MLH. (c250) $30 

250 Malaysia QV-1972 postal stationery group comprising unused Straits QV "FOUR"  on 5¢ brown, 1¢ green, Perak 1¢ tiger & 
1950 4¢ brown (2) postcards. Also used 1955 5¢ aerogrammes uprated with pair of 10¢ Perak plus 1972 10¢ Malaysia 
postcard to KL with machine cancels of Kuanten, Pahang. Exc. cond. (7) $40 

251 Malta 1897-1912 group of covers incl 2 x 2d KEVII registered letters, one bearing 2½d bicolour with barred obliterator & 
registered oval of 1904, the other with 2½d blue ("GPO M.C around circle") obliterator & oval Registered 6 JY 12 & violet 
label. Other covers ordinary mail to USA, England, Bavaria & Germany (most with Valetta oval strikes) & 1897 Registered 
letter (QV 2d) bearing 2½d blue pair with roller cancel. Generally fine & well worth estimate. (7) $60 

252 Malta QV 1d p/c to Hamburg tied by Valletta oval of 3MY00; KEVII 1d p/c (surface thinned at right) to Imperial Ottoman 
Bank Constantinople with original cds overstamped with "Constantinople 1/Poste Italiane" of 8.9.08, message on back 
overstamped with boxed cachets "Correspondence Generale...", "Bureau des Archives" & "Banque de Imperial 
Ottomane...", plus 23 KGVI period covers with franking ranging from 1d to 1/- all addressed to a Mr M.A. Micallef, Steamer 
Point, Aden - the 1d item taxed & two bearing 2½d x2 with handwritten "airmail" bearing two line boxed cachet 
"Insufficiently prepaid for/Transmission by Airmail" (6d was the correct rate) at the time; 1953 & 1956 dated airmail covers 
bear KGVI 1/- adhesives). About half are Barclays Bank items & bear receival marks Aden or Aden GPO. Fine cond. (25) $50 

253 Mauritius MLH & used sets & oddments on Hagners with cat. details flagged. Noted 1948 RSW 10R (toned) & couple of 
early imperfs. STC £150+ (96) $30 

254 Morocco Agencies KEVII to QEII range of MLH & used oddments on Hagners. (85) $20 
255 Netherlands 1876-1996 MUH, MLH & used collection in 3 stockbooks. Sparse to 1967 (noted 1960 Costumes & 1963 

Windmills MUH) good coverage later MUH incl M/S's, booklets, International Court issues & some MUH duplicates. Some 
issues present both MUH & used. The main value in 3rd volume (1988-1996) MUH approx. 95% complete. Odd fault in 
earlies, post-1960 all fine. (Many 100s) $200 

256 Netherlands 1898-1988 in Davo album. Sparse early used, some 1940's MUH, 1961 & 1963 surcharged Birds & Windmills 
MUH with complete run of issues onwards MUH. Early M/S's MLH but later MUH. Odd booklet pane also. A perfect 
collection for addition of earlier issues in quality album. Cat. £700+ $200 

257 Netherlands 1919-1953 Range mainly used with 1923 Culture Fund, a few Wilhelmina with interrupted perfs., 1931 Gouda 
Church, 1932 tourism, 1933 Seamans Fund & various Cultural sets (5). 1946 10g used, 1947 defin set MLH (some minor 
tones), 1952 Exhibition set (Mint with faults). STC £50+ (71) $100 

258 Netherlands 1967-2010 FDC's in large shoe box, apparently complete from NVPH 83 to 613 with first 30 addressed, later 
all unaddressed. Those from NVPH 417 in protective glassine bags. All fine, with colossal total face value. (c550) $200 

259 Netherlands 1984-1990 First Day Covers on official unaddressed covers. Some odd back of book earlier & postal 
stationary. F/U stamps cat.£100+ (86) $40 

260 Netherlands 1997-2009 MUH collection in 2 Prinz stockbooks. Incls self adhesives, sheetlets & booklets. Appears 
complete to 2008 plus extras of some sheetlets. Noted unissued €0.44 with same frame design of 2.1.07 issue but showing 
black & white central design. Clean lot with face value (post 2002) over €300 ($420+). (600+ items) $350 

261 Netherlands Colonies in Davo album. Incls Neth. Indies (165) with 1945 set to 2½g MLH, few 1949 Indonesia, Neth 
Antilles MLH (262 & 6 M/S's) & Suriname MLH (odd early used) comprising 400 stamps & 14 M/S's to 1975 (Antilles to 
1978). A few lightly snagged near hinges but mostly fine MLH. (800+) $100 

262 New Zealand Perforated Chalons used in mixed cond. comprising 1d brown, carmine vermilion, 2d vermilion (perf. 10 x 
12½), 6d blue, red brown & 1/- yellow green all with perf faults plus 5 other QV/KGV to 1/- also mixed. (11) $30 

263 New Zealand 1862-1967 collection of MUH, MLH & used in standard Seven Seas album with mounts added for MUH/MLH. 
Starts with 9 perfd Chalons to 1/- in mixed cond. then few SSF to 1/-, 1898 pictorials to 5/- (latter with 3 ring fiscal cancel), 
1907 Christchurch to 3d used + 1d mint, KEVII to 1/- & KGVI mixed MLH/used to 1/- incl both 8d & 7½d x2 all MLH, officials 
(ex 8d), missing Auckland Exhibition & 1926 2/- official, otherwise practically complete thereafter incl Health M/S's 
MLH/MUH (1964 surface fault) & 1960 high values are stained. Good range of Arms (no 12/6- or 35/-) to £8 + £35 with 
stamp Duties cds, incl 1939 surcharges to 35/-. Officials missing 5/- block letters & KGVI 1½d, reasonable ranges of PD‟s & 
Life Insurance plus 1982 Ross Dep. set MUH. Despite some in mixed cond., a good coll worth close examination. (100s) $600 

264 New Zealand 1882-1990's used range on Vario leaves in Lighthouse quality padded binder. Noted a F/U pair of 1960 £1 
geyser. Some dupl. & cond. mainly "commercially used" but useful pickings. (500+) $30 

265 New Zealand 1931-1958 Arms postally used dupl. range incl 6/- (8), £1 (3) & 5/- official ovpt (15). These are on stockcard, 
but large quantity in glassines incl 1/3d yellow (approx. 300), 2/6d (about 500), 4/- (100) & 5/- (500). Total 1400++ $50 

266 New Zealand 1957-1985 Health M/S's stock MUH & MLH but all MUH after 1965 in Lighthouse stockbook. Ex-dealer 
duplicated material with some faults in pre-1965 but fine later. Quantities varying from none to 9 of each. (c130) $150 

267 New Zealand 1960-1981 MUH patchy & untidy stock remnants in battered stockbook. The stamps are fine, but sets are in 
uneven quantities. Noted 1960 to £1, 1965 8d Cable (16), 1967 defin values to 50¢ with dupl., 1969 Cook M/S, 1972 Lakes 
(at least 5 sets), Trains (2). Usual later with considerable dupl. (many 100s) $50 

268 New Zealand 1965-1970 MUH singles, blocks & M/S's in photo album. Hawid mounts have protected higher value 1967/69 
blocks to $2, 1968/69 Health M/S, 1969 Cook M/S & blocks & most commem sets in blocks, but most 1965-1967 were not 
protected & have the tell-tale stripes on gum. Still useful. (qty) $100 

269 New Zealand 1967-1984 with odd earlier. MUH sets, singles, blocks (incl imprint blocks of 6 & 10) & PO packs in 5 sketch 
books. Noted 1967 defins to $2 multi & Health M/S's from 1970 (1972 & some others x 2). Extensive, but not complete. All 
items in glassine wrapping/ photo corners, making close inspection awkward. Tone spots sighted, serious in places, hence 
low reserve. (100s) $80 



270 New Zealand 1973-1976 MUH blocks & M/S's incl 1973/74 Health M/S, scenic series, UPU, Christmas, Aeroplanes, 
Anniversaries, Ships, Roses, Rutherford, majority in corner blocks. $30 

271 New Zealand 1974-1992 unaddressed covers (most x 2) & a few 1972 Lakes postcards. Values to $10 Kiwi. (c200) $40 
272 New Zealand Assorted with unpriced circuit sheets, MLH & glassines. Sighted 1929 & 1932-1934 Health's F/U, few better 

used incl perfd Chalon 3d, 6d, range of Life Insurance "smalls" to 6d, few Dues etc. Cond. mainly fine. (350 approx) $100 
273 New Zealand Early decimal MUH in medium stockbook noting 1968 & 1971 Health M/S's, 1969 Cook M/S's x 2, 1971 

defins to $2 in blocks of 4, few commems & Life Insurance also in blocks plus odd used singles. (64 blocks, 6 M/S's & c50 
singles) $60 

274 New Zealand Selection noting 6d green Kiwi used & 4d rose "terraces" MLH. Very mixed cond. (26) $20 
275 New Zealand Booklets range from 1954 to decimal incl SB 20a (airmail labels included), 1962 4/6d, 1964 4/3d, then 

decimal 75¢, $1 (4), $1.20 (2), $1.54, $2, $2.20 (2), $4.50 (2 diff) & 80¢ Roses x 3. Also KGV 1d Inland Post-card (toned), 
QEII 3¢ blue Letter-card & salmon (2) with "1¢ ADDITIONAL POSTAGE PAID" added under design. Useful group with the 
pre-decimal alone Cat. £90. (19 booklets,7 4 cards) $60 

276 New Zealand Defins with duplication from QV 1st sideface to KGVI on Hagners. Mainly used in mixed cond. & unchecked 
for papers, perfs etc. (c330) $40 

277 New Zealand Ex-dealer stock on Hagners in binder. Much useful material remains, mainly MUH & MLH from KGV with 
some used earlier. Best is MUH KGV page with perf. 14 x13½ 5d, 7½d, 8d blue (3 each), 1/- (2) & lower values, page MLH 
incl 4½d (6), 5d (11) & others all fine. Later incl few counter coils, 1960 set to £1 MUH, officials, life insurance etc. "Tired" 
1970's not counted in PTSA total of $1400+ (100s) $250 

278 New Zealand KGV  mainly MLH remnants in battered stockbook. Incls Official ovpts, 1½d brown typo corner block, 1½d 
grey recess block (toning), others to 3d MLH, plus 4½d, 5d no gum. Also has a few Health blocks & singles with minor 
varieties inside front cover. Very "residual" & mixed cond. (c80, incl 5/- Sutherland Falls Ord & chalky paper + same design 
50¢ x 3 all MH) $30 

279 New Zealand Mainly MUH & MLH range in envelope box on stockcards, loose & in glassines. Noted 1940 Centennial set 
MLH, 1967/69 $2 Geyser (both) MUH, 1947 Life Insurance MUH blocks, plus some earlier used singles, 1969 & 1972 
Health M/S's MUH, various low value defins in part sheets, dupl. low vals MUH to 1980's. Worth a good look. (many 100s). $80 

280 New Zealand Oddments on Hagner incl QV long fiscals (6) to £1 with fiscal cancels & 2/- ovptd "OFFICIAL" on light blue 
stamp (therefore forgery), plus Life Insurance "Lighthouses" to 6d MUH/MLH toned gum, postal stationery cut outs of QV, 
KGV/VI & few others, 1947 Life Insurance set of 7 on "souvenir cover" with FDI cancels, addressed to NSW & taxed 4d. 
Also Ross Dep. 1957 & 1967 sets MLH. SG 1/8 (40+ items) $40 

281 New Zealand FDC's & Year packs (1984, 1986 & 1989) noting 1937 Coronation, a few Health's, 1969 Cook M/S. 1951 
FFC Auckland-Papeete using 2/- KGVI. Various addressed pre-dec. commem. sets, decimal range unaddressed incl 
unused postal stationery. (c80 items plus the packs) $30 

282 New Zealand Selection on leaves & Hagners. Noted few 1d Universals, 1935 pictorials, KGV used, 1967 to $2 MUH, 1940 
Centennial official ovpt on 8d, 9d MLH, 1969 Cook set MUH plus others. (100s) $40 

283 New Zealand Used collection in "Premier" loose leaf 3-ring album. Weak pre-KGVI, but includes 3/- Admiral with parcel 
cancel. Semi-thematic arrangement later (Health's, Gov't, Maori, Scenes etc), with separate alpha order. Thematics for 
decimals to 2000 incomplete. Pre-decimal totals 300, decimal approx 1200 incl 15 M/S's. Some broken sets & sub-standard 
copies but mainly good to fine & free of toning. $100 

284 New Zealand MUH on Vario leaves in quality 4 ring binder. Strong in post 1990 sets, M/S's, defins (noted $20 Mt Cook x 2) 
& Ross Dependency. Many sets in pairs & M/S with Exhibition ovpts. Very comprehensive to 2003. A few earlier (e.g. Birds 
to $10 Kiwi in pairs). Over 110 different sets in pairs & a few single sets. Also 80+ M/S's. An attractive lot in fine cond. Face 
Value NZ$1700+ ($1350) $600 

285 New Zealand - Niue & Tokelau MUH & FDC ranges to 1984 with extensive staining in 4 sketch books plus Ross Dep. 1972 
FDC (stained) & 3 volumes NZ FDC's 1969-1984. Not a sought after period & even less so with the rust! (7 books) $30 

286 Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan & Philippines Useful pickings in this MUH, MLH & used selection on 42 Vario sheets in padded 
binder. Some pre-war Niger & Nigeria included but nothing highly catalogued. Strong in thematic later material with some 
se-tenants & sets in pairs MUH. (100s) $40 

287 North Borneo 1888-1949 MLH & used range on Hagners. Nothing scarce, but does incl 1918 Red Cross "FOUR CENTS" 
ovpts on 1¢ to 24¢ MLH. Some faults, but all items are "flagged" with Cat. numbers & price which are STC £200 (96) $50 

288 North Borneo Good to F/U starter lot to 1961 on Hagners. Odd dupl. & used. (85) $20 
289 Norway 1856-1993 Majority used (a few earlier mint). Skilling values mixed cond. (Sk Cat. £430+, poor to fine). Useful 

reasonable coverage. Cat. £1100 (100's) $90 
290 Norway 1866-1950 Used with pickings on Hagners incl. SG 4 (cat. £85), SG 7 (cat. £24) & SG 76. STC £260 Low estimate 

allows for mixed cond.  $35 
291 Norway Auction lot used remnants on leaves from posthorns to 1971 with nothing of significance remaining. Obvious 

duplication. (many 100s) $20 
292 Pitcairn Is 1940-1970 with 1940 KGVI pictorials to 2/6d MUH, RSW & UPU MLH, 1957, 1964 & 1967 QEII defin sets incl 

surcharges MLH. Thereafter MUH blocks of 4 with 1969/75 defins to 40c. Neatly presented. STC £300+ $75 
293 Pitcairn Is 1940-1992 collection complete (ex 1987 Trees, 1989 Aircraft) to 1992 in Seven Seas hingeless album. Mixed 

MUH & MUH to 1978, thereafter MUH plus a few extras. 1970 Flowers set is used. All M/S's present. (100s) $200 
294 Pitcairn Is Bulk lot of M/S's comprising 1979 Christmas x 100 & 1980 London '80 x 49. All MUH. Good Ebay lot. (149) $20 
295 Rhodesia 1892-1898 Arms in MLH & used cond with vals to 10/-. STC £330+ but mixed cond. (53) $50 
296 Rhodesia 1965-1980 (UDI period) MLH & used on Vario leaves incl 1965 5/- on 1/3d Churchill CTO, 1966 RHOPEX & 

1972 RHOPHIL M/S's, 1967 "Dual Currency" CTO & previous defins to £1 (both printings). Decimal surcharges, 
comprehensive commems., 1978 aircraft  $50 

297 Rhodesia A post U.D.I. range of MUH, blocks & sheets plus used in bags taped to the back of otherwise clean album 
pages in 4 ring binder. The full sheets are of the Paintings to 24¢, 1977 Christmas & 1978 Trade Fair, whilst single MUH 
sets (e.g. Bridges, Railways) are also included. (Qty) $30 

298 Romania 1890's-1980's on 28 Hagners in binder. Mostly "packet material" & only a few complete sets. Mostly used. (c900) $30 
299 Samoa 1970-1984 MUH in 3 sketch books. Incls Shells to $5 x 2, plus many M/S & sets in blocks. All items in glassine 

wrapping/ photo corners, making close inspection awkward. Tone spots noted, serious in places, hence low reserve. (100s) $30 
300 Saudia Arabia 1960-1990 on 14 Vario leaves in quality Lighthouse binder with some 1960-1969 issues in MLH pairs (odd 

MUH incl 1969 Scout Moot) with high cat. value (incl 1968 Airs to 10p), then MUH pairs & M/S 1989/90 incl perf & imperf 
1989 Mosque M/S (Cat. £108), 1990 Flowers panes (Cat. £65) & about 20 other sets in pairs, plus a few pages of used 
oddments (defins & odd revenue) Cat. of MUH alone exceeds £250 plus c£600 (if MUH) in the MLH 1960s & over 200 used $150 

301 Serbia WWII group of 3 letters/cards of which two are expertised (one by Ceremuga, one "Schlenger BPP") & of Michel 
Cat. €420. Incl unused Yugoslavia 1d green letter card, similar uprated & ovptd "SERBIA" censored card which has 
Ceremuga expertising mark on back, franking tied by "Novi Becec 20.VI.1944" cds & with boxed German censor mark & 
"21 Junis" in violet. Also stampless 1941 Belgrade Red Cross Card with cachet in red on both sides & Schlenger 
expertisation & 1d50 postcard uprated with 0.50d tied by indistinct cancel & with boxed German censor mark in red. Scarce 
German Occupation group. (4) $200 



302 Seychelles 1987-1990 range of MUH & used sets comprising 19 MUH sets in pairs, plus 8 of them in used pairs, some 
singles & 4 M/S's. Odd "Zil" included. (350+) $50 

303 Seychelles QV to QEII MLH & used oddments on Hagners with values to 1R. Noted 1938/49 30¢ blue MLH. (48 & blocks 
of KGVI 3¢ & 6¢) $30 

304 Sierra Leone 1876-1938 mainly MLH with a few MUH. 1896 vals to 1/-, KEVII to 1/- (3), 2/-, 5/- & KGV to 1/-. A nice lot 
(minor coloured gum) Cat. £375+ (64) $90 

305 Sierra Leone QV to KGVI range on 2 Hagners with values to 1/- MLH & used. STC £120+ (64) $30 
306 Singapore 1948-2003 mixed MUH, MLH & used range on 46 Vario leaves in 4 ring binder. Strength in post 1990 sets & 

M/S's MUH with 80+ sheetlets incl "Singapore 95" set of 10 CTO, plus over 120 different sets & some extras. Odd useful 
earlier, e.g. 1962 defin pairs to $5 MUH/MLH (one latter creased) & couple of hundred used. Good clean lot. (many 100s) $200 

307 Singapore 1968-1991 First day Covers with a huge range of issues, several with a high cat value for F/U if soaked. Ex 
dealers stock, bagged & priced to sell at $800+. M/S's also noted. Majority fine & unaddressed. Excellent for resale. (170) $200 

308 Somalia/Somaliland 1967-1999 MUH, MLH & used on 7 Vario sheets. Incls KGVI surcharges to 5/- on 5R MLH & few later 
oddments, but mainly independent Somalia with 1983 Uniforms strips of 8 MUH x 2 & some cheaper 1967-1972 sets MUH 
& few used to 1999. (c200, of which 115 MUH/MLH) $30 

309 South Africa 1899-1900 Boer War series of 12 multicoloured cards produced by Leipzig Cocoa Co & titled in German. A 
little grubby round the edges but free of tears & creases. Most show battle scenes, but one shows Pres. Kruger in the field 
& another General Joubert on horseback with his guide. Scarce. $40 

310 South Africa 1910-1961 range. Noted KGVI Coronation pairs to 1/- MLH & used with dupl. & 1961 1R x 9. (c100) $30 
311 South Africa 1970 onwards MUH on 49 Vario leaves in 4 ring padded binder. Nothing of significant catalogue value, but 

strong thematic appeal with c80 M/S's/souvenir sheets, plus c70 complete commem & defin sets (to R20) some in pairs. 
Some Transvaal reprints, cheaper used oddments & MUH "Homelands" & Namibia complete the lot. (100s) $90 

312 South Africa 1976-1988 First Day Covers with odd set of maxicards. Ex dealers stock all bagged & priced. Both addressed 
& unaddressed with variety of pmks & some Reg. Priced to sell at $330+ (200+) $70 

313 South Africa 1980-1984 range of Flight Covers, some flown by both military & commercial aircraft. 3 similar Balloon flights 
otherwise all diff. One pilot signed. (18) $40 

314 South Africa - Boer War Superb collection of covers (60) & pieces (180) with comprehensive range of the various types of 
Army Base & FPO cancellations. Destinations incl Australia, Celyon, U.K., Denmark, France & many to South African 
addresses. Many censor markings, P.O.W. mail & unusual instructional markings. Registered covers incl QV 2d claret PSE 
uprated with KEVII x2 reg'd Ipswich (AP2909) & with Harrismith receival cds of MY2402 & QV 1d PSE uprated with 1d x2 
tied by FPO cancels addressed to London. Several covers have "stamps unavailable" endorsements. Adhesives are mainly 
GB, but "Mafeking Besieged 3d" type II ovpt on Bechuanaland Protectorate (£90) is present with MAFEKING CGH cds & 
there is a tied piece with complete cds on 1/- QV green & carmine (£180) & complete cover with some issue x2 tied by 
"ARMY POST OFFICE VOLKSRUST" cds (no year in date) in magenta. Also noted QV 3d PSE uprated with pair of 3d 
Transvaal ovptd VRI & triangular "PASSED PRESS CENSOR/PRETORIA" triangular cachet, 1883/4 QV 5/- rose with 
"ARMY P.O. 55/MY3/00" (£325), partial "ARMY P.O. 43" on QV 9d & same issue on 1901 piece with complete cds, 
PIETERSBURG 1d pair & single signed & 2d with "dropped 1" variety, piece with "ARMY OFFICIAL" ½d blue green pair 
tied by "ARMY P.O.45" cds & partial strike on 1d (SG Z 03), plus interesting P/Cs incl "VRI ½d" ovpt on ½d OFS card to 
London & Natal QV 1d P/C to France with message announcing entry to Ladysmith the next day. Overall, a once-in-a-life-
time opportunity to acquire such an extensive collection from this area of philately. $2,000 

315 South Africa - Boer War with a few later QV postcards to German address all cancelled LADY GREY A.N. C.G.H. Basic 
½d & surcharged "ONE PENNY" postcards uprated where necessary for 1d rate to Germany. Covers period 1900/10. (14) $150 

316 South Africa - Natal QV 4d Registered covers (2 unused) plus C.G.H. 1893 uprated ½d postcard to Amsterdam with 2 
JAN 94 receival mark, having been posted at Port Elizabeth DE 11 94. Also GB b&w postcard bearing KEVII ½d x 2 to 
"Cape Colony", the last two mentioned being affected by toning. (4) $50 

317 South Africa - Transvaal MLH & good to F/U on Hagners. Mixed cond. But pickings. STC £80+ (87) $25 
318 South Atlantic1970's-1990's  range of FDC's in large black leaved Lindner stockbook. Incls Ascension (15, all 1990's), St 

Helena (5) & Tristan da Cunha (mixed addr/unaddr) incl some with special cachets from 1957 to 1984 in chronological 
order (50 Tristan covers). The Ascension & St Helena covers are all unaddressed, but the pre 1970 Tristan with cachet 
interest have some character. (70 covers) $70 

319 South East Asia Small range with Myanmar 1993 SG 334/35 2002/04 SG 376/81 all MUH. Pakistan 1948/56 vals to 5R 
MLH & 1961 local surcharges (5). Thailand 1908 King on horse set SG 118/24 used (some faults). South Vietnam 1952/55 
ovpt Specimen (10). North Vietnam 1960 SG N132 block 6 (used). Hong Kong M/S (8 & pack) 1992/94. Cat. £530+ (42, 8 
M/S's & pack) $100 

320 Southern Rhodesia Used range on stockcards noting Silver Jubilee 6d; KGVI to 5/-, 1964 defins to 5/- & 1965 ovpts to £1. 
Noting 1931/7 3d "small falls" MLH. Others in variable cond. (100) $20 

321 Spain 1952-1960's Maxicards incl 1960 Murillo paintings & few later sets of 10. Attractive and seldom offered. (80) $20 
322 Spain Selection of MUH & used oddments on 10 Vario leaves. Noted 2002 issues consisting 40 stamps & 4 M/S's MUH. 

Also used packet material. (100s) $20 
323 St Kitts Nevis QV (to 4d) to QEII (to 60¢). Basic lot with 4 commem sets & other oddments. Mixed MLH & used. (64) $25 
324 St Lucia QV to 1958 MLH & used pickings on Hagners incl 1935 SJ MLH, KGVI to 5/-\ & QEII to $1. STC £150 (81) $30 
325 St Vincent QV to 1958 range of MLH & used on 2 Hagners. Noted KGVI to £1 MUH/MLH & QEII $1 MUH (SG 199A). 

Mainly oddments, STC £150+ (75) $40 
326 St. Vincent 1861-1966 Mainly MLH collection on album leaves. Pre 1935 oddments to 6d, then sets 1935 SJ, 1938 & 1949 

to top value MLH, RSW MUH, 1965 to $5 MUH, few commems. Cat. £180 (101) $60 
327 Sudan 1903-1955 range of letters & covers (7), unused early PPCs (4) & 1948 Postage Dues, both in blocks on Hagner 

plus full sheets of 100 of the 2m green & brown plus the F/U orange & black. Combined Cat. value of Dues alone £525 plus 
premium for complete sheets letters incl 1903 5m PSE with "BERBER 18VII903" cds, addressed in Arabic, with Khartoum 
b/s of 19VII903; 1935 Khartoum to USA bearing 10m & 5m Gordon, tax marking & oval "Orderly Room 1st Bn. The Camera 
Highlanders" cachet in violet; 1931 FFC Malakal to London, with 2p & 10m Air Mail ovptd adhesives tied by "Sudan Air Mail 
8.11.31" cds; 1936 airmail cover to London bearing 2p, 5m & 10m airmail ovptd stamps all tied by "Sudan Air Mail 8.IX.36 
Khartoum" cds & lovely black/blue trilingual "By Air Mail" etiquette; FDC of 1948 Legislative Assembly pair reg'd Khartoum 
to S. Africa, 1950 FDC of Airmail set of 8 reg'd Khartoum addressed to Scotland, plus similar cover addressed to Port 
Sudan with oval b/s. The unused p/c feature: the Mosque Khartoum (2, one one coloured), "De Luxe Train Wadi Halfa" 

(colour) & "Customs Office Port Sudan" (colour). Viewing will impress & well worth estimate. (qty) $500 
328 Sudan Range of MUH, MLH & used. Noted 1936/46 "SG" ovpt on 10p MLH, 1897 10p mauve used, & good range of 

"Camel Postman" MLH/used & various Army Service & OSGS/SG ovpts but no complete sets. Some dupl. in used 
(shades). Modest pickings. (100s) $30 



329 Sudan Ex-dealer stock on Hagners MUH & MLH with good range of defins to 50p, surcharges & AIR MAIL ovpts. 
Commems incl 1935 Gordon to 20p & Self Govt set inscribed "1953" (unissued), Postage Due "Gunboat" sets, range of 
"OSGS" & "SG" ovpts & perfins, "Army Service" ovpts incl SG A12 (£150), Military Telegraphs MUH 5m (2 diff), 1p, 5p, 10p; 
1st Independent Sudan defins to 50p (2 sets) plus set with Arabic official ovpt to £1 & commems to 1965. Clean, & a 
worthwhile lot. Cat. £600+ (c330) $200 

330 Sweden 1858-1918 useful earlier issues with good range of shades incl. numerals perf. 14 & 13 & Posthorn on back. Noted 
strong offset on 12o. (SG 21B), Koscar 8,20,30ore imperf singles & GPO Stockholm. Cat. £600++ (81) $100 

331 Sweden 1874-1989 (a bit sparse pre-1940) Very good coverage & mostly MUH after 1950. Coil & perf 3 or 4 sides often in 
pairs. Clean lot. Cat. £650+ (100's) $100 

332 Sweden 1924-1942 selection incl 1924 UPU vals to 40ore used, 1928 birthday set MLH & used, 1931 Palace block 4 used, 
1938 King Gustav 15ore perf. 3 & 4 sides used pair. Cat £230+ (55) $50 

333 Sweden 1947-1955 group of addressed FDC's incl 1955 Stockholm (6), each with set of 5, others incl 1949 UPU, 1954 
Skiing & "motif" defins, plus unused Military p/c & Military letters (2 each). Useful (20) $40 

334 Switzerland 1830-1935 collection of postal history & stationery incl 3 pre-1850 stampless entries, taxed complete covers 
with full contacts, 1870's/80's franked letters (5), 1910/30's letters/cards (6), 3 mint 1930s part pictorial postcards & a few 
cantonal fiscals of Luzern (13) & 1884 document with Vecund 1f & 25c fiscals. Interesting lot worth careful inspection. (17 
cards/covers, 13 fiscals). $90 

335 Switzerland 1860's-1980's selection of MLH & used lightly dupl. range in Davo stockbook. Some toning with "halos" 
affecting pages in places. Strong in 1960's & 1970's MUH with some later, PD‟s, Pr Juventute & few U.N. types. (100s) $90 

336 Switzerland 1914-1969 Pro Juventute sets & part sets MUH, MLH & used on Hagners. No 1915 issues or 5¢ 1916. Used 
with odd fault to 1923, then mostly MUH or MLH. (174) $50 

337 Switzerland 1945-1985 MUH & used collection with about 90% complete in expensive hingeless "Biella" album. Missing 
1945 PAX Franc values & expensive M/S's, but does incl 1959 PTT ovpts F/U & comprehensive Pro Juventites, Pro Patrias 
mainly used. Clean lot & well worth expanding to complete the album. (100s) $120 

338 Switzerland 1951-2007 MUH & used on 23 Vario leaves in binder. Strong in 2000-2007 MUH incl M/S's, self adhesives, 
Framas, plus few earlier incl U.N. Geneva offices 1950's-1980's & few used. Face value of post 1995 MUH approx 500SFr. 
excl. charity premiums ($590). (100s) $300 

339 Switzerland 1960-1977 covers in FDC album. 1960/61 Pro Juventutes with staining, then nearly all clean incl 1962 Pro 
Juventute M/S, 1963 Red Cross M/S & some covers with blocks of 4. Finishes with 4 x 1977 FFC's each bearing pair of 
150¢ aviators. $30 

340 Switzerland 1970-1984 FDC's in small cover album, unaddressed with range of defins, commems & charities. Best 
appears to be 1974 Internaba M/S & 3 silk covers. A clean lot. (100) $40 

341 Tanzania 1980's-1990's majority on 27 Vario leaves in 4 ring quality binder all MUH with great thematic appeal. Over 80 
sets some in pairs incl 1988 Dinosaurs & 19 M/S's. Odd commercially used of little value. (100s) $60 

342 Thailand & Uganda Various MUH & used on 37 Vario leaves in quality binder. Value in Thai post-war commems good to 
fine used though not many complete sets. Uganda includes M/S's (37) & sets (30) all MUH with strong thematic appeal, 
plus few used. Nothing expensive, but a clean lot worth a look. (many 100s) $40 

343 Thailand 1937-1948 group of covers all airmailed, 6 to England & 1 to Denmark. The other a 1947 FFC Bangkok-Manila 
with Pan Am "First Direct Mail" pictorial cachet in blue. Various frankings (on the back in the case of 2 covers) & Cat. on 
cover c$700. (8) $200 

344 Thailand 1950's-1980's commercial mail with postcards & covers of various sizes with majority to Germany. Some are 
registered with a wide range of frankings used. Also some unused postal stationery (c1980). Cond above average. (64) $50 

345 Thailand 1980's-2007 range on c125 Vario leaves in 2 high quality Lighthouse 4 ring binders.  MUH throughout. Includes 
M/S's perf & imperf, definitives (see separate lot for 1951 20 baht MUH), commem sets in pairs, presentation folders etc. 
Superb, attractive lot with values to 500 baht & substantially complete for period - though not in exact chronological order, 
so difficult to be sure! Does include 1996 Golden Jubilee 100b imperf M/S limited edition. Viewing highly recommended just 
for the beauty of some issues! Comprising over 350 M/S's & sheetlets, plus well over 2000 stamps. Stunning! $500 

346 Trinidad & Tobago 1913-1972 MLH & used. Noted 1953/59 $4.80 & 1960/67 $4.80 used, but generally a basic run. (c120) $30 
347 Turkey 1868-1988 Postal history used & unused incl picture postcards, wrappers, pre-stamped postcards, envelopes, 

WWII censored covers, parcel post cards (3) used in 1916 (To Vienna, all bearing "1331" & "1332" crescent & star ovpts), 
Austrian, Fr. & Br. PO's in Levant used postcards & KEVII wrapper, official stamps on 1960 airmail cover. All written up on 
protected leaves, some with photocopy in colour of picture from reverse of postcard displayed. A super lot. (115) $150 

348 Turks & Caicos Range on Hagners incl 10/- RSW MLH & both colours of KGVI 6d & 1/- defins. Used also noted. Cat. 
details flagged for each stamp. (74) $40 

349 United Nations 1978-1983 official annual folders complete incl "Flags of the World" plus stocksheet with extras; 1980-1985 
range incl NY, Vienna & Geneva issues MUH, 1957 FDI cards (3, one missing FDI/ building in black), few other 
covers/cards, plus early issues on stockcards. No M/S's. (few 100) $50 

350 United Nations 1979-1993 New York SG 319/474 & Flags series 7-10, Human Rights sets, Geneva SG G84/136 & Human 
Rights sets. Vienna SG V1/V52 & Human Rights sets. All fresh MUH. No M/S's. Cat. £200 (100's) $40 

351 USA 1890's-1980's accumulation with majority used in 6 large stockbooks. Nearly all packet quality. (1000s) $30 
352 USA 1898-1984 used collection in patched-up "Liberty" album. Very mixed cond. but incls good used 1898 Trans 

Mississippi & 1901 10¢ liner (2), later well filled (no airs or 1938 & 1954 $5 values) to 1984 with odd mint, but value in 
misperfed 8.4¢ bulk rate "grand piano" (perfs down centre) & unused 1851/7 1¢ blue Franklin (cut into top), 1934 National 
Parks imperf (MLH) pairs, plus dupl. perfd set MLH or MUH. Viewing advised. (100s) $100 

353 USA 1920's & 1930's pre-cancels accumulation on Hagners & in glassines. Most with common place names. (few 100) $20 
354 USA Carriers' & Local Stamps group on stockcards. Noted 2¢ blue "PAID M.C. CALLAWAY" (MLH), Bloods (1¢) blue on 

greyish block of 4, "The American Letter Mail" (Scott 5L2, pen cancelled & forgery of 5L1), Allen's 1882 (3 different, faults, 
used), Government Dispatch (1¢) black, Hussey's (87L43 cancelled in violet), Gahagon & Howe (70L3 used), Stait's 
Despatch cut-out of double circle "PAID" type, US P.O. Despatch "Prepaid One Cent" (L02, no gum), couple of others. 
Most appear genuine, cat. US$300+. (14 & "Blood's" block) $80 

355 USA Newspapers/Periodicals reprints ovptd "FACSIMILE" in (MLH) sheetlets of 4 each for $1.92, $6, $12, $24 & $36 
values. 1861-63 Confederate State reproductions (14) on album page, plus originals of 5¢ pale blue & engraved 2¢ 
Jackson (Cat. £170). Heavily hinged but with original gum. Also a bearded forgery (dark blue) on thick, gummed paper. 
Also a 1937 "Postage Due Bill Follow" Sheets with 30¢ x100 with neat Chicago Parcel Post Delivery cds (25 strikes) & 50¢ 
x 90 (4 torn in last row) similarly but less clearly cancelled. Unusual (24 items) $50 

356 USA on "back of the book" pages in "Liberty" album plus some special delivery, parcel post & postage dues on stocksheets 
& in envs. Mixed cond. but still worth a look. Noted "Special Handling" MLH/used set (ex 25¢), parcel post to 25¢, some 
departmental officials, cheaper airs, dues, p/s cut outs & few Canal Zone. Useful pickings for those missing "odds"! (100s) $50 

357 USA 1902-1973 MLH & used in album. Scattered to 1930, then largely complete (ex Zeppelins, 1938 $2 & $5 1954 $5 & 
"back of the book") approx. 90% MLH (some MUH). Many 100s $50 



358 USA Revenues on old album leaves. Noted $10 green Mortgage imperforate (R95a), Internal Revenue documentary (incl 
$10 x 2), proprietary, customs, officially sealed, rapid telegram, stock transfer (values to $10), "entry of goods", 
"conveyance" & others in usual variable cond. (218) $75 

359 USA & Hawaii in hard covered Seven Seas approval book with remainders of pre-decimal vintage. Starts with a few pre-
1900 incl 2¢ "Black Jack" & 1894 $1 type A (straight edge) used, some inter-war period coils, but otherwise bland to 1958 & 
main value on HAWAII with 5¢ imperf pair & 13¢ imperf single all ovptd SPECIMEN, few 1893 ovpts incl 50¢ & $1 MLH, US 
"back of the book" with Dues, Officials, Special Delivery & some Canal Zone ovpts to $1 stuck down. Also a few revenues, 
telegraphs, Hussey Express local etc. Very mixed cond. but still well worth viewing carefully & a conservative est. (200) $100 

360 USA - Hawaii Range mainly used on Hagner. Most appear sound copies & incl 1893 18¢ with "Provisional GOVT 1893" 
ovpt. (Cat. £27) & 8 lower values from the same set (Cat. £66). Also noted 25¢ Dole used (Cat. £13). All items "flagged" 
showing SG Cat. numbers & prices, which total £300+ (40) $60 

361 West Germany 1951 onwards accumulation. No key items but a good selection of FU in good German stockbook. Incl. two 
pages of Saarland mint & used. ( 100s) $30 

362 West Indies QV to early QEII Mildly duplicated in places. Noted Barbados 1938 Seahorse set (MLH), used set (ex ½d) & 
spares. Bahamas incl 1931 2/- seal (3), 3/- (1), MUH & MLH, Bermuda, British Guiana, St Kitts Nevis 1938 vals to 5/- used 
& MUH/MLH to 2/6d incl blocks (papers & shades need checking), Cayman Is 5/- KGVI  (MUH), KEVII 1905 4d SGII (MLH); 
Leewards Is 10/- KGVI SG 113b MUH (mark on L.R.), £1 SG 114 used (mild crease); Montserrat 1883 1d SG 6 F/U; St 
Vincent useful QV & KGVI set MUH/MLH; St. Lucia, Trinidad & Tobago etc. Condition largely fine. Nice lot worthy of careful 
viewing. (530 & 28 blocks) $320 

363 Zambia 1964-1980 lightly duplicated MUH, MLH & fine used range on stock leaves. Noted 1964 £1 used, 1968 1k & 2k 
MLH, 1975 to 2k MUH & used from 15n. Nearly all commem sets (incl 1977 Birds) F/U, plus in some cases MUH. STC 
£130 (c250 & M/S) $25 

364 Antarctic theme represented on covers. Firstly 1959 AAT Registered Wilkes Base WCS cover with 2/- AAT tied by Wilkes 
A.N.A.R.E. Aust Antarctic Terr. cds & with pictorial cachet featuring seal head surrounded by "AUST. ANTARCTIC TERR 
OPENING OF WILKES POST OFFICE" in violet; a Post Card to Seven Seas Stamps with Scott Base 11 JA 57 cds tying 3d 
Ross Dependency & finally a 1967 FDC of Ross Dependency Decimal set of 4, addressed to WA. Also 3 USA 1898 
Documentary, low values. $75 

365 Antarctica 1970's-1980's Exploration & Research special covers from Tristan (16), AAT (35), BAT (3), Canada & USA (2 
each) all to same addressee in France. Lots of pictorial cachets & variety of cds & frankings. This would lend itself to 
research & write-up. Good lot. (58) $90 

366 Arabia Peninsula & nearby on Vario sheets in padded 4 ring binder. A bit "serendipity" but better items incl Abu Dhabi 
1968 2nd Anniv. set in MUH pairs (Cat. £64), South Arabia ovpts on Aden (Seiyun) to 500f on 10/- MUH, 1966 I.C.Y. MUH 
Fr Somali Coast/Arars & Issas/Djibouti oddments (latter CTO) mainly 1980's. Much thematic appeal, but many sets are 
"back of the book" types. (100s) $50 

367 Asia Areas with Japanese connections via WWII on leaves in ring binder. Starts with Ryukyus MLH/used (67, incl 4 values 
of 1948 to 1y & 1951 30y air), Japan itself (1876 p/cards x2, PPC's of 1950s/60s (3), 1964 Olympics & 1970 Expo folders 
with M/S, others), North Borneo/Sabah (72) & Jap Occ (6), Philippines (Jap Occ, 16), Malaya (Jap Occ, 27), Burma ditto 
(10), Netherlands Indies 1943 Jap Occ. set of 9 MLH (missing 2s, 3½s) Cat £70. Eccentric lot, worth a look. (c200) $30 

368 British Africa 1935-1939 covers & postcards from K.U.T. (12), Tanganyika & Nigeria, plus 2 South Africa PPC's bearing 
7½ defin & 5 covers/cards from India (1950's) all to European addresses. All the KUT posted from MBEYA, incl one 
registered to Germany (10¢ reg. envelope uprated with 75¢ in KGVI franking) two months before WWII. Also incl 1935 
airmail with boxed "By Air to Brindisi" in violet. Worth a good look. (21) $60 

369 British Africa Ex-dealer stock on Hagners in binder with mainly 1960's-1980's MUH with over 100 commem. sets & 13 
M/S's. Some dupl. incl several South Africa "Homelands" sets. Some earlier incl 1945 Victory. Clean throughout, with useful 
Swaziland seen. (100s) $50 

370 British Pacific QV to KGVI (a few NZ to 1960). Cook Is KGV Raratonga vals to 1/-; Samoa Palms vals to 1/-, various 
surcharges; NZ range QV scenes, 1937 defins later to £1 (2). Useful Fiji vals to £1; Gilbert & Ellice 1911 Pandanus set 
used etc.  A few faults but generally fine. Mainly MUH & MLH with some used. Cat. £800+ (275) $100 

371 British Commonwealth & others on stockcards with strong ranges of GB & Channel Islands, plus NZ. Earliest sighted GB 
1929 PUC to 2½d, latest c1974. Ex dealer stock PTSA $500+ $100 

372 British Commonwealth (mainly) Postal stationery collection used & unused. Noted Aden KGVI 6a airletter used, S.Africa 
KGV ½d wrapper, Victoria ditto (both used), Grenada QV ½d, 1d & 1½d wrappers unused, Australia KGV 4d orange 
Registered letter uprated with ½d green, QEII 1953 3d green postcard & 1957 reissue "revalued 4d both used, a few early 
decimal letter cards, aerogrammes; India QV 1a on 1½d blue postcard used to Leipzig (1897), Jap. Occ. of North Indies 
3½¢ "DAI NIPPON" postcard to Penang (1942), Malayan Promisary Noted with fiscals attached, WA Cancels on page incl 
LA GRANGE BAY (4 strikes on 1937 piece), NYABING tying 4d & 1d kangaroos, No.5 PUMPING STATION (1947) tying 
KGVI 2½d red, "21" barred obliterator (3 strikes on strip of 2d swans), Cossack, Pinjarrah & others. Also page QV fiscals of 
GB, Ceylon, Hong Kong & India & 1931/41 meter marks on Penang & Singapore covers. Recommended viewing. (qty). $80 

373 British Commonwealth 1964-1980 covers in 6 albums with Pitcairn (STC $180+), Norfolk Is. incl. FDC's, PSE's & flight 
covers (STC $50+). Also noted Australia & a few Zimbabwe (100s) $50 

374 British Commonwealth Mainly used oddments to c1960 in musty album. Nothing highly catalogued & generally only fair 
cond., but lots of stamps. (100s) $30 

375 British Commonwealth Mint & used incl. many M/S's in 2 stockbooks.  Some duplication & thematic appeal but good 
range of Antigua, Aden, Anguilla, Ascension, Bahamas, Bangladesh, Barbados, Bermuda, Solomon's, Brunei, Canada, 
Falklands, Gold Coast, India, HK plus a good variety of Malaysia & States. A real mix of everything! $50 

376 British Commonwealth Range of MLH & used on black leaves in binder. Noted a few 1937 & 1946 omnibus sets MLH. 
Largely KGVI period later with Niue to 1/- MLH & used, various short sets & oddments in average to good cond. (100s) $30 

377 British Commonwealth Ex-dealer remnants MLH & used priced on Hagners. Lots of pickings in $5-$20 range with good 
Malay States oddments, few WA, Fiji, New Guinea Huts & B.O.P.s incl OS ovpts, useful Canada 1930's/40's, West Indies 
KGV/VI etc. Not much after 1950. PTSA $2500 approx & mainly fine. $400 

378 British Commonwealth Range of MUH & MLH on stockcards & Hagners with the MLH being the Canada 1946 Victory set 
to $1, 1949 UPU sets (7, incl Hong Kong) & 1953 Coronation (21 stamps incl 2 sets of 4); the MUH comprising Nauru 2008 
Greater Frigate Bird sheetlets. The FV of MUH 200-2009 $60+ $70 

379 British Commonwealth 1920-1990 MUH, MLH & used selection in medium stockbook with many better incl N.Z. 1920 set 
of 6 MLH, Birds sets MUH incl Malawi to £2, PNG 1964 MUH & CTO; 10/- Raboul & £1 QEII SPECIMEN ovpts (both types 
of each, one of £1 with toned corner); Tristan 1954 to 10/- (faint tone spots), Solomons KGVI to 10/- MUH & used; 
Christmas Island 1969/70 Fish MUH, Papua monocolours to 2/6d MLH, C of A 9d & 1/3d MUH, Gilbert & Ellice KGVI to 5/- 
MUH incl perfs, PNG Postal Charges both sets (ex SG DI) MUH & CTO, 5/- Coffee block MUH, NWPI ovpts (some toning), 
small "Papua" ovpt on 2/6d thick paper (horiz. wmk, Cat. £42) & thin paper (vert. wmk, Cat. £38) MLH plus 1/- ovpt on thick 
paper (vert. wmk, Cat. £70), PNG 1985, 1986 & 1990 annual packs & Australia 1990 Anzac limited ed. (5000) covers (2) 
with set & Turkish stamp, signed by Lt. Gen. L.G.O'Donnell, Chief of the General Staff. Apart from the toning described, this 
is a clean lot with no "packet material" & inspection is recommended. Cat. £1500+ (c325) $400 



380 British Commonwealth Ranges in large & small Chinese stockbooks & quality SG KGVI printed album. 12 volumes, incl 2 
of Canada, one each of N.Z., GB, Australia, Hong Kong & South Africa, other countries in the rest. Noted GB QV £2/10/- 
"Foreign Bill". The KGVI album would be a nice setting for continuation. (1000s) $60 

381 British Commonwealth Retired dealers remnants priced on Hagners. Moderate pickings in Sudan, Swaziland & other 
British Africa, noted S. Rhodesia 1931/7 5/-. Nearly all used pre 1960, plus c1980 S. African "Homelands" CTO sets not 
included in PTSA total of $1800. $300 

382 British Commonwealth 1978-1985 MUH sets & odd values on leaves (some alarmingly rusty but only a couple of stamps 
affected) with value in inverted wmk & ovpt varieties. Incls items from Falklands, B.A.T., Kiribati,  I.O.M., St 
Vincent/Grenadines, Solomon's, Seychelles & Tuvalu. Marked cat. prices from the late 1980's, so must have since fallen 
but then catalogued £800+ (193) $100 

383 British Commonwealth on album pages incl MLH & F/U. Noted GB to 10/- & NZ to 5/- (faults). Priced to sell at $130+ $20 
384 British Commonwealth Range with Hagner of pre-1930 Ethiopia MLH part sets, Kuwait 1933/4 6a air MLH (6), Rhodesia 

1910 6d double head perf. 15 (Cat. £60), Great Britain 1d black (2 margins cut into at left), Victoria perf. OS to 1/- (& normal 
1/- orange) all MLH (12); small approval books with Argentina departmentals, Costa Rica overprint errors & other 1930's inc 
Denmark 1k air all MUH, bag of Australia 1956 Olympics on piece with nice cancels, KGVI 1/4d Ash imprint block plus 
McCracken imprints of 5d, 5½d surcharge & 6d kookaburra all MUH, KGV 4½d Sm Mult wmk perf. 14 (2, one with FQUR 
variety) F/U.  Good lot with viewing recommended. (approx 200) $150 

385 British Commonwealth Pot pourri with Bahrain 1942/45 to 12a MLH, CGH 4d triangular (large margins 2 sides) & booklets 
incl Ghana 6/-, Northern Rhodesia 1/- (Cat. £16), K.U.T. 1938 3/40c (toned gum but cat. £225), 1961 5/- & others of Kenya, 
Uganda (3 diff.) & Zambia (1970). Total cat. £400+ (Bahrain set, CGH triangular, 9 booklets & 13 low value CGH/Transvaal 
used) $100 

386 British Commonwealth 1870's-1960's lot on stockcards & in glassines housed in small box. Main value in MLH with 
Australia KGV 1½d red brown, red (c20 MLH), used dupl. in bags, few GB, Nigeria KGV 2/6d script wmk SG 27a (Cat. 
£85), S. Africa, Gibraltar, Straits Settlements, Canada & others with moderate pickings. Best items appears to be GB 
1958/59 £1 DLR MUH (SG 598, Cat. £120). Untidy lot with potential for the patient viewer. (100s) $200 

387 British Commonwealth Random range on stockcards with good Ceylon, Nyasaland 1895 3/- F/U, 1897 surcharge F/U; 
Griqualand West 1879 4d & 3d fiscals (Barefoot Cat. £57); Nigeria KGV 5/- MCA MUH (SG 10d Cat. £55+); "B" (Bangkok) 
ovpt on 24¢ CA wmk used; Niger Coast 1897/8 10/ deep violet perf. 13½ - 14 MLH (Cat. £100); few QV British Honduras & 
Mauritius; Bermuda (incl QV 1/- olive green CA ovptd SPECIMEN); GB 1883/4 6d dull green good used, & "3d on 3d" with 
squared circle London cancel; British Somaliland ovpts on India 8a, 12a MLH; Trinidad 5/- maroon p14 & 1896 5/- green & 
brown MLH; British Guinea 1881 1¢ on 48¢ used, "1" & "2" on 96¢ MLH, 1882 1¢ & 2¢ used with "SPECIMEN" perfins, 
1863/76 6¢ milky blue; Falklands & Transvaal QV types incl ½d vermilion MLH. Also a few foreign incl USA 1890 30¢ black 
Jefferson. Some faults, but generally good to fine. Careful viewing will reward. (100s) $250 

388 British Commonwealth, with some USA & Vietnam noted. MLH & used on leaves & on Hagners in quality Lighthouse 
padded 4 ring binder. Noted Tanganyika £1 KGV & 3/- to £1 Giraffes all fiscally cancelled, South Africa, Sudan, KUT 5/- 
booklets (SB 8a x 2, Cat. £38 each), SWA incl 1931 5/- horizontal pair MLH & few early ovptd pairs to 1/-, KEVII/KGV St. 
Helena (15) mainly MLH, USA & Vietnam on Vario sheets with 2001 Baseball Fields & Great Plains Prairie self/adhesive 
sheetlets & few MUH to $5 (Bret Harte) & earlier commercially used with dupl. (100s), Vietnam (South) c90, (North) c60 
used. Also MUH reunified 1993-2000 in pairs, earlier thematic CTO sets. (100s) $80 

389 World & British Commonwealth mint & used in lighthouse stockbook includes GB regionals, USA wildlife conservation, 
Vietnam, Singapore, good selection of British Solomon's, Newfoundland & Nauru. $30 

390 World 1840-1936 foreign countries only in 2 volumes "New Ideal" interleaved printed albums. Noted useful Belgium MLH & 
used, France, Italy incl. 1910 Plebiscite F/U, Japan, French New Hebrides, USA (incl. 2 "Black Jacks"), Switzerland & other 
mainly used ranges. Albums are in fine cond. & could prove worth expanding the collection. Only a few hinge marks where 
stamps have been removed. Overall cond. is above average & viewing is recommended. (1000s) $200 

391 World 1953-1999 commercial & FDC random range loose & in album. Noted Aden, Egypt, Ethiopia, Hong Kong, I.O.M., 
Singapore, Belgian Congo, Southern Yemen (1968 FDC), K.U.T., Norway & others. Odd interesting item eg. 1972 GB 
airmail cover with 5d Machin x 3 not cancelled, cachet reading "£ s.d. postage stamps invalid for post from 1st March 
1972". Estimated at less than $1 ea. (70) $50 

392 World collection in old-time "Triumph" album. Quite a few surprises, including Bermuda KGV 2/- F/U, France Merson type 
40¢, 45¢, 50¢ & 1f MLH & 1f50 Pasteur MLH. Great Britain 1840 1d black with red M/C (2 margins), Hong Kong 4¢ KEVII 
with socked-on-the-nose 1908 SYDNEY cancel, odd interesting revenue (incl WA long swans 15 to 10/-), few mint low 
value kangaroos (some stains). Worth a good careful look. (1000+) $150 

393 World On returned circuit sheets in large binder. Incl MUH post-war sets & cheap oddments MLH & used. Very little above 
"packet quality", but thousands of stamps, high % with thematic appeal. (1000s) $30 

394 World collection MLH & used in peg album with stamps to late 1950's. Best is Australia with useful MLH incl 5/- Bridge but 
this along with other useful MLH has snagged top perfs near hinge & will need careful sweating to remove intact. Others 
MLH worth checking are kangaroos to 2/- incl 5d, KGV single wmk to 1/4d, 9d Macarthur, 1/- ANZAC & 6d Kingsford Smith 
OS ovpt. Rest of the countries incl odd better Mauritius, Cyprus 1960 500m ovpt used, little else. Hinge snagging 
unfortunately has reduced the value of this lot but has potential when handled with care. (100s) $250 

395 World Miscellaneous in small box with few Portugal embossed earlies in usual mixed condition: Aust UPU Specimen ovpts 
& booklets with odd pre-dec blocks, Aust KGVI OHMS Airletter with diagonal "SPECIMEN" ovpt & box at top right inscribed 
"Postage Paid". AO2A (cost $30), GB KGV/VI on paper; USA booklet of "A" stamps x24; other European on/off paper in 
envelopes; Mozambique oddments in glassines plus bag of Indian QV/KGV letters & cards (some written in Urdu). SAlso 
Abu Dhabi 1970 Registered airmail cover to Aust, 1962 OHMS aerogramme to USA, Melbourne machine cancel 
overstamped with oval "PMG-OFFICIAL-PAID" in violet, Nyasaland (KGVI Registered, QEII airletter + R&N airletter to 
California uprated), bag of International Post "Joint Issue with Sweden" used, Qantas booklet of airmail etiquettes, 5/- 
National Savings stamp & "PAID MANDURAH" octagonal on piece. Useful Pickings. $50 

396 World Carton lot of 12 Chinese stockbooks. Great Britain starts with poor cond. 1d black, KEVII 7d MLH (3), 1951 Festival 
of Britain 2/6-, 5/-, 10/- MLH, few MUH Wildings incl graphite set of 6, 1960s commems MLH, 1977 hv's MUH; Canada with 
useful pickings incl 1930 5¢ Air & 1932 6¢ on 5¢ Conference very fine used; West Germany 1960s/70s MUH & Used, later 
used to 1992; few China 1982/90 MUH; Cyrenaica 1934 set of 12 MLH, Denmark 1982/3 year packs, Eritrea 1934 set of 12 
MLH (2 creased), Ireland 1997 Birds 18 values to £5 MUH, Tripolitania 1934 set of 12 MLH. Pitcairn 1964 to 4/- MLH, 
Russia 1930 40k Zeppelin col 1932 1r Polar Year CTO, New Zealand 1964 minisheet pair MUH, 1969 Cook minisheet 
MUH, Macau 1981 Camoens, Psychiatry & few others MUH, other countries with circa 1980 MUH oddments, Japan 1971 & 
'80 defins values to 1000y MUH (33 diff.), France 1949 Centenary strip MLH, Somalia 1934 set of 12 MLH. Some faults but 
mainly in cheap used. Value in stated items & MUH definitives of 1970s & '80s. (1000s) $250 

397 World Housed in large "Ambassador" & "Coronet" well-filled printed albums. Will suit general collector on a budget who just 
wants a lot of stamps to sort over Christmas! Not much sighted after 1970 & most appear used in average cond. (1000s) $40 

398 World in well filled "Cardinal" album, mainly used from earlies to 1950's with pickings e.g. C.G.H. 4d triangular, 5/- (3 diff), 
Germany 1871 5g "large shield", Hungary with several complete sets, other European countries well represented with 
strength in defins, plus cheaper ranges of Asia, S. America, Canada & others. Some faults, but largely good to fine. (1000s) $80 



399 World Mainly foreign MUH & MLH sets & oddments priced on Hagners. Noted useful Japan incl 1929 Airs & 1921 Visit, 
National Park sets of 1939 & 1941 (2 diff sets) & many other pre 1950, PRC with some 1958/60, Netherlands & Colonies, 
Venezuela, Norway, Russia etc in no particular order. Ex dealers stock PTSA $1300 but benefit from China obviously 
priced a long time ago! (100s) $400 

400 World with Hagners of Vanuatu, Israel & Malaysia used, mint incl Norfolk Is 1974 UPU M/S's (2), 1975 150th Anniv blocks, 
few Nauru all MUH, duplicated M/S's of Christmas Is, Solomon's, Samoa, N.Z. (incl 1980's Health M/S's MUH), Aust 1993 
"Lions" sheetlet plus few NZ 1970's & 1980's Health blocks, Vanuatu Orchids & Scenery defins used. Many useful. (100's). $30 

401 World Miniature sheets MUH & CTO in stockbook. Russia best represented, plus Maldives, Pacifics, Portugal, North 
Korea, Israel, India & others. Clean lot, but nothing scarce. (180) $50 

402 World Miscellaneous oddments MUH, MLH & used in stockbook. Noted New  Hebrides 1938 Dues to 1f MLH (Cat. £150 
MUH), few Cook Is, Niue pre-1950, GB 1970's MUH commems (30 sets), Samoa ovpts on NZ KEVII & KGV ½d values in 
MUH blocks of 18, 1972 defins in blocks to $1 & pair of $2 all MUH. (300+) $70 

403 World Oddments on Hagners in 2 binders. Very diverse & in mixed cond. with early forgeries of Chile, France & Romania 
sighted. Odd better incl Ascension KGVI 1d "Green Mountain" MLH, Falklands 1938 to 1/- incl both 6d MLH, Alan M/S CTO 
with inverted year in cds, lots of USA 1940's/50's commems MUH, Burma 1947 Interim Govt ovpts MLH/used, several 
British C/wealth KGVI short sets, Sudan 1950 Airs F/U. Not much after 1981. Plenty of wheat amongst the chaff. (100s). $60 

404 World Pickings incl. Newfoundland 1937 Pictorial Coronation MLH, Egypt 1932 3m black/azure Xmas seal. Used (faults). 
Somaliland KGV vals to 12a., KUT 1890 7 vals to IR along with Hong Kong, Nigeria, Jamaica, etc. STC £450+ (60) $100 

405 World countries MLH & used in old springback. Most MLH is early 1960's with India, Japan & Hong Kong the best (latter 
with 1962 to $20 & 1965 ITU pair), but useful GB, French Somali Coast, Egypt, Canada & Singapore worth a look. Australia 
KGV-1965 used range very ordinary & same applies to used Taiwan, PRC, Philippines & others. (few 100) $50 

406 World Exhibition 1986-1994 paraphernalia incl. Commem cards, packs, presentation material. Noted Taipei '93 & 
Philakorea 1994. Incls a folder from the All-China Philatelic Federation with 1994 PRC issues. Looks nice, but of little 
philatelic value. (Qty) $20 

407 World commercial covers with large Singapore 1955 Qantas cover bearing defin set to $5, various Antarctic incl US 
"Operation Deep Freeze" x 3, NZ, GB incl Jersey 1943 ½d x2 & 1d on separate local covers, with FDC's of 1960's-1980's, 
Rhodesia ditto; interesting pre 1950 items incl Brazil "Air France" covers (3) of 1934/37, Ceylon UPU FDC, 1941 NZ Force 
in Italy stampless censored front, plus pickings in later Norfolk (2/8d surcharge etc), Hong Kong 1967 Satellite Earth Station 
$1 x 2 on FDC, odd Malaysian, Israel, Liechtenstein, France, Germany & others to mid 1980's. Viewing recommended for 
full potential. (c130) $100 

408 World Retired dealers stock on cards, Hagners & in stockbook. Main value in Australia kangaroos & KGV, plus others incl 
NSW "Registered" QV imperf; NZ 1960's-1980's incl some blocks, Health M/S's (1958/95), States in lower value remnants, 
odd GB & other British Commonwealth pre-QEII mainly used. Some Aust with varieties. Untidy lot in mixed cond. which 
may repay careful viewing. (100s) $150 

409 World Cancellations collection on 18 leaves with some Paquebot incl lovely complete Colombo Paquebot tying KGV 
Australia 2d to piece, "Relief No 3" of 1994 on block of PNG 90t Air Niugini, "Bog Walk" cds on Jamaica 1921/29 3/- & 
"sunburst" on Fiji 1d black. Various foreign with better stamps incl Congo Free State 10f black & green, other 
B/Commonwealth inc GB QV 8d with trimmed wing margin & "466" of Liverpool, Cyprus 1985 £1 Skiing on piece & 
Rhodesia 1905 1d Falls with lovely Paiapye Station cds, Bahrain 1970's-1990's pieces with franking to 1D. Many others 
complete thus unusual lot. (100s) $70 

410 World H-L collection. Approx 1450 stamps used & a few mint. Better varieties of Iran & Japan. $30 
411 World various incl Benham silk covers (7) of Gibraltar 1982/3 Naval Crests; small stockbook of Ireland incl 4d in right wmk 

pair (SG 117w) F/U; few Hong Kong with "Year of the Tiger" & "Snake" MUH; Papua 2/6d Lakatoi Type B (SG 82) MLH; 
New Guinea GRI 2d worn ovpt on 10pf MLH; Australia 1948/57 FDC's (7), KGV 1d red postcard unused, small range 
kangaroos & KGV perf small OS (average used) & 4d OS ovpt used, plus "Selected Issues" PO packs 1980-87 (ex 1985). 
Useful range of items too small for separate lotting. (qty) $60 

412 World Covers - dealers stock all bagged & priced. Mainly modern with odd postcard & stamp set noted. Majority Aust, 
South African, GB & NZ with various pmks & issues, many would be useful off cover as fine used. Good Ebay material. 
Priced to sell at $700+ (100s) $150 

413 Cinderellas Cut outs & registration labels incls "Travel interstate by Sea", "Buy Goods in Australia", 1935 tuberculosis 
labels, Australia customs duty x 4, etc (100s) $30 

414 Cinderellas & Revenues in small stockbook, incl good QV/KGV Canada Electric Loght, Gas & "Weight & Measures" 
revenues, Quebec 5¢ green beaver "registration", GB KGVI 2/- & 7/6- Consular-Service (2 each), NSW dupl. stamp duty to 
8/-, few reg. labels, etiquettes, cut-out, Anti-TB & other publicity labels, 1937 Aust. Sesqui labels (30), European 1800's 
stamps nearly all damaged (some forgeries), block of US airmails & NSW Govt Railways 5¢ parcel stamp blocks of 4 (2). 
Interesting lot. (Few 100) $50 

 THEMATICS  
415 1935 Silver Jubilee MLH sets for West Indies Islands (8), KUT used. Some odd values & range of minor varieties (10) e.g. 

broken flagpoles, small aerial spurs, etc (65) $50 
416 1948 Silver Wedding pairs for Leeward Is., Nigeria, St. Kitts Nevis & Swaziland MLH. Also Hong Kong 10c variety spur on 

'N' of 'Kong". MUH SG 171a Cat £120 (9) $60 
417 1977 Silver Jubilee Range of Commonwealth sets on Hagners MUH. 25 countries incl BAT. (76 stamps) $20 
418 1980 USA Olympics, 1983 200th anniversary of flight, 1983 History of the Olympics in special albums. Also Royal 

Events incl. 1981 wedding, 1982 birthday & 1984 Royal mail collections in special presentation albums. Total face value in 
all currencies approx. $170 $30 

419 1981 Royal Wedding collection MUH in 2 special albums. Includes M/S's & appears complete simplified plus extras of sets 
& M/S's in clear sleeve. (100's) $50 

420 1981 Royal Wedding Island of Staffa (off the coast of Scotland) 1981 Royal Wedding stamp in 23 carat yellow gold with 
cameo in 12 carat white gold. This British Local stamp comes in red pres folder. $10 

421 1981 Royal Wedding range from Commonwealth Countries incl sheetlets, blocks & gutters. All MUH. (306 stamps & 19 
M/S's/booklet pane/sheetlets) $30 

422 1981 Royal Wedding stamp collection. Quality padded album with 24 sets from Commonwealth Countries. All MUH. $20 
423 1983 Commonwealth Day collection near complete (only 3 sets needed) MUH. Also Russia 1980 Olympics FDC 

collection. Stamps cat. £100 as FU. $25 
424 1984 250th Anniversary Lloyds collection limited (no. 22) incl. all stamps, MS and FDC's. 17 British Commonwealth 

countries. Fantastic presentation. High original cost. $30 
425 1984 Lloyds Anniv. collection incl. all stamps, MS's & FDC's. 17 British Commonwealth countries. Lovely presentation. 

High original cost. $30 
426 "Mint Souvenir Sheets of the World" in special presentation album. 1970's to 1980's period. A USA product many of 

thematic appeal incl. Christmas, animals, soccer, ships, trains, space, flowers, birds, Olympics & aircraft. Oldest item 
noticed USA 1936 Tipex. All MUH with attractive presentation! (54) $45 



427 "Postal Mechanisation" study on leaves in folders plus few 1970's-1980's FDC's & mementos of exhibitions of that period 
& into mid 1990's. Aspects of the topic are mainly illustrated with card/covers of GB, USA & Australia, but interesting 
addition is "Bottle Mail" with letters extracted from bottles in the South Pacific, noting 1854 to 1881 (4 items) from 
clergymen in Samoa corresponding with each other. Other aspects indicate that tremendous research has gone into this 
topic & viewing is strongly recommended. Housed in folders in open box. (qty) $100 

428 Birds, Fish & Animals A wide ranging A-Z collection with majority QEII, MUH & most in complete sets. Many better sets 
noted incl Abu Dhabi 1965 Falconry (Cat. £55), Ascension Fish & Turtles, Belize Birds (Cat. £25), BAT Treaty & Penguins 
(Cat. £70+), China 1960 Goldfish &1961 Pottery both CTO/fine used sets, etc (Cat. £100+), China - Taiwan 1969 Bird 
Paintings, Dog pair, Air set 3, 1971 Prized Dogs & 1973 Horses set & M/S, etc (Cat. £170+) FSAT Birds & Penguins (Cat. 
£50+), Hong Kong 1970 Chow set & 1971 Pigs, etc (Cat. £100+), Iraq 1968 Birds, 1969 Fish & 1976 Birds (Cat. £60+), 
Israel with tabs, Singapore 1970 World Fair M/S (Cat. £24), Suriname Birds, Dogs & Fish sets (Cat. £70+), Tristan da 
Cunha Birds, Vietnam sets (Cat. £60+),   Incls M/S's, blocks, surcharges, strips, etc. Massive cat. value & perfect for resale 
or foundation to a new collection. Estimated at a very conservative $1 per set with 900+ sets, numerous thematic singles 
incl high values in 14 albums. $900 

429 Europa Omnibus collection MUH, MLH & used in 2 Lindner boxed hingeless albums with pages to 1999. Patchy coverage, 
but pickings incl 1956 Netherlands MLH, 1959 Switzerland PTT ovpts (2 sets MUH), 1960 Ireland MUH (1/3d blunt corner), 
1961 San Marino MUH, 1962 & 1963 Ireland MUH (2 sets latter & 3 sets 1970), Andorra 1970, 1971, 1976, odd better 
Portugal etc. Lovely albums (100s) $90 

430 European Direct Mail 1985 & 1986 commem selection of the 10 & 13 Countries respectively of the Services Postaux 
Europeans. Each set in its own pres folder. (23 packs) $20 

431 Olympics 1980 Lake Placid Winter Olympics complete sheets from various countries. All fine MUH. (25 sheets) $15 
432 Post Office mail identification techniques & their development, written up on album pages in box with covers of Australia 

G.B., Germany, Japan & others to illustrate aspects of this subject. The covers in themselves are of little value, but the 
research achievements laid out here are valuable & considerable. Illustrated pages are also included showing flow charts & 
equipment used in mail processing. This collection was formed by the late Dr Guy Hamilton, well known in philatelic circles 
over many years for his Samoa collection & research. $50 

433 Royalty 1953 Coronation MUH collection with 48 pairs plus 2/6d S. Rhodesia & Basutoland strip of 3 on reg. covers; 1982 
Prince William M/S's MUH of Cook Is etc & 1981 Charles & Diana Maxicard set of Guernsey (96 stamps, 24 M/S's & 2 cvrs) $30 

434 Royalty 1978 Coronation sheetlets in full sheets.  21 complete sheets in total plus one extra British Virgin Islands all in 
pristine MUH cond. Housed in Hagner album. Cat. £100+ $35 

435 Royalty Incls 1937 MLH & used Coronation (133), 1948 RSW low values MLH & used (100+), 1972 Silver Wedding MUH 
(78, odd stain) & 1980 QM Birthday (11 & M/S MUH). Mainly fine. $40 

436 Ships MUH collection on Westminster- produced "Maritime Heritage" pages detailing the history of the chosen sets & M/S's 
which range from 1981 & 1992 & incl the Columbus 1992 M/S set of Italy, Portugal, Spain & USA. Many sailing ships 
represented. (c160 & 42 M/S's) $75 

437 Ships Unused b&w postcard featuring German cruiser Nurnberg which was part of battle group under Graf von Spee & 
sunk off the Falklands on 8 Dec. 1914. Published by Lempe of Kiel & titled in German. Scarce & in excellent cond. $70 

438 Space A range of covers commemorating NASA & various space missions & test flights incl those of the X-24B pmkd 
Edwards. Also 1972 Apollo 16 covers pmkd Cape Canaveral & Kennedy Space Centre (3) & 1973 Skylab silks (6). An 
interesting & attractive group in good cond. (25) $100 

439 Space - Apollo 17 1972 set of 5 silk commem covers showing the rocket, astronauts, moon landing & splashdown. Each 
pmkd Cape Canaveral. Mission story told on the covers. Exc. cond. (5) $30 

440 Space - Apollo-Soyuz 1975 set of 10 silk commem covers with both Russian & US stamps & pmks. The covers detail 
events connected with this joint mission. An attractive set in exc. cond. (10) $50 

441 Space - Project Skylab 1973 set of 17 silk commem covers each neatly pmkd Cape Canaveral on the day of various 
events such as space walks etc. The cover details these occasions. A lovely set in exc. cond. (17) $80 

442 Space - Skylab 1973 set of 20 pictorial commem covers with White Sands Missile Range N. Mexico, Kennedy Space 
Centre, Cape Canaveral, Florida, Patrick Airforce Base & USSD New Orleans (Spacecraft Recovery) postmarks. Various 
aspects of the mission shown & illustrated on each. A rarely seen group in good cond. (20) $100 

443 UNICEF & Children's Day 1949-1972 mainly MLH collection on album leaves. Nothing scarce, but a good starter lot on 
this theme. (216) $30 

 AUSTRALIA - COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS & SELECTIONS  
444 Kangaroos A used & CTO range to 2/- on stocksheet. Unsorted & worth examination as many are fine. Totally unchecked, 

but includes 5d & 2/- browns F/U. (46 incl 3 perf "OS" & 2 private perfins) $40 
445 Kangaroos Mixed wmk used range of 3d to 2/- with "OS" 6d CofA & Small Mult 1/- CTO, 2/- brown 3rd wmk F/U. Others in 

average to good cond. 3d, 6d (3), 9d (8), 1/- (4) & 2/- maroon (4). Odd perf fault. $40 
446 Kangaroos 1d to 5/- used/CTO duplicated range lot on Hagner & stockcard. Many have faults, but 2/- brown 3rd wmk & 5/- 

CofA are very F/U, 1/- (+ perf  "OS") CTO & there is a 1d block of 8 with "D & Co" perfin. Conservative estimate. (79) $50 
447 Kangaroos Retired dealers remnants on Hagners. Nearly all used incl good 5/- 3rd wmk & 1st wmk 4d orange-yellows. 

Dupl. is to x 12 in places & approx 20 perf "OS" (& 6d ovptd OS) are included in total of 163. Cond. average, with only a few 
classed as fine. $50 

448 Kangaroos Used accumulation including perf "OS" on 3 Hagners comprising ½d (39), 1d (38), 2d (7), 3d (14), 4d (12), 5d 
(6), 6d blue (10), & 2/- brown (2). Cond varies, but generally above average. (128) $60 

449 Kangaroos Used duplicated selection in mixed cond. on 4 Hagners. Unchecked for wmks & varieties, so close inspection 
may reward. Noted 4d x 16 (incl one perf large "OS") & 5/- x 9, mostly heavy parcel cancels. (175) $75 

450 Kangaroos Used loose lot in Whitman's chocolate box. Sighted 2/- brown & 5/- (3) in glassine. Commercially used 
unchecked lot ready for sorting! (100s) $75 

451 Kangaroos Used range in mixed cond on stockcards. Noted 5d large "OS" strip of 3 & small "OS" single; other large "OS" 
(incl 4d) to 6d, small "OS" to 5/- (3rd wmk); unpunctured to 5/- (3rd wmk + C of A (5)) incl 2d 1st wmk inverted. Worthwhile 
lot with many fine. (77) $100 

452 Kangaroos A MUH & MLH range on Hagner with ½d x 3 (one faulty), 1d Die II, 2½d 3rd wmk x 4 (one toned), 6d 3rd wmk 
(2), Small Mult (perf "OS") & CofA (tone spot), 9d 3rd wmk, Small Mult, CofA (2 each); 1/- Small Mult MUH, 2/- maroon 
CofA Die I & II. Two of the 9d are poorly centred otherwise mostly fine. SG Cat. £440+ (22) $150 

453 Kangaroos MLH & used selection comprising ½d, 1d, 2½d (3, one MLH others mint no gum), 1/- 2nd wmk & 2/- maroon 
CofA type B & CofA 10/- Specimen. Perf faults on ½d & main value is in the 1/-. Used values to 2/- brown incl 6d perf large 
"OS", 1/- (4 incl 2 shades of 1st wmk), few 3rd wmk incl perf "OS" 2d, 3d (latter faulty), 2/- brown 3rd wmk & 5/- CofA. 
Mostly good to fine. (25) $150 

454 Kangaroos MUH & MLH range incl ½d (3), 2d (2), 2½d, 3d (3, incl 1st wmk no gum), 6d blue (2, incl "OS", 3rd wmk), 6d 
chestnut perf "OS" 3rd wmk, ord. small multiple & ovptd "OS" small multiple + 2x CofA (one MUH), 1/- small multiple (2), 2/- 
maroon (8 - all CofA) & 9d perf "OS" 3rd wmk. Useful group. (29) $150 



455 Kangaroos 1st & 3rd wmk range on card. Most clean but with hinge remnants. Comprises ½d, 1d (perf. faults), 2d (2), 
2½d, 3d, 4d (grubby), 5d & 1/- 1st wmk; 2d (wmk s/ways & upright), 2½d (overall toned), 3d 6d (both colours), 9d, 2/- 3rd 
wmk. The last three mentioned being MLH. Useful gap filling lot! Cat. £700+ (17) $180 

456 Kangaroos 1913-1936 A used range on Hagners with best being 5/- 3rd wmk good used, perf large "OS" range with 4d 
yellow orange (Cat. £120) & 5d brown F/U (with extra 5d), small "OS" incl 2d inv. wmk (3rd wmk), 6d small mult. wmk ovpt 
"OS" & few "OS/NSW" perfins. Cond. varies from fair to fine. Inspection recommended. (81) $180 

457 KGV & 1d kangaroos bulk lot used in shoebox. Lots of 1d greens & 2d reds, lesser quantities of 3d blue, 2d orange & 1½d 
in envelopes. Apparently unchecked. (1000s) $80 

458 KGV Loose off paper in small box. Strength in 2d reds, but other values to 4d blue (2) sighted, along with very off centre 
single wmk 1/4 & 4½d plus 5d CofA (2) Clean lot that may repay checking for varieties but no apparent pmk interest (c500) $30 

459 KGVI "box of boxes" & glassines. Lots of loose bundleware in the small boxes, plus a few KGV & pre-decimal QEII. Variety 
potential with patience. (1000s) $30 

460 KGV 1914-1922 1d red range by date order with separate rough paper 1917/19 range & some undated. Some machine 
cancels but plenty of cds (mainly NSW). Apart from the usual compartment line flaws on the rough papers, does not appear 
to have any varieties. Clean lot. (c400) $30 

461 KGV 4d olive used range of wmks & shades etc with 1924-1935 period cancels from most States. Incls. some pairs & 
strips. (180+) $50 

462 KGV 5d chestnut mixed watermarks used on leaves with many good strikes from Victoria & WA. High proportion fine (212) $40 
463 KGV low vals used, sorted by wmks & perfs into envs in shoebox.  No ½d green or 1d red, but all other types to 1½d plus 

2d red. Also incls Victoria QV 1d & WA 1d & 2d C/wealth Swans in qty.  May repay checking for pmks & varieties. (1000s) $40 
464 KGV Mainly used on Hagners & stockcards. Noted 1d green single wmk MUH &U MLH block of 4, range of 1d red shades, 

others (mostly to 2d) in mixed cond. incl 2x 1/4d. Some on piece incl Morgan's WA cds's on block of 5 x 1½d rose. (c170) $40 
465 KGV Used accumulation in small packets in "State Express" cigarette tin. Noted 1d red wmk inverted, "secret mark", "RA 

joined", "run N", "dot before 1" & "wattle line" varieties & values to 5d unchecked. Some labelled packets are empty, so do 
not "assume" contents when inspecting. (few 100) $40 

466 KGV Used accumulation on stockcards in random order. Includes "OS" perfins & values to 1/4d. Cond. varies, but totally 
unchecked & may repay close inspection. Also 14 used kangaroos to 2/- & 15 other oddments. (276) $50 

467 KGV Large used range in no particular order on Hagners. Mainly low values with only 2 x 1/4d sighted. Plenty of 1d reds, 
perfined & ovptd "OS" selection. Average to fine cond & unchecked for varieties. (approx 480) $70 

468 KGV MLH range on Hagner incl ½d greens (4), orange (7), 1d reds (7), green (10), violet (2), 1½ browns/black brown (5), 
red (4), green, 2d orange, red (2), brown (2), 4d blue, violet, 5d (2), 2d on 1½d (6) & 5d on 4½d (2). Not checked for 
varieties, perfs & wmks, so close inspection advised. (57). $100 

469 KGV Ex-dealer remnants priced on Hagners & leaves with majority used & plenty of MLH (cond. varies). Not in any 
particular order, but wide range of shades, values to 1/4d (5) incl some perf "OS". (500+) $100 

470 KGV postcard & covers (3) all with perf "OS" KGV Heads. Covers all Registered Perth with red labels, 1919 (2) & 1928 
from Office of Titles & returned unclaimed with "UNKNOWN BY LETTER CARRIER" s/l h/s in black on one, "Left/Address 
unknown" in manuscript on another & the third with boxed records marking. Postcard has State Electoral Dept printed 
message. Lovely group, full of character! (4) $100 

471 KGV Used accumulation in stockbook. Sorted by colour & face value only. Includes 4d ovptd "OS", 2d brown (11), 4d blue 
(5), violet (3), 1/4d (13 incl average small multiple perf. 14) & well over 150 1d reds & quantities of other low values. Totally 
unchecked & likely to yield "finds" on close examination. (Many 100s). $150 

472 KGV 1d greens in original bundleware & old envs. Appear unchecked. 100,000+ $200 
473 KGV in random order arranged 63 to a page in black 58 paged Lighthouse stockbook. Noted 1/4d x 10 & all other values & 

colours appear present mostly in mixed good to fine used cond. Appears unchecked for varieties etc so should delight 
specialist in this area. (3650+) $200 

474 KGV Imprint pairs 1926/30 small mult wmk 1d green, 1½d brown, 2d red (perf "OS"), 3d Die II & 4d olive plus 1931/36 CofA 
wmk ½d orange, 3d Die II & 5d all in MUH/MLH John Ash imprint pairs. Also 1930 5d on 4½d violet top selvedge strip of 3 
(stamps MUH but a trifle aged). A useful group (10 items, the 2d "OS" perf is a block of 4). ACSC Cat. $950 for blocks. $250 

475 KGV Mainly used accumulation on Hagners & leaves in binder. Incl collection remnants with varieties, eg: ½d green "NY" 
joined, 4d orange "damaged SW corner", several 1½d varieties used, 1d green SM perf.14 pair MUH/MLH showing "ferns" 
& "RA" thin, a few perf "OS" & used oddments. Will definitely repay close inspection. (few 100) $400 

476 KGVI & QEII Imprint blocks & marginal blocks MUH selection. Noted 2/- Cobb, 2/3d AAT, 2/6d Aboriginal no wmk (4 & 6) 
with usual range of low values & 1935 2d Jubilee Ash imprint. (c70 blocks) $35 

477 1913-1958 Range on Hagners with few low value kangaroos & KGV used then useful MLH with few blocks to late 1950's. 
Noted 1936 1/- S.A. Cent, 1940 6d AIF, 1931 6d Kingsford-Smith brown airmail x 2, 1954 Royal Visit 2/- x 2 blocks of 4 all 
with ex-dealer prices to sell at $350+ (100s) $80 

478 1913-1965 MLH & used collection in 2 "Exeter" albums with MLH 1st wmk kangaroos ½d, 6d, 9d, used; 2nd wmk 5/- (pulled 
perf), 3rd wmk to 5/- plus MLH 2d (3), 2½d, 3d, 9d, & 1/- (2 each); CofA 6d, 9d, Die I 2/- plus used 6d, 9d pair, 2/- & 5/-, 
1915/28 £1 grey. KGV incl various MLH to single crown wmk 1/4d, ditto Sm mult perf. 13½ x 12½ & perf. 14 to 4½d (ex 2d). 
Comprehensive used range mostly fine, 1914 6d engraved kookaburra VFU, 1927 Canberra pair cancelled FDI, no 5/- 
Bridge but other commems complete MLH or used & in many cases both. Some blocks incl 1929 1½d swan pl 2, 1930 
surcharges, 1932 Bridge both 2d imprint blocks 3d pl. 1. Defins well covered incl 1937 3d blue Dies (ex white wattles) MLH 
& used, Robes both papers used, coil pairs (Ex KGVI 2d red) & 1950 QM 2d green imprint coil perf block of 4. Later coil 
pairs incl 1959/63 MLH. No mint 5/- cattle or Navigators but used complete incl £1 Navigator strip of 3, Arms set, other 
KGVI & QEII with MLH & used sets of each incl some imprint blocks & 1957 3½d Christmas re-entry. Odd faulty item but 
mainly fine. (100s) $700 

479 1913-1965 Used collection on Davo printed leaves noting 1913 to 1/- incl 9d CTO & nice 5d, 1915 2nd wmk to 5/-, 1915/28 
(ex 10/-) incl "budget" examples of £1 bicolour, grey & £2 black & rose (latter CTO with blunt top left corner), 1929/30 to 
10/- sound using, 1931/6 to £2 less than fine but sound; KGV (24) incl 1/4d x 2, KGV commems missing 3d & 5/- Bridge but 
incl both perfs of Vic. Cent & all other values good ti F/U, 1937/48 thick paper Robes, few coil pairs (no expensive 2d red), 
Arms to £2, nearly complete thereafter (no 7/6d, £2 navigators or 2/6d bird). Also odd perf "OS", ovptd "OS" 2d Kingsford 
Smith, 6d CofA kangaroo, 5d KGV & 1/- Lyrebird. Useful range of PD's with 1902/4 1/-, 2/- & 11 other monocolours, 
bicolour values to 5/- (31). Cond. varies, but well worth estimate. (100s) $900 



480 1913-1965 MUH, MLH & used collection in "Invicta" album. Many highlights incl kangaroos to 5/- used (1d vert pair 
MUH/MLH), plus 10/- 3rd wmk perf "OS" well centred CTO, KGV to 1/4d used (19 stamps, mixed wmks), 20 MLH values to 
5d incl 1½ black brown dry print (wmk visible from front), 4d orange & orange yellow, violet & greenish olive (Small Mult 
perf. 14, tiny thin), 4½d & 5d both single crown wmks. Commems MLH missing 5/- Bridge, but many in pairs (1934 
Macarthur) or blocks, some with plate numbers or imprints. Better singles incl 1914 6d Kooka, 1932 ditto, 1/- Lyre ovptd OS 
& ordinary pair with Ash imprint, 2/- Jubilee (no 1/- ANZAC), thick paper Robes with additional 5/- imprint block, 1946 BCOF 
set (5/- thick) & £2 Arms SPECIMEN MLH. From 1936 mainly in blocks of 4, but Arms set in pairs (£2 MUH, hinged top 
selvedge) & Navigators £2 MLH pair, rest of set of 6 in corner blocks MUH (hinged slevedge). 1953 Food blocks of 9, 1963 
5d green block of 9 wide imperf at right & base etc, Royal Visit 2/3d block of 6, 1965 ICY ditto, but 1959 5/- cattle MLH pair 
only. Clean lot, well worth viewing. (many 100s) $1,200 

481 1913-1971 F/U accumulation in stockbook with vast majority being selected cds examples. Eg: 4d kangaroo x 17 incl. pair 
with "BROAD ARROW" & single large "OS" perfin with registered oval, 5d kangaroo x 6 incl. large "OS", 6d, 9d & 1/- 1st 
wmk all x 5 or 6; other wmks with values to 2/- (in all, c290); KGV range sorted by wmk, all values to 1/4d (total c200), good 
range pre-WWII commems incl 9d Macarthur (4), 1/- Vic. Cent (3), 1/- SA (4), 9d NSW (12), 6d AIF (4). Only values of face 
value 3d & above are included after 1934. No 1937 or later defins. Great opportunity to acquire quality trading stock. (100s) $350 

482 1913-1975 Accumulation of MUH & MLH blocks of 4 (some larger) in Lighthouse block album. Starts with 1d, 2d, 6d 
kangaroos & 14 KGV blocks to 2d, cond. of gum varies with toning on some. Pre-WWII commems missing top values of 
sets, some KGVI defins to 1/4- (no 3d blue), many post-war imprint blocks (values to 2/6-) & 1953 Food blocks of 6 (i.e. 2 
sets), 2/3- commems include 1962 Games (12), 1964 Guillaux (13), 1965 Anzac (12). Decimal range with face value c$150 
incl. 75¢ to $4 Navigators x 4, WWW x18, Beef set x 4, Nat. Dev. x 8 (extra Shipping & Beef Roads x 4), 1972 35¢ Xmas x 
12. In the heady days, this lot sold for nearly $1200. (100s) $400 

483 1913-1988 Coll in Davo album. Kangaroos to 2/- & KGV to 1/4d good to fine used, useful pickings in pre-decimal commems 
with vals to 10/- & £1, high degree of completeness in MUH decimals incl M/S's & odd booklet etc. FV $300+ (100's) $180 

484 1913-2010 MLH & used collection beautifully arranged in two albums. Simplified kangaroos to 2/- & KGV to 1/4d, pre-
decimal commem sets in full sets (excl 5/- SHB), Robes & Arms to £1, Navigators to 10/- & 2/6d commems. Majority of pre-
decimals F/U. Decimals with a high degree of completeness, good to F/U to 2007 when it becomes MLH. Incls M/S's, Int 
Post & S/A's. AAT section also noted to 2009 with F/U & MLH. (100's) $250 

485 1914-1935 KGV commems incl 1934 Vic Cent to 1/- but cond. varies with perfs at base of 1/- ANZAC faulty & whilst all mint 
some without gum. (21) $30 

486 1914-1974 MUH & MLH range in Lighthouse stockbook. Starts with dupl. KGV to 2d incl. couple perf "OS" or "WA", 1930 
Surcharges x 9, 1931 Kingsford Smith x 3, plus 6d brown airmail, 1934 2d "dark hills", Vic. Cent p 10½ set, 1935 ANZAC & 
Silver Jubilee, 1937/9 to 1/- MLH incl. 3 different 3d blues, solid range later with dupl. heavy in places e.g. 1955 2/- blue 
pre-Olympic x13, 1959/64 5/- Cattle (4, incl. intermediate paper) many 2/3- commems, few "OS" ovpts & dupl. decimal 
range to 1974 incl. SPECIMEN Navigator set of 4 MLH & 7¢ PM booklet pane set MLH. A good lot. (many 100s) $300 

487 1914-1985 collection on Seven Seas hingeless pages in green padded binder. No kangaroos, KGV, "OS" ovpts or Dues, 
but otherwise complete (ex 5/- Bridge, "thin" Robes & Die II 3d KGVI). All MUH except for MLH 1914 Kookaburra, 1928 
M/S, 1934 9d Macarthur, 1935 1/- ANZAC & 1938 £1 Robes. Navigators is set of 6 only & 5/- Cattle cream only. Decimals 
missing 1971 Xmas pane & perf varieties. Good lot. (c900) $500 

488 1914-1985 Used & CTO collection in Seven Seas hingeless album. No kangaroos or KGV but incls nice 6d engraved 
Kookaburra, 1931 Kingsford Smith incl 6d brown, 1934 Macarthur, 1935 Jubilee & ANZAC F/U. 1938 Robes (thick) 
complete (ex £1 cream Navigator) thereafter with only a few s/line cancels (mostly on cheap commems). Decimals all cds 
corner cancels incl block of 7. No perf varieties in decimals. Good basic collection. (c900) $180 

489 1914-1989 used collection in Seven Seas hingeless album. No kangaroos or KGV but decimals close to complete incl se-
tenants & M/S's. Pre-decimals are missing all "big ticket" items. (100s) $40 

490 1918-1962 cover range with KGVI 5½d registered letter uprated to 7d but unused, KGVI 2d PSE with 1938 cds, various 
OHMS (7) incl one with scarce MIL P.O. SHOWGROUNDS WEST AUST cds of 1941, 1918 Karrakatta Cemetery Board 
long cover bearing KGV 1d rough paper tied by continuous machine cancel with "HELP TO WIN THE WAR..." slogan, 1962 
"USE YOUR RAILWAYS" slogan (Perth) on Commercial Union window faced envelope, couple of others. Mostly good to 
fine, but 2 not described are tatty. (13) $30 

491 1930-1938 KGV range of commem. issues incl. 2d engraved Bridge (CTO), Macarthur set of 4 to 9d, 1/6d Hermes (3), 
Jubilee, 1/- Victoria in both perfs used & 1/- Anzac used x 3. Cond varies & perf faults affect some. Inspection required. (33) $50 

492 1937-1971 MLH clean collection on album pages in good cond SG Senator binder. Noted AAT 1957-1971 complete MLH 
also. No pre-decimal Navigators but otherwise comprehensive, with 1963/4 5d red coil pair x 2, se-tenants & a few postage 
dues. Albums pages incl. 1937 to 1/4d (no 3d blues), 1963 block of 9 5d green ex booklet sheet & some 1960's re-touches 
identified. 1971 Xmas pane white paper is hinged on selvedge only. (100s) $100 

493 1940-1952 KGVI issues MLH incl 3d blue Die I, Ia, 2 thick & thin paper; Coronation Robes thick & thin paper, NSW Sesqui., 
1956 no wmk issues, Arms (no gum). Whilst cond. Is variable, £1 Robes thin paper is VLH & reasonably centred. (110) $90 

494 1953-1965 collection beautifully mounted on black album pages incl. 1963 Navigators set of 6 to £2, commems to 2/3d . 
Fresh MLH throughout. $70 

495 1953-1965 QEII collection on KA-BE leaves. MUH throughout. Missing Produce Food set, but noted 3½d red used block of 
9. Incls 5/- Cattle white & cream papers. Also Navigators set of 8 well-centred. About 5 low value commems have one or 
two foxed perfs but all important stamps are fine. (131 MUH & 9 used) $120 

496 Pre-decimal MUH part sheets & large blocks of pre-decimal comprising 1927 1½d Canberra (23), 1929 1½d Swan (17 - no 
re-entries), 1934 2d Vic. Cent. Perf. 10½ (30) & 1935 2d ANZAC (85). One 1927 item soiled, others fine. $30 

497 Pre-decimal Assorted MUH & MLH in small stockbook. Noted 1932 6d Kookaburra MUH, 1/- large Lyrebird MLH, 1940 AIF 
MLH, 5½d surcharge block MUH, 1934 1/6- Hermes perf.11 MLH, 1935 Silver Jubilee 2d & 3d imprint blocks MUH/MLH, 
1/4d KGV block of 15 MUH, Kingsford Smith 3d plate 3 block & 6d violet pair, many other 1930's-1950's plate or imprint 
blocks & Produce Food blocks of 6. Also noted £1 grey kangaroo (CofA) with SPECIMEN ovpt & 1954 5/- cattle MLH & 
white paper F/U. Careful viewing recommended with useful resale potential. (100s) $120 

498 Pre-decimal cover group incl 1932 (22nd Mar) 2d & 3d Bridge cancelled SYDNEY HARBOUR BRIDGE S.E. Pylon (8 days 
after F.D.I.), 1909 Geraldton-Sydney (not Registered) bearing WA 2d yellow, similar franking on torn 1904 cover to Perth 
with Fremantle duplex complete, 1930 Corrigin-Perth with ½d & 1½d KGV; Sept 1952 Qantas covers x 2 "Australia-South 
Africa/First Regular Air Mail" etc, 1948 von Mueller & 1949 UPU in blocks on covers Registered North Fremantle. Others 
mainly late 1940's.  (8 Registered, 7 unregistered) $80 

499 Pre-decimal & States used in mixed cond. on 45 Vario leaves in padded binder. Considerable duplication & mixed cond. 
throughout, but not much toning. Noted few South Aust. CTO, Tas QV 2/6d good used, untidy kangaroos to 2/- & KGV to 
1/4d, 1935 1/- Anzac average used, 1940 6d AIF, 1964 10/- Flinders & range of used dec. with $20 Gardens noted. (1000+) $50 

500 Pre-decimal Varieties Used selection on stockcards incl Postage Due ½d, 1d (2) & 6d bicolours, 4d Koala (4), 9d Platypus 
(SG 206d), 1/- Lyre (SG 208d), 5d Inland Mission (MUH & used of SG 387e) plus a few others. (27 items) $50 



501 Pre-decimal, WA & New Zealand Range of smaller auction lots grouped together. Noted WA "1R" 2d & 10/- mauve pen 
cancelled, ½d kangaroo with "ROSTAGE" flaw, 3d Die I & II pairs both perf large "OS", WA PPC's (6), 1944 & 1950 Tourist 
folders, NZ Revenues incl 1860s imperfs, WA Celesque PPC's (3), Australia 1938 Cinderellas block of 15, WA WWII 
covers (38), postmarks (c130) mainly on 2d 1930s commems. The WWII covers cost vendor c$10 each & contribute greatly 
to the reserve on this lot. (Qty) $150 

502 Pre-decimal & Decimal on & off paper in 300 x 200 x 100mm box. Containing common late pre-decimal off paper & larger 
range decimal to recent, mainly on paper. Non-letter rate commems sighted & will keep purchaser busy for hours. (1000s) $20 

503 1966-1984 MUH in 7 large sketch books. First 2 pages have 1929-34 apparently MUH (but wrapped in glassines taped at 
the back, so inspection is awkward) incl 1929 3d Air, 1932 1/- Large Lyre, Kingsford Smith set & plate 3 & 8 strips of 3, 6d 
brown & "OS" ovpt singles, 2d & 3d Bridge multiples. Decimal period has many blocks of 4 & butters but missing high 
values. All items in glassine wrapping/ photo corners, making close inspection awkward. Tone spots sighted, serious in 
places, hence low reserve but at least rusty decimals are good for postage! FV $900 (100s) $200 

504 1966-1985 block & gutter block range in 4 black-paged block stockbooks. No 1971 Christmas & "better" early 1970's but 
does include Cook M/S with ANPEX ovpt. A few pre-decimal low vals. FV of blocks $600+ $260 

505 1966-1986 Used collection in Seven Seas Hingeless album plus binder with standard leaves to 1981 (no kangaroos or 
KGV) Both albums with stamps in mixed cond. incl 1/- Vic, 2/- Jubilee, £1 Robes x 2 etc. (100's) $50 

506 1970-1979 range of complete sheets & large blocks housed in large art folio. Also 25¢ on 7¢ wrapper (5 mint) & 
aerogrammes 30¢ x 5 & 33¢ x12 unused with few cancelled FDI. FV $270+ $120 

507 1970-2000 range of replica cards, covers, PSE's (CTO) & packs, plus APO "Greeting" cards. (45 items) $20 
508 1970-2006 Decimal selection of MUH issues on Hagners. Better in later M/S's & commem gutters. FV $250+ $100 
509 1970's-1980's MUH oddments, sets, gutter blocks, strips & some earlier MLH & used in random order in Chinese 

stockbook. Odd pre-decimal singles. Decimal MUH FV $150+ (100s) $70 
510 1972-1981 MUH complete collection in Seven Seas Hingeless album (1966-1981). Good cond. FV $110+ $70 
511 1972-1983 MUH blocks in Lighthouse block album. All issues in blocks of 4 & incl complete sets & high values. FV $400+ $160 
512 1980's commem cover collection in album with numerous events celebrated with a range of pmks on PSEs & covers (120+) $20 
513 1980's-1990's Aust Post "new issue" accumulation with 1992 Space Year book, pack & FDC, 1993 Women in Parl x 3 

panes of 25 MUH, 1988 "Links" books x 3 diff., 1980's FDC's & PSE's, 1997 Donald Bradman PNC's x 2, etc. FV $90+ $50 
514 1980's-2007 Massive selection of issues in original APO packaging including $2300 face value of MUH (up to 4 of each) & 

about another ⅓ of that face value again in CTO. Very extensive, including prestige booklets, self-adhesive, sheetlets, 
M/S's & just about anything else emanating from the APO factory over the period. Majority early to mid-2000's - see the 
other carton lot of similar period, which is different in content. Attractive postage! $1,000 

515 1984-1988 blocks MUH in black paged block stockbook (3 strips per page). Noted $2, $5, $10 Gardens. Sighted some 
PNG which incls a K5 Bird block. Aust FV $200+ $100 

516 1986-2000 MUH collection in Seven Seas hingeless leaves in 2 binders, one with slipcase. High degree of completeness 
incl Framas, M/S's, booklet panes & specimen ovpts. FV is $1150+ (100s) $500 

517 1986-2002 Fine used/CTO collection on Seven Seas hingeless leaves in 2 bulging 3 ring binders, the bulge caused by all 
the CTO booklets. Booklets are panes only at first, then including covers from 1990. Not complete, but does not include 
"extras" such as sheetlets of 10, se-tenant gutter pairs (some MUH). Incl 1996 AFL booklets set of 16 (yes, all CTO), all 
basic M/S's (no ovpts), self adhesives on original backing, se-tenants etc. It won't take much to complete. Massive FV. $400 

518 1989-1993 Gutter blocks & strips with a few M/S's MUH/CTO in Lighthouse block stockbook. Clean lot with FV $580+ $250 
519 1990's-2008 Huge accumulation of new issues with a face value of $2200 MUH, plus about another $800 CTO still in 

original PO packaging. Prestige booklets also noted. Most MUH are x 2 or 3 (some to x 4) with at least one CTO of each 
issue. Many sheetlets of 10, gutter blocks & strips, self adhesives booklet panes/cards (incl CTO). Noted Lt Ed "Pearce" 
RAAF base SES sheet. (retails at $50+) All accumulated by a "Gold Medal" APO customer who was too busy to get around 
to sorting it. Big task ahead for purchaser but some of this is now retailing very high. $1,000 

520 1990's-2008 MUH accumulation with a face value of $2800+ & CTO of an additional approx FV $1000. Incls sheetlets of 
10, prestige booklets, M/S's, gutter blocks & strips, self adhesives, you name it - if Australia Post issued it, there's probably 
some here. Most issues are at least x 3 MUH plus CTO (1 or 2) of everything present MUH. Majority of this now retails well 
over the FV of $2800. $4,000 

521 1994-1995 blocks & gutter blocks of 4 plus M/S's & part booklet panes all MUH on Hagners. Incls AAT Huskies in gutter 
blocks, Lifesaving gutter blocks of 10 & "Australia Remembers" Series I part sheet of 40. FV $270+ $140 

522 1996-2006 Sheetlets all neatly CTO. 18 diff with FV of $86.50. High retail. (18) $50 
523 2001-2008 MUH collection on Seven Seas hingeless leaves. Many gaps, but incls some booklets, self adhesives & odd 

sheetlet. The pages allow for these "extras". A difficult period thus FV $580+ is a guide only. $350 
524 2003-2008 collection of CTO on Seven Seas hingeless leaves in binder. Sparse in places, but includes some complete 

booklets, M/S's, International Post issues & self adhesives with backing intact. Opportunity to get pages cheaply & build on 
collection. Over 60 sets, 6 booklets & 12 sheetlets or M/Ss. $100 

525 Aerogrammes 1982-1999 Appears complete with mint & pmkd FDI for each issue. Neatly presented in album. (166) $30 
526 Airmails 1929-1934 Flight covers comprising 1929 (2nd June) Adelaide-Perth; 1929 (4th June) Perth-Melbourne with large 

red & blue "VIA AIRMAIL" etiquette, same date Adelaide-Perth with "USE THE AIR MAIL" machine cancel; 1930 (31st May) 
a Sydney-Melbourne Registered; 1934 (8th Dec) Perth-England FFC bearing 1/6d Hermes & 2d Macarthur & 1934 (21st 
Feb) Fimiston-London (surface to Perth, hence earlier date) with 9d Macarthur, 3d Airmail x 2, 2d Macarthur & 2d Victoria 
leaving franking 1d short, hence triangular boxed "T" & 2d endorsed. Nice group (6) $120 

527 Airmails 1936-1969 group incl 1936, 1937 & 1938 to New Guinea (2 from Ormond Vic, one from Innisfail, Qld), 1952 
Qantas FFC to S. Africa, 1951 Aust-Chile with "FIRST EXPERIMENTAL…" cachet in violet & bearing 2 blocks of 8½d 
aboriginal, 1958 2/- Qantas on Registered FDC Perth to suburban address, 1964 Guillaux Registered (BULK 
POSTAGE(B)/MELBOURNE, C.I.VIC label) special commem flight, 1969 Teijin 1 Balloon Flight cover with "CANCELLED 
DUE TO ACCIDENT" pictorial cachet & 1969 "Europa 1" Rocket Triangular cachet from Woomera to Qld. The 3 covers to 
New Guinea are roughly opened at top, others fine. (9) $60 

528 Airmails First Flight Covers group of 7 comprising 1931 First Experimental Flight London-Melbourne bearing KGV 4d, 1/- 
GB (spotting on cover), similar but longer cover (both have Melbourne 29 APR 31 receival marks); Sept 1946 cover with 
First Official Airmail Flight Australia-Canada cachet in violet, 1948 (April) Barcaldine to Kingaroy, 1952 (Sept) Australia-
South Africa with error in cachet (Eu. 1308a), 1955 (June) First Flight Polar Route Sydney-Amsterdam x 2 each with 
different adhesives & in better cond. Spotting on most but still a nice group. (7) $60 

529 Australian States & Territories MUH, MLH & used in large stockbook. Start with modest State ranges (c60, plus BCOF to 
2/- used); main value in Christmas & Cocos Islands MUH with duplicates (some in blocks of 4 or 8) incl New Year M/S's & 
gutters, other issues to 2002; Cocos 1963 set x2 MLH, 1994 Puppets x 8 MUH, few Nauru from 1954 to 1972; Norfolk 
1947/ incl 10/- Tropic Bird MUH, 1970/1 Birds to $1 MUH; PNG 10/- Map & £1 Fisherman ovptd SPECIMENS MLH, 1/7- 
Cattle MLH/MUH vertical pair, 1963/4 10/- Rabaul, £1 QEII, 1964 Birds MUH, few later incl Shells to $2 MUH; 50¢ & 70¢ 
stamp booklets. Odd used, but value in MUH with FV $210+. Many 100s $200 



530 Booklets 1966-1971 range incl. 60¢ (SB39 Cat. £45), 1967 $1 temp (2, one with only 3 panes), permanent (20 x 5¢ blue), 
1969 $1 PM's (ed V 69/3 (2) & G69/4), 1968 $1 F.A. (ed V 68/3 (2) & G68/3) & 1970 $1.20 Famous Aust. one without 
advertising interleaves, one with & 1971 PM booklets comprising 70¢ (2 different) & $1.40 ed. G71/3 (9), V71/3 (2) & one 
ed. G72/2 with one stamp removed. (28 booklets) $80 

531 Booklets 1969-1992 with some dupl. Noted $1.40 PM, but majority 1985-1992 with "Stamp Show '89" x 5, 1991 & 1992 
Christmas $7.60 x 3 & $8 x 4, "Thinking of You" $4.30 x 4 & $4.50 x 4. In all about 25 different. FV approx. $300 (100+) $150 

532 Booklets 1982-2001 range of booklets incl self-adhesives, Christmas, Greetings etc. Minor dupl. Noted Teapot of Truth, 
Sydney Stamp Show 1990 ovpt & some reprints with koalas. High retail. FV $400+ (85) $300 

533 Cinderellas "Wildlife Duck Stamps" press proofs (3) of Australian Wildlife Fund plus 2 different press proofs of same size 
(large) for NZ Fish & Game Council. Excellent items for the advanced revenue, cinderella or thematic collector. (5 items 
plus issued stamps on two of the designs.) $800 

534 Commercial Machine Cancels of W.A. origin on 1949-1963 unaddressed & specimen envelopes, small size. Seldom seen 
& wide variety of licensees & slogans. (c130) $80 

535 Commercial Machine Cancels on covers in large box, all of W.A. origin from a wide range of licensees & covering period 
1933 to 1989. Index cards inserted showing first & last date of use, licence number & type. Some cut-outs included where 
covers were not available. (100s) $80 

536 Commercial Machine Cancels on covers in large box, sorted by licensees with index cards with first date of usage. 
Most items are from 1970-1988 & all appear to be from WA-based companies. Wide range of licensees represented. (100s) $50 

537 Ephemera c1950 incl bus timetables & tickets, charity tickets, "Castrol" blotter, small "Bushcraft" booklet, unused "188_" 
National Bank of Australasia' cheque etc. Most items of WA origin, but incl Tasmania "Prudent Investors" charity tickets. $30 

538 First Day Covers Challis covers 1954-1959 majority in blocks of 4 & Registered with neat typed addresses & pmkd GPO 
Perth incl. Railways, Rotary, Cobb & Co., SA Stamp Anniv, Nursing, 4d QEII, 1/7d QEII, SA Res Govt, Flying Dr, 7½d QEII, 
War Memorial, Kingsford Smith, PO Anniv, Qld Govt, 2/- & 2/3d flowers, 1959 Christmas. All in Exc. cond. (17) $200 

539 First Day Covers 1945-1965 Pre-decimals on a range of cover designs with odd Reg cover noted. Nice range of pmks & 
many with multiples incl blocks of 4. About 60% addressed with majority in good cond. An increasingly popular area of 
collecting. Potential. (120+) $250 

540 First Day Covers 1970's-1980's on mostly official APO unaddressed in open box. Light duplication & useful for F/U if 
required. (c400) $30 

541 First Day Covers 1937-1963 group with 1937 2d & 3d NSW Sesqui, 1d & 2d Die I (2, incl one with Air Mail Hobart cds), 
1949 Forrest, 1951 "Wide World" Foundation of Commonwealth set, 1953 3d QEII, 1954 3½d Telegraph all addressed, 
plus 1963 2/3d Cable on official "generic" unaddressed cover with Kalamunda cds. (8) $40 

542 First Day Covers 1938-1965 Pre-decimals. Variety of issues & cover makers. Majority neatly addressed with useful 
pickings. (49) $100 

543 First Day Covers 1949-1983 range with value in pre-decimal. Noted 1949 Lawson (unaddr.), 1951 3d red KGVI, 1952 
Scout, 1953 Food strips (on separate plain covers), 1953 3½d QEII & Antarctic all addressed, 1954 3½d railways, 2½d & 
6½d QEII unaddr., mixed Wesley/Royal/Guthrie/plain/generic PO to 1965 incl 7/6d Cook (Royal). Early decimal mostly 
Wesley (addressed) then APO from 1970 mostly unaddr. & comprehensive. Worth viewing. (35 pre-decimal, 211 decimal) $100 

544 First Day Covers 1953-1960 range of addressed & unaddressed, mostly "WCS" & "Royal" with some dupl. Noted 2/- green 
& blue Olympics, 1956 Olympics set, 1954 Royal Visit & other useful with most cancelled Whyalla, Whyalla West or 
Wayville Showground South Australia. A couple incorporating cinderellas. (47) $50 

545 First Day Covers 1966-1971 Decimals. Variety of issues & cover makers. Noted Capt Cook M/S 30c on small non AP 
cover (unaddressed).  Majority fresh with neat typed addresses. Many useful for cover specialist. (63) $50 

546 First Day Covers 1966-2009 selection of issues with majority from early to mid 1980's. Some AAT & mint PSE's also 
noted. Generally fine unaddressed cond. Stamps on FDC's have FV $450+ (400+) $80 

547 First Day Covers 1969-1984 FDC's addr. & unaddr. In 9 sketch books. Extensive rust & estimated accordingly. (300+) $30 
548 First Day Covers 1970-1976 with Expo excelsior cover unaddressed, some early WCS & then AP covers incl 1972 Beef 

etc. Also noted AAT Cook with 4 base cancels. Good cond. (58) $20 
549 First Day Covers 1970-2008 selection. All unaddressed except 2 x 1971 Xmas with blocks of 7. Also noted $5 Painting, 

barred edge Framas & "Living Together" booklet panes, "Across Town" x 2 each, plus pack of each. Duplication in places. 
Some mint Aerogrammes & PSE's. (FV $70+). Good for re-sale.  (1300+) $180 

550 First Day Covers 1970's incl AAT. Also some commercial airmail & other in box. Noted 1970 Cook M/S on WCS cover; 
1979 WAPEX "Centenary of First WA Postcard" set; 1972 AAT Cook pair on 4 different base covers; 1977 $10 Printing 
FDC; 1966 4¢ booklet pane on addressed APO FDC; 2 taxed covers; "Active Service" RAAF envelope unused; 1940 AIF 
FDC; 1974 group of covers with Trans-Australian Rail & other interesting T.P.O. cds of NSW, all tying 9¢ gemstone; 1974 
"Last Flying Boat Mail" covers with Rose Bay Lord Howe Island cachets (2 covers); 1973 Airmail "Priority Paid" cover with 2 
line violet h/stamp "RECEIVED OUT OF COURSE SHIP SECTION MAIL EXCHANGE SYDNEY". Fascinating lot worth 
taking time to view. (c100 items) $70 

551 First Day Covers 1980's period with very little duplication. (approx. 120) & always useful for FU! $30 
552 First Day Covers 1990-1992 incl $20 Garden with some in original APO packaging. Incls Framas & odd aerogramme & 

PSE. Most FDC's are x 2. Good cond. (c300) $50 
553 First Day Covers 1995-2006 incl some PSE's & Postage Paid envelopes of various sizes in large carton. Not in strict 

chronological order, but noted $20 International Post x 2, "Treasures of the Archives" $5 x 2, wide range of unused PSE's, 
aerogrammes & "Postage Paid", much in original APO packaging. Many 100s of items & with very conservative reserve. $200 

554 First Day Covers 1995-2006 with aerogrammes, Framas, PSE's & APO postcards also noted. Over 500 items with 
duplicates, generally 2 or 3 of each, incl unused aerogrammes & PSE‟s. Most items still in original APO packaging. $150 

555 Framas & CPS 1985-1999 Sets in packets as received from Australia Post. Comprises mainly postcode Frama sets of 7 & 
CPS sets (NPC, Adelaide & Brisbane GPO) in 53 packets all MUH plus 8 packets CTO. Conservative estimate. $80 

556 Framas 1984-1996 complete Postcode sets of 9 incl Barred Edge in both 30c (set of 7) & 33c & Platypus in 36c & 37c sets. 
All paper designs. Fine MUH. Retail $120+ (106) $40 

557 Framas 1985-1996 First Day Cover sets of 9 for kangaroo, platypus, echidna, possum, lizard, koala, emu, Waratah & 
festive papers. Odd extra Perth single on cover also. Exc unaddressed cond. (85) $40 

558 Gutter Blocks, Sheets & Sheetlets 1989-1999 incl 1992 Olympics in printed gutter strips of 10, 1993 Parl Panes x 2, 1995 
War Heroes in medal gutters, 1996 45c Olympics, 1999 Stamp Expo sheet with tabs, etc. MUH. High retail. FV $150 $120 

559 Gutter Strips of 10 1980's period incl AAT. Issues in sets where applicable. FV 660+ $250 
560 Hutt River 1974-1994 selection of cinderellas on Hagners. The usual 1974/7 MLH (24 + M/S), plus less common 1981/94 

incl Christmas & Floral issues used, 1990 Principalities & 1994 Airline tailfins set MUH in strips. (47 + M/S) $20 
561 International Post stamps incl 2001 FDC with $20 Ayres Rock, Panorama set (SG 2219/22) MUH & 33 used (vals to 

$3.60) with odd duplicate. Useful selection. $30 
562 Military Mail WWI Forces in Egypt postcards (6) one of which is superb O.A.S. cover with triangular censor cachet in 

magenta & GB 9p agate tied by "1st L.H. B de 9JU16 DETAILS F.P.O." scarce cds, addressed to Malta. Others Australia or 
Australia/NZ Army Corps 1915/17 postcard to Aust (3) or England (2). Full summary of each card available on request. (7) $180 

563 Miniature Sheets Noted 1970 Cook ovptd "ANPEX". Mostly MUH, but odd used incl Sydpex 80 & 2006 $10 Flower. (16) $20 



564 Officials KGV issues ovptd "OS". All MLH except ½d orange & 3d Kingsford Smith CTO. Odd fault & missing 6d kangaroo 
Small wmk. (13) $60 

565 PNC's 1994-2010 range of coin First Day Covers for 1994 Family, 1995 Dunlop, 1997 Bradman, 1998 Bass & Flinders, 199 
IYOP, 2000 Anzacs, 2001 Army, 2003 QEII Coronation, 2005 Tennis, 2007 Lifesaving, 2007 Kangaroos, SAS, 2008 
Scouting, 2008 WYD/Pope, Quarantine, Football, Remembrance, Beijing Olympics & 2009 Aust Post & 2010 Melbourne 
Cup. All in Exc cond. Retail $800+ (20) $400 

566 Postage Dues Duplicated ex-German dealer stock in manila stocksheets. Starts with 1902 ½d "blank at base" (4 MLH & 
one with vert line at lower left of blank tablet missing) 6d used, later monocolours incl 1906/8 1d MLH with wmk inverted 
(SG D46w, Cat. £22) & 12 others MLH & used to 2d, 1909/10 perf. 12 x12½ to 2d MLH & used, 1912/23 perf. 14 to 1/- incl 
3d MUH (toned top left corner), 1922/30 narrow crown range incl shades MUH & MLH to 6d incl 4d MLH, 1931/6 CofA with 
1d MLH x 45 perf. 14 & perf. 11 x 10 (incl Ash imprint block of 8 splitting on vertical perfs), 2d perf. 14 x 20 MLH & MUH, 3d 
p11 MLH (Cat. £70), 4d x 4 MLH & 3 used, 1938 & later recess printed with heavy duplication of low values & odd variety 
noted. Much MUH with 8d x 32 & other useful, some in blocks. Stock ends with "OS" ovpts (oddments incl 3d Bridge x 3 
CTO), BCOF to 2/- with dupl incl 2/- x 3 MLH (one stained) & AAT mainly MUH to 1973 incl 1966 $1 Mock Sun. Only a few 
faults in this lot & patient sorting should be rewarded. (100s) $400 

567 Postage Dues Monocolours & bicolours MUH, MLH & used on Hagners & stockcards, many with cat. numbers indicated. 
Values to 5/-. Cond. varies with some pencil cancels, but high retail. (210) $75 

568 Postage Dues Used range (21) on card incl 1909. 10 bicolours to 5/- good to fine, 1922/3 perf. 14 1d, 2d, 4d, 1938 1d, 2d, 
4d, 1946/57 1d, 3d & couple of monocolours (½d black base & 1d). Sound lot, cat £80+ $20 

569 Postal Stationary 1914-1980 Batch of used & unused from 1914 1d kangaroo PSE (used) to 1980, with KGV 1½d brown 
PSE used, a few post & letter cards & useful range of KGVI & QEII pre-decimal aerogrammes used/unused. Also noted 
addressed 1960 10d aerogramme with FDI cancel, 1962 10d aerogramme x 2 unused (Perth Arms), 1956 3½d letter card 
used with Olympic slogan cachet & PNG 10d aerogramme unused. Worth close inspection. (82 items) $40 

570 Postal Stationery Range incl. unused QEII 7¢ & 10¢ emb. PSE's (5 each), bundle of 5d used PSE's of S.A. origin, unused 
Newspaper Wrappers (9) incl. KGVI 1½d (2), QEII 2½d (3) & 7¢ (4), others incl. 1972  env Reg'd Shark Bay. (c65 items) $20 

571 Postal Stationery Used items incl. 1924 1½d green KGV PSE indicum, (Brooks, Robinson & Co, Melbourne), 5d QEII 
(Bells Asbestos & Engineering) both windows faced, plus 4 uprated 5c,6c & 7¢ x 2 PSE's (one window faced) with "if not 
delivered" & commercial addresses at lower left. (6) $20 

572 Postmarks "PAID" red cds markings c1966-1982 range in alphabetical order (W.A. origins) (c500) plus few PRIORITY 
PAID & RECEIVED "timer" types & random range of cds & machine markings tying stamps to piece (incl. relief numbers, 
Cocos, TPO, interstate with KGV 1d green pair tied by complete "RELIEF STAMP 25MR35 10-VIC" cds, "R.A.A.F. 
P.O.RATHMINES" & other forces types, odd PNG. Interesting lot. (100s) $50 

573 Presentation Packs 1980-2002 Selection with some duplication & majority from the 1980's. Noted modern Int Post to $10, 
Christmas IS & AAT & some sheetlets. Good cond. FV $600+ (200+) $250 

574 Presentation Packs 1980's packs with many x 2 or more & some AAT in box. Plus a few pre-paid 1996 Olympics 
lettercards & other minor oddments all housed in box. (100+) $50 

575 Pre-Stamped Envelopes 1978-1984 PSE's CTO/mint of each incl some Norfolk Is & few lettercards & aerogrammes in 12 
medium size sketch books. Very mixed cond with toning in places. Suggest viewing, as postage would be more than the lot 
is worth! (100s) $30 

576 Pre-stamped Envelopes 1979-1988 mint & cancelled FDI nearly all x 3 or 4 of each, crammed in box. Mint FV $200 (100s) $75 
577 Pre-stamped Envelopes Duplicated unused range of 20¢ to 30¢ face values with total FV $70+ (100s) $30 
578 Pre-Stamped Envelopes in large PSE album, plus extras in box. All with FDI cancels or special cachets. (100s) $50 
579 Registration labels (blue, incl some typed provisionals) loose in old B&H tin. No WA or SA sighted. Incl Orange West NSW, 

Sprent (Tasmania), Broadbeach Junction (Qld), Rialto & Moorabbin East (Vic). (approx. 17 $20 
580 Replica Cards 33 different incl. cards printed from original dies for the Kingsford Smith, AIF, Sydney Harbour Bridge, 

Anzac, Robes, 1935 Silver Jubilee, Navigators & Arms issues. All in exc. cond. Retail at $250+ (32) $50 
581 Revenues 1939-1944 range of original documents bearing revenues of Victoria & NSW plus postage stamps of NZ & 

Queensland used as revenues. Unchecked for varieties & most relating to business with Launceston Public Library. (51) $100 
582 Sheets 1980-1985 sheets & part sheets. Incls. 1984 Airmail se-tenant pairs & sheet of 1985 Milty Uniforms MUH FV $200+ $80 
583 Specimen Sets 1988 x 1, 1989 in blocks of 4, 1990 x 2, 1991 in blocks of 4, 1994 Part 1 in blocks of 4 incl $10 & Part in 

pairs incl. $5 & $20. Retail at $200+ (72) $100 
584 Specimens 1923/4 £1 Grey MLH x 2 & 1931/6 10/- MLH, £1 MUH & £2 MLH all ovptd SPECIMEN & all with evenly toned 

gum. £2 has "break in Bight" variety, but is centred low. Should be inspected to assess gum. (5) $150 
585 Year Books 1981-1983 with MUH stamps in place. Odd tone spot on pages, stamps appear fine throughout. FV $40 (3) $20 
586 Miscellaneous & diverse MUH, MLH & used lot on Hagners in binder. Noted AAT 2/- (15 MUH), 1966 "SPECIMEN" 

Navigators MUH, Tax Instalment MUH unsevered pairs of 50¢, $7, $10, $20, $40 (2), 1959 5/- PD‟s (3 MUH), duplicated 
KGV used, 1977 Paintings $2, $5, $10 SPECIMEN ovpts (2 sets), 1966 Decimal Birds set MUH, odd others. (200+) $80 

587 Miscellaneous 1929-1954 incoming covers & cards in "Capstan Cigarettes" tin incl 2 Adelaide-Perth 1929 covers with 3d 
Air + 1½d KGV (one a PSE), 1934 airmail GB-Australia with 1/3d franking, 1934 PPC from North Borneo bearing 9 
pictorials with Kudat cds, 1932 Bermuda to Australia registered envelope with 1d (+ 3d KGV imprint on flap), 1934 plain p/c 
Sarawak-Australia bearing 8 different defins to 10¢ in addition to 2¢ p/card imprint; 1936 Ceylon-Carnarvon WA with 3d 
S.A. Cent affixed & matching Carnarvon cds on card which was redirected to Perth; 1950 Austria censored cover to W.A. & 
1952 Christmas card Austria-WA bearing 1s35 costume, few others. Interesting lot. (22) $50 

588 Miscellaneous Australia (and few others) on stockcards, loose & in envelopes, housed in a shoebox. Noted 1935 2/- 
Jubilee F/used, 1932 1/- Lyre "OS" ovpt F/used, £1 & £2 Arms, few WA postmarks (pre-war on piece), Tasmania pictorials 
used, cheaper States range used (odd better included), duplicated KGV 1½d on envelope, 1/- Anzac, SA & NSW 
Cent/Sesquicent. sets used. A few GB etc. Lots of work ahead for purchaser! (1000s) $80 

589 NSW & Victoria but some WA noted. Stamp duties & postage dues loose in box. Values to 6/- noted. On & off paper. Mint 
& used (100s) $30 

590 NSW 1850-1910 collection used on old album leaves in binder. Much of value incl 1850 1d (4) & 2d (3) used "Sydney 
Views", plus 3d yellow green 4 margins, 1d (3), 2d (10), 3d, 6d & 8d "Laureates" in fair to fine cond., 1856/59 (6d) 
Registered imperf (4) & 1860/63 perfd (3), imperf "diadem" incl 6d x 6, 1/- x 2, perfd range to 1/-, 1861/88 5/- (8, cond. 
mixed), 1885/6 10/- (3), 1888/9 5/- Map  (3, plus ovpt "OS"), 1890 20/- Carrington with 1910 cds, 1897 Consumptive Homes 
F/U, various "OS" ovpts (37) & Postage Dues to 8d (20, various perfs). Pencilled catalogue numbers may have changed in 
some cases, but a well laid out collection with some mixed cond. allowed for in estimated value. $2,000 

591 NSW MLH & used on Hagner incl 1/- Consumptive Homes MLH (Cat. £12) & 5/- "coin". Majority used, mixed cond but 
STC £450+ with fair estimate. (54) $40 

592 Queensland Range mainly used on Hagner with values to 2/-. Average cond. with some fiscally cancelled. STC £250+ (41) $30 
593 Victoria 1884-1896 fiscally used Stamp Duty values to £2 x 2 incl 4/- (2), 5/- (2 olive, 1 claret on yellow), 10/- (4) & 15/-. 

Also QV 1/- blue on blue & NSW 5/- violet & green QV both fiscally used. All have good perfs. (15) $30 
594 Victoria Mainly used on Hagners with cat. details flagged. STC £600++ but mixed cond. & m/s cancels on high vals. (c100) $30 



595 Victoria Group of MLH incl 9d & 1/- with & without "POSTAGE" in design, plus various 1886/1910 types ½d to 5/- (excl. 
1/6- & 2/-). Cond. varies. Cat. c£150 (17) $40 

596 Western Australia & Tasmania Used range in stockbook with odd Revenue noted. Majority swans (700+) with heavy 
duplication but useful for study etc. Tasmania (100+) basic low vals. Potential. $40 

597 Western Australia A used lightly duplicated range on stockcards noting 1884 perf. 14 "½" surcharge (2), 1861 2d 
intermediate perf; 1864/79 6d & 1/-, 1874 "ONE PENNY" surcharge (Cat. £55), later values incl 10d & 2/6- plus long lilac 
fiscal 5/-, 7/6- & 10/- sound copies. Odd fault, but mainly good to fine. (100+) $50 

598 Western Australia Collection mounted on album pages commencing with 1854 1d black (close margins), attractive 1861 
1d well centred  rough cut perfs, 5/- CTO, 5d bistre with neat BE for Beverley & various useful shades & fine used. Odd 
forgery noted. Worthy of inspection. (71) $120 

599 Western Australia Mint range with strength in "Commonwealth period" issues to 1/- incl 6d both perfs, 9d, 10d (2) & 8d 
marginal pair. Also a few earlier incl "½" on 1d (5), "1d", "Half Penny" (2) & "ONE PENNY" surcharges, plus 3d "CC" wmk. 
Generally fine with a few MUH. Inspection recommended. Cat. £400+ (c130) $150 

600 Western Australia Postal History group of 9 postcards & covers comprising 3 diff Bon Marche Stores series unused, 1941 
Eastern Goldfields fold-out Pictoial Views franked 1d for Printed Matter rate with "V" Victory label on reverse, 1908 pair of 
postcards pmkd Fimiston, 1909 superb Kirupp cds on Swan postcard, 1907 postcard of SS Ormuz 1d Swan pmkd 
Roebourne. Viewing recommended. (9) $120 

601 Western Australia Postal Stationery group comprising 1d newspaper wrapper unused & specimen (concentric rings) 
cancels, surcharged postcards (1d on 2d red; 1½d on 3d green) & 1d on 2d blue letter card, all unused. Scarce group, with 
a few cancels eg. Jarrahdale, Kojonup, Menzies, Newcastle etc on Swans to add a bit of spice. (5 p/s items & 16 cancels) $120 

602 Western Australia Swans MLH range in stockbook incl 1895 Halfpenny surcharge in green (5, all CC), ½d green (13), 1d 
rose (6), 2d yellow (3), grey (2), 3d brown (4), 4d (2 V over Crown incl sideways inverted), 8d (5 shades), 10d red, rose 
orange (2) & 2/- QV brown-red on yellow with V over Crown wmk inverted. Also incudes Queensland 1882/95 high values 
with 10/- MLH (2) & sweated (4), plus fiscally used 2/-, 2/6d (16, plus 2 "sweated" (MLH)), 5/- (19), 10/- (7) & £1 (11, all 
thick paper). 19 other State sundries complete the lot. Cat. (excluding fiscal cancels) £800+ (120) $200 

603 Western Australia Swans, huge used range in plastic container with diff values to 1/- with pmk potential. (2500+) $60 
604 Western Australia Used range on stockcards with cancellation interest including duplex & barred numerals (mainly on 

engraved 1d pink, 2d grey & 2d yellow), plus cds types incl small "KALGOORLIE" on 2/-, large "BROOME" on 1/-, 
"BUCKLAND HILL" on 2d Vic. Cent., some "OS" & "WA" perfins (incl latter on 2/6-), some better adhesives incl 1861 4d 
vermilion perf. 14 (Cat. £180) 2d blue clean cut perf, 1863 6d perf .13, 1884 "½" surcharge on 1d CA (SG 90). Definately 
worth viewing by postmark collectors. (c200) $100 

605 Western Australia Used range on stockcards with cancellation interest including duplex & barred numerals (mainly on 
engraved 1d pink, 2d grey & 2d yellow), plus cds types incl small "KALGOORLIE" on 2/-, large "BROOME" on 1/-, 
"BUCKLAND HILL" on 2d Vic. Cent., some "OS" & "WA" perfins (incl latter on 2/6-), some better adhesives incl 1861 4d 
vermilion perf. 14 (Cat. £180) 2d blue clean cut perf, 1863 6d perf .13, 1884 "½" surcharge on 1d CA (SG 90). Definately 
worth viewing by postmark collectors. (c200) 
Western Australia Used range on stockcards. Noted 1861 2d blue perf. 14-16 (8, incl one Commissariat puncture), 1874 
"ONE PENNY" surcharge (3, all fine, Cat. £165), later incl 1888 4d red brown, 1902/12 2/- wmk sideways plus perf "OS" & 
two other shades with upright wmk, 2/6- (2), 1905/12 5/- (fine & Cat. £100), several "OS" & "WA" punctures, £1 & £1/10/- 
lilac fiscals & 1861 1/- yellow green clean cut perf. 14-16 with Commissariat puncture. Good lot in above average cond. 
Well worth reserve. Cat. £500+ (100+) $150 

606 Western Australia Postmarks on 2d red KGV mounted in rough alpha order on leaves. Noted Burge's Siding, Jitarning, 
Korbel, Nornalup, Whittaker's Mill and 'L' amongst a wide range of mainly SW and Great Southern district locations. (287) $40 

607 Western Australia Postmarks on Swans & KGV heads with many very useful inc Mundabullangana piece with KGV 3d & 
4½d tied (one strike for each value), superb Gunyidi on 1½d green (1923), Middlesex (1924) on same issue, Pilgrim's Mill 
(originally Group 72) on ½d orange (1928), others on KGV incl Kundip, Korrelocking, Nokaning, Belmont Park, Lion Mill & 
Postal C Department. Strikes on Swans (1903/10 usages) incl Savings Bank Lawlers, Ida H, Maninga Marley & another 
with only Maninga visible, Princess Royal, Newcastle (2), Kunanalling, Argyle & partial 'Parcels…Coolgardie' oval cachet in 
violet. Others of interest incl T.P.O. & barred obliterators. Some lovely strikes. (53 items) $200 

608 Western Australia Registered Cover collection with registered items from KGV to c2000 with a few airmail registered 
included. Housed in 8 large matching maroon 3 ring binders, each containing about 25 double sided Hagners. Arranged in 
alphabetical order of registering office & in chronological order where there is more than one cover from the same office. 
Over 750 covers in all with strength in 1979-1983 items from various offices addressed to Passport Section of British High 
Commission in Canberra. There are many KGV, KGVI & QEII registered envelopes, some uprated, with better items from 
the collection comprising the single cover lots in this section of the auction catalogue. Those remaining include many that 
didn't quite make our minimum cover value of $30 & the reserve for the collection is conservative & should encourage 
enthusiastic bidding. (c750 covers) $1,000 

609 Western Australia Revenues loose in tin. Incls a few long bicolour 1d, small 3d grey & decimals to $5. Mixed cond. (100s) $20 
610 States (no WA) Ex-dealer selection priced on Hagners. Light duplication & some MLH, but mainly average to F/U range 

with modest pickings & total PTSA $500+ (c240) $80 
611 States 1901 Victoria 1896/9 to 15/- (ex 1d) CTO, 1900/04 Dues to 5/- plus 6d & 10d; NSW 3 ring cancels on 1861/68 5/- 

"coin", 1885/6 10/- & 1888 20/-, 1891/92 Dues to 20/- (ex 2d); South Aust. 1886/96 2/6- to £1 (15/- creased) with "07" CTO 
cancels. Odd small fault, but most are fine. Cat. (ex 15/-) £1000) (46) $120 

612 States All states represented with pickings in each in "Invicta" peg album. WA the best with 1854 1d black (3 margins), 4d 
carmine with Commissariat puncture, good Commonwealth period with perf "OS" 1/- (block of 4), 5/- & 10/-, perf "WA" 6d & 
9d all used. Other states worth checking with odd interesting cancel e.g. Somerset Cam on Tas 1d pictorial. Some higher 
cat. items incl Victoria 1900 Charity pair MLH (sound, but some toning), S.A. 5d on 6d ovptd "OS". Good cond. (c300) $150 

613 States Assorted on Hagner & stockcards. Possible cancellation interest & odd better incl Victoria 2d "emblems" imperf 
used & WA "1d" surcharge on 3d brown MLH, Qld 3d & 6d perf'd Chalons. Conservative estimate (72) $30 

614 States Duplicated later low value ranges in glassines & envelopes housed in "Craven"A"" cigarette tin. Much dupl of WA 1d 
& 2d swans but postmarks common. Victoria is also heavily dupl, NSW less so with values to 2/6d, modest Qld, SA & Tas. 
Close checking may reward. (100s) $40 

615 States in medium stockbook starting with 6 Victorian dull blue & brown lake Dues incl 10d MLH ovptd "Specimen", then 
disorganised MUH & used dupl oddments incl Aust 1959 Cattle (14 used) & 1963/64 10/- Flinders x 33 in used mixed 
cond., £1 Bass x 6 average used, common KGVI/QEII pre-decimal & few Tasmania. Useful pickings. (100s) $60 

616 States Mainly used in mixed cond. on stockcards. Best is NSW with 1860 "registered" (20) 1854/9 1/- imperf (brownish 
red), 1860/72 8d bright yellow & 1882/97 p10 all used, 1888/9 8d lilac rose & 1/- maroon MLH, better Tasmania incl 1d, 4d 
& 1/- imperfs postally used with numeral wmks, S.A. 1870/1 1d bright green perf 10 & few other Chalons, odd WA, one 
QLD & a few Victoria to 5/-. Should be viewed to assess. (107) $200 



617 States MLH & used assortment on stockcards. Many better items sighted incl NSW 1/- pale red imperf (3 margins), other 
"diadems" incl 6d violet perf. 13 part gum (Cat. £85 MLH), Queensland 1860 6d green clean cut perf (Cat. £70), few later 
Chalons, SA Postage & Revenue "Long Toms" 2/6d MLH, 10/-, 15/- & £1 CTO (Cat. £560) & useful earlier incl 1860/9 10d 
on 9d orange red x 2, Tasmania with few imperf Chalons incl 6d grey violet, F/U, 1899 pictorials to 6d used with dupl & 
some nice cds examples, Victoria 1d & 3d (3) "Halflengths", good/F/U, WA with some MLH incl 1888 4d red-brown, useful 
used with earler engraved perf types to 1/-, surcharges, 10/- with rounded corner, small duty stamps to 1/- green & 4d 
Financial Emergency Tax. Very high catalogue value & well worth patient examination. (100s) $400 

618 States Queensland 1868-1887 with various wmks to 1/-, 10/- fiscal cancel, 2/6d SG 152 x 2 mint, no gum, 2d blue Perf. 9½ 
x 12 SG 183 (Cat. £60) & Duty stamps to2/- fiscally used & mint; odd Victoria & South Aust with 1856/58 red & 6d blue 
imperfs (close to touching margins), Tasmania 1857-1871 used to 1/- & mint no gum, cleaned fiscal on Perf. 19 SG 118. 
Also 1/- SG 221 & 243. Useful pickings. (42) $120 

619 States Range on stockcards. Many better incl NSW 1851/55 2d, 1857/60 2d both F/U plus pale ultra laureate with barred 
"46" reversed; Tasmania 1863/71 1d Chalon perf. 12 MLH with extra vertical perfs 4mm into stamp (Cat. £70 ++) & 1857/69 
1d imperf (MLH); Victoria "emblems" 1d, 2d (3 shades) & 4d (4) imperfs F/U, 1857 6d orange yellow roulette F/U (Cat. £60) 
& 1854/5 reddish brown imperf (Cat. £60). Some cancellation interest & worth inspection. (70) $100 

620 States, Postage Dues & Revenues. Smorgasbord on leaves in ring binder. Incls WA 1d bistre & 2d yellow engraved 
Swans with imperial punctures, various state perfins "OS", "VG", "WA"; KGV 1½d red Ash imprint irregular block, few other 
KGV/kangaroos, Postage Dues, monocolours values to 5/- incl 10d; bicolours (c150) with 2/-, 5/- (3) & "study" of minor 
varieties; WA Financial Emergency Tax (18 incl 2/- x6), Departure Tax $10 & $20 stamps, WA Hospital Fund (40, values to 
5/- with duplication), Westrail 5¢ (6), 10¢, 60¢, $2 parcel stamps, Aust Tax Instalment 8/-, 12/- (2), £1 (3) & dec. range to 
$40, W.A. pre & dec. revenues to 10/- (95), postal stationery cut-outs, WA registration labels, 1950 Melbourne Exhibition 
labels, WA Tax Instalment booklet with only 2x 1/- (cancelled 1944), Hospital Benefit Fund (W.A.) book issued 1961 & 
completely filled with 52x 6/6d stamps, all hole-punched & date stamped (never seen complete one before!). This 
serendipity lot ends with WA 1937/67 receipts (28) all with revenue stamps (most $200 

621 AAT & Aust MUH sheets & part sheets incl. AAT 1971 6c Treaty & 1973 10c Whale part sheets of 76 (Cat. £2.25ea). Also 
noted 1970 Grasslands (72), 1970 5¢ EXPO (35), 1970 Cook (2 M/S's, 5¢ x 6 strips, 30¢ x 4), Dairy Congress (full sheet of 
100), Rotary, RAAF full sheets, 1971 Sydney Stock Exchange pane of 50, ANA full sheet of 100 + right pane of 50, 1974 
11¢ Correspondence Schools (36) & 1974 7¢ UPU (84). Useful. $100 

622 AAT 1957-1984 on Seven Seas hingeless leaves with pre-decimal set MLH then 1966 & later sets complete MUH plus 
extras on Hagners incl pre-decimal set x 3 (one set MUH), 1966 set to $1 MUH (plus 2 extras of each to 25¢), later x 3 
MUH (40¢ Ship & Wildlife strip one of each only) as are 1984 20¢, 36¢, 60¢. Also 6 values to 50¢ in gutter blocks of 10 & 8 
FDC's. Noted 2009 Poles & Glaciers x 2. High retail. $60 

623 AAT 1957-1999 collection MUH on Hagners. No ovptd M/S's, but otherwise complete incl "SPECIMEN" ovpts on $1 
Penguins & $1.20 Ship. (125+) $40 

624 AAT 1957-2002 in Seven Seas hingeless album complete (ex gutter se-tenants & ovptd M/S's) MUH & CTO (ex 2/3d). Also 
2005 & 2006 Aviation & fish sets both MUH & CTO. Good lot. (300+) $100 

625 AAT 1957-2006 accumulation with 1966 set & 1973 defins x 2, missing Ships, but then duplicated MUH 1990-2006 & some 
extras CTO. Also a comprehensive FDC range (35) from pre-decimal to 2003. Nearly all the MUH/CTO are in original APO 
packaging. FV $230+ $180 

626 AAT 1971-2001 FDC's in APW illust album with binder & slipcase. Incls 1973 defins pmkd Mawson. Exc unaddr. cond. (32) $100 
627 Christmas Is 1958-1988 & Cocos Island 1963-1984 MLH & MUH collections complete in Seven Seas hingeless leaves in 

3 ring padded binder. Issues to 1980 MLH, later MUH. (100's) $80 
628 Christmas Is 1958-1991 FDC's with 1958 QEII set to $1 on hand addressed APO cover pmkd Leederville (minor staining 

on 3 stamps), a further 7 vals on 2 covers, 1963 set of 10 on WCS cover with typed address & pmkd Christmas Is. 1968/70 
Fish on 5 unaddressed WCS covers & additional 1968 set of 10 on Excelsior illus with typed addresses. 1973 Ships set of 
12 on 4 unaddressed illust with 1978 Explorers on typed addressed Official covers. High degree of completeness with 
majority unaddressed. Noted 1990 NZ ovpt Booby M/S & 1990 Transport. Retails exceeds $650 (99) $120 

629 Christmas Is Range of used covers (7) plus aerogrammes (2) & 30¢ registered letter, two scarce Paquebot covers to 
England (10¢ franking, Cristobel C.Z. transit cds on one, Rarotonga on the other) & mint postal stationery comprising 4 
Registered envelopes & 12 aerogrammes, lightly duplicated. (31 items) $50 

630 Christmas Is 1958-2001 FDC's mainly unaddressed. Noted a few 1970/71 Australia low value addr/unaddr after the 1958 
C.I. set & 15¢ & 30¢ Fish 1970 cover. Incl s9 M/S's, many se-tenant strips of 4 or 5 & blocks of 4 all on cover. (130+) $190 

631 Christmas Is 1959-1992 collection of stamps & covers incl 1958 to $1 MLH plus "weak entry" 4¢, 50¢, $1 in pairs with 
normal, plus "diagonal notch to right of circle of value tablet on $1. Various defins incl Birds to $4 MUH, Transport to $5 
MUH, Fauna to $2 MUH, 1992 Shells to $5 (+ latter with Kuala Lumpur ovpt) all CTO, comprehensive commems incl 14 
M/S's plus 19 unaddressed FDC's. (100s) $100 

632 Christmas Is 1972-1984 in 2 large sketch books. Not complete such as Birds defins to 75¢ only, but many in blocks of 4. 
All items in glassine wrapping/ photo corners, making close inspection awkward. Tone spots sighted, serious in places, 
hence low estimate. (100s) $20 

633 Cocos Is 1963-1985 FDC's incl 1963 set on 6 separate WCS covers & extra 5d, 5d ANZAC, 1969 defins on 3 covers, plus 
1980's FDC‟s (4). Pre-1980 are all addressed with odd spot. Mainly fine though. (15) $50 

634 Cocos Is 1963-2000 FDC's collection with 1963 defins set of 6 on plain unaddressed FDC & an additional set on 2 Qantas 
illust covers, 1969 Marine Life sets x 2 on APO & Excelsior covers & 1976 Ships & 1980 Fish on AP covers. 1982/83 
Butterflies, 1985/86 Molluscs, 1988/89 Flora, 1997/98 Marine Life & later better commems also noted. Excellent cond. 
Retail at $750+ (105) $200 

635 Cocos Is 1979-1984 MUH in 2 sketch books. Not complete, but many issues in blocks, gutters & singles. All items in 
glassine wrapping/photo corners, making close inspection awkward. Tone spots sighted, serious in places, hence low 
reserve. FV $200+ $40 

636 Nauru 1954 (CTO set) to early 1980's MUH with some extras in stockbook plus 2 volumes of Lindner hingeless leaves with 
stamps MUH to 1987. Close to complete from 1954. A few in the stockbook are stained with rest fine. (100s) $50 

637 Nauru 1954-1984 MUH blocks, singles & packs with occasional dupl. in 3 large sketch books. All items in glassine 
wrapping/ photo corners, making close inspection awkward. Tone spots sighted, serious in places, hence low reserve. No 
1978 surcharges, but otherwise largely complete. (100s) $50 

638 Nauru 1965-1985 range of postcards, covers & pres. packs duplicated in box. 1973 to 1982 period with over 130 packs & 
about 60 covers & cards. High face value with much thematic appeal. $30 

639 Norfolk Is 1947-1987 complete on Hagners. Incls. Ball Bay set of 14 MLH with 2/- blue CTO, 1953 Defins to 1961 
Christmas MLH, Fish CTO, 1966 Surcharges MUH/MLH then complete MUH to 1987 Bicentenary. Noted UPU M/S. Fine 
cond. Retails $570+ $160 



640 Norfolk Is 1947-1992 FDC's range in 3 Cumberland albums incl 1947 (10th June) Ball bay set of 12 on 2 Reg illus covers 
with "NORFOLK ISLAND" h/s on plain Reg labels with typed addresses, additional set of 12 on 2 Airmail covers, 1959 3d & 
2/- blue on WCS, typed address, 1960 surcharges on 2 WCS illust covers, later commems & defins incl 1970 Birds, 
1976/77 Butterflies, 1981 Aircraft, 1984 Flora & 1987 Scenes. Also noted 1974 UPU M/S. Earlier with typed addresses & 
later unaddressed. A useful selection with massive retail. (171) $180 

641 Norfolk Is & Nauru covers. Noted 1947 Ball Bay (set on 3 reg covers), Nauru 1937 Registered FDC (only 3 values) to 
South Africa plus full set on Registered cover to England, Registered cover (date indecipherable) to Tasmania bearing 7 
shiny paper Ships to 4d (total franking 1/2½d) others to 1968 Republic ovpts. Inspection advised. (Nauru 14, Norfolk 11) $30 

642 Norfolk Is 1947-1987 complete MUH collection in Lindner hingeless album. Incls. Ball Bay white papers, 10/- Specimen 
(ovpt at base) & all M/S's. Lovely clean lot. (431 & 10 M/S's) $250 

643 Norfolk Is 1968-1984 MUH in 3 large sketch books. Missing 1974 UPU M/S & some other items, but many sets in blocks & 
singles. All items in glassine wrapping/photo corners, making close inspection awkward. Tone spots sighted, serious in 
places, hence low estimate. (100s) $30 

644 New Guinea on card with "Yachts" 5pf, 10pf, 20pf, 40pf; "G.R.I." ovpts on Marshall Island (1d on 3pf with faults, 2d on 10pf 
stained MLH, 2d on 20pf - 2 minor faults); N.W.P.I MLH KGV ½d green single & horizontal strip of 3, 1d red "abc" vertical 
strip MLH/MUH, 4d orange (2), 5d; 2½d & 3d kangaroos (2 each MLH) & KGV 1d used. Faulty items not counted in cat. 
value of approx £100. One 3d is MUH. (23) $40 

645 New Guinea & Papua MLH & used selection on printed leaves. Incls NWPI ovpts on KGV (½d, 1d & 2d x 2 each), 1925/39 
New Guinea (42 incl 2/- x 2), 1901/41 Papua with 1901 to 1/- used (ex 2½d & 6d). 1917 Surcharges, other Lakatoes MLH & 
used to 1/3d on 5/-, few pictorials to 2/6d, 1934/9 issues complete MLH or used. (128) $50 

646 New Guinea & Papua Oddments MUH & MLH on 2 Hagners incl 1925 Huts OS set to 2/- MLH, 1931 "dated" airs to 1/-, 
Papua 1d black & red Lakatoi "Stamp Duty" ovpt (toned, no gum), 1937 Coronation MUH, 1938 Jubilee set MLH, few 
others. Cat. £170. (51) $50 

647 Papua New Guinea 1952-1984 Used & CTO collection in springback binder. Not complete but noted 1952/59 to £1, 1/7d 
Cattle, £1 Queen (also Specimen), Bird sets, etc. Fine throughout. (440+) $75 

648 Papua New Guinea 1952-1985 First Day Cover collection in large "Cumberland" FDC album. Starts with 8 pre-decimal 
addressed covers (couple stained), then mixed addr/unaddr to 1974, all unaddressed thereafter. (c100 covers in all) $40 

649 Papua New Guinea 1952-1989 collection on Seven Seas leaves complete MUH, MLH or used & in most cases both. 
Includes 10/- Rabaul & £1 QEII "Specimens" ovpts MLH & 1987 15t Coral ovpt double used. Cond of pre-decimal mixed but 
1/7d Cattle is MUH & F/U, ditto 1961 Council, 1962 Malaria & SPC. Noted a few decimal imprint blocks MUH loose 
between pages along with 50¢ Shell booklet & couple of covers. No Postal Charges. (100's) $170 

650 Papua New Guinea 1952-1994 (excl. 1992/93 & surcharges) near complete collection incl 1952 & 1963 Specimen ovpts. 
Basic 1952 10/- & £1 are F/U, as is 1958 1/7d Cattle. Otherwise MUH (odd pre-decimal MLH). No "Postal Charges" but 
includes c150 extras, mainly MUH on 2 Hagners. (c800) $250 

651 Papua New Guinea 1952-2001 MUH collection in Seven Seas hingeless album. No specimens or postal charges, toned £1 
Fisherman & only 6 of the 1994 Provisionals otherwise complete & fresh bar 1997 & 2000 issues. (except toned £1 
Fisherman). with MUH from 6 of the 1994 Provisionals, then comprehensive (ex 1997 & 2000 issues) to end of 2001. 
Conservative estimate next to retail. $180 

652 Papua New Guinea 1952-2008 used/CTO in 2 Seven Seas hingeless albums, missing 1994 Provisionals, approx 20 sets & 
3 earlier cheap items otherwise basically complete (ex Specimens & Postal Charges). Good lot to build on, with hingeless 
pages complete to Christmas 2008. High retail value especially on later issues. $280 

653 Papua New Guinea 1958-1985 FDC's with 5/- Bird & $2 Shell noted. About 90% are unaddressed & in good cond. (100) $40 
654 Papua New Guinea 1966-1984 MUH in 3 large sketch books. Many commem sets are in singles & blocks of 4. All items in 

glassine wrapping/ photo corners, making close inspection awkward. Tone spots sighted, serious in places, hence low 
reserve. Huge face value. (100s) $40 

655 Papua New Guinea 1970's-1980's decimal packs with dupl. Noted Year Packs 1977-1985. Many thematics. (120+) $40 
656 Papua New Guinea 1980-1992 FDC's collection in Cumberland album. All unaddressed covers with numerous thematics. 

Noted 1982/83 Corals, 1984 K5 Bird of Paradise, 1987/88 Ships & 1990 Framas & 1991 K10 Bird of paradise. Retail of 
$280+ (69) $40 

657 Papua New Guinea 1987-2006 FDC's, PSE's & aerogrammes in box. The aerogrammes & PSE's are dupl x 3 unused & x 
3 FDI cancelled, but FDC's are nearly all different unaddressed, incl M/S's. Over 200 diff items & some hard to find. Odd 
earlier (eg 1971 PSE's included). $50 

658 Papua New Guinea 2007-2011 (Monitor Lizards) CTO sets & M/S's all different in P.O. glassines. Here's a chance to bring 
your collection up to date. (27 sets & 28 M/S's) $75 

659 Papua New Guinea 2007-2011 (Monitor Lizards) unaddressed FDC's. Offered as a separate lot because of difficulty in 
obtaining material of this period. (47 incl one A4 size "AIDS", 3 midsize & remainder standard) $50 

660 Papua New Guinea Oddments loose & on Hagners incl 2005 M/S's with some duplication. A few 2003/2005 MUH sets 
(odd fault), aerogrammes, 70c booklet & used pickings (Qty) $30 

661 Papua New Guinea collection on leaves in 2 ring binder from pre-war. Papua incls range of mainly MLH Lakatois incl 2d on 
1½d top left corner pair with "POSTACE" variety MUH, 1932 pictorials to 5/- MLH or used, 1935 S.J. MLH, 1938 Airs 
marginal MUH (some toning), 1939 Airs to 1/- MLH, few others 1934/37; New Guinea Huts (10) to 9d MLH or used, B.O.P. 
undated mainly MLH to 2/- & 5/- used, dated airs to 1/- MLH, other oddments. PNG 1952 set to £1 MLH, 1958 1/7d Cattle 
MLH & used, later comprehensive MUH & MLH incl many blocks of 4 & useful singles (SPECIMEN ovpts on 10/- Rabaul, 
£1 QEII; pre-decimal complete). Decimals all blocks of 4 or 6 hinged on selvedge or one stamp in block  to 1976. (100s) $120 

662 Papua New Guinea Ex-dealer stock priced on Hagners. Noted 6d on 7½d Postal Charges MLH (SG D2) & few other pre-
decimal, but nearly all are 1980's MUH sets with dupl. Approx 100 sets, incl Corals to 3K. $30 

663 Papua New Guinea Various issues with booklets (Birds, Vehicles), Framas, packs, FDCs, M/S's, CTO sets in APO bags, 
aerogrammes, PSE's (both unused & FDI cancelled), Annual Packs for 1981, 1984, 1985 x 2, 1986 to 1989, 1992 (+ 2 
EXPO packs) & 1999. Light duplication, with strength in early 1990's. (Approx 230 items) $120 

664 Territories 1947-1976 MUH, MLH & CTO on leaves in peg album. Christmas Is has 1958 set MLH, 1963 in blocks 
MUH/MLH & CTO set, 1969 Fish (no 15¢ & 30¢) MUH/MLH blocks, later in blocks; Norfolk Is 1947 & 1953 sets MLH, 1960 
to 10/- (5/- bicolour block of 4) incl "SPECIMEN" ovpt, 1970/71 Birds to $1 in blocks, 1974 UPU M/S single (set in blocks); 
Cocos 1963 set MLH & MUH/MLH blocks & all later to 1976 Ships in MUH/MLH blocks. Clean lot that would have fetched 
big money in the late 1970s! (100s) $120 

665 Territories 1994-2010 Year Packs in Aust Post binder. Complete & in exc. cond. Retail at $800+ with a FV $ (18 packs) $350 
666 Territories 1996-2000 & 2003, 2005, 2007 & 2008 Year Packs in original packaging. Excellent cond. Retail at $390+ with a 

FV $165+ (9) $150 
667 Territories Incls PNG, Norfolk Is, Pitcairn Is, Fiji, Samoa, Nauru & Cocos. MUH Good range of thematics with useful 

modern pickings. (65 sets & 19 M/S's) $75 



 AUSTRALIAN REGISTRATION LABELS 
 

The following lots are from a truly amazing lifetime collection of registration labels from all states and territories. The 
vendor, Miles Mathews, lived in country Western Australia but managed to source elusive material from all over Australia 
over a period of some 40 years.  Each lot comprises a ring file of Hagners (8 strips to a side) on which are full pages of 
labels (32 to a page) in precise alphabetical order, including reds, black and blues, blues with various fonts and paper 
types, provisional labels, hand written, hand stamped or typed and are all different when these variations are considered.  
For each lot, a random list of 12 consecutive place names is shown to give an idea of how fantastically comprehensive the 
collection is. Numbers in brackets after a place name indicate how many different labels with that title are included.  The 
first and last place names in the volume are shown for each lot together with the approximate number of Hagners. Although 
there is no write up, the scale of the collection and its organisation would certainly make it one of the best in the country 
and viewing is strongly recommended.  
 

Registered covers have been kept separate from the labels and are offered as separate lots. Many of the covers are 
registered at small “never heard of it” post offices at various states and date back to the 1930‟s with a few decimals 
included. Viewing of these is also recommended for the enthusiast in this area of philately.    

668 Australia Numbered blank registration labels on Hagners. 8 reds in mixed cond, 10 black & blues, early & later blues incl 
block of 8 & 8 singles "WESTERN AUSTRALIA", some pairs, triplets from reds, book of 480 labels (No. 1-480) of 
Tyrendarra East (Vic) & another book of 480 blank provisionals, book of 980 LAMBTON (NSW) with PVA gum (missing first 
50, so only 930 present), block of 10 reds "Parliament House (Fed) VICTORIA", 40 different complete panes of 25 (mainly 
WA incl black & blue "Wilga"). Magnificent reference lot & rare opportunity to acquire large blocks & books. $150 

669 Exhibition Registered labels (14) & registered covers, plus some special event covers/labels on Hagners in ring binder. 
Value in the covers (28) which include 1937 Air Mail Exhibition Melbourne, 1955 & 1970 ANPEX (latter also an unused 
sheet of 25 red registration labels), 1964 British Exhibition with handstamped label, stamps tied by lion rampant cachets, 
many others well worth inspecting. Elusive! $100 

670 Military registration labels & registered covers on Hagners with Army POs identified/generic/ Field Post/Unit Postal 
Stations; Navy, Airforce labels (54 in all) & censored reg'd covers (one with GB KGV 2nd tied by FIELD POST OFFICE 137 
cds & with Australian Imperial Force registered label (black on pink)), KGVI 5½d reg letter uprated, another with AFPO 
No.26 cds & handstamped registration; 1946 RAAF PO 4109 label affixed to cover bearing 5d + ½d, tied by RAAF PO 
RICHMOND cds. Good lot - inspection recommended (54 labels, 6 covers, 1 tag) $60 

671 A.C.T. & N.T. Collection on 9 Hagners in binder with 2 covers & 249 labels, plus lever arch file with 24 Hagners of 
duplicates (c390), Consecutive offices (A.C.T.) including Duntroon, Fyshwick, Hackett, Hall, Harman, Hughes, Jamieson 
Centre, Kambah & Kingston, while for N.T.: Alice Springs South, Alyangula, Barrow Creek, Barchelor, Berrimah, 
Borrolooka, Casuarina, Daly Waters, Darwin (13, plus Mil. P.O. (2), Darwin North, Darwin R.A.A.F./P.O. indicate a good 
coverage. $40 

672 N.S.W. Collection of labels only in 3 large white ring binders containing c230 Hagners, each with 32 labels, running from 
Abbotsford Point to Zetland (i.e. 7000+ labels, all different types). A sample run of consecutive offices: Revesby (6), 
Revesby Heights (4), Revesby North (7), Rhodes (3), Richmond (10), Richmond Aerodrome, R.A.A.F. Richmond (incl. 
variations of title (6), Riverstone (9), Riverwood (6), Robertson (2), Rockdale (11), Rockley (4), Rocky River. A few labels 
are damaged but all are fully identifiable. (c7000)  $400 

673 N.S.W., Qld & Victoria Registered Covers on 17 double-sided Hagners in binder. Noted KGVI 8½d reg envelope & red 
"Powlett River" (Vic) label on 1945 stampless OHMS cover to USA. Other lesser but useful items incl QEII 1/0½d reg 
envelope with prov. label of Preston East, various circa 1966/71 covers from small offices like Tally Ho, Woorak, Blowering 
Dam, Chittaway Point, Fig Tree & Grosewold. (53) $60 

674 Queensland Accum of duplicates on c220 Hagners in 3 lever arch files. Arranged by alpha order & with types identified. 
Missing scarcer offices & with duplication x 20 or more for larger towns. Still useful & the Hagners cost $200+ (c4000 items) $180 

675 Queensland Collection of labels only in 2 large binders containing c150 Hagners, each with 32 labels, running from 
Abercorn to Zillmere (i.e. 4500+ labels). A sample run of consecutive offices represented: Bambaroo, Banana (2), Bancroft 
(4), Banoon (2), Banjo (4), Bapaume (3), Barabon, Barakula, Baralaba (6), Barcaldine (13), Bardon W4 (2), Bardon South, 
Bardon West W4, Baree (3). A most impressive lot, with many places you will never have heard of unless you live within 
50km of them! (c4500) $400 

676 Queensland Registration labels on 49 Hagners all in alphabetical order sorted by type. Incls red, black & blues & 
provisionals apparently all different. (1000+) $75 

677 South Australia Accumulation of duplicates (labels only) on c150 Hagners in 2 lever arch files. Over 3000, but being 
duplicates of main collection, this has very few "reds" or scarce offices. Arranged in alpha order & label type. (c3000) $100 

678 South Australia Collection of labels only in 2 binders housing a total of c125 Hagners, each with 32 labels to a page (i.e. 
nearly 4000 labels). Representative sample of consecutive offices represented: Orroroo (8), Osborneville (3), O'Sullivan 
Beach/Bch (3), Outer Harbor, Overland Corner, Ovingham (4), Owen (6), Padthaway (4), Palmer (3), Panorama (4), 
Parachilna (8), Paracombe (2). (c4000) $300 

679 South Australia reg labels with 556 different on 22 Hagners in binder. All sorted by types in alpha order. Only 3 reds & 20 
blue & blacks, but still useful range with blues from Adelaide through to Yurgo. (550+) $50 

680 Tasmania Accumulation of 1131 labels on 58 Hagners, sorted by type from Adventure Bay to Zeehan. Virtually all "blues", 
but good coverage with the following being a sample of consecutive offices represented: (all type "7a"): Cambridge (6), 
Castle Forbes Bay (4), Chigwell (2), Claremont (7), Collinsvale (5), Copping (3), Cradoc (3), Currie (7), Cygnet (4), 
Deloraine, Devonport (5 + type "C2a" (20)), Dover (3), Dunalley (3), Dysart (3), Elizabeth Street Launceston (2, both type 
"C2a"), Ellendale (2), Forcett. (1131) $80 

681 Victoria Accumulation of duplicates on c150 Hagners in 2 lever arch file. Labels sorted by type & in alpha order, with 
duplication x 20 or more for larger towns. Nearly all "blue" types. Useful with Hagners in good cond. (c3000) $150 

682 Victoria Collection of labels only on c300 Hagners in 4 large binders. Each Hagner has 32 labels, so total is c9500 items, 
all different. Sample of consecutive offices represented: Blowhard Rail, Bobinawarrah (2), Bogong, Boigbeat (3), Boinka (4), 
Bolinda (3), Bolton (2), Bolwarrah (2), Bonang (4), Bonbeach (variations in title, 5), Bonegilla (C.I.C. & Military P.O. (2)), 
Boneo Road, Bonnie Doon (6). Fantastic for further study. (c9500) $500 

683 Victoria reg labels all different on 41 Hagners in binder. All are sorted by type in alpha order, incl 36 reds, 60 black & blue 
& 16 provisionals. Useful range. (950+) $70 

684 Western Australia Accumulation of labels only, in 5 lever arch files on c350 Hagners with type numbers shown for each. 
Well over 7000 labels, but being duplicates of the collector who compiled the 21 volume collection of W.A., there is an 
absence of really scarce offices, & duplication is high in places. The Hagners are worth about half the total est. (5 albums) $250 

685 Western Australia Collection in 21 ring binders, comprising 587 Hagners with 346 covers & 3189 labels. Considerable 
value in the covers, which include 4d reg. letter & 4d on reg. letter, KGV 4½d reg. letters (several) & 5d on 4½d. Many 
decimal 1979-1981 period from small &/or closed PO's, odd interesting cachet e.g. "Irregularly Posted". Consecutive post 
offices include: Bencubbin (10+ cover) Benger (2 covers), Benjaberring (2), Bentley (4+ h/s prov. cover), Bentley South 
(cover) Bentley W.A.I.T. (2), Beria (2), Berwick St West Victoria Park, Berkshire Valley (in red on KGV 4½ reg. envelope), 
Beverley (9+cover),Bickley,Bicton (2) This is just an "appetizer" & should be viewed to fully appreciate (21 binders) (Plate 6) $1,500 



686 Australian Territories Registration labels for AAT on covers (15), plus Cocos cover & labels of Christmas Island (7), 
Cocos (2) & Norfolk (7). Noted 1947 A.N.A.R.E. cds tying 6d violet Kingsford Smith & 2d Vic. Cent. to cover registered 
Heard Island, two covers reg'd Macquarie Island with 1947 expedition cachets, "First Mail" 1954 Mawson Regd cover with 
2/- Coronation tied by Mawson cds, other covers to 1968. Couple with stains but mostly fine. Viewing recommended. (31) $60 

687 British Commonwealth Registration labels on over 100 Hagners in 2 large binders. Sorted by types within alphabetical 
order of each country from Abu Dhabi to Zimbabwe. Delightful lot with strong representations from Hong Kong (131!), U.K. 
(1100+), P.N.G. (44), Singapore (66), South Africa, Sri Lanka & 50 other countries (approx. 2000) $100 

688 World Registration labels on c100 Hagners in 2 binders. Over 50 countries represented with especially good ranges of 
Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Sweden & Switzerland. Sorted by types (see Literature lot "Registration Labels of the 
World" for classification systems). A lovely collection to expand. (approx. 1000) $40 

689 Finland Registration label collection on 43 Hagners in ring binder. All different & sorted by type (see Literature: 
"Registration Labels of the World" for reference) & in alpha order with sub-types. Good cond & a challenge to expand! (884) $60 

690 Germany Registration label collection on 38 Hagners. All different & sorted by type (see Literature: "Registration Labels of 
the World" for reference). Includes some earlies in mixed cond. & few DDR. Worth a look & may inspire viewer to continue 
the collection. (650) $30 

691 Italy Registration label collection on 21 Hagners. Sorted by type & all different, some damaged. The first collection we have 
seen from this country. (357) $20 

692 New Zealand Registration label collection on 36 Hagners in ring binder. Starts with Cook Island types (6), then NZ sorted 
by type in alpha order with 106 black & blues (type 4 & 5), over 70 provisional (cancelled, type 7s); 117 type 9.1 to 9.6; 86 
type 10.1, 10.2, 10.3; 10 type 12.1; 173 type 12.2; 43 type 12.3, 29 of other types plus 4 Niue & 10 Samoa. Very useful 
assembly, all different. (650+) $100 

693 Misc/general Registration Labels carton lot with glassines/envelopes of duplicates from the various collections in this 
auction. Main value is in ring binders (2) of Hagners with scattered foreign & Australian labels with pickings e.g. red & green 
Aust. National Philatelic Exhibition Melbourne (3), Army & Navy Office provisionals, Aust. Territories (Norfolk, Christmas 
Island), red Townsville RAAF (23), states oddments. Useful pickings. $75 

 REGISTERED COVERS USED IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA  
694 1912 (29th Nov) W.A. "ONE PENNY" surcharge on 2d yellow block of 4 tied to Perth Registered (red label) cover by oval 

"REGISTERED PERTH W.A." x 2. Addressed to Wonthaggi, Vic with clear 11.15A - 7DE12 receival mark. Some spotting at 
top of env but clear of stamps. $30 

695 1913 16th Dec) 4d kangaroo registered envelope (type RE2) cancelled Marrinup & addressed to Perth. Red reg. label & 
cds with receival Perth 17 DE 13 on reverse. Light staining on edges but an exceptional item - rare office of registration on 
fine example of the first Commonwealth registered envelope. $150 

696 1914 (16th June) 4d orange kangaroo long envelope (RE3) uprated with 1d kangaroo pair, red reg. label & cds of 
Fremantle. Addressed to Cairo, Egypt with B/S's of Cairo & Port Taufiq 6.VII.14. "Printed Matter" handwritten top left, 
vertical bend & small tear at top, stain from paper clip at base but still attractive. $60 

697 1915 (17th Dec) OHMS long envelope Perth to Kalgoorlie with 4d kangaroo perfined large "OS" tied by Registered Perth 
cds. Registered Kalgoorlie 20 DE 15 receiver & 7 sets of pencilled initials indicating attempts to deliver article. Boxed 
"UNCLAIMED" on front with additional registration of Kalgoorlie with 26 JA 16 cds, boxed "D.L.O. PERTH" of 27 JAN 1916 
in violet & oval "LAND TITLES OFFICE PERTH 1 FEB 1916" (original sender). A cover with character! $75 

698 1916 (21st Jan) Reg cover addressed to Narrogin with oval "REGISTERED PERTH W.A." strikes x 3 tying 1d red KGV 
perfined "OS" x 4. B/S Narrogin 22 JA 16 & Wickepin 25 JA 16. Front of cover with "Left district/address unknown" in pencil, 
a boxed "D.L.O. PERTH 7 MAR 16" in violet & oval "AGRICULTURAL BANK" violet receival of 11 MAR 16. Adhesives 
cover up OHMS title of envelope. Lovely cover. $40 

699 1919 (16th Oct) long registered OHMS reg cover. Perth to local address with ½d green & 4d orange KGV both perfined 
"OS" tied & Perth Registered cds's. Various initials on back relating to attempts to deliver item. Markings on front include 
boxed "CALLED 18 OC 19 - 7.30AM/L.C.R.", "D.L.O. 6 NOV 1919 NO.2394 PERTH" & oval "OFFICE OF TITLES" & 
"LAND TITLES OFFICE" cachets in violet, plus single line "UNKNOWN BY LETTER CARRIER" in block on front & 
"UNKNOWN ON/No. __ WALK PERTH" on reverse. Fine cond. $50 

700 1920 (22nd Dec) 4d KGV Registered letter uprated with 3d olive kangaroo & 4d orange KGV both perfined "OS" & tied by 
indistinct Perth Reg. cds with clear 22 DEC 20 cds at left. Addressed to Trayning WA but receival mark not clear. Small 
tears where opened & faults on stamps but remains attractive. $30 

701 1921 (19th March) 4d KGV reg. cover (RE7) uprated with 1d red KGV, imprinted & 1d tied by Northam cds & bearing red 
reg. label. Addressed to Fremantle with transit & receival Perth & Fremantle 21 MAR 21 on reverse. Very fine & apparently 
unopened. $60 

702 1927 (19th Aug) 4½d KGV Registered envelope (RE17) Fremantle to Perth with 19 AUG 27 cds & same day Perth receival 
mark on front. Neatly slit open & with clear strikes. Neat. $40 

703 1929 (4th June) Reg First Flight Cover Perth to Adelaide with h/stamp "PER AIR-MAIL" in violet & bearing 3d Air, 1½d 
Canberra & 3d Kookaburra tied by Perth machine 'AIR MAIL SAVES TIME" slogan. Addressed to Melbourne with B/S  7 JE 
29 on reverse. Fine cond with pristine red reg. label. $20 

704 1929 (4th June) Registered cover on same flight as above but boxed "AIR MAIL" cachet in red with 3d Air & highly philatelic 
use of 4 x 1½d red KGV, all with top right selvedge, each showing plate number ("pips" 1-4). Sent by S. Mitchell (stamp 
dealer in Perth). Machine cancel as for previous cover. $25 

705 1929 (6th Sept) ½d KGV embossed registered envelope (RE20). Turkey Creek to Perth with red reg. label & cds. 
Wyndham transit mark of same date & Perth receival mark of 30 OCT 29 (must have just missed one of the state ships in 
Wyndham!). Scarce usage & in fine cond. $80 

706 1930 5d on 4½d KGV provisional envelope (RE23) to England & uprated with 3d Air, 6d & 1/- kangaroos. Registered at 
Carnarvon 23 AP 31, B/S of Perth 27 AP 31. Blue Air Mail etiquette affixed. 3d Air is damaged, but cover is fine. $40 

707 1930 5d on 4½d KGV provisional envelope (RE23) with Busselton reg. label & 22 MAR 32 cds. B/S Perth 23 MAR 32. 
Original admonition at left is diagonally ovptd in black with 4-line "The price of … is 6d/ (3d) Registration/ (2d) Postage/ (1d) 
envelope." Fine cond. $30 

708 1931 (20th April) Reg First Flight Cover "By Airmail Perth to Adelaide & by first Airmail Melbourne to Darwin" typed on front, 
but backstamps (after 20 APR 31 posting) are of Sydney, 24 AP 31, Brisbane 25 AP 31, Camooweal 8 MY 31 & Darwin 8 
MY 31. One "Registered Perth" cds ties ½d orange KGV, 3d Air, 1½d Sturt & 3d Kingsford Smith. The registration label is 
black & blue with tailed "R". Fine cond. $25 

709 1931 (9th June) 5d on 4½d KGV provisional registered envelope (RE23) uprated 3d for airmail Wyndham to Adelaide via 
Perth. Superb Wyndham cds's x 3. Registered Perth cds 17 JUN 31 transit & Adelaide 24 JUN31 receival marks. Very 
attractive cover, with black & blue Wyndham reg. label & blue Air Mail etiquette. $30 

710 1932 (26th Feb) Airmail cover Fremantle to Melbourne with 6d OS Airmail & 2d red KGV tied by Fremantle cds & transit 
mark of Perth on reverse, along with receival marks of Melbourne & Canterbury (both 4 MAR 32). Minor perf. stains but 
generally good to fine, with blue airmail etiquette & black & blue reg. label affixed. $30 



711 1934 (2nd Oct) Reg'd First Flight Cover Perth to Daly Waters, forwarded by land, from there to Sydney addressee. Bears 
3d & 6d kookaburra tied by "Registered Perth" cds. Further franked at Daly Waters 8 OC 34 with 1/- Lyre ovptd "OS". Blue 
Airmail etiquette & black & blue reg label of Perth. Sydney receival mark dated 19 OC34. Excellent cond. $40 

712 1935 (7th June & 30th Aug) Reg'd covers with Whittaker's Mill cds's & addressed to Cox Bros Perth. Both bearing 5d KGV. 
The interest is in the reg. labels, the earlier cover has a black & blue label No.321, the latter a blue one, number 058. The 
earlier cover has soiled edges at right & base, the later one is fine. (2) $40 

713 1935 (11th July) doubly registered First Flight Cover Perth to Wyndham & return with Northam & Wyndham registration 
labels & blue airmail etiquette Silver Jubilee 2d (2) & 3d (4) all tied by 11 JUL 35 cds of Northam. B/S's of Northam, Perth 
& Wyndham. $40 

714 1935 (26th Aug) registered cover with No. 2 STATE MILL DWELLINGUP cds tying 5d KGV. Addressed to Perth with 28 
AUG 35 receival mark. Registration label (blue) titled "Dwellingup No.2 Mill WEST AUSTRALIA". Clean cover, though 
cancel is a trifle smudged. Scarce usage. $50 

715 1936 (31st Jan) cover Holyoake to Perth with black & blue label & clear cds tying 5d KGV. 1 FE 36 Perth receival cancel on 
reverse. Difficult to find mail from this office on cover. $30 

716 1957 (25th Nov) 1/7d reg letter uprated with 2½d QEII. Registered at Tone River Mill & with 2 clear cds's. Addressed to 
Perth with transit mark of Manjimup & Perth receival marking of  for 26 NO 57 on reverse. Fine cond & scarce from this PO. $40 

717 1962 British Empire & commonwealth Games set of 26 Registered covers each with a different pictorial cachet & bearing 
red, green & blue registered label of The Games Village. All covers have 8d Tiger Cat & 2/- Flannel Flower adhesives 
covering the 2/8d registration rate. The covers are hand addressed to North Geelong. Pictor Marks catalogue state that 
these cachets on registered cover are rare with possibly less than 50 such sets. (26 covers) (see Plate 6) $500 

718 1963 (30th April) cover with COPPERFIELD (a scarce cds & blue reg. label) to Melbourne with 2/5d Banksia tied neatly by 
cds. Difficult enough as a cds, a rarity on cover. Transit marks of Menzies & Kalgoorlie on reverse. $80 

 AUTOGRAPHS  
719 Barry Shepherd, Keith Stackpole, Craig Sergeant & Bob Massie all on individual signed 24c Cricket/Ashes PSE's. (4) $20 
720 Dame Judi Dench on 2001 GB 1st Oueen Victoria booklet pane cover with Kensington pmk commemorating her role in the 

film "Victoria". Excellent cond. $40 
721 Gerry Anderson creator of Thunderbirds on Great Britain 2011 Thunderbirds lenticular Miniature Sheet FDC with 

Pinewood pmks. Signed boldly on illust cover showing Alan Tracy holding a photo of Gerry. Exc. cond. $30 
722 Gerry Anderson creator of Thunderbirds on Great Britain 2011 Thunderbirds set of 6 FDC with Pinewood pmks. Signed 

boldly on illust cover showing unveiling of Lady Penelopes car. Exc. cond. $30 
723 Helena Bonham Carter signed 2001 Fabulous Hats Benham silk FDC with set of stamps pmkd Great Queen St. Fine. $25 
724 John Surtees signed 1997 Lockheed Starfighter flown cover by Italian Air Force over Modena to commem first Ferrari win 

in 1947. No. 8 of only 45. Fine cond. $30 
725 King George V 1928 (24th Jan) hand written letter on Sandringham, Norfolk Coat of Arms headed paper to Sir Bryan 

Godfrey Faussett thanking him for his recent letter. He talks of Godfrey‟s stay in Falmouth and his cough. Tells him to 
"Make your wife remain with you then you won't get bored". Mentions the death of  a Slade and Kemp who "did so well in 
Russia in the war". Weather is covered and he states "we have already had over 3¼ inches this month" but this has not 
prevented him from shooting. "I call it an average year for woodcock, we got 42 at Ken Hill with 5 guns one day. Altogether 
I have seen 334 (practically all here) killed this season out of which I got 145, so I did my share". He mentions returning to 
London until at least July, "not pleasant to think of". Signs off "Always your sincere friend G.R.I. A lovely piece of Royalty & 
an interesting insight into his time at Sandringham. A scarce item and autograph in excellent cond.  (see Plate 6) $1,200 

726 Nigel Mansell signed 1998 Ferrari commemorative cover flown in F104 by Italian Air Force. Belgium stamp & pmk. $50 
727 Niki Lauda Bold signature in red on 1998 Ferrari "The Prancing Horse" F104 flown commem cover with Enzo pmk. F1 

World Champion in 1975, 1977 & 1984. $75 
728 Queen Elizabeth II 1967 (1st March) complete hand written letter on Buckingham Palace letter-headed paper to Lady 

Henriette Abel Smith, Extra Lady in Waiting to HM QEII, thanking her for taking Anne out of school with her friends Lynne & 
Liz and giving them tea and supper. She describes at day at Hosted as "fairly segregated" and had heard that morning that 
Princess Anne had glands and temperature so was assuming she had got mumps. Boldly signed With love from Elizabeth 
R. Scarce item in her own hand as majority of correspondence written or typed by private secretary‟s. Fine cond. (Plate 6) $1,500 

729 Sir Douglas Bader signed 1978 QEII Coronation Anniv cover flown in RAF Phantom over Buckingham Palace for the 
occasion. A scarce autograph. $150 

730 Sir Jack Brabham signed 1998 Canada pmkd Ferrari, Brabham & Alfa Romeo Italian Air Force flown commem cover. 
Ferrari cachets on reverse. F1 World Champion 1959, 1960 & 1966. $60 

731 Tony Blair & Neil Kinnock boldly signed 1986 Commonwealth Parliamentary Conference, Houses of Parliament Benham 
silk cover. Exc. cond & a rare combination of autographs. $100 

732 1989 Australian Cricket Team, the full squad of 17 touring the UK. Mark Taylor, Geoff Marsh, David Boon, Alan Border, 
Dean Jones, Steve Waugh, Merv Hughes, Ian Healey, Trevor Hohns, Geoff Lawson. Terry Alderman, Greg Campbell, Carl 
Rackeman, Tim May, Tom Moody, Mike Valetta & Tim Zoeher on 1988 GB Aust Bicentennial FDC. Most attractive. $120 

 ACCESSORIES  
733 Australia 1913/-1998 Schaubek Hingeless albums in 4 burgundy albums incl some optional pages in addition to all the 

normal issues. Quality & "as new". (4) $100 
734 Canada 1851-1986 Stanley Gibbons boxed hingeless albums (2 volumes) with pages complete. As new. $50 
735 Hagner sheets second hand with some double sided. Various strip sizes (2 to 7) in 4 ring binder. Good cond. (60) $30 
736 Hagners 1, 2 & 3 strips to a side in 4 ring folder. Some double-sided included. Good cond. (100+) $30 
737 Mint Sheet folders in 3 diff sizes. 27cm x 31cm (1 nearly new, the other used), 37cm x 39cm (brand new) & 38cm x 50cm 

(nearly new). Useful group. (4)  $40 
738 Netherlands Davo Hingeless album with slipcase. Brand new with all pages to 1944 incl "back of the book". Save on new. $30 
739 Rapkin springback album in burgundy with 45 linen hinged pages. Larger binder & pages than standard at 36cm x 33cm. 

Also a Stanley Gibbons Exeter album with slipcase & 50 faced pages. Both in good cond though some tone spots on inside 
face cards. (2) $30 

740 Safe FDC albums in black with matching quality slipcases x 2 with 30 pages. Once used but remain in good cond. (2) $30 
741 Stanley Gibbons Senator Standard leaves x 70 with Glassine interleaving sheets x 190. Brand New & unused. $30 
742 Stanley Gibbons Senator springback album in green with 100 pages. Brand new with box. $25 
743 Stanley Gibbons Utile Springback Albums in green x 4. Brand new cond. Also 2 packs of unopened leaves. Save on a 

retail of $160+ (4) $40 
744 The Collectors Deluxe Stamp Album in red. Peg binder with 75 quadrille pages. Brand New cond. $20 

 LITERATURE  
745 1965 "Telegraph Traffic Procedure Manual for Postal Clerks" An Australian Post Office Publication. "Manual as an aid to 

students who wish to contest the written Telegraphic Traffic Examination". Detailed info on Telegrams incl sample forms 
etc. Rarely seen Good cond. $30 

746 American Philatelist May 1976 complete magazine with extract on the WA 4d swan with inverted frame as part of the 
"Aristocrats of Philately" feature. $20 



747 Australian Post Offices An alphabetical listing (typed) showing state & period of activity for each. Great reference for details 
of closed post offices across the nation. Date of compilation is not stated, but closures to 1990's noted. Housed in green 
lever arch file with pages in fine cond. $20 

748 Australian Telegram Forms & Envelopes by B. Hancock. 2 Volumes; Colonial & Early State Period & Commonwealth of 
Australia. (1991) Fascinating reading & well illustrated. $20 

749 Australian Airmail Catalogue 1988 Aeropex Issue signed by Nelson Eustis (author) & EW Roberts (jacket design) & pmkd 
each day of exhibition incl with $1 Aeropex Frama on dust jacket. No. 53 of only 200 produced with silver wrap on cover. 
Good cond & highly collectable for your philatelic library. $70 

750 "Faith in Australia" Charles Ulm & Australian Aviation (1987) by Ellen Rogers. Ellen was employed by Ulm so a great 
insight into the man. 128 pages well illustrated by b&w photos. Hard cover, dust jacket & in good cond. $30 

751 "Smithy" The Kingsford Smith Story (1966) by Ward McNally. Range of illustration & a list of all his flights by date. 190 
pages with hard cover but worn dust jacket. $30 

752 "Smithy" The Life of Sir Charles Kingsford Smith. (1998) by Ian Mackersey. 410 pages with b&w photos. Hard cover, dust 
jacket & in good cond. $30 

753 British Empire Auction catalogue (1934) of the Arthur Hind collection (Utica N.Y.) with separate folder of b&w photo plates 
showing some stunning material. (eg Straits Settlements 1880 "5c" on 8c yellow pane of 60!) No prices realised but a 
fascinating "time capsule". $20 

754 China 2011 Stanley Gibbons Part 17 incl Hong Kong, Macao & Taiwan. 8th Edition. Full colour, 446 pages & brand new. $60 
755 Cigarette Cards Australian Issues & Values by Dion H. Skinner. Published by Renniks (1983). Good reference despite the 

out of date prices. Good cond. $25 
756 Gibbons Stamp Monthly Sept 1959 & Feb 1962 with articles on postmarks of Japanese Occupied Malaya plus photocopies 

of "Japanese & Siamese Occupation Stamps of Malaya" by E.B. Proud. Valuable resource. $20 
757 Great Britain 1840 Two Pence Blue Plating Guide by Mike Jackson (2010) Extensively illustrated & very informative. 255 

pages. Brand New $50 
758 Great Britain Concise 2011 Stanley Gibbons catalogue in full colour. Brand New. $40 
759 Lists of WA based companies in their licensee capacity with regard to commercial mail imprints & slogans, showing date of 

licence, type of imprint, closing dates, address of firm & P.O. of origin for machine. Extensive notes, housed in foolscap 2 
ring binder. See the cover lots on this topic in this auction. $20 

760 Registration labels literature incl Postal Label Study Group (based in California) bulletins, photocopies of registered label 
types, Hagners with registration label type headings ready to be applied to collection, articles & notes about classification of 
Australian Registration labels. A bit disorganised but should be of interest to a specialist in this area of philately. (4 vols) $20 

761 Registration Labels of the World (1991 ed.) published by the Postal Label Study Group (California). A loose leaf 450 pp b/w 
with label illustrations plus small monograph "Registration Labels of Fiji" (1979) by Rodda & Welsh & a few 2000/01 
quarterly bulletins from the Postal Label Study Group. Hard to find. $20 

762 Report Upon the Organisation & Working of the Perth & Albany Royal Mail Service published 1879 Perth by Richard 
Peiher, Government Printer, together with "Report by Superintendent of Police as to Cost of Conveyance of Inland Mails by 
the Police" & "Report of the Select Committee of the Legislative Council Appointed to Consider & Report Upon the 
Questions of Conveyance of Inland Mails by Police and Extension of the Money Order System". All in loose foolscap format 
& in very good cond. Valuable postal history. $50 

763 San Francisco Postal Markings 1847-1900 by John M. Mahoney (1992), La Posta Monograph Series Vol. 8 120pp, soft 
bound with insert from Linn's Stamp News Sept. 21 1992 (review of the publication). $25 

764 Stanley Gibbons 2011 Stamps of the World in 6 volumes in full colour. Brand New & boxed. Save on a retail of $600. $350 
765 The Ebay Book - Essential Tips for Buying & Selling on Ebay.co.uk by David Belbin. Whilst UK orientated still full of clever 

& useful tips. (2004) Exc. cond. $30 
766 The History of the Postmasters' Association in Western Australia by PR Heydon OAM.(1979) Detailed info on PO's, 

individuals & illustrated. Useful info for postmark collectors who want more personal info on local Offices. 157 pages. $25 
767 The Melanesian Mission by E.S. Armstrong published in 1900 & not surprisingly suffering spotting but binding is sound. 

Several b&w photos & fold out map included. Vendor paid $225 some years ago. $40 
768 The Postage Stamps of New Zealand Vol. V by RJG Collins & published by The RPSNZ (1967) with minor tears to dust 

jacket but otherwise fine. 818pp $140 
769 The Postal History of the Samoan Islands edited by Richard Burge & published by RPSNZ (Monograph Series No. 6 or 

1987) Brand new & no. 105 of a  limited edition of 350 copies. $75 
770 The Ross Smith Stamp & Its Postal History - The Definitive Reference Guide by Tom Frommer.(2011) As the title says the 

definitive guide with numerous illustrations. All of the known examples are detailed. 143 pages. Brand New $40 
771 United Kingdom Revenues by J. Barefoot 5th Edition (2010). Now in full colour with fully revised prices. Brand New. $60 
772 Western Australia - The Postal Markings Illustrated by WASG. 976 pages in 3 volumes showing an extensive range of 

postmarks with dates of use & rarity guide. A wealth of info edited by Brian Pope. Unfortunately this 1994 edition is the 
latest produced but incls photocopies of matching pmks on each page adding some updated illustrations. A valuable 
reference work in excellent cond. $150 

 KANGAROOS  
773 1913 1st wmk ½d to 2/- F/U or CTO set of 10 (ex 2½d) 3d is centred high & has nibbled perf at left. Others are all fine with 

crisp cancels & excellent centring. (10) Cat. £210+ (see inside front cover) $100 
774 ½d green block of 24 across bottom of sheet (12 x 2) folded in gutter. About 10 items have odd mark or toning, others fresh 

& fine MUH. $150 
775 ½d green CA Monogram corner block of 6 MUH but some light bends otherwise fine & fresh ACSC 1z Cat$300 as strip of 3 $300 
776 ½d green booklet pane of 6 in superb MUH cond. Well centred, good perfs & usual staple holes in selvedge. Stunning. 

Ex. SG SB1 $400 
777 ½d green JBC Monogram corner block of 12 hinged lower selvedge only. Light toning but superb overall appearance. 

ACSC 1z Cat. $500 for strip of 3 plus considerable premium for multiple. $800 
778 ½d green coil strips all with joins x 3. The joined up part of the strip of 4 is a CA Monogram clearly visible from the back. An 

additional 2 strips of 6 have a couple of varieties. MUH/MLH. Dealers price is $1500 (3 strips) $900 
779 1d red Die I collection of used positioned varieties from plates B & C incls ACSC 2 (B), d, e, h & ACSC ( C) e, f, g & I. (20) $120 
780 1d red Die I Plate C left pane strip of 4 showing "angled hairline below LIA" on top stamp & "break in Gulf of Carpentaria" 

on third unit. One MLH otherwise fine MUH. Also Plate B left pane strip of 6 with join & showing "ROSTAGE" variety on 
joined unit MUH with an additional strip of 4 (slight toning) with join & a Die II coil pair with trimmed perfs at right, perfined 
small OS MUH. Dealer priced at $1400. (4 strips/pairs) $800 

781 1d red Die II collection of used positioned varieties from plates E & F  incls ACSC 2 (E) e, f, g & ACSC (F) d, g & h. (18) $120 
782 1d red Die IIA collection of used positioned varieties from Plate G incls ACSC 2 (G), e, j, k & I. (14) $100 
783 1d red Die IIA collection of used positioned varieties from Plate H incls ACSC 2 (H) d, g & h. (19) $120 
784 2d grey. Fresh MLH SG 3 Retails $70 $20 
785 2d grey CA Monogram left pane block of 8 with gutter at right. MUH with one trivial tone spot otherwise superb & scarce. 

ACSC 6z Cat $2,500 as strip of 3 . $1,000 



786 2d grey JBC Monogram corner block of 12. MUH but light toning affecting 2 upper left units & trivial traces elsewhere. 
Stamps centred high but a rare multiple. ACSC 5z Cat. $1000 as monogram strip of 3 $1,800 

787 2½d indigo. Fine MLH. SG 4 Retails $70 $20 
788 2½d indigo MLH & 1945 2/- maroon type B MUH. SG 4 & 212 Cat. £43 (2) $20 
789 3d yellow olive MUH/MLH block of 4 centred high, the lower units MUH but one with damaged perfs & the other with tone 

speck. SG 5c. Cat. £70ea as MLH $35 
790 4d orange MUH/MLH block of 4 centred to left. Lower stamps MUH but few nibbled perfs on vertical outer sides. Interesting 

as top & left wmk frames clearly visible. Cat. £280 for MLH $120 
791 4d orange JBC Monogram single. MLH & fresh. ACSC 15za Cat.$2,750 (see back cover) $400 
792 4d orange/yellow F/U with neat GEELONG cds. SG 6a Retails $80 $40 
793 6d ultramarine. MLH with some light gum bends but well centred with good perfs. Fresh. SG 9 Cat.  £60 $60 
794 6d ultramarine. Fresh, slightly centred right MLH stamp with good perfs. An attractive example. SG 9 $70 
795 6d ultramarine MUH/MLH block of 4 well centred. Both lower units MUH, one with short perf at right & one of top units with 

light soiling on top perfs. Top horizontal perfs "jumped" giving wide frame at top. Cat. £240+ $120 
796 6d ultramarine. Good perfs & gutter at right. MUH but with two light tone spots near top. Retails at $ $450 MUH, but reserve 

takes account of toning. (see inside front cover) $150 
797 9d violet MLH Centred top right & ironed our crease. Fresh ACSC Cat. &125 SG 10  £70 $10 
798 9d violet MVLH verging on MUH.ACSC 24 Cat. $125+  SG 10 Cat. £65+ $60 
799 9d violet. 2 pulled perfs at right but fresh MUH. ACSC Cat. $425 SG 10 $100 
800 9d violet MLH horizontal strip of 4 well-centred. The left most unit showing variety "break in frame under PE". Couple of 

stained perfs at top right unit & couple of split perfs at top of adjacent stamp. SG 10 Cast. £280 $140 
801 9d violet. Centred slightly right but excellent perfs & strong colour. Fresh MUH SG 10 Retails $450 (see inside front cover) $300 
802 1/- emerald. Fine MLH. SG 11 Retails $120 $40 
803 1/- emerald MLH, well-centred with good perfs. Dealers mark on reverse. Fresh looking stamp. SG 11 Cat. £75 $50 
804 1/- emerald MUH/MLH block of 4 well-centred with light toning on top left unit & couple of foxed perfs at right of lower  

right stamp. Few split perfs on left side of lower left stamp, but still a presentable block. SG 11 Cat. £300 $80 
805 1/- blue-green . MUH centred high & to left. SG 11a $40 
806 2/- brown CTO Centred to top. SG 12 Cat £80 $40 
807 2/- brown with neat light cds in blue. SG 12 Retails $125 $50 
808 2/- brown single MLH with selvedge at right. ACSC 35 Cat. $300 (see inside front cover) $150 
809 2/- brown. MUH & fresh. Good perfs & lovely colour. ACSC 35 Cat. $1,250 SG 12 Cat. £200+ (see inside front cover) $250 
810 5/- grey & yellow CTO with good perfs & centering. A lovely stamp SG 13 Cat. £180 (see inside front cover) $120 
811 5/- grey & yellow MLH & well centred. SG 13, ACSC 42B Cat. $500 (see inside front cover) $250 
812 £1 brown & ultramarine. MLH , centred high otherwise full perfs & stunning colour. BW51 $3,000SG 15 Cat. £2000 $1,500 
813 £1 brown & ultramarine. Centred up & to right with good perfs. MVLH & fresh. A wonderful stamp with rich colours. 

SG 15 Cat. £2,000 (see front cover) $1,500 
814 £2 black & rose F/U & reasonably centred. Rich colour. A lovely stamp. SG 16, ACSC 55, $3500 (see front cover) $2,000 
815 £2 black & rose CTO. Very fine, centred slightly right but lovely colour & a difficult stamp. ACSC 56A Cat. $2,500 SG 16 

(see front cover) $2,500 
816 £2 black & rose. Superbly fresh MLH. Wonderful centering, wide margins & rich deep colour. Rare so well centred. A 

stunning stamp in all respects. SG 16 Cat. £4500++  (see front cover) $7,000 
817 £2, £1 & 10/- all ovpt "Specimen" Type A. MLH The 10/- is fine, the £1 with thin spot & couple of short perfs at left & the £2 

well centred with good gum. ACSC 47x, 51x & 55x Cat. $1725 as fine MLH (see inside front cover) $500 
818 1915 2nd wmk 2d, 2½d, 9d & 1/- MLH, the 2½ with hinge remnants & the 1/- stained. ACSC 6, 10, 25 & 31 Cat. $400 excl 

1/- (because of stains) $150 
819 2½d indigo. Minute gum disturbance verging on MUH. Well centred & strong colour. Fresh. SG 25 $60 
820 2½d indigo MUH & centred very slightly to left. Light gum bend but not detracting. Good perfs. SG 25 £70 $75 
821 2½d indigo plate 1 upper plate JBC Monogram pair MVLH. ACSC 10ze, but pair. Cat. $3000 as strip of 3 & $1250 for single $1,000 
822 2½d indigo CA Monogram upper plate single. MLH. A difficult stamp. ACSC 10za Cat.  $1,250 (see back cover) $1,500 
823 2½d indigo gutter block of 8 with lower selvedge. Seldom offered as such a large multiple, let alone in such fresh MUH 

cond. Exceptional. ACSC 10 Cat. $125 x 8 MUH SG 25 $1,500 
824 6d ultramarine MLH, centred slightly down & gum very lightly & evenly toned. Strong colour. SG 26 Cat. £180 $50 
825 9d violet fine used with a lovely central Ravensthorpe, WA cds for 5 JAN 17. SG 27 Cat. £40+ $20 
826 2/- brown on thin paper (0.065-0.070mm) MVLH with Ceremuga 2006 cert. stating "genuine in all respects. Very rare". 

ACSC 36a Cat. $3,500 (see front cover) $2,000 
827 5/- grey & yellow F/U with rich colours. Centred high, but neat cds & good perfs. SG 30 Cat. £325 (see inside front cover) $120 
828 5/- grey & yellow good used with Sydney cds's leaving clear map & kangaroo. SG 30 Cat. £325 (see inside front cover) $150 
829 5/- grey & yellow fine used with neat full central PERTH 27 APR 17 cds. Shortish perfs top right but the cds focuses the 

eye. ACSC 43 Cat. $450.  SG 30 Cat. £325 (see inside front cover) $180 
830 1915-28 3rd wmk 2d to 5/- MUH/MLH (2d no gum) with variable centering (9d & 5/- low). Incls both colours of 6d, 2/- brown 

& 2 x 2/- maroon. Clean group. ACSC Cat. $1200+ (see inside front cover) $350 
831 2d grey upper right block of 12 MUH with gutter & selvedge intact. Light diagonal bend affecting top right stamp otherwise 

very fine. Shows variety "scratch under P of POSTAGE" with additional light offsetting on reverse. A lovely multiple. $500 
832 2d grey TS Harrison imprint block of 4 MUH with toning in gutter & upper right unit. Good perfs & well centred. A scarce 

item. ACSC 7zi Cat. $2,000 $500 
833 2d grey Die I block of 18 fresh MUH from right pane with gutter & right selvedge in tact. ACSC K5b, SG 35 Cat. £40 x 18 + 

premium for MUH $700 
834 2½d deep blue Harrison one line imprint gutter pair. MLH ACSC 11zh Cat. $1750 as block. $500 
835 2½d deep blue Harrison one line imprint gutter pair MVLH in gutter/selvedge only. Mild soiling on gum in lower selvedge but 

frontally very fresh. ACSC 11zh Cat. $1750 as block $500 
836 2½d deep blue CA Monogram plate 1 corner strip of 3 MLH Lightly hinged on selvedge & one stamp. ACSC 11z Cat. $1000 $500 
837 2½d indigo Harrison one line imprint block of 4. MLH with hinged reinforcing perfs between top left unit & gutter. Gum has 

"suntan" striping from stockbook. ACSC 11zh Cat. $1175 as fine. $550 
838 2½d blue JBC Monogram block of 4 Plate 1. MUH but "suntan" striping on reverse. Superb frontal appearance & scarce. 

ACSC 11zd $1,000 as strip $1,200 
839 3d yellow olive Die II MUH. Marginal example, well centred with good perfs ACSC 13b Cat. $250. SG 37d Cat. £95 + 

premium for MUH $75 
840 3d yellow olive TS Harrison imprint upper plate block of 4. One stamp MLH & others fresh MUH. A couple of short perfs at 

top of upper left unit. ACSC 13zh Cat $3,500 $450 
841 6d ultramarine Die II with inverted wmk. Well centered & F/U with part indistinct oval cancel. A difficult stamp. ACSC 13a 

Cat. $100, SG 38cw Cat. £80 $40 
842 6d ultramarine. Fresh MLH. An attractive pale shade. SG 38 $75 



843 6d ultramarine CA Monogram lower plate block of 4. MLH top two stamps & selvedge otherwise MUH, centred slightly left 
but most attractive & fresh. ACSC K19zb $5,000 for strip $600 

844 6d bright ultramarine Die IIb. Light vertical bend at base otherwise well centred & fresh MUH ACSC Cat. $175 SG 38d £70 $30 
845 9d violet Die IIB with wmk inverted. Good to fine used, centred left. ACSC 27a Cat. $100 $30 
846 9d violet Die IIB John Ash imprint gutter block of 4. MLH on one stamp otherwise fresh MUH. Attractive. ACSC K27zc $600 
847 9d violet TS Harrison imprint pair. Fresh MUH. Good perfs & lovely colour. ACSC 27za $1,250 as block SG 39 $600 
848 9d violet Die IIB Mullett imprint block of 8. Two top stamps MLH otherwise fresh MUH. A lovely multiple in extra fine cond. 

ACSC 27zb Cat. $750 as block of 4. $900 
849 9d violet Die IIB Harrison one line imprint pair MLH. ACSC 27z Cat. $3000 as block $900 
850 1/- blue-green. Superb MUH & well centred. Die IIB example. ACSC $150  SG 40b Cat. £65 + premium for MUH $80 
851 1/- blue-green John Ash imprint gutter block of 4 with hinge marks in gutter & bottom selvedge just kissing edge of top two 

stamps. Folded down gutter but very fresh. Superb MUH/MLH SG 40 $200 
852 1/- blue-green CA Monogram lower plate pair MLH. Some fluffy perfs. Rich colour. ACSC 32za Cat. $1,250 for single $400 
853 1/- blue-green TS Harrison imprint pair. Hinge remainders affecting both stamps. Well centred with good perfs. Nice colour 

& rare imprint. ACSC 33z Cat. $1,500 as block SG 40 $500 
854 1/- blue-green Die IIB Harrison imprint gutter pair. Folded through gutter. MUH ACSC 33z Cat. $1500 as block but premium 

for MUH. $700 
855 1/- blue green AJ Mullett imprint block of 4  with wmk sideways. Some gum redistributed on upper units due to attempted 

hinge disguise with bottom stamps MUH. Fresh frontal appearance & scarce. ACSC K30zc $750 
856 1/- blue-green Mullett imprint gutter block of 12 with sideways watermark. Superb MUH. Folded down gutter as usual. 3 

very light gum bends but rare. ACSC K30zb var. Cat. $2,000 as 4 $5,000 
857 2/- brown. MVLH but corner bend. Well centred with good colour & perfs. SG 41 (see inside front cover) $100 
858 5/- grey & yellow F/U with part PARCEL corner cds. Well centred. SG 42 Cat. £90+ $75 
859 5/- grey & yellow MLH & well centred with good perfs. A lovely stamp. SG 42 Cat. £200 (see inside front cover) $150 
860 5/- grey & yellow John Ash Imprint pair with slightly trimmed bottom selvedge. MVLH with 1 stamp MUH. Good perfs & 

fresh colour. ACSC 44zg Cat. $2,500, SG 42 $1,100 
861 10/- grey & bright aniline pink. F/U with crisp part CASTLE cds. Centred low right, fluffy perfs but vivid colour. 

SG 43a Cat. £300 (see inside front cover) $180 
862 10/- grey & bright aniline pink. MLH. A hint of toning on top perfs. Well centred. SG 43a Cat. £400 (see inside front cover) $150 
863 10/- grey & bright aniline pink TS Harrison imprint pair. MVLH, centred slightly low but excellent perfs & stunning colour. 

ACSC 48zd Cat $5,000 SG 43a  (see front cover) $3,000 
864 £1 chocolate & dull blue overprinted SPECIMEN Type B. MLH centred to left. SG 75s $250 
865 £1 chocolate & dull blue with two interlocking Sydney cds's. Rounded corner at top left but well centred. An attractive 

"budget" example. SG 44 Cat. £1300 (see inside front cover) $400 
866 £1 chestnut & bright blue. F/U by Melbourne cds. Centred high with good perfs. SG 44a Cat. £1400 (see inside front cover) $500 
867 £1 chocolate & dull blue. Fantastic centering & Post Office fresh. MLH with fine perfs. A lovely stamp SG 44 Cat. £2250++ $3,000 
868 £2 black & rose with Type C SPECIMEN ovpt. Centred a little up & to left. Fine MUH. SG 45s (see inside front cover) $350 
869 £2 black & rose F/U with bold part Sydney 1920 cds's. Very light staining at top barely visible. Well centred with fluffy perfs. 

SG 45 Cat. £2250 (see inside front cover) $800 
870 £2 purple-black & pale rose. Very fine used with light cds & good perfs. Good colour for this shade. ACSC 56C Cat. $2,500 

SG 45b Cat. £1,700 (see front cover) $1,200 
871 £2 black & rose, 1924 £1 grey & 1929 10/- grey & pink (SM wmk) all MLH & ovptd "SPECIMEN". Mixed centering & fluffy 

perfs on £2. Good colours & fresh. SG 45s, 75s &112s (3) (see inside front cover) $200 
872 £2, £1 & 10/- all ovptd SPECIMEN type B.  10/- & £1 fresh MUH while £2 has two small paper mount remains. Fluffy perfs 

on £1 & £2. Well centred, fresh & scarce. SG 43/45s (see front cover) $1,000 
873 1923-24 New colours 6d chestnut AJ Mullett imprint block of 4 with upper stamps very lightly toned & MLH with lower 

stamps fine MUH. Pulled corner perfs at top right of top left unit. ACSC 21zd. $200 
874 6d chestnut Mullett gutter imprint block of 4. Hinged in gutter just touching both top stamps otherwise fresh MUH. Upper left 

unit shows "hairline" variety. ACSC K21zc Cat. $500+ MUH $400 
875 2/- maroon Die II. Centred right. Fresh MLH. ACSC Cat. $150 SG 74 Cat. £65 $20 
876 2/- maroon. Vertical crease unfortunately as otherwise fresh MUH & well centred. Reflected in estimate. SG 74 $50 
877 2/- maroon x 2 One MUH centred slightly to left plus a MVLH well centred example. ACSC $150 MLH $300 MUH SG 72 

Cat. £120 + MUH premium on one. $80 
878 2/- maroon John Ash imprint pair. "N" over "N". MLH ACSC 35zc.  Cat. $1,250 as block $400 
879 2/- maroon TS Harrison imprint pair. "N" over "MP". Slightly toned gum & MLH. ACSC 38z Cat. $2,000 as block $500 
880 2/- maroon Harrison imprint gutter pair. MLH in gutter just "kissing" stamps. Well centred. ACSC 38z Cat. $2000 as block. $700 
881 2/- maroon AJ Mullett imprint pair MLH & 1929/30 2/- maroon small multiple wmk John Ash imprint pair MVLH with right 

hand unit MUH. Both pairs attractive & free of faults. ACSC 38za & 39z ("N" over "A" in imprint) Cat. $2300 as blocks of 4 $750 
882 £1 grey. F/U with light corner cds. Just missing perf bottom right but fresh & presentable. SG 75 Cat. £300, ACSC Cat.$375 $120 
883 £1 grey good to F/U with WA cds but light red crayon mark at right. Remains sound stamp with good perfs. SG 75 Cat £300 $100 
884 £1 grey. Centred up & to the left with a shortish corner perf. Fresh MLH SG 75 Cat. £550 (see inside front cover) $250 
885 £1 grey ovptd SPECIMEN Type C. Fresh MUH SG 75s (see inside front cover) $100 
886 £1 grey ovptd SPECIMEN Type C. MUH. A couple of nibbled perfs at base, but well centred SG 75s (see inside front cover) $120 
887 1929-30 Small Multiple watermark 6d chestnut very fine used with striking Telegraph Branch GPO Queensland upright 

central cds. SG 107 $10 
888 6d chestnut John Ash imprint block of 4. MVLH in gutter just kissing 2 stamps otherwise fresh MUH. Good perfs with strong 

colour. SG 107 $150 
889 6d chestnut John Ash "N over A" imprint block of 4. Top stamp MLH, others MUH. A couple of shortish perfs on top left 

stamp otherwise fine. ACSC 22za Cat. $750 $200 
890 6d chestnut John Ash imprint block of 4 MUH on 3 stamps with 1 MLH. "N" over "N" & showing variety "hairline 6d to map". 

ACSC 22z Cat. $350+ $400 
891 9d violet MLH & reasonably centred. ACSC 28 Cat. $75 SG 108 Cat. £32 $40 
892 9d violet John Ash imprint pair. MVLH in gutter only just touching each stamp. ACSC 28z Cat. $500 SG 108 $200 
893 9d violet John Ash imprint pair. MLH on both stamps. Fresh colour ACSC 28z, Cat $500 as block $200 
894 9d violet John Ash imprint gutter block of 4. MVLH in gutter only. Evenly toned gum. Good perfs. SG 108 $300 
895 9d violet John Ash imprint gutter block of 6 (3x2). MVLH on 1 stamp & bottom selvedge. Evenly slightly toned gum not 

apparent from front attractive appearance. SG 108 $350 
896 1/- blue-green shade. MLH, centred a little high but lovely colour. ACSC 34 Cat. $50 SG 109 cat £50 $30 
897 1/- blue-green John Ash imprint pair with light hinge mark in gutter but stamps are superb MUH. Superb. SG 109 $200 
898 1/- blue-green John Ash imprint strip of 4. Bottom margin shaved at left with 3 stamps MLH (1 with small thin spot) & 1 

MUH. Well centred. ACSC 34z Cat. $500 as block SG 109  $250 
899 1/- blue-green John Ash imprint block of 4. 2 stamps MVLH. Stunning colour & fresh. ACSC 34z $500 SG 109  $300 



900 2/- maroon  MLH Centred slightly left & low but fresh. ACSC 39 Cat.  $150  SG 110 cat £60  $50 
901 2/- maroon John Ash imprint pair MLH. Pulled perf at top on left stamp. Fresh. SG 110 $75 
902 2/- maroon John Ash imprint pair MVLH & well centred. ACSC 39z $800 as block SG 110 Cat. £110 + premium for imprint $80 
903 2/- maroon John Ash imprint pair MLH with good perfs & reasonable centering. SG 110 $120 
904 2/- maroon John Ash imprint pair MVLH in top gutter with stamps MUH. Gum very faintly aged down one side. Well centred. 

SG 110 $130 
905 2/- maroon John Ash imprint block of 4 MLH in gutter only leaving stamps MUH. Excellent perfs & rich colour. ACSC 39z 

Cat $800+  SG 110 $750 
906 5/- grey & yellow. Lightly used with indistinct cancel. One nibbled perf top right but well centred. SG 111 Cat. £95 $30 
907 5/- grey & yellow good used with 3 overlapping cds leaving kangaroo clear. Nice perfs. SG 111 Cat. £95 $30 
908 5/- grey & yellow. Lovely colour & good perfs but unfortunately re-gummed. Nice looking space filler at estimate! ACSC Cat. 

45 $300 SG 111 Cat. £225 $30 
909 5/- grey & yellow F/U & 1931/6 CofA ditto x 3, all crisply cancelled, probably CTO. ACSC 45 & 46 Cat. $200 (4) $100 
910 5/- grey & yellow MLH. Centred slightly up. With shortish perf top left mentioned for accuracy. Fresh. SG 111 

ACSC 45 Cat. $300 $120 
911 5/- grey & yellow John Ash imprint block of 4. Slightly trimmed bottom selvedge but not affecting imprint wording. Large 

hinge remainders on top 2 stamp not detracting from this otherwise fresh block with stunning colour. SG 111 (back cover) $1,100 
912 10/- grey & pink MLH. Well centred with good perfs. A superb stamp. SG 112 Cat. £400 (see inside front cover) $300 
913 10/- grey & pink. Superb MLH. Lovely, well-centred example with good perfs. SG 112 Cat. £425 (see inside front cover) $400 
914 10/- grey & pink John Ash imprint gutter pair MVLH, but "suntan" stripe (light) on gum. Pale shade, excellent perfs. 

ACSC 49za Cat. $2500 (see back cover) $1,200 
915 £2 black & rose F/U with neat part Sydney cds. Centred high but with good perfs. SG 114 Cat. £650 (see front cover)  $350 
916 £2 black & rose F/U centred slightly low & to left. Good perfs & fresh colour. SG 114 Cat. £650 (see front cover) $400 
917 £2 black & rose F/U & well centred with good perfs. Two partial light cds's. SG 114, Cat. £650 (see front cover) $400 
918 1931-47 CofA watermark 6d chestnut John Ash imprint block of 4. Hinge mark affecting top 2 stamps otherwise fine MUH. 

Very light gutter bend. Lovely colour. SG 132 $100 
919 6d chestnut bottom left corner block of 12. Brilliant centering & Post Office fresh MUH. Stunning. SG 132 $450 
920 9d violet. A shortish perfs top left but fresh MUH. SG 133 $40 
921 9d violet from top of sheet. MUH. Well centred & hinged in selvedge only. Couple of toned perfs. SG 133 $50 
922 9d violet John Ash imprint gutter pair. MLH. Usual light fold mark down gutter. Fine perfs. SG 133 $100 
923 9d violet John Ash imprint gutter block of 4. MVLH on top 2 stamps with lightly toned gum. Crease down gutter not 

detracting. SG 133 $120 
924 9d violet John Ash imprint gutter block of 4. MLH in gutter in 2 places just touching 2 stamps. A couple of shortish perfs at 

right. Usual light crease down gutter. Fresh. SG 133 $180 
925 9d violet John Ash imprint gutter block of 4. Top left stamp MLH otherwise fresh MUH. Usual light crease down gutter & 

perfs fine. SG 133 $200 
926 9d violet John Ash imprint gutter block of 4. MLH in gutter just kissing 2 stamps & MLH on bottom selvedge. Usual crease 

down gutter. Fine colour. SG 133 $200 
927 9d violet John Ash imprint gutter block of 4. MVLH in gutter with all stamps MUH. Usual light crease down gutter with all 

perfs fine. SG 133 $220 
928 2/- maroon bottom marginal block of 6 used with 3 Melbourne cds's. Genuine commercial usage. SG 134 $10 
929 2/- maroon John Ash imprint gutter block of 4. Hinge remainder affecting 1 stamp & on bottom margin otherwise fresh 

MUH. Usual light fold down gutter. Good perfs & colour. SG 134 $30 
930 2/- maroon Authority imprint block of 8 MUH from left pane. ACSC 41z $30 
931 5/- grey & yellow superb used block of 4 with neat Cue 27 NO 35 cds's. Couple of trivial perf faults top left. SG 135 $75 
932 5/- grey & yellow Centred left but MVLH verging on MUH. Good perfs & rich colour SG135 Cat £140 (see inside front cover) $150 
933 5/- grey & yellow John Ash gutter imprint pair. MLH with minor perf separation on right vertical. Usual fold mark down 

gutter. SG 135 $180 
934 5/- grey & yellow left marginal single MLH. Well centred with good perfs. An lovely stamp. SG 135 (see inside front cover) $200 
935 5/- grey & yellow with part imprint at base. Light hinge mark on selvedge but stamp fresh MUH & well centred. SG 135 

Retails at $650+ (see back cover) $400 
936 5/- grey & yellow John Ash imprint pair MLH. Light fold through gutter. ACSC 46za Cat. $1000 $450 
937 10/- grey & pink Die II. F/U with neat part Air Mail cds. Well centred with full perfs. BW50 $200 SG 136 Cat £140 $90 
938 10/- grey & pink ovptd SPECIMEN x 4 all MLH. One well centred, one slightly high & others not as good but one with "long 

tail" & other "large ears". Additional 5/- grey & pale yellow 3rd wmk (MLH) with couple of light lines on surface, possibly 
cleaned. (5) (see inside front cover) $100 

939 10/- grey & pink Die II. MUH, centred right but fine perfs & gum. Very fresh. A difficult stamp. SG 136 Cat.  £140 
ACSC 50 Cat. $200 (see inside front cover) (see back cover) $380 

940 10/- grey & pink John Ash imprint gutter pair MVLH. ACSC 50za Cat. $2250  $1,400 
941 10/- grey & pink John Ash imprint block of 4. MLH affecting top 2 stamps otherwise Post Office fresh. Usual gutter fold. 

Pulled perf on top right stamp but otherwise superb. SG 136 (see back cover) $3,500 
942 £1 grey F/U with neat 4 JY 38 cds. Well centred. A lovely stamp. SG 137 Cat. £250 (see inside front cover) $100 
943 £1 grey Die IIB fine used with part Air Mail cds. Short perf at top & light "ironed out" crease but most presentable. SG 137  

BW54 $300 Cat. £250 (see inside front cover) $100 
944 £1 grey MLH & well centred. ACSC 54 Cat. $700 SG 137 Cat. £550 (see front cover) $300 
945 £1 grey John Ash imprint pair. Superb fresh MUH. ACSC 53za Cat $4,500 MLH SG 137 (see back cover) $1,000 
946 £2 black & rose ovpt SPECIMEN Type D. Mint, large part original gum with black paper adhesion & missing cnr perf but 

strong colour. Good space filler. SG 138s $30 
947 £2 black & rose overprinted SPECIMEN. MLH centred to top left. SG 138s $30 
948 £2 black & rose F/U with good perfs. Centred slightly to left. Light Sydney cds. SG 138 Cat. £475 (see inside front cover) $220 
949 £2 black & rose. F/U Reasonable centering, good perfs & rich colour. SG 138 Cat. £475 (see inside front cover) $280 
950 £2 black & rose F/U centred slightly low & one shortish perf at base but light top left cds makes it an attractive stamp. SG 

138 Cat. £500 (see inside front cover) $300 
951 £2 black & rose. Wonderfully fresh MLH with superb centering. Better would be hard to find. A truly lovely stamp. SG 138 

Cat. £3250++ (see front cover) $3,500 
952 £2, £1 & 10/- ovptd SPECIMEN type D. MLH, £2 centred a little left otherwise fine. SG 136/38s $75 

 KING GEORGE V   
953 1914-20 Single watermark 1d carmine pink MLH well centred. Possibly sweated, as gum varies. SG 21cc Cat. £120 $40 
954 1d aniline carmine. 8 good to fine used incl 4 perf "OS". Retouched right frame on one. SG 21cf (8) $30 
955 1d carmine lower selvedge MLH pair with right hand unit showing variety "RA" joined. Also 1924 1d green no wmk part 

Harrison imprint pair MLH with the right unit showing the same variety. ACSC Cat. $90 $50 



956 1d carmine red MLH, plus 1d rose red with thick white gum & flaws under emu's tail & retouched right frame. SG 21 & 
21cd var. Cat. £38+ $30 

957 1d red variety "RA" joined plus two horizontal pairs of Die II, single Die II showing white flaw on emu & two Die I singles 
deep carmine without apparent varieties. All used, the pairs with cds. (8) $25 

958 1d red used range of shades & minor varieties on album page. Good to fine. (49) $30 
959 4d lemon yellow. Superb used with neat part Jarrahdale cds. SG 22b Cat. £14+ $20 
960 5d chestnut used range nearly all with WA cds's. Noted Sharks Bay full strike. Most cds's are 1921/23 period. (56) $40 
961 1/4d turquoise used x 9 incl 3 pairs plus CofA wmk 1/4d used x 14 incl strip of 3 & 2 pairs. Good to fine on album page. $50 
962 1918-20 Large Multiple watermark ½d green pair MLH with left stamp showing "thin fraction" at right plus 1½d chocolate 

marginal MUH single wmk inverted. ACSC 65(5)m & 86Ca $120 
963 1d green pair MLH with left unit "flaw under neck" plus pair MLH with right unit "Ferns" flaw. ACSC 78 (4) h & in Cat. $75 $50 
964 1½d black brown upper left block of 42 with selvedge &gutter intact with varieties ACSC 84 (1) d, e & f. Hinged on selvedge 

only. Min SG cat. £170 + premium for MUH & vars. $200 
965 1918-23 Single watermark ½d orange top left marginal block of 42. Only 1 MLH attaching perf separated gutter otherwise 

fresh MUH. Shows varieties a & b from electro 6 at 6L11 & 6L29 positions. ACSC V7 (see Plate 6) $150 
966 1½d black-brown with inverted wmk. Centred low. MLH SG 58w  £30 $10 
967 4d violet lightly used with indistinct cancel, but showing variety "FOUR PENCE" in thinner letters. SG 64b Cat. £275  $120 
968 4d blue used selection with mostly cds examples on album page. Odd fault, but many fine. No varieties seen. (56) $80 
969 1/4d pale blue Well centred, slightly fluffy perfs & MLH. SG 66 Cat. £55 $20 
970 1/4d pale blue. Centred left but fine MLH with strong colour. SG 66 Cat. £65 $30 
971 1/4d dull greenish-blue MLH, centred a little high. SG 66a Retail $110 $40 
972 1924 No watermark 1d green right pane block of 15 MUH with left gutter & lower pane showing part of Harrison imprint. 

Selvedge worn in places & vert bend but do not detract from an attractive multiple. ACSC 79 (3). $70 
973 1d green upper left block of 42 fresh MUH, hinged in top selvedge only. Shows ACSC varieties 79(4) d, c, f & g. Superb. $250 
974 1924 Single watermark ½d Cyprus green MLH & well centred. ACSC 63h $20 
975 1d green & 1½d red in AJ Mullet imprint pairs plus 1926/30 small mult wmk perf 13½x12½ 1d green, 1½d red & 2d red 

brown (latter both 14) also in Mullett imprint pairs. MUH/MLH. ACSC Cat. $700+ for blocks. (5 pairs) $200 
976 2d red brown TS Harrison & 3d blue Die Ia Mullett imprint pairs with fold through gutter; the 2d MUH & 3d MVLH in gutter. 

ACSC 97z Cat. $350 as MUH block & 105z (plate 3) Cat. $350 as MLH block. $180 
977 3d dull ultramarine Die I MUH block of 4. Suntan stripes on gum & centred to left. Upper left stamp showing variety break in 

emu's leg. ACSC 104 incl variety "1". $150 
978 4½d violet Die I range of 5 F/U positioned varieties. Incls ACSC 118 (3) g & m. (5) $50 
979 4½d violet TS Harrison imprint pair MLH in lower selvedge only. This is the "no flaws" type. Fresh & scarce. ACSC 118z 

Cat. $750 MLH as block $450 
980 1926-30 SM watermark Perf 13½x12½ ½d to 1/4d set of 16 excl. 1d green Die II, but incl 4½d Die II. F/U $30 
981 ½d orange John Ash imprint pair MUH (aged) with ACSC variety "break in top frame left of crown". ACSC 68 (9)z but pair. $20 
982 ½d orange John Ash imprint block of 4 MUH with gutter fold & additional light bend. Shows ACSC variety "break in top 

frame left of crown". Well centred with full perfs. ACSC 68(9)z $30 
983 1d green Die I/II in horizontal pair MVLH. ACSC 81(1)fa Cat. $60 $35 
984 1d green & CofA 3d blue Die II John Ash imprint pairs. The latter with hinge mark in gutter. Both items folded through 

gutter, the former with "N" over "N" & the latter "N" over "A" in imprint. ACSC 81(2)z & 109z (plate 7) Cat. $340 as blocks. $100 
985 1½d scarlet John Ash imprint blocks of 4 MLH with both "N" over "A" & "N" over "N" imprint types. ACSC 91 (1) zb & 

91 (2) zh showing "scratch in front of King's forehead". Cat. $110+ $60 
986 1½d brown John Ash imprint block with "N" over "A". MVLH in top selvedge. Handle with care when viewing as perfs at 

right of gutter are separating. ACSC 39zc Cat. $60 $30 
987 2d red Die II collection of good to F/U positioned varieties from the left pane of Plate 1 incls ACSC 1L8, 1L15, 1L16, 1L18, 

1L20, 1L22, 1L30-1L35, 1L38-1L41, 1L49, 1L54, 1L55, 1L57 &1L60. (21) $130 
988 2d red Die II collection of used positioned varieties from the left pane of Plate 2 incls ACSC 2L1, 2L6, 2L9-2L11, 

2L14-2L16, 2L20, 2L21, 2L25, 2L26, 2L28, 2L29, 2L30, 2L45, 2L46, 2L59 & 2L60. (18) $100 
989 2d red Die II collection of used positioned varieties from the right pane of Plate 1 incls ACSC 100 (1) g, h, i & k. (18) $100 
990 2d red Die II collection of used positioned varieties from the right pane of Plate 2 includes ACSC 100 (2) e, f, g, h, i & k. (21) $120 
991 2d red Die III collection of good to F/U positioned varieties includes ACSC 102d, ACSC 103d,f,h,i & g. (6) $40 
992 3d blue Die II John Ash imprint. MVLH in selvedge only. Mild fold through selvedge. ACSC 108z Cat. $125 as block of 4. $40 
993 3d blue Die II John Ash imprint pair MUH. Rich colour & full perfs. ACSC 108z Cat. $200 for block $75 
994 5d chestnut John Ash imprint block. MLH in gutter with stamps MUH. Imprint guillotined at base with only top line visible. 

ACSC 126z $100 
995 5d brown Die II collection of good to F/U positioned varieties from the left pane of Plate 2 incls ACSC 126 (2) d, e & f. (15) $180 
996 5d brown Die II range of good to F/U positioned varieties from the right pane of Plate 2 incls ACSC 126 (2) h, i & k. (19) $200 
997 5d brown Die II collection of good to F/U positioned varieties from the right pane of Plate 3 incls ACSC 127 (3) i,k,l & m (19) $200 
998 5d brown Die II collection of good to F/U positioned varieties from the upper left pane of Plate 3 incls ACSC 127 (3) d, e, 

f & g. (17) $180 
999 5d brown Die II collection of used positioned varieties from the lower left pane of Plate 3 includes ACSC 127 (3) h (13) $120 

1000 1/4d turquoise. A couple of shortish perfs bottom left. MLH & well centred. SG 104 Cat. £85 $50 
1001 1926-30 SM watermark Perf. 14 ½d-1/4d set of 8 perf. 14. F/U SG 85/93 Cat. £160 $40 
1002 1½d golden scarlet Die II John Ash imprint pair. MUH showing ACSC 91 (4)k variety "ST joined" in right unit. 

ACSC 91(4) zb (but pair only) $50 
1003 1½d rose red MUH horizontal pairs x 2 each showing ACSC 91 (4) h variety "dot before THREE". ACSC Cat. $70 $50 
1004 3d blue in A. Mullett imprint block of 4 with the lower-stamps being Die A & B, both MUH. Unfortunately, some perfs are 

foxed & overall gum is evenly toned, reflected in reserve. ACSC V101z $80 
1005 4½d violet John Ash imprint pair MLH in gutter with stamps MUH. Perf separation at right of gutter. ACSC 119z Cat $400 

as MUH block. $80 
1006 1/4d pale greenish blue Mullett imprint pair hinged in gutter with one stamp touched by hinge. A light gum bend diagonally 

with another on selvedge do not detract but mentioned for accuracy. Superb frontal appearance. SG 93 $250 
1007 1931-36 C of A watermark ½d orange imprint pair MLH with variety "break in top frame left of crown". ACSC 69(9)z 

Cat. $60 (for block) $30 
1008 ½d orange pair from top of sheet with 2 vertical perfs missing on 3 rows of selvedge MLH. Also 2d brown single wmk pair & 

Ash imprint pairs of CofA 2d perf. 13½ x 12½ & 2d on 1½d (sliced "O" variety at left) all fine MLH. (4 items) $50 
1009 3d blue lower left corner block of 4 with stamps MUH. Diagonal crease in gutter & light bend visible in one stamp. Fresh 

frontal appearance & strong wmk image through selvedge. Attractive. ACSC 109 Cat. $300+ $150 
1010 4d olive John Ash imprint "N" over "N" gutter pair. MVLH in gutter only with stamps fresh MUH. ACSC 117(4)za 

Cat. $225 as MLH block. $80 
1011 5d chestnut left marginal pair MUH. ACSC  127 $30 



1012 5d chestnut John Ash imprint block of 4 MLH. Hinge remnants at top (touching one stamp) & in lower selvedge. Plate 3. 
ACSC 127 (3)z Cat. $150 $75 

1013 1/4d greenish blue John Ash imprint block of 4 MLH in top of gutter with stamps MUH. Very light vert gum bend next to 
gutter but fresh & stunning. ACSC 131z Cat. $750 $400 

1014 1/4d turquoise MLH centred slightly to right but clear of perfs. SG 131 Retail $110+ $30 
1015 1/4d turquoise. MUH centred low to right. ACSC 130  SG 131 $30 
1016 1/4d turquoise MUH centred down but clear of perfs. SG 131 $80 

 OFFICIALS  
1017 1913 1d red kangaroo Die I perfined large OS top left corner block of 18. Hinged in selvedge only with R1/4 showing variety 

frame broken at right 4½mm from top. A lovely fresh block with gutter at right. SG O2 Cat. £15 x 18 + premium for MUH & 
positional block. $400 

1018 1913 2½d indigo kangaroo perfined large OS. Fine MUH, centred slightly up & to right SG O4 Cat.£325 + premium as MUH $280 
1019 1913 2½d indigo kangaroo perfined large OS. Fresh MUH, centred up & slightly to right. Superb gum & perfs. SG O4 $300 
1020 1913 2½d indigo kangaroo block of 4 perfined small OS. MLH with barest hinge traces on all units. Scarce multiple with 

excellent perfs & centring. SG O4, ACSC 9A66 Cat. $1700 + premium for multiple $1,000 
1021 1913 4d orange & 1/- emerald kangaroos perfined large OS. Both F/U. SG O6 & O10 Cat. £45 $15 
1022 1915 3d olive Die I lower margin single perfined OS NSW. MLH & well centred with good perfs. ACSC K10 $60 
1023 1915 3d olive Die I lower margin single perfined OS NSW with JBC Monogram. MLH Very scarce. ACSC 13ze Cat. $500 

plus premium for OS. $200 
1024 1915 9d violet kangaroo perfined small OS. F/U SG 034 Cat. £85 $40 
1025 1915 2/- brown kangaroo perfined small OS. Good to F/U with part cds's. Minor corner wrinkle but well centred. SG O36 $60 
1026 1915 5/- grey & yellow kangaroo perfined small OS. F/U by crisp light cds & good perfs. Centred top left. SG O37 Cat. £170 $60 
1027 1915 5/- grey & yellow kangaroo perfined small OS. Good to fine used with part cds's. Well centred. SG O37 Retails $290 $100 
1028 1915 5/- grey & yellow kangaroo perfined small OS. Fresh MUH although minute gum mark in centre. Well centred & good 

perfs. SG O37 Cat. £1200+ (see inside front cover) $800 
1029 1915 3d yellow-olive & 1/- emerald kangaroos perfined small OS. Both fresh MLH. SG O45 & O48 Cat. £80 $25 
1030 1915 10/- grey & pink kangaroo perfined OS. Centred low with fluffy top perfs. F/U with corner cds. SG O51 Cat. £65 $20 
1031 1915 £2 black & rose kangaroo perfined small "OS" F/U with neat corner cancel. Centred slightly up & to right but with good 

perfs all round. Basel (2002) cert. SG O53, ACSC 56Cwa Cat. $3500. (see front cover) $1,900 
1032 1918 1d carmine KGV perfined OS. MUH centred to right. Lovely stamp, very fresh. SG O63 Cat. £180 + premium for MUH $200 
1033 1923 6d chestnut kangaroo John Ash imprint gutter block of 8 perfined OS. Two stamps & gutter MLH otherwise fine MUH. 

Bottom selvedge also perfined OS. Shows "hairline" variety. A superb Official item rarely seen. SG O76var. $1,000 
1034 1923 £1 grey kangaroo perfined small OS lightly used. "O" of "OS" intrudes into left margin & thus damages perfs. Well 

centred. SG O78 Cat. £700 (see inside front cover) $250 
1035 1923 £1 grey kangaroo perfined small OS with light corner cancel. Nicely centred & good perfs. SG O78 Cat. £700 $500 
1036 1924 2d red brown KGV perfined small OS. MUH pair with top & left selvedge. Well centred & fault-free. ACSC 97ba Cat. 

$200 + premium. $120 
1037 1926 4d olive small mult wmk perf. 14 perfined small OS. MUH Centred to right but fresh MUH & a scarce stamp. SG O94 

Cat. £180+ (see inside front cover) $170 
1038 1929 5/- grey & yellow kangaroo perfined small OS. CTO & well centred. SG O118 $50 
1039 1929 5/- grey & yellow kangaroo perfined small OS CTO with gum. Superb well centred example. SG O118 $60 
1040 1929 5/- grey & yellow kangaroo perfined small OS. F/U with neat corner cds. Well centred with strong colour. SG O118 $60 
1041 1929 5/- grey & yellow kangaroo perfined small OS. MUH centred low. Fresh, with good perfs. SG O118 Cat. £375 plus 

premium for MUH. (see inside front cover) $200 
1042 1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith ovptd OS & CTO. One short perf top of 3d. SG O123/24 $30 
1043 1932 6d chestnut ovpt OS John Ash gutter block of 4. Heavily hinged in top 2 stamps with one slightly thinned as a result. 

Fine MUH otherwise incl selvedge. Good perfs. SG O133 $100 
 POSTAGE DUES  

1044 1946/57 CofA wmk & 1958/60 no wmk 8d, the former a marginal block of 12 (6 x 2) from top left, the latter block of 24 (4 x 
6) from top left pane near gutter plus top margin block of 4 (2 creased) all fresh MUH. SG D127 (Cat. £3.25 x 12) & D138 
(Cat. £6 x 28) $60 

1045 1957 (23rd April) 8d Postage Due First Day Cover on Royal QEII souvenir cover pmkd Elizabeth St PO Melbourne on FDI. 
Serviced by Mappin & Curran (pencil address) Only 1 other example recorded. SG D127 A scarce FDC. (inside back cover) $1,700 

1046 1959 ½d Die II no wmk, full sheet of 120 MUH folded through gutter. Fresh & fine SG D132a $80 
1047 1960 (25th May) 3d & 6d Postage Dues First Day Cover on Wesley Cover Service Kookaburra souvenir cover pmkd 

Largs North, South Aust on FDI. Unaddressed & in fresh cond. SG D134 & D137. Rarely seen & an ideal exhibition item. 
(see inside back cover) $1,500 

 AUSTRALIA - PRE-DECIMAL  
1048 1908 (August) US Fleet postcard unused with state coat of arms embossed together with Crown above British Arms & flags 

of USA & Australia at either side. Clean front, minor soiling on reverse. (see Plate 6) $300 
1049 1910 Competition 1d Essay featuring Madonna & Child reduced to stamp size. Some staining but a rare item. $100 
1050 1911 1d Full Face 1d Coronation Card in chestnut showing KGV framed by Lion & Unicorn. Scarce mint. Good cond. $30 
1051 1913 (17th Nov) 1d Mt Lofty Ranges lettercard with additional 1d kangaroo (damaged corner) & ½d green swan used in 

combination for rate to Austria. Pmkd SHIP ROOM SYDNEY NSW. Opened by removing perforated edge down right side 
otherwise fine. Unusual combination & destination. $100 

1052 1914 6d engraved Kookaburra right corner example with top & right selvedges attached & showing double perforations 
across top. Hinged in selvedge only. A spectacular variety. ACSC 60b (see Plate 3) $180 

1053 1914 6d engraved kookaburra. MLH & perfectly centred. SG 19 $50 
1054 1914 (18th April) "Notification of a Case of Infectious Disease" OHMS pre-printed letter with 1d red Kangaroo. Completed in 

ink manuscript for Ella Annie Douglas of 249 Punt Road, Richmond, 27, with Diphtheria. Incls the name & address of milk 
supplier. A lovely piece of social history. $40 

1055 1915 (13th June) OHMS Registered Perth with red label on long cover to Waterloo. Returned unclaimed, D.L.O.. 14 JUL 15 
boxed cachet & oval LAND TITLES OFFICE rubber stamp of 15 JUL 15. Franked with perf "OS" 1d red block of 4, one 
stamp with "notch in kangaroo's back" variety. Watheroo receival cds of 13 JE 15. Superb. $80 

1056 1916 (15th Nov) Registered combination cover Sydney to London bearing 2½d kangaroo & Tasmania 1½d on 5d tied by 
Registered Sydney cds. Red reg. label & on reverse hooded London 25 DE 16 receival (Christmas Day!). Typewritten "Per 
O.S.S. Co's "SIERRA" in violet at top left. Open at top. A lovely cover. $150 

1057 1917 (28th March) WWI soldiers cover from France with the original letter to his mother back in Mt Gambier. Field Post 
Office 114 cds & Passed Field Censor 2068 oval cachet in mauve, he was serving with the 1st Australian Division 16 Gun 
Company. Very interesting content detailing the local conditions, his visit to the dentist, "three girls actually sleeping in this 
line of huts - I wonder what the world is coming to", and "that the crucial moment is appearing" with regards to troop 
movements. A wonderful insight into a letter home. $75 



1058 1917 (25th Sept) "Notification of a Case of Infectious Disease" OHMS pre-printed letter with 1d red KGV. Completed in ink 
manuscript for Hilda Stratton of 39 Hamburg Street, Richmond, 9, with Diphtheria. Incls the name & address of milk supplier 
& Dr had added in remarks, "8 in family sent to I.D.H." Interesting. $40 

1059 1918 (30th May) OHMS Registered long cover to Broad Arrow with red Perth Reg label & returned (D.L.O.. boxed cachet in 
violet) unclaimed. Franked with 4d yellow orange KGV perf "OS" tied by oval "Registered Perth oval cancel & similarly 
stamped on reverse. Broad Arrow cds of 17 JUN 18, D.L.O.. boxed cachet 18 JUN 1918. Fine cond. $50 

1060 1919 (29th Dec) Postal Stationery A.R. Form 15, "Acknowledgement of Receipt" from Sydney to Bulawago, Rhodesia (cds 
3 FEB 20) with 2½d Kangaroo tied by "REGISTERED SYDNEY N.S.W." cds. Several folds but complete & scarce. $50 

1061 1927 2/- Canberra Booklet complete with 2 panes of 8. Fingerprint ink stains on front means useful space filler or value in 
booklet panes (Retail at $85 ea) SG SB22 $30 

1062 1928 (11th April) 1½d KGV red Letter Card with additional 1½d red KGV added for rate to Germany. Pmkd Sydney with 
neat typed address to Dusseldorf & typed message in German inside. Fine cond as carefully opened. Attractive. $20 

1063 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet. One small thin caused by hinge removal in top selvedge & small tone spot neither easily 
visible from front. Strong colour & no splitting. SG MS 106a Retails $180+ $60 

1064 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet. Light hinge remain on top selvedge only with some gum bends but fresh. Imperf bottom 
margin from base of sheet. SG MS 106a $90 

1065 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet. Light hinge remain & surface adhesion on top selvedge otherwise Post Office fresh with 
superb colour & no splitting. SG MS 106a $100 

1066 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet. Fresh MUH with no perf separation. SG MS106a Retails $280+ $160 
1067 1928 (30th Oct) 3d kookaburra on Exhibition env (printing on reverse flap) pmkd International Philatelic Exhibition 

Melbourne in red. Overall wear but clear pmk. SG 106 $40 
1068 1929 1½d WA Centenary set of blocks Plates 1-8 complete. Hinged in top selvedge only with stamps MUH. Unfortunately 

most with a tone stripe down one side. Fresh frontal appearance. ACSC $10 per block as MLH $20 
1069 1929 1½d WA Centenary re-entry "TR" & neck double variety. MLH & used examples. SG 116a Cat. £55 $30 
1070 1929 1½d WA Centenary re-entry "TR" & neck double variety. MUH in vert. pair. SG 116a Cat. £55+ $30 
1071 1929 3d Airmail used selection mounted on album page. Some with faults. Several with Late Fee cds's.  (48) $30 
1072 1929 3d Airmail Type A in John Ash imprint block of 4 MUH. ACSC $100 $30 
1073 1929 3d Airmail Type A in Plates 2, 3 & 4 upper left corner blocks of 4. All fine MUH. ACSC Cat. $300 $90 
1074 1930 surcharges 2d on 1½d John Ash imprint block of 4 MLH with "sliced O" variety in lower left unit plus marginal 5d on 

4½d pair (toned), the right unit with "narrow last E" variety. ACSC 101zc (block) & 125d (in pair). Cat. $75 $40 
1075 1931 6d Kingsford Smith Airmail in John Ash imprint block of 6. Two small hinge thins on bottom margin otherwise fresh 

MUH/MLH. ACSC 144zd $60 
1076 1931 6d Kingsford Smith Airmail in John Ash imprint strip of 3. Middle stamp MLH with others MUH. Margin edges cut at 

angle. SG 139var. $20 
1077 1931 Kingsford Smith set of 3. Fresh MUH SG 121/23 $10 
1078 1931 (16th Nov) 5d brown KGV perfined OS on Dandenong Registered & pmkd OHMS cover addressed locally but 

subsequently redirected to London still with the original contents of "Notice to Owner or Occupier to Destroy Noxious 
Weeds". Completed by hand & rubber stamp wanting the immediate destruction of Blackbery Bramble & Sweet Briar in the 
Ferntree Gully area. Variety of backstamps. Cover very worn but with letter makes a lovely item. $40 

1079 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Good used with heavyish Perth parcel cancel. A couple of shortish perfs but sound. 
Genuine usage example. SG 143 (see inside front cover) $80 

1080 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. F/U & well centred. SG 143 (see inside front cover) $150 
1081 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Well centred & fresh CTO without gum. SG 143 (see inside front cover) $160 
1082 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Well centred & fresh CTO without gum. SG 143 (see inside front cover) $160 
1083 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. CTO. SG 143 Cat. £190 (see inside front cover) $160 
1084 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. CTO. SG 143 Cat. £190 (see Plate 3) $160 
1085 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. CTO. SG 143 Cat £190 (see Plate 3) $160 
1086 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. CTO. SG 143 Cat. £190 (see Plate 3) $160 
1087 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge with variety "retouch left of bridge" CTO SG 143var (see Plate 3) $220 
1088 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. MLH with fluffy perfs at left otherwise. Ink mark on gum but not affecting fresh, well 

centred frontal appearance. SG 143 (see Plate 3) $200 
1089 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge MLH with fluffy perfs top left otherwise fresh & well centred SG 143 Cat £400 (see Plate 3) $280 
1090 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. MLH & well centred. SG 143 Cat. £400 (see Plate 3) $280 
1091 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. MLH with small hinge remnant. SG 143 Cat. £400 (see Plate 3) $280 
1092 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. MUH but overall light toned gum with minute adhesion. Right marginal example with fresh 

frontal appearance. SG 143 (see Plate 3) $280 
1093 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Fresh MVLH & reasonably centred. SG 143 Cat. £400 (see Plate 3) $300 
1094 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge with variety "retouch left of bridge". MVLH & well centred. SG 143var. (see front cover) $400 
1095 1933 (21st Feb) O.H.M.S. cover to USA bearing 6d chestnut kangaroo tied by Public Offices Victoria cds & with red 

registration label of PUBLIC OFFICES Victoria at left. Hanover N.H. registered receival & "Seattle Wash. (Term. Sta)" 
transit, both struck in violet on reverse, which also has Public Offices & Registered Melbourne cds's. Small tears at right, 
base & on flap, but otherwise fine. $200 

1096 1933 (30th Mar) OHMS Registered with Perth, black & blue label, on long cover returned unclaimed to Office of Titles. 
Original receiving office Kenwick (suburban Perth) with date error 28 MY 44 in cds. Franked with 5d KGV perf "OS" tied by 
Reg Perth cds. Endorsed "address unknown" & "Please return to sender". Good cond. $80 

1097 1933 (3rd April) 3c US Oglethorpe cancelled with Melbourne roller cancel with "S.S. MONTEREY" Paquebot cachet in 
purple placed across stamp. Addressed to Philadelphia. Good cond. $20 

1098 1934 1/- Cent of Victoria Perf. 10½ in John Ash imprint gutter block of 4. Lightly mounted in gutter only. Fresh, well centred 
& good perfs. ACSC 153z Cat. $200 $150 

1099 1934 Macarthur set of 3. Fresh MLH SG 150/152 $10 
1100 1934 9d Macarthur. Fresh MUH. Retails $70 SG 152 $40 
1101 1934 (30th Jan) Taxed covers with the same date from Fremantle to Perth each bearing pair of 2d red KGV & with "T4D" 

mark in black & marginal postage dues affixed (4d on one cover, pair of 1d on the other). Long envelopes with minor 
tearing in course of opening. (2) $30 

1102 1934 (27th Sept) Registered Airmail cover to Sweden with 3d Vic Cent x 2 & 3d Airmail pmkd Registered Sydney. B/S 
Perth & Sydney Reg. Most attractive & unusual usage. $30 

1103 1935 1/- Anzac in John Ash gutter imprint block of 4. Lightly mounted in gutter only. Ragged perfs in places reflected in 
estimate. ACSC 165zb Cat $300 $75 

1104 1935 2/- Silver Jubilee imprint pair, stamps MUH, imprint with hinge marks. Fresh. ACSC $375 for block MUH $50 
1105 1935 2/- Silver Jubilee plate 1 (UL) block of 4, MLH in selvedge & minor surface soiling, but all stamps fine MUH. ACSC 

$225 MLH, $375 MUH $90 
1106 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 3. Fine MUH & well-centred set. SG 156/58 $30 



1107 1935 (10th June) Woomelang Registered cover addressed to Czechoslovakia with 2d & 3d Jubilee & 3d Macarthur with 
Woomelang cds's & matching Reg label. B/S Melbourne Reg & Prague. Attractive genuine usage. $25 

1108 1935 (14th Oct) 5d KGV brown Registered stationary env with additional 7 x KGV, 1/6 Hermes & 3d Vic Cent addressed to 
England with 10 x TOOGOOLAWAH cds's & Reg label. Backstamped Brisbane Registered. A lovely cover. $70 

1109 1936 Cent of South Aust set of 3 in John Ash imprint gutter blocks of 4. Each with small hinge mark in gutter only. 1/- has 
been lightly folded down centre otherwise fresh, well centred with good perfs. ACSC 171/73z Cat. $100 $60 

1110 1937 3d blue KGVI Die I MUH SG 168 $20 
1111 1937 NSW set of 3 in John Ash imprint blocks of 4, 2d & 3d with gutter. 9d has 2 stamps MLH with others in gutter only. 

Fresh. ACSC 175/77zh, za & za Cat. $80 $50 
1112 1937/49 1d green QM Perf 15x14 coil strip of 3 with uniformly large holes. Centred high but fresh MUH. Retails at $200+ $50 
1113 1937/49 3d blue Die I & Die Ia KGVI singles MLH & well centred. SG 168/168b Retail $120 $40 
1114 1937/49 Robes on thin paper set of 3 in fine used blocks of 4 with neat Melbourne cds's. 5/- is bottom right imprint block. 

Fresh, rarely seen & most attractive. SG 176a/8a (see Plate 3) $500 
1115 1937/49 Robes set of 3 on thin paper, the 5/- on tinted paper with small hinge remnant, while the 10/- & £1 fresh MVLH. 

The £1 has perfect centering. SG 176a/8a $50 
1116 1937/49 Robes on thin paper set of 3 MUH. All fresh, with the £1 centred slightly high. SG 176a/8a $60 
1117 1938 £1 Robes on thick paper. Fresh MUH. SG 178 $50 
1118 1949 £1 Robes on thin paper. Fine used examples x 10. Some with minor faults but essentially sound. SG 178a Cat. £650 $200 
1119 1940's 9d platypus & 1/- lyrebird on "Wilson & Johns Nurserymen, Seedsmen & Florists" company env addressed to 

Cornwall, England pmkd Perth. Attractive genuine usage. $10 
1120 1940 (5th Sept) green "Active Service" env with Palestine 10m & 50m stamps tied by "DIV SUPPLY H.Q. P.O. SM 1" cds. 

Addr. to South Melbourne with PASSED BY CENSOR NO. 1545 crown cachet. Roughly opened but remains in good cond. $30 
1121 1940 (16th Oct) 3d AIF pmkd Cremorne on hand addressed cover to Canada with Lady Gowrie Red Cross Appeal 

cinderella attached top right. Attractive. $20 
1122 1940/45 WWII "Australian Army Operations" poster opening up to reveal several maps showing "Middle East", "New 

Guinea", "Pacific Islands", "Malay & Islands" & "Borneo" theatres of war with list of dates & operations on the reverse. 
Folded in half but in good cond. Unusual. $30 

1123 1941 (28th March) Registered Censor cover addressed to Tientsin, China with 3d KGVI pair pmkd Carlton North. Opened 
by Censor tab at left & "PASSED BY CENSOR 29" cachet. Tienstin arrival cds's on reverse. A scarce destination. $40 

1124 1941 (21st June) Claremont, WA cds tying 2d KGV Jubilee to matching sepia postcard. 1d QM on reverse pmkd Essendon 
& addressed by h/s to Essendon. Is this Australia's first Maxicard? Excellent cond. $30 

1125 1942 1d QE maroon coil strip of 10 with coil join. Odd perf fault but MUH. SG 181a Cat. £70+ $25 
1126 1942 (30th March) Stampless censored cover from Genova (Genoa) to an Italian POW at Murchison, redirected with violet 

"P.O.W. CAMP MYRTLEFORD, VIC" cachet, the reverse with the scarce boxed "NOT KNOWN A Compound…B 
Compound… No. 5 P.W. Group MYRTLEFORD". Two Opened by Censor tabs & cachets for Italy & Australia. Incls original 
correspondence. Worn edges but rarely seen & clear cachets. (see Plate 6) $200 

1127 1942 (10th July) Perth slogan on 3d KGVI Censor cover addressed to New York but subsequently taxed & then 
readdressed to Philadelphia. Censor label & cachet with "DUE 2 CENTS" circle & "Advise correspondents or publishers of 
your correct address" cachets in black. Backstamped Castle Point NY. Unusual. $30 

1128 1942 hand addressed cover to Melbourne with "SERVICES OF PRISONERS OF WAR", "PASSED BY CENSOR" & 
"Approved for Transmission by Camp Commandant 2/No.18" cachets in purple & "Business Letter" & "English Language" 
added by hand. Opened by Censor 3 label on reverse tied by cachet also. Sent to Australian Jewish Welfare Society from a 
Walter Stern, Hut 6, B Compound, No. 2 Camp, Tatura. Fine cond. $50 

1129 1943 (11th Feb) Censor cover to Barclays Bank, Military Dept, Alexandria, Egypt with 2½d KGVI cancelled Melbourne with 
"3 Opened by Censor" tab & tied by matching cachet in mauve. Egyptian "CENSORSHIP DEP." circle also on front. B/S 
Cairo & Alexandria. Good cond. $25 

1130 1943 (20th May) Prisoner of War letter from Stalag VIIIB to a relative in South Perth by air via North America. Various 
cachets incl "POSTFREE". $30 

1131 1943 £1 War Savings Certificate franked 1943 with 1950 redeemable date. Vertical fold but fine. Also 1912 City Mutual Life 
Assurance Society Ltd Annual Bonus Certificate showing £3 bonus on policy for £203. Fine. (2 items) $50 

1132 1944 1d QE brown coil strip of 6. MUH SG 203a Cat. £66 $20 
1133 1944 (29th Aug) POW printed lettersheet used to Italy from Murchison Camp with single line "No. 13 P.W. GP 

MURCHISON" & "3 PASSED BY CENSOR 234" cachet on front & back with matching Censor label. Melbourne slogan & 
Frosinone arrival cds. Fine cond. $80 

1134 1944 (4th Dec) 2d purple KGVI block of 6 on Registered kangaroo illust cover. Typed address with GPO Sydney cds's & 
matching Reg label. Slightly worn with attempted address removal bottom right. Remains attractive. $30 

1135 1946 4½d Registered Defence Force wrapper "Air Medal Section". Very fine unfolded. Scarce. $50 
1136 1947 (8th Sept) Newcastle 150th Anniv Philatelic Exhibition cover with set of 3 pmkd exhib cancel with matching h/s 

Registration label. Neat typed address with Sydney arrival cds. $20 
1137 1947 (8th Sept) Newcastle Registered FDC addressed to Military Hospital in Karachi, India pmkd GPO Sydney Reg. "To 

FPO" in hand & "SERVICE SUSPENDED" h/s in red. D.L.O. MADRAS & D.L.O. BOMBAY cancels on reverse & 
subsequently "DEAD LETTER OFFICE SYDNEY" in red on reverse. Highly unusual & attractive.  $40 

1138 1947 5d Derwent River preliminary pencil drawing with annotations by the artist James Berry. This was the basis for one of 
the eighteen essays submitted for the Pictorial Definitive Series but which were sadly disallowed due to him not being an 
Australian resident. Exc. cond.  $200 

1139 1947 1/- Horses preliminary pencil drawing with annotations for the essay submission again by James Berry. Lovely 
thematic appeal.  $200 

1140 1947 1/4d Hawkesbury River pencil drawing again with annotations by James Berry. The final design is illustrated in his 
biography, "The Image Maker" by Tye. A lovely exhibition item. (see Plate 6) $200 

1141 1949/50 Arms £1 & £2 overprinted SPECIMEN. MLH verging on MUH. SG 224cs/ds $40 
1142 1949/50 Arms set of 3 to £2 overprinted SPECIMEN. Mint hinged with hinge remainders. SG 224bs/ds Cat. £140 $40 
1143 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2. Fresh MUH SG 224a/d $100 
1144 1951 1½d KGVI purple brown imprint block of 4 with double perfs on left selvedge not reaching stamps. MUH Normal for 

comparison, unusual. SG 237c var. $40 
1145 1952/65 2/6d aboriginal with wmk sideways inverted (top of crown facing to the left as seen from behind). Used with small 

tear at base not initially apparent. A damaged pair sold for $5500 at auction in April 2011. The ACSC states that only two 
examples are recorded. However this, the auctioned pair & another pair offered by a dealer for $15,000, were all 
discovered in the past 12 months. SG 253aw Cat. £5000 (see front cover) $2,000 

1146 1953 3/6d with wmk booklets x 2, 1957 4/- & 1962 5/- (with 2 panes 5d red). All complete & fine though minor creasing to 
cover of one 1953 booklet. SG SB31, SB33 & SB 38 Cat. £87 (4) $40 

1147 1953 3d deep green QEII with stunning ink smear extending to selvedge resulting in smudged effect to rear of profile. MUH 
with gutter unit to left. SG 262 var. $50 

725 725 



1148 1953 1d QEII purple on Tucks colour postcard of QEII. Pmkd Croydon North 20 Nov. A couple of tone spots on reverse & 
light corner crease but not detracting. $15 

1149 1954 3½d Royal Visit re-entry flaw in marginal block of 4. MUH SG 272a Cat. £42 $20 
1150 1954 3½d Royal Visit red with "Retouch to Dukes forehead State I" variety. Fine used with neat SNUG Tasmania cds clear 

of variety. ACSC 308j Cat. $300 $75 
1151 1954 3½d Royal Visit early maxicard with stamp on Carle's, Quebec postcard of Royal couple & pmkd Croydon North 26th 

Feb. Exc. cond. $20 
1152 1954 (2nd Aug) WAPEX 1954 commem pmk in red on 3½d swan on Guthrie illustrated FDC. Hand stamped address in 

mauve. Excellent cond. $20 
1153 1954 (7th Aug) REDeX Around Australia Reliability Trial postcard carried by Competitor No. 44 with set of 3 cinderellas 

attached, signed & posted from Sydney with 3d Peace stamp after completion. Rarely seen with the vignettes & posted. 
Good cond. $20 

1154 1955 (20th May) Reg Airmail env addressed to Austria with pair of 2/6d Aborigine, 1/- lyrebird, 2d QM & 3½d Memorial pair 
pmkd Arncliffe, NSW with matching Reg label. "Second Class Airmail Commercial Papers" added in hand. B/S Wien 28 V 
55. Sone corner wear but lovely genuine commercial usage. $25 

1155 1955 (16th Nov) Registered Airmail cover with range of commems pmkd Mt Isa with matching Reg label hand addressed to 
Czechoslovakia. Stopped by customs & received Prague Currency Control label & cachet. Unusual. Good cond. $20 

1156 1957 3½d Christmas re-entry flaw in corner marginal block of 4. MUH SG 298a $10 
1157 1958 2/- Qantas re-entry flaw in MUH block of 4. SG 301a Cat. £30 $20 
1158 1960 Pre-printed ppc to MacMillan, GB Prime Minister, c/o Summit Meeting, Paris requesting "that agreement is reached 

TO BAN ALL A-TESTS FOR EVER and TO BEGIN NOW to take other steps in the direction of general and complete 
disarmament". Additional comment from signee. 6d kookaburra & 8d tiger cat with slogan Melbourne cancel. Lovely item of 
social history. $25 

1159 1962 (22nd Nov) 5d Commonwealth Games pmkd with pictorial "Village Perth" cds on a hand coloured Isle of Man Team 
illust cover. Most unusual. Exc. cond. $25 

1160 1962 British Empire & Commonwealth Games set of 25 diff pictorial cachets on separate covers addressed to USA & all 
bearing 5d & 2/3d issues. Illustrated WCS covers with typed addresses. Set of 25 is APM cat. at $350 $200 

1161 1963 5d green corner block of 15 from uncut booklet pane, imperf between on all stamps & wide imperf at left & at base. 
Fresh MUH. SG 354b $20 

1162 1963/65 Navigators set of 6 to £2. MUH SG 355/60 $100 
1163 1963/65 Navigators set of 8 to £2 with both papers in the 10/- & £1. Fine MUH SG 355/60 with "a" nos. Retails $280 $120 
1164 1964 £1 Bass Navigator MUH & well centred. SG 359 Retails at $60 $20 
1165 1964 £2 King Navigator MLH. SG 360 Retails at $75 $35 
1166 1964 £2 King Navigator MUH & well centred. SG 360 Retails at $90 $50 
1167 1963/64 Navigators overprinted SPECIMEN. Set of 4 MUH & well centred. SG 357/60s Cat. £450 (see Plate 3) $300 
1168 1964 5/- Cattle on white paper MUH & well centred. SG 327a $50 
1169 1965 1/6d Galah marginal strip of 5 with "sloping grey line across stump" variety BW 417i, 2/- Whistler "break in branch" 

variety in pair BW 418d & 2/6d Robin with green line under " USTR" variety in pair. BW 421d. All MUH (3) $25 
1170 1965 5d Hargrave block of 9 with part selvedge showing "kink in outer line of tail-fin" variety. MUH ACSC 433d $10 
1171 1965 5d Monash &  5d Christmas sheets of 60. MUH with some edge wear. SG 378 & 381 $10 
1172 1968 50c Australia Defence Forces booklets x 2. Both with QEII 5¢ x 10. SG MB2 Cat. £50 per booklet (2) $60 

 AUSTRALIA - PRE-DECIMAL FIRST DAY COVERS  
1173 1927 (9th May) 1½d Parliament House plain FDC pmkd with Canberra, ACT cds. Hand addressed to New Zealand. Worn 

cond with 2 tone spots not affecting stamps. Nice Canberra usage. SG 105 $50 
1174 1927 (9th May) 1½d Parliament House plain FDC with neat typed address & pmkd Auburn, Vic. Fresh & fault free. SG 105 $120 
1175 1930 (12th June) 1½d & 3d Sturt perfined OS on House of Representatives cover (imprint on flap) pmkd Canberra 930PM 

12 JUN 1930 F.C.T. AUST. Minor blemishes. Hand addressed to Mr HJ Stacy, Port Pierie, South Aust. Whilst this is 10 
days after the issue of the normal stamps, Rod Perry confirms this is the first day they were available for use. ACSC 140ya $3,000 

1176 1932 (14th March) Sydney Harbour Bridge set of 4 on Perth Registered First Day Cover. Plain cover with neat typed 
address to Mrs SY Garnsworthy. R6 Reg label bottom left. B/S Perth Reg & Subiaco. Some light gum staining in places 
around stamp edges & small spot on cover  next to the address but neither detract from a scarce & attractive cover. ACSC 
148ya Catalogue states "only three covers have been recorded with all four stamps." (see inside back cover) $5,000 

1177 1936 (3rd Aug) South Aust Centenary set of 3 on Perth Registered FDC. Typed address with Claremont backstamp. Good 
cond. SG 161/63 $150 

1178 1937 (2nd Aug) 3d KGVI Die I (SG 168) FDC on Philatelic Investments Corp Asia Souvenir cover pmkd Sydney 22. 
Reverse of env has Kookaburra illustrated advert for PIC, 178 Castlereagh St, listing the services provided. Hinge marks on 
reverse & odd staining but a rarely seen cover. $40 

1179 1937 (1st Oct) NSW Sesqui-Cent set of 3 FDC on illust Perth Registered cover with typed address. A clean & attractive 
FDC. SG 193/95 $20 

1180 1938 (1st Feb) 4d koala on Kufner FDC with typed address & pmkd Victoria Market with additional Melbourne slogan for 
same date. Some marks on cover. $10 

1181 1938 (1st Sept) 9d platypus on Kufner FDC. Hand addressed & pmkd North Melbourne. Light staining & corner dent not 
affecting stamp. $20 

1182 1938 (3rd Oct) ½d kangaroo & 1/4d KGVI on Registered Kufner FDC neatly hand addressed & pmkd Victoria Market, 
Melbourne with matching Reg label. Light staining but a difficult cover at the best of times let alone a Kufner. $50 

1183 1938 (1st Dec) 5d ram on Kufner FDC. Neat typed address with North Melbourne cds. Light staining. Shows characteristic 
kangaroo, lyrebird & emu. $20 

1184 1942 (12th Feb) 5½d emu on First Day Cover on Hunter Stamp Company map & flag cover. Clear Geraldton cds. Corner 
crease bottom left otherwise fine. Typed address. ACSC 232y Cover sold in Rod Perry's sale in 1997 for $6500. Only 3 
recorded examples. (see inside back cover) $7,000 

1185 1942 (25th March) 3½d blue KGVI on plain cover First Day Cover. Crisp GPO SYDNEY 130 N.S.W AUST cds &  neat 
typed address to Hayward C Parish. The ACSC 231y states "A purported First Day Cover is known dated 25 March 1942". 
Like JC Thompson, HC Parish worked at the Sydney GPO & it is noteworthy that this cover is cancelled with the same No. 
130 cds usually applied to the Thompson covers. Excellent cond & rare. (see inside back cover) $7,500 

1186 1947 (8th Sept) Newcastle FDC on illust cover sith set pmkd Melbourne to Czechoslovakia. Attractive usage. SG 219/221 $10 
1187 1949 (11th April) 5/- Arms on FDC hand addressed with 2 neat Parliament House Canberra cds's. Some very light staining 

from gum on env but difficult to see. SG 224a $30 
1188 1951 (31st Oct) 7½d KGVI block of 4 on Challis FDC with neat typed address & pmkd GPO Perth. Excellent cond. $20 
1189 1952 (20th Feb) 4½d scarlet KGVI hand painted Ogden First Day Cover. Beautifully illustrated with a lovely Kookaburra. 

Pmkd Coburg & neatly hand addressed to England. Very good cond. A scarce FDC. (see inside back cover) $350 
1190 1953 (21st April) 3½d brown-red QEII hand painted Ogden First Day Cover complete with b&w photo of QEII integrated into 

design. Coburg  N13 No. 1 cds. Hand addressed to England. A fine example of this rare privately produced FDC. $350 



1191 1953 (25th May) QEII Coronation set of 3 on Challis Airmail Registered FDC pmkd GPO Perth addressed to Nigeria. B/S 
Lagos & Bukuru, Nigeria. An unusual destination. SG 264/66 $25 

1192 1954 (3rd Feb) Royal Visit set of 3 on Boan‟s illust FDC. Hand addressed & pmkd GPO Perth. Open at top. A difficult make 
of FDC to find. $20 

1193 1955 (17th Oct) SA Stamp Cent FDC on Royal illust cover with additional 1/0½d QEII, ½d kangaroo & 4d koala for Airmail 
rate to Czechoslovakia & pmkd with "AUSTRALASIAN NATIONAL PHILATELIC EXHIBITION" cds's in red. Rarely seen 
with overseas usage. Fine cond. $25 

1194 1958 (6th Jan) Qantas Challis Registered FDC pmkd Perth. Exc. cond. SG 301 $20 
1195 1958 War Memorial pair, Broken Hill block of 4 & Christmas in pairs all on Challis FDC's. Perth cds's. (3) $30 
1196 1958 (27th Aug) 8d Tasman & Kingsford Smith block of 4 on Challis Registered FDC pmkd GPO Perth. SG 304 $20 
1197 1959 (3rd Sept) 3½d Young Farmers block of 4 on Challis Registered FDC pmkd GPO Perth. SG 267 $15 
1198 1959 (9th Sept) 1/- platypus block of 4 on Challis Registered FDC pmkd GPO Perth. SG 320 $20 
1199 1959 (21st Oct) 9d kangaroo block of 4 on Challis Registered FDC pmkd GPO Perth. SG 318 $20 
1200 1959 1d, 3d, 3½d & 4d QEII defins in blocks of 4 on 4 Challis FDC's pmkd Perth. Good cond. SG 308 & 311/313 (4) $50 
1201 1959 2/-, 2/3d & 3/- Flowers in blocks of 4 on Challis Registered FDC's. 2/- has "No Attendance" PO sticker attached & 

completed in hand. SG 32/324 & 326 (3) $30 
1202 1959 PO Anniv, Qld Govt & Christmas in blocks of 4 on Challis FDC's pmkd Perth. Good cond. SG 331/33 (3) $30 
1203 1962 (1st Nov) Commonwealth Games set of 2 in Harrison & Sons London imprint blocks of 4 on 2 illust FDC's pmkd GPO 

Perth & neatly hand addressed. Unusual. Good cond., (2) $50 
1204 1964 (1st July) Airmail pair of Challis FDC. Neat typed address & pmkd GPO Perth. Exc cond. $20 
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1205 1966 (26th Jan) PMG envelope with mangled envelope & apologetic letter stating "it is regretted that the enclosed article 
has been damaged in its transmission through the Postal Service as, despite maximum care, this is sometimes 
unavoidable. Please accept my apology for any damage or inconvenience occasioned", signed & with Dead Letter Office 
cachet in red. $20 

1206 1966 3c QE II coils front & back collection of MUH QEII coil varieties incl. ACSC 467 d, e, f, g, h, i, l & k ACSC 468 d, e, & 
ACSC 469 d & e (13 strips) $60 

1207 1966 4¢ red QEII booklet panes set of 6 MUH plus 5¢ on 4¢ complete set of panes MUH. (12 panes, all with selvedge) $100 
1208 1966 4¢ red QEII Plate 20 blocks of 20 x 5 (minus one stamp on one). One number is complete, three from top selvedge & 

one from bottom selvedge are all partially trimmed off. ACSC $30 per block. (5) $30 
1209 1966 6c Honeyeater complete sheet of 100. Folded down gutter. MUH with all ACSC varieties. Rarely seen now in sheets. 

SG 386 $20 
1210 1966 Navigators overprinted SPECIMEN. MUH but $1 has a light crease not apparent from front. SG 400/03s $20 
1211 1966 Navigators overprinted SPECIMEN set of 4 MUH. SG 400/03s $40 
1212 1966 4c Lifesaving Sheet No. block of 4 with "retouch under first A of AUSTRALIA", "retouch below patients foot", "large 

retouch over AL of ROYAL" & "large retouch under swimmers arm" varieties in blocks of 4 with latter in sheet No. block of 
15. MUH ACSC 470d/e/g/zc (4 vars) $20 

1213 1967 4c Banking, 4c Bible, 4c Lions, 4c YWCA, 4c Gynaecology & 5c Christmas in complete sheets of 100. Also a sheet of 
1966 Christmas. All fresh MUH with central PO folds & odd edge wear but containing all the ACSC varieties & excellent for 
further study. (7 sheets) $40 

1214 1967 4c Lions with "joined "ra" of Australia", "retouch left of stars", "retouch under bottom star" & "dent in frame" varieties in 
strip of 5, 8 & block of 6 respectively. Also 2 sheet No. blocks of 4. All MUH. ACSC 475d/e/f/g/za (6 vars) $15 

1215 1968 5c WWW, 5c Olympics, 5c Building Societies & 5c Christmas all in MUH, folded down gutter, sheets of 100 & 5c 
Lighthouses in 2 sheets of 50. MUH (6 sheets) $30 

1216 1968 5c Soil & Medical complete sheet of 100 folded down gutter with thick lines. Fresh MUH SG 426/27 & 427a x 10 $25 
1217 1968 5c Soil & Medical complete sheet of 100 folded down gutter with thick lines. Fresh MUH SG 426/27 & 427a x 10 $25 
1218 1968 5c Soil & Medical folded gutter block of 7 with thick lines & sheet No. MUH. SG 427a x 7 $15 
1219 1968 Famous Aust, 1969 & 1972 Prime Ministers sets of 4 with tabs on FDC's. Scarce. SG 432/35, 446/449 & 505/08 (on 

individual covers) (6) $10 
1220 1969 5c Harbours, 5c NT & 50th Anniv of Flight in MUH, folded down gutter, complete sheets of 100 with 2 sheets of the 

Harbour. The Flight sheet has multiple ACSC varieties. (4 sheets) $25 
1221 1969 (23rd Nov) Vietnam registered cover franked by 5¢ Deakin PM booklet pane from Phan Rang to Australia. Cancelled 

AFPO 5 setup to service the No.2 RAAF Bomber Squadron. Rate: Free Vietnam Forces mail + 25¢ registration (which was 
not free). Very rare Vietnam & Australian Postal Rates item. Ex John Lucaci Large Vermeil medal Vietnam mail collection 
"Australian Defence Postal Services in South Vietnam during the conflict 1962-1972". (see inside back cover) $280 

1222 1970 Cook M/S ovptd ANPEX 1970. 2 x MUH & a CTO with "ANPEX 1970 COOK BICENTENARY CELEBRATIONS 29 
APR 1970" pictorial pmk. All fine cond. (3) $40 

1223 1970 Captain Cook M/S's overprinted "ROYAL VISIT OF QUEEN ELIZABETH II 1977", "TO COMMEMORATE THE 
OPENING OF MELBOURNE AIRPORT AT TULLAMARINE 1st JULY 1970" & the privately perforated M/S. All fresh MUH. 
SG 465 vars. (3) $50 

1224 1970 (20th April) 30c Captain Cook on small FDC. Neat typed address. Stamp pmkd Russell St, Victoria. The scarcest 
decimal FDC. Fresh. Retails at $250+ $60 

1225 1970-1975 2c, 4c & 7c flower coils selection of MUH varieties incl ACSC 535 ce with missing buff & green misplaced (Cat. 
$300), ACSC 535g, ACSC 536 e, i ACSC 530 f, h & ACSC 531d. (6 items) $160 

1226 1971 Christmas Pane of 25 on cream paper. Fine MUH. SG 498ab pane Retails at $85 $30 
1227 1971 Christmas Panes of 25 on cream paper x 4. All fine MUH. SG 498ab pane Retails at $340 (4) $120 
1228 1971 Christmas half sheet of 50 on cream paper. Fine MUH. SG 498a sheet Retails at $160+ $50 
1229 1971 Christmas Pane of 50 on cream paper with adhesion marks on 3 stamps unfortunately affecting both panes, 

otherwise MUH. SG 498a panes $40 
1230 1972 (7th Dec) Final Apollo Mission tracked by the Honeysuckle Tracking Station in ACT. 20c Desert Pea on commem 

cover pmkd Canberra & addressed to Germany. Info insert card inside.  $20 
1231 1973 9¢ on 8¢ gemstone MUH with surcharge grossly misplaced, the bars obliterating "AU" of "AUSTRALIA" and "9¢" 

buried in the opal. MUH SG 579var. $30 
1232 1974 10c Christmas gutter blocks of 20 with pip plate 1 & pip plate 3 at right. MUH ACSC 680za/681zc Cat. $100+ $20 
1233 1974 10c Christmas Plate 1 blocks left (2) & right (3 & block of 6). MUH ACSC Cat. $100 per block. (6 blocks) $100 
1234 1974 10c Christmas Plate 2 right block. Fresh MUH. ACSC states: "The urgency with which printing was undertaken 

resulted in Plate 2 being put to press prior to the plate numbers being engraved. Plate 2 blocks are therefore identified by 
the absence of any numbers adjacent to the perforation pips". Cat. $150 $40 



1235 1974 10c Christmas Plate block accumulation comprising plate 3 (5 left, 16 right); 4 (3 left, 5 right); 5 (22 right); 6 (4 right); 7 
(6 right) & 8 (9 right). All MUH. Average ACSC $15 per block (70 blocks) $150 

1236 1974 35¢ Christmas Plate 2 (left & right) blocks MUH. ACSC Cat. $150 per block. (2 blocks) $50 
1237 1974 35¢ Christmas Plate 2 (right) block of 6 & Plate 3 blocks of 4 & 6, plus no plate strip of 4. All MUH. ACSC Cat. $180+ $30 
1238 1976 Nat Stamp Week M/S ovptd "PHILAS HOUSE APPEAL" No. 08060. PHILAS imprint on the gum of each stamp. MUH $10 
1239 1978 Nat. Stamp Week M/S's x 100, 1980 Nat. Stamp Week x 69, 1984 AUSIPEX x 50 & 1990 Colonial Stamps x 100. All 

MUH FV $470+ $150 
1240 1980 Sydpex National Stamp Week & 1982 Commonwealth Games M/S's each in plate sets of 25 with ovpt numbered 

plate positions. MUH (2 sets) $20 
1241 1984 30c x 2 & 20c marine life pmkd Blackburn, Vic on postcard punched with a Braille message & addressed to Cheshire, 

England. Unusual with thematic appeal. $10 
1242 1984 (23rd May) Wapex Awards Night Menus x 3 incorporating a proof taken from the multi-negative for the 1984 85c 

Clipper Ships issue with full set pmkd "Ships Mail Wapex '84 Perth. Each numbered on the back & one of these is 
numbered "1". Good cond. (3) $20 

1243 1984 Ausipex M/S's overprinted "Aussie Club" in red & "Commemorative Album Souvenir Sheet" in black with no. Both 
MUH Retail at $165 the pair. (2) $30 

1244 1986 Click go the Shears se-tenant strips with Stampex '86 "International Stamp Exhibition" & FIAP in gutter stamp. Each in 
pres. card & additional strip on cover. Fine cond. (3) $10 

1245 1986, 1987, 1990, 1991 & 1992 Koala Research Miniature Sheets incls "SPECIMEN" ovpts & the 1987, 1990 & 1992 
issues signed by the artists, Frank Knight, Daniel Smith & James Luck respectively. Exc. MUH cond. (8) $30 

1246 1987 Priority Paid cover to Hobart from St Ives, NSW with 2 line cachet, "RECEIVED LATE DUE TO AIRLINE 
DIFFICULTIES". Unusual. $20 

1247 1988 (3rd Sept) $1 & $5 Royal Flying Doctor cinderella stamps only valid on post carried by the RFD Service overprinted 
"BELTANA QANTAS OPERA IN THE OUTBACK 3 SEP 1988" in black with corresponding commem cover pmkd Beltana 
via Leigh Creek 5730 with them attached. Not seen before. (2) $15 

1248 1988 Parliament House Canberra Opening by QEII Special Souvenir Stamp Folder issued by Australia Post. Contains both 
37c blocks. Exc. unopened cond. Rarely seen. Also 3 x FDC's with diff ACT pmks. (4 items) $15 

1249 1988 Australia Post Yearbooks in deluxe x 6 & leather editions x 3. Opening at less than FV of $275+. Retail of $880+ (9) $200 
1250 1989 39c Stage & Screen Perf. 14 x 13½. 26 copies MUH. A difficult perf variety. SG 1208a Cat. £225 (30) $30 
1251 1989 Philatas '89 37c Echidna paper & 39c Possum paper Frama Exhibition M/S's with 3 Framas in each on self adhesive 

sheets. (2) $10 
1252 1989 $3.60 Christmas booklet overprinted World Stamp Expo „89 with Washington logo. SG SB68var / Pfeffer  B161(2) 

Retails at $180  $40 
1253 1990 (1st May) Stamp Anniversary block of 10 on FDC postmarked with Perth Swan pictorial cancel with the 

"ANNIVERARY" missing "S" variety. Also a single stamp on souvenir cover with the same pmk. Rarely seen as majority 
were machine cancelled & this was the GPO handstamp for one day only. (2) $20 

1254 1990 Postage Stamp Anniv M/S ovpt Stamp World London '90 in silver. 2 x MUH & 2 x CTO, one with QV Building pmk. 
SG 1253var. Retail $80 (4) $20 

1255 1990/91 Australia Post Collectors' Yearbook in original packaging with Framas, booklets, Across Town labels & self 
adhesives. Excellent cond. Retail at $65 $20 

1256 1991 Across Town Perth & Sydney Postage Paid label Presentation Packs & FDC's. Exc cond. Retail at $80 (4 items) $25 
1257 1993 Women in Parliament in both original & reversed panes of 25. Fine MUH SG 1421/22 var. (2 panes) $20 
1258 1994 Aeropex Aviation Feats Black Plate Proof sheetlet. Numbered in red. Exc. cond. Retails at $55 $20 
1259 1995 (28th April) Cyclone Tracy 20th Anniv Darwin pmk on $1.20 & $2.50 Opal cover. Unaddressed. A scarce cancel not 

advertised. $10 
1260 1995 Peace presentation folder with set of 3 stamps, proofs in black & a 1945 Penny. Exc. cond. $20 
1261 1997 $25 Royal Flying Doctor Cinderella sheetlet of 10 with stamps showing RFD aircraft "Only Valid for Carriage by 

RFDS". MUH $20 
1262 1998 (Oct) cover from Australian UN Peace Monitoring Forces on Bougainville with "Postage Paid Australia Australian 

Forces Post Office 4" on front & AFPO 4 cds on reverse. Airmail label. Tasmanian addressee. Good cond. $80 
1263 1998 Johnny O'Keefe - "The Wild One" Aust Post presentation sheets with stamps & reproduced signed photo. Ltd Ed x 2. 

Exc. Cond. (2) $20 
1264 2000 Olympic Gold Medal Winners set of 16 Digital FDC's. Exc. unaddressed cond. Retail at $150 (16) $40 
1265 2000 & 2004 Gold Medallists Sheetlets only available in the respective yearbooks. MUH Retail at $90 (2) $30 
1266 2000 "Golden Hero's" Aust Post Presentation book with slipcase. Contains all Olympic gold medal winners sheets & 

Paralympians blocks of 4. Limited Edition No. 700 of 1500. Exc. cond. FV $95 & cost $245! $70 
1267 2002 Elton John Souvenir Stamp Sheet & CD pack issued by Australia Post to coincide with his Australian Tour. One of the 

hardest SES sheets. $20 
1268 2005 Leather Yearbook. 25th Anniv Limited Edition No. 1401 of 8000 with Parrot M/S. Stamps still in original packaging. 

Retails at $160 with a FV $61. $70 
1269 2006 50c Commonwealth Games self adhesive pair in sheetlet with additional single in sheetlet. Exc. cond. (2) $10 
1270 2006 Dangerous Australians Spider packs x 10 containing the semi-imperforate Miniature sheet with $1 Redback. Retail 

$400+ (10) $200 
1271 2006 (3rd Oct) Dangerous Australians semi-imperforate Miniature sheet & singles cut from the M/S both with $1 redback 

spider on 2 separate Official FDC's. Exc. Cond. (2) $50 
1272 2007 Architecture/Landmarks Imperforate complete sheets from the left & right panes comprising of 24 individual M/S's. 

Each pane with certificate. No. 1143 & 1144 of only 2000. Increasingly scarce. Dealers sell individual imperf M/S's sell at 
$25ea $250 

1273 2008 (1st Oct) Megafauna Medallion cover. Limited Ed No. 751 of 10,000. Exc. Cond. $20 
1274 2008 Aust Film Institute commem folder with "Legends of Screen" sheetlets for Errol Flynn, Chips Rafferty & Geoffrey 

Rush. Cate Blanchett, Russell Crowe & Nicole Kidman on the last sheetlet. 5 examples. Retail at $35 each. Exc. cond. (5) $75 
1275 2008 Beijing Olympic Games 14 Gold Medallists in single sheetlet. Only available in the 2008 Yearbook. One MUH and one 

CTO. Exc. cond. (2) $30 
1276 2008 Beijing Olympic Games Gold Medallists set of 14 Gold Medal winner sheetlets of 10. Additional set of 14 digitally 

printed stamps with the Chinese character on selvedge. Fine MUH. Retails at $150+ $80 
1277 2008 Beijing Olympic Games Gold Medallists First Day Covers. Set of 14 postmarked Canberra, ACT on the day respective 

medal was won. Excellent unaddressed condition. (14) $20 
1278 2008 Beijing Olympic Games medallion First Day Cover. Limited Ed No. 3250 of 10,000. Excellent cond. Retails $80 $20 
1279 2008 Megafauna / Dinosaur Imperforate Miniature Sheet. Certificate of authenticity from Australia Post included. RARE - 

LOW NUMBER, Numbered 43 of only 500. Fine MUH. Scarce modern issue.  $150 
1280 2009 (26th June) A Letter to Mary Prestige FDC with "Melbourne Stampshow 09 200 Club" ovpt in gold. No. 123 of 200. 

Retails at $65 $15 



1281 2009 (28th July) Micro Monsters Medallion FDC pmkd Sydney. No. 7064 of 10,000. Unopened in original packaging. $10 
1282 2009 Princess Margaret Hospital for Children Centenary Perth SES Sheet MUH. No 309 of Limited 750. Scarce. $30 
1283 2009 Parks & Gardens Prestige Booklet with imperforate panes & "Melbourne Stampshow 09 200 Club" ovpt in gold. No. 

123 of 200. Retails at $260 $60 
1284 2009 Rotary Rural Fire Service Limited Edition SES Sheet. Shows helicopter, fire boat & fire engines. A great thematic. No. 

394 of 1000. MUH $30 
1285 2009 Kookaburra Presentation Folder featuring Perth Mint $1 silver bullion coin & exclusive 6d claret reproduction M/S 

numbered 655 & limited to only 750. Exc. cond. & scarce. $120 
1286 2009 Mark Webber Red Bull Formula 1 Australian Grand Prix Winners stamp sheet in pres folder. Exc. Cond. $20 
1287 2009 Parrots sheetlet MUH & CTO. Only available in 2009 Yearbook. Retail at $90 (2) $25 
1288 2009 Stargazing Imperforate top left corner sheet comprising of 4 individual imperf M/S's showing colour bars & guide lines. 

Fine MUH. $30 
1289 2010 (20th April) Kokoda Medallion First Day Cover pmkd Kingsbury & limited. No 855 of only 10,000. Retail at $45 $25 
1290 2010 Railway Journeys Prestige Booklet with imperforate booklet panes & Australia 2013 logo ovpt. Limited to 500. No. 62 $50 
1291 2010 $5 Colonial Heritage Imperforate M/S printed by Intaglio. MUH in pres pack & a CTO example. Retail at $80 (2) $30 
1292 2010 $5 Colonial Heritage M/S & $5.50 World Heritage Booklet overprinted "APTA Convention Cruise aboard the "Pacific 

Dawn" 18th -25th September 2010" in silver. Both No. 67 of only 250. Exc. cond. $40 
1293 2010 Robin Hood - Russell Crowe Presentation Pack with 2 x $5.50 sheetlets with tabs showing scenes from the movie. $15 
1294 2010 $6 National Service Memorial self adhesive booklet overprinted in black "Mandurah 2010 19-21 November" with 

dolphin & bird emblems. No. 25 of only 300. Excellent cond. $20 
1295 2010 60c 150th Anniv Melbourne Cup gold stamp on FDC Pmkd in gold Flemington, Victoria in wooden presentation box. 

Ltd No. 330 of 500. Last sold on Ebay at $300+ $200 
1296 2010 Fishes of the Reef sheetlet MUH & CTO. Only available in 2010 Yearbook. Retail at $90 (2) $25 
1297 2010 Fishes of the Reef sheetlet x 10. Only available in 2010 Yearbook. All fine MUH. Retail at $450 (10) $100 
1298 2011 (27th Jan) Premier's Flood Relief Appeal Self adhesive sheetlets of 10 x 60c showing scenes from the Queensland 

flood. 1 MUH & 1 pmkd First Day of Issue, Brisbane. (2) $20 
 AUSTRALIA - PNC  

1299 2000 (21st Jan) Australian Legends - ANZACS PNC Coin First Day Cover. Excellent cond. Retails $140 $70 
1300 2000 (17th August) Olympic Sports PNC Coin First Day Covers. Contains two $5 coins & both stamp issues. Excellent 

cond. Retails $175 (2) $80 
1301 2001 (15th Feb) Army PNC $1 Coin First Day Cover. Exc. cond. Retails $120 $40 
1302 2010 (23rd Feb) Commonwealth Coinage PNC $1 Coin First Day Cover ovpt in gold "Mandurah 2010 19-21 November" 

with bird & dolphin logo. Limited No. 26 of 300. Exc. cond. $50 
1303 2010 (9th March) Cent of Powered Flight PNC $1 Coin First Day Cover ovpt in gold "Canberra Stampshow 2010". Limited 

No 44 of 250. Exc. cond. $40 
1304 2010 (19th July) Australia Remembers PNC 20c coin First Day Cover with "APTA 13th-14th NOVEMBER 2010"" ovpt in 

gold with APTA logo. No. 94 of only 200. Exc. cond. $40 
1305 2010 (8th Sept) National Service Memorial PNC 50c coin First Day Cover with "APTA 12th-13th FEBRUARY 2011"" ovpt in 

gold with APTA logo. No. 149 of only 200. Exc. cond. $40 
1306 2010 (8th Sept) National Service Memorial PNC 50c coin First Day Cover with "Mandurah 2010 19-21 November"" ovpt in 

gold with dolphin & bird emblems. No. 21 of only 300. A scarce PNC. $70 
1307 2010 (2nd Nov) 150th Anniv Melbourne Cup PNC 50c First Day Cover with gold Flemington pmk. Ltd Ed No. 1284 of 1861. 

Exc. cond. $75 
1308 2010 (25th Nov) The Ashes Cricket medallion First Day Cover with "Centenary of Kangaroo Stamps 10-15th May 2013"" 

ovpt in red with Exhibition logo. No. 90 of only 250. Exc. cond. $40 
1309 2011 (5th April) QEII 85th Birthday PNC $1 coin First Day Cover with " APTA Geepex 80 5th-7th August 2011" ovpt in gold. 

No.95 of only 150 $40 
1310 2011 (4th May) Royal Wedding £5 coin with Aust M/S pmkd Williamstown in gold. No. 241 of 2500 & sold out in one day. 

Exc. cond. Selling on Ebay at $150+ $100 
1311 2011 (20th May) Royal Wedding PNC 50c coin First Day Cover with "APTA Melbourne 23rd-24th July 2011"" ovpt in gold 

with APTA logo. No. 100 of only 150. Exc. cond. $40 
1312 2011 (20th May) Royal Wedding PNC 50c coin First Day Cover with "Sydney Stamp Expo 2011 - Building Bridges" ovpt in 

gold with image of Sydney Harbour Bridge. No. 120 of only 250. Exc. cond. Selling at $130+ $90 
 FRAMAS  

1313 1984 Barred Edge paper 33c, 45c & 90c Postcode Button Sets in MUH & CTO. Scarce. Retails at $250 (54) $70 
1314 1986 & 1987 Platypus paper 36c, 50c & $1 and 37c, 53c & $1 Postcode Button Sets MUH. A difficult assembly. Retails 

at $170 (54) $50 
1315 1987 Echidna paper 37c, 53c & $1 Postcode Button Sets MUH. Retails at $50 (27) $20 
1316 1989 Lizard paper 41c, 55c & $1.10 Postcode Button Sets MUH. Retails at $65 (27) $20 
1317 1990 Koala paper 43c, 65c & $1.20 Postcode Button Sets MUH. Retails at $100 (27) $30 
1318 1992 Emu paper 45c, 70c & $1.20 Postcode Button Sets MUH. Retails at $75 (27) $25 
1319 1994 Waratah paper 45c, 70c & $1.20 Postcode Button Sets MUH. Retails at $110 (27) $35 

 AUSTRALIAN STATES  
 NSW  

1320 1854 3d yellow green Laureate with 4 margins. MLH SG 87 Cat. £300 (see Plate 3) $100 
1321 1854 8d dull yellow-orange. Good used with heavyish part numeral cancel. 2 flattened corner creases not apparent from 

front. Large to touching margins with clear profile. SG 98 Cat. £1300 (see Plate 3) $200 
1322 1855 (17th Sept) entire addressed to Bathurst "via Sydney" New South Wales from England.  Cut to shape 1/- green 

embossed tied by Exeter sideways duplex, it has a neat SYDNEY DE 11 1855 & light BATHURST DE 13 1855 arrival 
cds's. "Per Clipper Ship Red Jacket from Liverpool with the Sept 20th 1855 Mails" in manuscript at top completes this lovely 
letter. The contents relates to the sale of farms in NSW & the owners request for funds & how these can be transferred to 
his Exeter Bank. $200 

1323 1885 5/- purple superb used with crisp central Newcastle NSW JA 9 1900 cds. SG 179 Cat. £60+ $50 
1324 1861/88 5/- rose lilac perf. 11. F/U with odd shortish perf. SG 181 Cat. £140 $40 
1325 1886 Four hand drawn fronts telling the story of an Ostrich that mistook the bald head of a sleeping Colonel for an egg and 

so sat upon him until he was rescued by his men. All have been posted from Bega or Dandaloo to Tasmania, three with 
2½d blue QV & the other with a 1d but missing another adhesive. An unusual & amusing group with even some thematic 
appeal to the bird collector! See the full set of 4 on the website – www.acestampauctions.com  $150 

1326 1889 (30th Aug) Sydney "16" NSW cancel on "RETURNED LETTER - Dead Letter Office" env with embossed Arms on 
flap. Printed on the inside of the flap reads, "The enclosed letter, not having been delivered for the reason assigned 
thereon, was opened here by the Officer appointed for that purpose and is now returned to the writer" General Post Office, 
Sydney & signed Herm. Heinrich. Some toning but a lovely example. $30 



1327 1896 (5th Nov) Postage Sydney paid cds on OHMS "The Officer in Charge of Police" printed env with Cockburn, So. Aust. 
added in hand. Backstamped GPO Adelaide & Cockburn. Attractive. $20 

1328 1897 (23rd July) 1/- Consumptives Home attractively used on Registered cover with ½d QV & 1d x 4 pmkd with Newcastle 
duplex. Oval "R" & Registered in m/s. Addressed to Springfield, Mass, USA with Newcastle, Sydney, San Francisco & 
Springfield backstamps. A lovely cover in good cond. $150 

1329 1908 (24th April) Postcard with 2 strikes of Goulburn cds on pair of ½d QV. Addressed to Bath & readdressed to 
Whitstable, Kent, the writer talks about the "Murrarundi" rail incident and how his nephew had his legs hurt. Good cond. $20 

1330 1909 (23rd Sept) Princess Royal 3b bullseye strike on WA 2d yellow swan. $20 
1331 6d Revenue embossed, gummed & colourless ovptd "SPECIMEN" in blue. Fine MLH cond. $250 

 QUEENSLAND  
1332 1871/72 fiscals. MLH range with 6d, 2/-, 5/-, 10/- (latter soiled), plus burele band 1/- (SG F17, 19, 21, 22 & 27). STC £850 $100 
1333 1880 20/- rose. A couple of short perfs & gum wrinkle but otherwise fresh MLH. 2 small dealers marks on reverse. 

SG 127 Cat. £1100 (see Plate 3) $350 
1334 1892 (13th July) T.P.O.  A 13 JY 1892 QUEENSLAND cds on piece with earliest recorded date of use. This strike is superb 

& accompanied by photocopy of Narath's paper "The Cancellations of the Travelling Post Offices of Queensland" in which 
he states that the earliest recorded of this type "is from the year 1892". Fine. (see Plate 3) $150 

1335 1902 & 1904 money orders for £6/6/- & £10 to Tattersalls Hobart, each bearing 1d mauve KEVII revenue. Both beautifully 
handwritten with Bank of Australasia & The Queensland National Bank Limited oval rubber stamp cachets. Fine cond. (2) $20 

1336 1912 (24th Nov) 1d red QV on env pmkd Thursday Island with additional clear full strike above hand written address. 
Original letter incl on illustrated ship letter headed paper for "Koninklijke Paketvaart Maatschappij" with the ships name 
added by hand, "S.S. Van Waerwyck". 3 page letter details excerpts from the passenger‟s diary to his wife & children 
covering his visit to Moresby. "a dangerous entrance but moonlight helped the Captain & our boat anchored off the wharf. 
The Government Steamer for Papua (Merrie England) was recently wrecked on the reef at the entrance and can be seen 
lying nearly high and dry on top of the reef." Another paragraph "These natives built their houses in the water to be safe 
against surprise attacks from the land natives in the old cannibal days." & "Women are all old and look horrible after 35-40." 
He also bought a selection of souvenirs incl. "2 native petticoats, several spears, bows & arrows, earrings, pottery, a real 
stone axe & a paddle." Other excerpts cover the appearance of the natives, Europeans, Port Morseby etc, etc. An 
accompanying photocopy advertises the voyage from Sydney via Queensland Ports & Port Morsby. They can be booked 
through Thomas Cook & come with "wireless Telegraphy, Refrigerator, Electric Laundry, Surgeon & Barber". A fascinating 
insight into the times of an early "Tourist". $500 

 SOUTH AUSTRALIA  
1337 1855 2d rose carmine superb used with 4 large margins & crisp, light barred numeral "54" cancel. Stunning SG 2 Cat. £80+ $50 
1338 1856 2d orange-red Fine used with neat part barred oval cancel. A stunning stamp with large margins & strong colour SG 7 $90 
1339 1856 2d red with neat "95" numeral cancel of Blumberg. Large to huge margins (trace of adjoining stamp at top). 

Exceptional. SG 9 (see Plate 3) $90 
1340 1860/69 2d pale vermilion roulette with barred "80" lightly struck & "C.P." (Commissioner of Police) ovpt in magenta. 

Damaged lower right corner, but scarce. $40 
1341 1868/76 2d roulette with "P" ovpt (Police) on pair on piece & on 2d single perf 10. SG 153 & 163 with ovpt. $30 
1342 1891/96 1d Postcard Competition Essay. Beautifully hand painted in blue with detail picked out in white. Stamp drawn as 

"ONE 1 PENNY" in small circle with shield & frame incorporating "SOUTH AUSTRALIA" & "POSTAGE". The frame depicts 
farming, the GPO Tower, kangaroo, emu & a standing figure of Britannia holding 2 shields. With nom-de plume & 
numbered "52". A stunning item to compliment any South Australian collection. See website for image. $1,200 

 TASMANIA  
1343 1826 "Bank of Van Diemen's Land" cheque drawn in Spanish dollars ($388.02) "BVDL" engraved vertically at left. Between 

1822 & 1826 VDL used both pounds sterling & Spanish dollars due to a severe shortage of British currency in the Colony. 
Very fine cond.  $400 

1344 1853 1d pale blue QV fine used with light indistinct cancel. Close to large margins just touching very top right corner. 
Superb appearance & fresh. SG 1 Cat. £1200 (see Plate 3) $370 

1345 1853 1d blue on thin hard white paper, position 14. Three margins & staining visible on reverse, but with rare "Pen Cross 
"X" cancellation". Very few manuscript cancels are recorded on the first issue. SG 4 Cat. £1000+ (see Plate 3) $400 

1346 1855 2d green "large star" wmk with 3 clear margins. Good used. SG 16 Cat. £400 (see Plate 3) $100 
1347 1879 large OPSO cover (some insect damage) with circular red "Free" handstamp & signature frank of the Private 

Secretary to the Governor of Tasmania used locally at Hobart Town. Government House embossed logo on flap & 
enclosure of invitation to the Governor & Mrs Welds ball in celebration of Queen Victorias birthday. The Governor did not 
receive a frank stamp until 1885. Rare & significant. See website for images of env. & invite – www.acestampauctions.com  $500 

1348 1880, 1903 & 1904 Mechanics Institute & Public Library receipts bearing 1d (1880) & 2d (others) revenues, the 1904 
document with "missing platypus" variety of 2d chestnut caused by over inking which has occluded much of the design, a 
rare variety "on cover. (3 items) $200 

1349 1884 6d reddish purple, rough perf. 12 with "double design" print. Second impression shifted .5mm to right giving blurred 
impression. Cancelled with "April 5 1891" manuscript date. Ceremuga Cert (2011) "genuine in all respects". A lovely 
addition to the Tasmanian collection.  SG 142 var. (See front cover). $1,000 

1350 1903 9d blue sideface, V over Crown wmk sideways, postally used at Launceston May 3 1904. ACSC T65a (A used 
example realised $370 incl buyer's commission at Prestige Philately Sale 142) (see Plate 3) $280 

1351 1966 5¢, 10¢ & $5 decimal revenues in b&w imperforate Plate Proof marginal pairs. Exc. cond. (3 pairs) (see Plate 3) $150 
 VICTORIA  

1352 1875 Free Frank cover from the National Gallery of Victoria with red Chief Secretary frank stamp. Fine red diamond "Ship 
Letter Inwards Free" 4 Jan 1875. Repaired & with few stains, but an early cover from the NGV which was formed in 1861. $60 

1353 1884 £10 mauve fine used with neat Melbourne NO 20 00 CTO cds. A couple shortish perfs top right. SG 279 (see Plate 3) $150 
1354 1886 £5, £6, £7, £8 & £9 set of 5 high value Stamp Duty revenues. Usual pin holes but attractive with m/s cancels. 

Barefoot 62/66 Cat. £125 $50 
1355 1897 £25 dull blue green fine used with crisp upright Melbourne JE 20 01 cds. SG 289 (see Plate 3) $230 
1356 1897 1d & 2½d Hospital Charity Fund. CTO with part Melbourne cds's. Fresh. SG 353/54 (see back cover) $100 
1357 1901 £1 carmine-rose with Melbourne CTO part cds. Very fine cond. SG 399 Cat. £120 (see Plate 3) $130 
1358 1905 ENGLISH MAIL TPO VICTORIA 75% central strike on 1/- orange QV. $10 

 WESTERN AUSTRALIA  
1359 1835c piece with indistinct crowned Post Office cancel in black only 6 years after founding of colony plus "11" grid of 

Fremantle on 1861 2d blue, both mounted on W.A.S.G. titled page with typed notes on the "discoveries". (2) $80 
1360 1850's Crowned "TULLIS" frank in block on piece cut square. Extremely rare, if not unique. (see Plate 3) $500 
1361 1854 1d black fine used with light void grid pmk. 3 large margins with one touching. Light creasing & small tear but remains 

frontally attractive with low estimate. SG 1 Cat. £225 $40 
1362 1854 1d blacks used x 2. One with close margins & another with 2½ margins only. Both have void grid cancels. SG 1 (2) $50 
1363 1854 1d black imperf with 4 margins & cancelled with 3 diagonal pen lines Nice appearance. SG 1 Cat. £225 $75 



1364 1854 1d black with void grid cancel centrally struck. 4 margins, close at base. SG 1 Cat. £225 $75 
1365 1854 1d black imperf with 3 wide margins & just clear at top. Light "void grid" cancellation. Lovely stamp. SG 1 Cat. £225 $100 
1366 1854 1d black very fine used by 15 bar "1" barred obliterator. 4 clear margins. An attractive stamp. SG 1 Cat. £225 $100 
1367 1854 1d black very fine used with 4 clear margins & neat void grid obliterator. Lovely looking stamp. SG 1 Cat. £225 $100 
1368 1854 1d black with seldom seen cancel in red. 4 margins & free of faults. SG 1 Cat. £225 (see Plate 3) $100 
1369 1854 4d blue F/U with crisp "8" obliterator in deep dull blue & Commissariat puncture. Four clear margins. SG 3a Cat. £250 $120 
1370 1854 4d blue good used with 4 clear margins. Indistinct bluish grid cancel. SG 3a Cat. £250 (see Plate 3) $150 
1371 1854 4d blue mint without gum. Good margins all round. SG 3a (see Plate 3) $200 
1372 1854 4d blue with 4 clear margins. Fresh mint no gum. SG 4a Cat. £425 as MLH (see Plate 3) $180 
1373 1855 4d slate-blue with 4 clear margins. Mint no gum with strong colour SG 4c Cat. £2750 as MLH. (See front cover). $1,400 
1374 1855 1/- grey-brown swan fine used with crisp 15 bar "8" cancel for Fremantle. Three clear margins with one touching. Light 

stain bottom left & dealers mark on reverse. An attractive stamp. SG 6 Cat. £1000 (see Plate 3) $120 
1375 1855 1/- grey brown with margins close above & below. Rarely seen "Crown over REGISTERED" cancel well centred on 

stamp. Most attractive. SG 6 Cat. £1000 (see front cover) $300 
1376 1855 1/- pale brown (reddish shade) imperf with 3 clear margins & touching at left. Nice "21" barred obliterator in blue-

black. SG 6 Cat. £850 (see Plate 3) $200 
1377 1855 (5th Jan) cover with vertical pair of 1854 1d black swans with close to cut into margins tied by indistinct red cancel 

with PERTH 5 JA 5 1855 square box pmk underneath. Addressed to Australind with the address partially re-instated. Part 
wax seal on reverse. Unusual & rare with red cancel & attractive usage of an SG 1 multiple. (see inside back cover) $1,200 

1378 1857/59 2d brown black on red "printed both side" 4 margins, close at base & void grid cancel. A lovely example. 
SG 15a Cat. £800 (see Plate 3) $350 

1379 1857/59 6d grey black Hillman litho. 2 used examples cut square with at least 2 clear margins on each SG 17 Cat. £550 ea. $220 
1380 1857/59 6d grey black Hillman litho with transfer flaw showing spectacular break in left frame ("ST" of Western" totally 

absent). Not a listed variety (being non-constant) but very desirable. SG17 Cat. £550 ++ (see Plate 3) $380 
1381 1859 6d grey black Hillman litho used with faded red cancel. Margin just touching at left otherwise clear margins. 

SG 19 Cat. £550 (see Plate 3) $200 
1382 1859 6d grey black Hillman litho with 4 clear margins & light dumb obliterator. Lovely fine used example. SG 19 Cat. £550 $250 
1383 1860 2d pale orange swan F/U incl part red cancel. Close to touching margins. A fresh stamp. SG 24 Cat. £75 $20 
1384 1860 2d orange-vermilion SG 25. Superb unused, no gum, example with 4 margins, 1 close, 1 huge. SG 25 Cat. £95 $30 
1385 1860 4d deep blue imperf 4 close to large margins. Fresh MLH. SG 27 Cat. £250 (see Plate 4) $120 
1386 1860 6d sage-green swan with three clear to large margins but just cut into at foot. Very lightly used. RPS Cert. (1984) 

SG 28 Cat. £400 (see Plate 4) $150 
1387 1860 6d sage-green. 4 close to large margins F/U with 5 bars of obliterator visible at base. SG 28 Cat. £400 (see Plate 4) $180 
1388 1861 6d sage-green imperforate swan with 4 clear to large margins. Superb used with crisp central 15 bar "3" numeral 

cancel. A lovely stamp. SG 28 Cat. £400+ (see Plate 4) $180 
1389 1861 6d sage-green imperforate swan with 4 clear to large margins. Superb used with crisp central 15 bar "2" numeral 

cancel. Stunning. SG 28 Cat. £400+ (see Plate 4) $250 
1390 1860 6d sage green rouletted 7½ to 14 with light 15-bar "2" obliterator. Roulette cut off (?) at top, present other three sides 

& seldom seen. SG 32 Cat. £600 (see Plate 4) $200 
1391 1861 6d purple brown clean cut perf. 14-16 with light "void grid" cancel. Superb SG 42 Cat. £50 $25 
1392 1861 6d purple brown. MLH with perfs at left a trifle trimmed & small central thin. SG 42 (clean cut perfs) Cat. £400 as MLH $30 
1393 1861 1/- yellow green clean cut perf. 14-16 superb used with light 15-bar "20" cancellation of Champion Bay (& Geraldton). 

SG 43 Cat. £80 $40 
1394 1865 1/- bright green Perf. 12½. MLH with blunt corner at lower right. SG 61 Cat. £160 $30 
1395 Commissariat punctures on 2d orange imperf & 1861 1d rose, 2d blue (all 3.2mm) 1864/79 1d bistre, yellow ochre, 2d 

yellow, 6d violet & 1/- bright green x2 (all 4mm). One 1861 2d has faults, others all sound & Cat. £316+ premium for 
punctures (10) $150 

1396 1873 (Sept) OHMS cover bearing 2d yellow engraved Swan with Imperial puncture tied by 15-bar "14" & cds of Newcastle 
(later Toodyay). In cross written manuscript on front: "Receipt from Mr Clifton for fee simple of sub Lot S 16, J Woolhouse, 
Newcastle". He came as an Enrolled Pensioner Guard. His widow owned the aforementioned lot. Imperial punctures on 
cover are rare. Most attractive. (see inside back cover) $400 

1397 1879 cover (small) to Miss G.D. Bussell, Wallcliffe, Vasse, with 2d yellow swan tied by 15-bar "1" of Perth & cds Type 1. 
Minor damage to top of cover but still attractive. $40 

1398 1880 cover addressed to Miss G.D. Bussell, Wallcliffe, Vasse, bearing 2d yellow swan tied by 12-bar "19" obliterator & with 
previously unseen (according to P.M.I.) "PRESTON WESTERN AUSTRALIA SP 11 1880 complete cds type 1. Flap is 
damaged where seal has been removed but good frontal appearance. (Preston, 32km SE of Bunbury, with P.O. opened in 
1877, expanded to Post & Telegraph Office in 1892 & renamed DONNYBROOK in 1898) (see inside back cover) $300 

1399 1881 "I.R." 2 line overprint in green on 1d perf. 12½ CC wmk & 1882 "I.R. ONE PENNY" small lilac fiscal both postally used 
with PO grid cancels. (2) $30 

1400 1884 ½d on 1d yellow surcharge forgeries, one upright & one inverted. Both are good used. SG  states "forgeries made in 
London about 1886". (2) $25 

1401 1885 1d surcharge on 3d cinnamon surcharge, SG Type 10 in yellow & green - Trial Printing. One of three known. One sold 
in Sydney in 2009 for $3000 & one being in the Royal Collection. Short corner & slightly aged but a great WA rarity (Plate 4) $1,800 

1402 1885/93 ½d green, 1898/1907 "W Crown A" 1d, 2d, 2½d values all in MUH/MLH blocks of 4. One 2½d has crease, 2d block 
MUH. SG 94a & 112/14 Cat. £170 plus premium for MUH $40 

1403 1885/93 2d grey CA Swan pair with manuscript Balladonna cancel in grey. (see Plate 4) $150 
1404 1890 1d carmine wmk Crown CA inverted (S/W left) Perf. 14 (Normal is S/W right). F/U with neat Fremantle duplex DXL 

cancel with no date visible but in use 1892-1895. Only 8 examples have been recorded. Conservative estimate. $700 
1405 1890 (14th Nov) Roebuck Bay cd:2b. PC2 to South Australia with DO-13 tied. Backstamped Perth COL 2a. GPO Adelaide 

DE 2 90 arrival cds on front. The second proving item known. Above average cond. Rare postal stationary item. $200 
1406 1893 (7th Oct) Guildford DxL 2b on ½d swan Postcard (PC6). Addressed to Mrs Harper, Woodbridge, Guildford. $15 
1407 1893 definitive fiscals postally used 1d, 3d (3), 6d & 1/- (latter toned). SG F11, 13/15. Cat. £36 $15 
1408 1893 lilac Postal Fiscals mounted on leaves comprising 1d (145) & 3 each of 3d, 6d & 1/-.  Mostly Perth strikes, but also 

noted Kanowna, Onslow & Kalgoorlie. Clean lot (154) $90 
1409 1896 (18th Aug) Goongarrie Telegraph Office ORS 2 possible earliest recorded date on pair 2d grey swans. 2 strikes 

adding to approx 70% (R1) $25 
1410 1897 Coat of Arms Envelope addressed to Hull with superb strike of the "GOVERNOR OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA FRANK 

STAMP" with crown & "OFFICIAL PAID" one line cachets. Perth 5 cds in green with Hull arrival cds on reverse. Signature 
stamp for Sir Gerard Smith Governor of the day at bottom left.  Roughly opened but not detracting with only small tear at 
front. A lovely item. $150 



1411 1897 (8th Nov) ½d brown Post Card with PERTH WA GPO duplex with "CITY OF PERTH CENTRAL WARD ELECTION 
POLLING DAY, MONDAY 15th NOVEMBER" pre-printed notice card from the candidate Wm. C. Byass, Crosslands 
Chambers, Barrack Street. He "begs to request your vote and interest". A lovely social history item. Good cond. $25 

1412 1898 (29th April) ½d brown Post Card with neat PERTH WA GPO duplex cancel with pre-printed advert on reverse for 
"W.A. FURNISS, General Jobbing and House Repairer". "ODD JOBS, be they large or small, neatly, quickly and cheaply 
executed". Contact address is Bega House, Water Street, East Perth. Fine cond. $25 

1413 1898 (10th Nov) Marble Bar Post Office ORS2 90% strike (R1-2) $10 
1414 1899 Hobart to Wagin with rare 3b in violet (11 Jul 1898) receiver cds. Redirected to Albany thus Perth, D.L.O. cds in red & 

oval cachet, "UNCLAIMED" & Albany DxPO. Tatty but desirable postmarks.  $20 
1415 1900 (27th April) Peak Hill Savings Bank Sbii on pair of 1d carmine swans. 100% strike $20 
1416 1903 4d chestnut block of 4 MUH. SG 119 Cat. £90+ $30 
1417 1903 10d red block of 4. MVLH on top units, one of which has diagonal crease. SG 123 Cat. £128 + premium for MUH units $50 
1418 1902 2/6d deep blue on rose. Mint with large hinge mark. Very fresh frontal appearance. SG 125 Cat. £48 $20 
1419 1902 £1 orange brown used with splodge cancel covering top right quarter of stamp plus lighter partial cds at lower right. 

Full perfs & a sound "budget" example. SG 128 Cat. £170 $40 
1420 1902 4d chestnut Perf. 11 Wmk V & crown. Fine Kookynie cds. Vertical crease & corner crease with hint of toning result in 

a space filler but looks good from the front! Cat. SG 131 £400+ $20 
1421 1902-1917 Day Dawn 3b cds's x 9 on a variety of swans. (9) $10 
1422 1903 (10th Oct) Hay Street Perth (looking west). Austral stores. Undivided back. Kalgoorlie DxPO in 16 & transit SMR 

Perth. Fresh & clean. $20 
1423 1904 1d red swan. B4 V/crown wmk block of 4 with "Medical" handstamp & Albany duplex DUPO (5th Feb). Probably a 

unique block showing random nature of the handstamp application. Attractive. $550 
1424 1904 (9th Jan) Moora 3b on Reg cover with 3 strikes on 1d & 2 x 2d swans. Reg oval 2b & RRS Perth & Hobart B/S's. $20 
1425 1904 (25th May) York Telegraph Office ORS 2 80% on joined pair of ½d green swans. (R1)  $25 
1426 1904 (24th Aug) Onslow 3b cds's on Registered Tatts cover with 4 strikes cancelling 1d & 2 x 2d yellow swans. Reg circle 

2a & B/S Perth Reg RRS, Launceston & Hobart. Worn edges.  $20 
1427 1904 (5th Sept) 1½d swan postcard (PC5) addressed to Hamburg, Germany with 15 bar 12 oblit, Claremont cds 2b & 

Fremantle 3b transit. Hamburg arrival cds. A little worn but attractive. $50 
1428 1904 (10th Oct) Norseman DxPO, crisp & clear pmk on 2d yellow env ("E" very rare) addressed to Albany, backstamped 

both Northam (not sure why this route?) & Albany. Back flap missing, light staining & central crease but a scarce item. $180 
1429 1904 (23rd Oct) Leonora 3b cds's on Registered Tatts cover. Three neat strikes, two on 1d red & pair of 2d yellow swans. 

Reg oval 2b & B/S Reg RRS Perth & Hobart. Good cond. $20 
1430 1904 (14th Nov) 1d swan x 2 & 2d swan x 2 with Gullawa oblit DO 10 & 3b cds's. Registered oval 2b on Tatts cover with 

"£5 cut" in crayon. B/S RRS Perth & Hobart. $30 
1431 1904 (3rd Dec) Ravensthorpe 3b crisp cds's on Tatts cover. Two strikes, one on 2d yellow swan. Backstamped Albany 

3b in 3, Launceston & Hobart. Good cond. $20 
1432 1904 Stamp Duty Revenues to £10 with additional £50 value. All with punched holes. Barefoot 1/13 & 15 (see Plate 4) $120 
1433 1905 1d rose-pink swan Perf. 11 MVLH SG 151 Cat. £40 $10 
1434 1905 (25th Feb) Princess Royal 3b bullseye on 2d yellow swan. A lovely example. $10 
1435 1905 (26th April) Station Peak 3b on 2d yellow swan perfined WA. Faint strike but 100%. (R1-2)  $30 
1436 1905 (28th April) Davyhurst 3b (2 strikes) on Tatts cover with 1d pair of swans. Menzies transit cds on reverse with Perth 

roller & Hobart receiver. $20 
1437 1905 (13th Nov) Nannine 3b-a tied to 2d yellow swan. Clear strike on this Tatts cover B/S Launceston & Hobart. A scarce 

cds in very good cond. $20 
1438 1905 (30th Nov) Black Range 3b cds. A full strike on pair of 1d red swans. Superb. $10 
1439 1905 (30th Nov) Black Range 3b on 2d yellow on Tatts cover. Roughly opened with tear at top not affecting stamp or pmk $20 
1440 1905 4d brown perfined "OS" sideways. Good to fine used with light slogan cancel. Only 30-40 used copies know. Ragged 

right perfs reflected in estimate. SG 154var. Cat. £250 $75 
1441 1906 (4th Jan) Worsley 3b upright strike on 2d yellow swan on Tatts cover with Hobart cds on reverse. Good cond. $10 
1442 1906 (31st Dec) Kamballie 3b on Tatts cover & tied to 2d swan. Poor cond but scarce on cover. $20 
1443 1907 (1st March) Mt Malcolm Savings Bank Sbii Clear 85% strike on 3d brown swan. $25 
1444 1907 (17th April) Yalgoo Savings Bank cds Sbii. 75% strike on 2d yellow swan.  $20 
1445 1907 (27th June) Roebourne 3b crisp cds on 2d yellow swan on Tatts cover. Perth roller & Hobart cds on reverse. $20 
1446 1907 (16th July) Meckering (First "E" damaged) 3b. Two strikes, one on 2d yellow swan. Full Perth roller impression & 

Hobart receiver on reverse. Good cond. $15 
1447 1907 (6th Aug) Dongarra 3b index A tied to 2d yellow swan. Perth roller on reverse with Hobart receiver. Good cond. $20 
1448 1907 (12th Aug) Eucla A26 (R2) tied to 2d yellow swan. Two strikes on this Tatts cover with Fowlers Bay, SA transit, 

Adelaide roller & Hobart cds on reverse. Tear & repair on reverse but not affecting front. $20 
1449 1907 (23rd Aug) Karridale 3b crisp & full strike on 2d yellow swan on Tatts cover with Perth roller B/S. $20 
1450 1907 (24th Aug) Mornington 3b complete & fine cds on 2d yellow swan on Tatts cover. Perth roller & Hobart cds on reverse $20 
1451 1907 (Sept) Mundabullangana A25. 2 partial but discernable strikes on pair 2d yellow swans. PMC records April 1911, thus 

this is the earliest recorded date by more than 3 years. PMI records A.O. in July 1906, thus a new discovery! $50 
1452 1907 (20th Sept) Yalgoo 3b. 3 strikes on 1d & pair of 2d yellow swans. Registered Tatts cover with Perth Reg ORS 3 & 

Hobart cds on reverse. Very good cond. $20 
1453 1907 (26th Sept) Kellerberrin 3b in A tied to 1d swan on PPC with divided back. Postcard shows "Mount Eliza from William 

St. Jetty" in colour. Good cond. $20 
1454 1907 (8th Oct) Murrin Murrin A25T cds on 2d yellow swan with additional full strike on Tatts cover. The Western Australian 

Bank Est. 1841 company env with logo on reverse. Launceston & Hobart arrival cds's. $20 
1455 1908 (14th Jan) Balingup Savings Bank Sbi on 2d yellow swan (75%) Scarce (R1) $30 
1456 1908 (18th May) Wiluna Savings Bank Sbi tied to 1d red swan. 85% strike $20 
1457 1908 (14th Sept) Guildford DUPO-A tied 1d swan to Government House, Perth divided back postcard. Addressed to 

Guernsey, the sixteen year old writer says they are not going to Albany to see the American fleet, her mother has gone to 
Perth for a few days & she has a bad cold! A lovely item. $30 

1458 1908 (5th Dec) Woodanilling 3b full & fine cds tied to 1d swan on a South Aust addressed Miss Rosie Boote Regal 
postcard. She had been performing in "The Messenger Boy" & later married the 4th Marquess of Headfort. The content tells 
how they have reaped the Barley but not the oats & have two new foals named Dick & Smiler! $20 

1459 1909/10 1d blue swan Postcard on white surfaced stock. Fine mint cond. H&G 13A Retails $200+ $40 
1460 1910/12 wmk crown/A reversed; 1d wmk S/W LT; 2d wmk S/W LT & 3d wmk S/W RT. All with dated cds's. Rarely offered, 

especially the 2d yellow. F/U group. (3) $220 
1461 1911 (14th Mar) Hamelin Pool cds on 2d yellow Swan, 1934 cds on 3d Airmail & 5½d emu (date not clear). Swan is 90% 

complete, other two are complete strikes. (3) $20 
1462 1912 8d apple green swan with superb central full Broome 5 SE 11 cds. SG 144 Cat. £65+ $60 



1463 1912 3d brown perf. 12½ with upright wmk (Crown over double lined A). F/U. Scarce & under catalogues at $250. SG 170a $250 
1464 1917 (12th Feb) Hines Hill A25 cds on 4d KGV yellow. Most attractive. $10 
1465 1917 (12 Nov) Opening of Trans-Australian Railway - WA State School Empire Fund cinderella. Mint, no gum. $40 
1466 1923 Fremantle pmkd Ratcliffe b&w postcard showing "Hay Street Looking East, Perth WA". An additional serrated down 

one side ex ppc booklet card with "Forrest Place Showing Post Office, Perth" view unused. Some wear on postally used 
card. Attractive. (2) $30 

1467 1935 (26th Oct) GDCo Perfined 1/- large lyrebirds pmkd Perth on Airmail Company env for Goode, Durrant & Murray 
Limited, Perth. Typed address to London. Lovely perfin usage. $20 

1468 1941 (2nd Dec) Envelope from an Italian POW with "Services Prisoners of war. Camp No 11" (Camp Harvey, Western 
Australia), "PASSED BY CENSOR 3" & "SERVICES OF PRISONER OF WAR" cachets in violet. Perth slogan "Don't 
Discuss Troop Movements". Opened by censor tab on reverse with "RISPONDETE A. GPO BOX P1218 PERTH" cachet 
also. Addressed to the Red Cross in Geneva. Good cond & scarce from this camp. $150 

1469 1953 (4th March) Murray Views "Real Photograph" postcard showing Forrest Place & GPO with the Central Hotel next 
door. Addressed to India with 4½d rate, the stamps have also been pmkd with a Bombay receival cds. Good cond. $30 

1470 1962 (1st-26th Nov) VII British Empire & Commonwealth Games, Perth PO sheet of test impressions for the pictorial 
postmarks for all sports including the scarce Fremantle Harbour (cds). Some edge wear but pmks unaffected. (27 
postmarks) $30 

1471 1979 (7th-10th May) Lions Club 27th Convention Perth, WA illust covers with pictorial pmk for each of the days 7th to 10th. 
Fine & unaddressed. APM 7340 Cat. $40ea (4) $20 

1472 2003 & 2004 Perth Mail Centre cancelled letters each with 'IT IS REGRETTED THIS ARTICLE WAS DAMAGED BY 
AUTOMATIC SORTING MACHINE, WATER, FIRE, LIQUID, INADEQUATE PACKAGING. PERTH MAIL CENTRE WA" 
cachets. One ripped in half & stuck back together with the Auto Sorting Machine box ticked, the other with coffee (?) stains 
has the Liquid box ticked. (2) $10 

1473 Forgeries of imperf & perf "swan" types, mainly the well-known Spiro efforts. Lovely range in good cond. (11) $50 
1474 1/- Pig Duty green revenue used with indistinct mauve cancels. $20 
1475 Revenues 1881 1d yellow brown ovptd "IR" with 2 bars perf. 14, CC wmk mint no gum plus 1881/96 10/- lilac MLH & 15/- 

fiscally used with rubber date stamp. Also 2d postally used with corner cancel & 1/- machine fiscal cancel in violet. (5) $50 
 AUSTRALIAN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY  

1476 1954/55 3½d ANARE on three Seven Seas commem stamp cards each with diff pmk for Mawson, Heard Is & Macquarie Is 
with matching cachets in mauve. The reverse of each details Antarctic wildlife. Good cond. (3) $15 

1477 1959 (16th Dec) Definitives 5d on 4d to 2/3d set of 4 on single Royal Penguin First Day Covers. Postmarked Lonsdale St, 
Victoria. Fresh & unaddressed. Scarce. SG 2/5 Retail at $250 per set. (4) $100 

1478 1964 (15th Jan) Wilkes Research Relief Expedition Registered Airmail cover addressed to Germany. 8d Surcharge x 3 & 
2/3 penguins pmkd Wilkes ANARE with matching Reg label & pictorial cinderella. Perth B/S's would suggest back via 
Fremantle. A lovely cover. $30 

1479 1973 (29th Nov) Defins set of 12 to $1 FDC's pmkd Macquarie Is. Excellent unaddressed cond. SG 23/34 $20 
1480 1984 1c SY Aurora WASPC sheetlets ovptd from sheets with various slogans incl "Get Stuck into Stamps". Set of 4. MUH $10 
1481 1986 (28th Nov) 1c SY Aurora "Papal Visit to Australia 1986" sheetlet with 1c platypus Frama on cover pmkd Melbourne & 

same again with "Americas Cup Fremantle 1986-87" with Fremantle Winners pmk. (2) $10 
1482 1995 Whales & Dolphins Miniature Sheets overprinted Singapore Exhibition & Capex „96. Both MUH Retail at $100+ $40 
1483 2001 Exploration Sheetlet overprinted APTA Melbourne Stamp & Coin Show in gold. No. 37. Only 500 overprinted. MUH $40 
1484 2008 Int Polar Year M/S overprinted APTA Melbourne 8th-9th November with logo in gold. No. 231 of limited ovpt. MUH $25 
1485 2009 South Magnetic Pole M/S overprinted "56th ANNUAL CONGRESS VICTORIAN PHILATELIC COUNCIL SATURDAY 

16 MAY 2009" in gold. MUH $10 
1486 2009 South Magnetic Pole translucent, pearl foiled, imperforate miniature sheet in presentation folder with $5 silver proof 

coin (Royal Australian Mint) & Pole flight cover pmkd Tullamarine. Limited to only 500 & the only way to get this M/S. $140 
1487 2010 Macquarie Island M/S overprinted in black "Mandurah 2010 19-21 November" with dolphin & bird emblems. No. 25 

of only 300. MUH $20 
 CHRISTMAS ISLAND  

1488 1988 Wildlife sheetlet of 16. CTO 1st March 1988. SG 229a Retails at $140 $25 
1489 1988 Wildlife sheetlet of 16 in presentation pack. MUH Increasingly scarce. SG 229a Retails at $125 $40 
1490 1989-1991 Year Packs incl the Melbourne Stampshow ovpts & NZ '90 ovpt on Booby M/S. FV $45+ Fine (3) $40 
1491 1991 (31st Oct) Registered Airmail cover with local address probably sent undercover abroad but nice usage of the 10c, 

40c, 50c, $2 x2 & $5 Transport issue. Fine cond. $10 
1492 2011 Year of the Rabbit PNC $1 coin First Day Cover with "APTA Sydney 31st March-3rd April" ovpt in gold with APTA 

logo. No. 75 of only 200. Exc. cond. $40 
 COCOS (KEELING) ISLAND  

1493 1902 1/10, 1/4, 1/2 & 5 Rupees Currency Notes. Each with Cocos Coat of Arms & King G Clunies Ross printed signature. 
Face values in red. Excellent cond. (4) (see Plate 4) $800 

1494 1943 scarce airmail cover to NSW, bearing 4d Koala tied by superb "R.A.A.F. P.O. COCOS ISLAND 9 JE 43" cds & two 
line "R.A.A.F. SERVICE" handstamp in violet. Repaired at left but highly desirable. $300 

1495 1945 (23rd Nov) stampless airmail cover to U.K. with "Forces Mail" & address handwritten. Cds shows "F.P.O. No.46" 
known to be allocated to Cocos Island. Minor tearing at top & corner creasing at base. $180 

1496 1953 cover bearing Ceylon franking (15¢) & showing boxed "Tin Can Mail" Cocos-Keeling Is" 2 line cachet & typed "Via 
H.M. Ship", addressed to South Africa. Similar boxed cachet on flap. Ceylon machine cancel with census slogan ties the 
adhesives. Rare. (see inside back cover) $550 

1497 1954 (5th April) 10c Coronation Malaya Singapore issue on 1953/54 Royal Visit Cocos Is illust First Day cover with crisp 
COCOS ISLAND cds. Addressed to RN Sneddon, Cocos Islands. Good cond & rarely seen. $70 

1498 1955 locally used airletter bearing imprinted "Malaya 5 Cents Postage Paid" tied by clearly struck "Cocos Island 6 JUN 55" 
cds addressed to local RAAF Base. Fine, sealed & unopened. $120 

1499 1963 Defins set of 6 to 2/3d. Fresh MUH SG 1/6 $10 
1500 1971 Reply Post Card with both original & response cards each with GB 2½d Machin, the initial pmkd Brighton & latter 

Cocos (Keeling) Island, Indian Ocean 27 Au 71. The printed card requests the return of both before UPU regulations in 
1972 meant the British stamp was no longer valid for British Commonwealth PO use. Highly unusual with thanks to a keen 
philatelist. $25 

1501 1990 $5 on 65c aircraft surcharge. Fresh MUH with right selvedge. SG 230 Retails at $85 $40 
1502 1990 (43c) on 10c MAINLAND POSTAGE PAID surcharge in Heidelberg Gutter pair & a single with right selvedge. Scarce 

in gutter. SG 234 (3 stamps) $100 
1503 1990 70c New Zealand 1990 Exhibition overprint & 2 x rouletted M/S's all fine MUH. SG 228 & MS229 Retail $50+ (3 items) $20 
1504 1990 New Zealand 1990 Exhibition overprinted 70c & rouletted orchids M/S on 2 Official exhib cards with red Cocos 

cachet. SG 228 & MS229. A difficult pair. (2) $20 
1505 1990 Christmas rouletted set of 3 in singles, gutters & on FDC. A difficult set. Fine cond. Retails at $60+ $30 



1506 1990/91 Provisionals set of 8 with the "Official Paid Mainland" CTO as usual. Others MUH incl $5 on 65¢ plus "NZ 1990" 
ovpt on 70¢. Retail at $250+ (9) $150 

 NORFOLK ISLAND  
1507 1997 75c butterfly with gold colour completely omitted resulting in wording “NORFOLK ISLAND 75c” missing. Right hand 

selvedge & fresh MUH SG 636var Shields Retail $750 (see Plate 4) $300 
 NEW GUINEA, PAPUA & PNG  

1508 New Guinea – German 1901 3mk Yacht. F/U SG 18 Cat. £160 $90 
1509 New Guinea – NWPI 1915/6 £1 chocolate & dull blue kangaroo with light Radio Station cancel. Centred low. Type "c" ovpt. 

SG 99 Cat. £400 postally used (see Plate 4) $120 
1510 New Guinea 1939 Airmails to 2/- MLH (latter with stain at top) SG 21222, Cat. £200 for MUH $40 
1511 New Guinea – NWPI Type "a, b, c" vertical strips MUH/MLH 4d KGV (SG 70), 5d (SG 72), 2½d kangaroo (SG 74) & 3d 

(SG 96), latter off-centre. Cat. £60+ premium (4 strips) $40 
1512 Papua 1903 cover addressed to Queensland bearing British New Guinea 2½d, 4d, 6d & 1/- Lakatois with crisp SAMARAI 

BRITISH NEW GUINEA unframed cds of MR 14 1903. Couple of faint tone spots & corner removed at bottom left but not 
affecting stamps. Remarkable condition for this date and origin. SG rates these on cover at 15 times the stamp catalogue 
price for dearest item plus stamp price for the rest. Minimum (depending on watermark orientation) cat. for this cover would 
therefore be £1000+ $180 

1513 1916 5/- black & deep green CA & JBC Monogram block of 6. MLH on top 3 stamps & bottom selvedge. Very fine & fresh. 
Rarely seen. SG 104 (see Plate 4) $500 

1514 1929 3d sepia-black & bright blue-green AIR MAIL ovpt. Harrison printing. Centred low, F/U. SG 113 Cat. £65 $25 
1515 1930 (5th Aug) airmail cover Port Moresby to Sydney bearing Ash 3d Lakatoi ovptd AIR MAIL & 1½d tied by PORT 

MORESBY PAPUA cds & with Sydney machine/slogan cancel of 1930 15 AUG on reverse. Cover bears additional airmail 
etiquette in red & indigo, inscribed "THIS LETTER WAS SENT SYDNEY BRISBANE SYDNEY PLEASE REPLY AIRMAIL" 
at left.  Most attractive & interesting item. $40 

1516 1931 2d on 1½d bright blue & bright brown with "POSTACE" at right variety. Ash printing. VFU SG 122a Cat. £42 $20 
1517 1939 (20th April) OHMS cover with enclosure to Nova Scotia, bearing 1938 50th anniversary 3d blue, readdressed from 

Halifax to New Glasgow NS. Good cond with character. $20 
1518 PNG 1952 Pictorials set to £1. F/U SG 1/15 (16) $30 
1519 1952 Pictorials set to £1. MUH/MLH incl 3½d black headdress & 7 Papua Lakatois MLH. (23) $40 
1520 1952 Pictorials set to £1. MUH except latter which is MVLH but well-centred. SG 1/15 (16) $50 
1521 1960 (March) 1d on 6½d to 3/- on 2½d set of 5 Postage Dues. Fresh MUH SG D2/6 Retail at $150 $40 
1522 1960 (11th Oct) 1/- canoe x 2 & 3d tribesman pmkd Port Moresby on illustrated South Pacific Brewery Ltd company 

envelope addressed to Beverly Hills USA. Rarely seen & in good cond. $20 
1523 1960 (10th Nov) 5d, 8d & 2/5d Cattle on WCS FDC. Neat typed address with Philatelic Bureau cds. SG 19, 21 & 23 $10 
1524 1960 Postal Charges first set of 5 CTO plus 1d Stamp Duty ovpt on 6½d Hut MUH (toned) & June 1960 set of 8 complete 

MLH & CTO plus used extras of 1/-, 1/3d & 1/6d. (25) $40 
1525 1963 10/- Rabaul overprinted SPECIMEN (15.5mm). MUH but with gum crease not apparent from front. SG 44s $15 
1526 1993 Research & Conservation Foundation Parrots full sheet of 20 strips of 5 with 2 pairs separated by gutter tab. MUH 

Printed by Leigh Mardon & designed by R.J. Bates. Very attractive thematic, produced to raise funds for the Foundation. 
Rarely seen. $50 

1527 1994 Emergency ovpts set of 11 MUH. Retails at $425. (11) $120 
1528 1995 Pope John Paul II se-tenant gutter pair without K1.00 ovpt on 90t stamp. Normal for comparison. MUH. SG 746a Cat. 

£120 $80 
1529 1995 Tourism set of 4 pairs with missing overprints on all 45t, 60t & 90t values. MUH. SG states "not issued without 

surcharge" but obviously not the case! $50 
 GREAT BRITAIN  

1530 1817 (30th Oct) lease on large vellum (mammal skin prepared for writing or printing) in the reign of King George III. This is 
for the lease of property in Middlesex by Henry & Mary Haycraft from James Agutter, a timber merchant. With the rare blue 
£1 & 15 revenue stamp with Cypher stamp at back. Complete document with the 2 signatories & their respective wax seals. 
Scarce & most attractive. Folded as to be expected. A beautiful manuscript item, ideal for framing with a conservative est. $50 

1531 1823 (23rd Oct) Pre-stamp env addressed to Bellary, India with Paid LN cds in red with m/s "By Mail 24th Oct via Bombay" 
with Bombay 21 NO 1851 & Bellray arrival cancels on reverse. Very good cond. $30 

1532 1840 1d Mulready lettersheet fine used with neat central red Maltese Cross & OC 17 1840 B/S. Usual central filing fold 
does not detract. Attractive usage. Cat £425 $250 

1533 1840 1d Mulready lettersheet used with red Maltese Cross & early use cds of JY9 1840. Lots of folds, but otherwise fine & 
intact. Cat £425 $90 

1534 1840 1d intense black Plate 1a. Fine used with a crisp dark red Maltese Cross. Lettered IJ. Just touching bottom right 
otherwise three large margins. SG 1 Cat. £450+ (see Plate 4) $180 

1535 1840 1d intense black Plate 1a. Superb used with a bold full red Maltese Cross. Lettered DG. Four close to large margins. 
SG 1 Cat. £450+ (see Plate 4) $250 

1536 1840 1d intense black Plate 1b. Cancelled by an almost full red Maltese Cross. Lettered KL with 4 good to huge margins. 
SG 1 Cat. £425 (see Plate 4) $380 

1537 1840 1d intense black Plate 5. Very fine used with a neat red Maltese Cross. Lettered OI with 4 large even margins. SG 1 
Cat. £425+ (see Plate 4) $350 

1538 1840 1d intense black Plate 6. Cancelled by an almost full central red Maltese Cross. Lettered FE with 4 large margins. An 
attractive fresh stamp. SG 1 Cat. £425+ (see Plate 4) $400 

1539 1840 1d intense black Plate 9 tied to entire with red Maltese Cross & complete with Wakefield JA 9 1841 B/S. Neat red wax 
seal on reverse & addressed to Carlton, Pontefract. Lovely usage. Cat. £550 $300 

1540 1840 1d black Plate 1a with characteristic blurred "C". Fine used with crisp red Maltese Cross cancel. Lettered CF with 4 
large to huge margins. A lovely stamp. SG 2 Cat. £300 (see Plate 4) $350 

1541 1840 1d black Plate 1b. Fine used with neat red Maltese Cross. Lettered HG with 4 close even margins. SG 2 Cat. £275 $270 
1542 1840 1d black Plate 1b. Cancelled by central red Maltese Cross. Lettered GK showing the re-entry. 4 good to large 

margins. SG 2 Cat. £275 (see Plate 4) $300 
1543 1840 1d black Plate 2. Cancelled by a strong red Maltese Cross. Lettered SJ with 4 large margins. SG 2 Cat. £275 $270 
1544 1840 1d black Plate 2. Cancelled by a complete bold red Maltese Cross. Lettered MF with 4huge to large margins. A 

superb stamp. SG 2 Cat. £275++ (see Plate 4) $400 
1545 1840 1d black Plate 3. Cancelled by part red Maltese Cross. Lettered PL with close to large margins with other touching at 

corner. Remains an attractive example. SG 2 Cat. £275 (see Plate 4) $100 
1546 1840 1d black Plate 4. Cancelled by 2 red Maltese Cross cancels. Lettered PF with 4 large margins. SG 2 Cat. £300 $220 
1547 1840 1d black Plate 4. Cancelled by an almost complete bold red Maltese Cross. Lettered FL with 4 large to massive 

margins incl part of adjoining stamp at top. SG 2 Cat. £300+ (see Plate 4) $350 
1548 1840 1d black Plate 5. Fine used with a light red Maltese Cross. Lettered MC with 4 close to large margins. SG2 Cat £300+ $160 



1549 1840 1d black Plate 6. Cancelled by a fine central red Maltese Cross. Lettered KE with 4 good to huge margins. An 
attractive fresh stamp. SG 2 Cat. £275+ (see Plate 4) $280 

1550 1840 1d black Plate 6. Cancelled by a clean red Maltese Cross. Lettered EJ with 4 close to huge margins showing 
adjoining stamp at top. SG 2 Cat. £275 (see Plate 4) $300 

1551 1840 1d black Plate 6. Superb fine used with a crisp almost complete upright red Maltese Cross. Lettered FL with 4 close to 
large margins. Stunning. SG 2 Cat. £275+ (see Plate 4) $350 

1552 1840 1d black Plate 6. Lettered KB with 4 close to large margins. Fresh large part original gum, unused example with 
strong colour verging on intense black. A lovely stamp. SG 2 Cat. £11,000 (see front cover) $3,000 

1553 1840 1d black Plate 7. Fine used by a light fine red Maltese Cross. Lettered SE with 4 close even margins. SG 2 Cat £300+ $300 
1554 1840 1d black Plate 7. Superb used with bold complete rich red Maltese Cross cancel. Lettered PL with 1 close & 3 huge 

margins. A striking stamp. SG 2 Cat. £300+ (see Plate 4) $400 
1555 1840 1d black Plate 8. Cancelled by a partial crisp red Maltese Cross cancel. Lettered JJ with 4 close to large margins. 

Attractive. SG 2 Cat. £400 (see Plate 4) $300 
1556 1840 1d black Plate 8. Joined vertical strip of 8 lettered BC-BJ on South Petherton, Somerset addressed entire. Cancelled 

by multiple strikes of red Maltese Cross cancels. 27th January 1841 backstamp. 3 full pages of hand written testimony in 
this solicitors letter regarding a bad debt claim illegally settled with the pre-emptive seizure of numerous goods all listed. 
Two filing folds vertically through the strip & uneven margins from cut into to parts of the adjoining stamps from above but 
nothing detracts from one of the largest known multiples of the Penny Black on cover. Rarely seen or offered. Exceptional. 
(see inside back cover) $7,000 

1557 1840 1d black Plate 10. Fine used with a bold almost complete black Maltese Cross cancel. Lettered KG with 4 close to 
large margins. A lovely stamp in a difficult plate. SG 2 Cat. £700 (see Plate 4) $500 

1558 1840 1d black Plate 11. Cancelled by a bold complete black Maltese Cross cancel. Lettered NK with 4 large margins. A fine 
example of this scarce plate. SG 2 Cat. £4000 (see Plate 4) $1,400 

1559 1840 1d black with black MC. Lettered LD with 3 large margins but touching at top). Clean looking stamp. SG 2 Cat. £275 $100 
1560 1840 1d black on cover with indistinct red cancel addressed to Inveraray with Bonaw NO 27 1840 square box cancel on 

reverse. Contents of letter is requesting an investigation into an attack that the writer describes, he "struck me in the nose 
until it bled rapidly". Nice social history item with early Penny Black usage. $75 

1561 1840 1d black tied to entire with crisp red Maltese Cross postmark. Early usage backstamped with departure JUL 14 1840 
cds. Correspondence refers to a sudden death & whereabouts of relatives etc. Whilst worn the vertical filing fold does not 
affect stamp. A nice example. $130 

1562 1840 1d grey-black (worn plate) Plate 1a horiz pair cancelled by two neat red Maltese Cross cancels. Lettered SE-SF with 
4 close to large margins. A stunning item. SG 3 Cat. £1400 (see Plate 5) $850 

1563 1840 1d grey-black (worn plate) Plate 3. Fine used by a crisp red Maltese Cross. Lettered AD with 4 close to large margins. 
A difficult plate in this cond. SG 3 Cat. £375 (see Plate 5) $300 

1564 1840 1d grey-black (worn plate) Plate 9. Fine used by a red MC. Lettered EI with 4 close to large margins. SG 3 Cat. £450 $370 
1565 1840 2d deep full blue. Superb used with a fresh complete upright red Maltese Cross. Lettered SB with 4 close to touching 

margins, it unfortunately has a vertical ironed out crease. Remains a striking stamp. SG 4 Cat. £900 (see Plate 5) $140 
1566 1840 2d deep full blue Plate 2. Cancelled by a crisp almost complete upright black Maltese Cross. Lettered EF with 4 close 

even margins. A lovely deep shade. SG 4 Cat. £900 (see Plate 5) $400 
1567 1840 2d blue horiz pair fine used by light Maltese Cross postmark in black. Lettered LE-LF. Trace of vertical crease & small 

nick at top described for accuracy. Margins touching at base otherwise good to large. Fresh colour & an attractive pair. 
SG 5 Cat. £1350 (see Plate 5) $200 

1568 1840 2d blue Plate 1 on Burlington Hotel address entire cancelled by a crisp full black Maltese Cross. 3 margin with one 
touching but right margin has part of adjoining stamp. B/S Lockerby SEP 13 1841 box cancel & SP 14 1841 red London 
arrival. Most attractive. Cat. £2000 $400 

1569 1840 2d blue Plate 1. Superb used by a crisp full upright red Maltese Cross. Lettered CA with close to large margins just 
touching top left but one of the finest F/U we have seen. Stunning appearance. SG 5 Cat. £675++ (see front cover) $650 

1570 1840 2d pale blue Plate 1. Cancelled by a neat red upright Maltese Cross cancel. Lettered NL with close to huge margins. 
A beautiful example of this shade in fine used condition. SG 6 Cat. £800+ (see Plate 5) $600 

1571 1841 1d red-brown printed from Plate 11 of the penny black plates. Superb used with crisp full upright Maltese Cross. 
Stunning. SG 7 Pl.11 Cat. £110 (see Plate 5) $60 

1572 1841 1d red-brown on blued paper, superb used with crisp full upright Maltese Cross in black. SG 8a (see Plate 5) $25 
1573 1841 1d red-brown with strong & striking "Ivory Head". Good used with Maltese Cross cancel. SG 8h $20 
1574 1841 1d red brown imperf used range of 49 in mixed cond. with Maltese Cross & barred numerals of various types 

cancellations. Unchecked for varieties & specialist inspection is encouraged. Min cat. £1500+ (allowing for 7 M/C strikes) $200 
1575 1841 1d red brown imperfs pmkd by Maltese Cross cancels with the following numbers in centre; 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10. A 

difficult assembly. Total Cat. £1200 & all clear strikes. (8) (see Plate 5) $400 
1576 1841 1d deep red brown QV on blued paper with 4 margins. MLH SG 10 Cat. £800 $70 
1577 1841 2d blue very fine used with crisp "2" in Maltese Cross cancel. 3 margins & nice colour with pmk being the highlight. 

SG 14f Cat. £550 (see Plate 5) $150 
1578 1841 2d blue fine used with full black Maltese Cross cancel & four close to large margins. An increasingly difficult stamp. 

SG 15e Cat. £225+ (see Plate 5) $90 
1579 1854 2d deep blue. Fine used with light barred numeral cancel. SG 19 Cat. £90+ $50 
1580 1854/57 1d reds perf 16 & perf 14 used range on Hagner with variable centering but most with good perfs & cancels. 

Potential. Min Cat. £700 (34) $100 
1581 1858/79 1d red Plate numbers collection missing only 75, 77, 126, 128, 223 & 225 otherwise complete with majority being 

good to fine used examples. (149) $150 
1582 1870 ½d rose-red Plate 14 fine used & strong colour. SG 48 Cat. £18++ $25 
1583 1870 ½d rose Plate 12 fine used & well centred. SG 49 Cat. £18++ $25 
1584 1870 ½d rose & rose-red QV used sorted by plate number. No plate 9 but all others present x 3, except plate 1 x 1 & plate 

3 x 5. Mixed centring & odd clipped perf, but better than average over all with min. cat. of £1500+ (42) $250 
1585 1847 1/- green embossed QV cut square with one touching margin at base otherwise clear with a huge margin at left. Fine 

used with light "10" numeral oblit. Fresh SG 55 Cat. £900 $100 
1586 1847 1/- green embossed with 3 clear margins & just touching at top F/U with barred numeral "22" SG55 Cat £900 (Plate 5) $250 
1587 1848 10d brown embossed on piece with four close to touching margins. F/U with light numeral oblit. SG 57 Cat. £1200 $130 
1588 1848 10d brown embossed with three good to large margins & touching at base. F/U with numeral oblit & contemporary 

pen marks at top left. SG 57 Cat. £1200 (see Plate 5) $250 
1589 1854 6d purple embossed QV touching on 2 sides but with clear third side & part adjoining stamp on fourth. Fine used with 

good colour. SG 60 Cat. £900 (see Plate 5) $90 
1590 1857 4d rose with large garter wmk. Good to F/U pair with neat "380" numeral cancels. One short perf. SG 66a 

Cat. £220 + premium for pair $30 
1591 1857 4d rose. Fine used with crisp "250" cancel of Devonport. Stunning deep rich colour. SG 66a (see Plate 5) $110 



1592 1859 (17th Nov) 4d rose QV pair with wing margin fine used on cover with 1d red (plate 42) cancelled by Dundee 114 
duplex. Addressed to Melbourne with red arrival cds for JA 9 60. A lovely cover. SG 66a Cat. £180++ used on cover. $150 

1593 1856 6d lilac QV. F/U with light cancel. SG 70 Cat. £95+ $30 
1594 1870 4d vermilion Plate 12. Fine used with neat Barnstaple JU 6 72 cds. Lettered JJ with strong colour. SG 94 Cat. £55+ $70 
1595 1870 4c vermilion Plate 12 used in Alexandria with 2 strikes of "B01" grid cancel. Vertical wing margin pair on piece.SG Z17 $40 
1596 1867 3d rose Plate 4 used with "71" cancel. SG 103 Cat. £250 $30 
1597 1868 3d rose Plate 5 fine used with neat Malta duplex. Lovely colour. SG 103 Cat. £55+ $75 
1598 1870 6d mauve Plate 9, good to fine used with partial barred numeral cancel leaving QV face clear. A wing margin example 

lettered QH. SG 109 Cat. £80 $25 
1599 1867 9d straw superb used with neat part Liverpool 9 JU 72 cds Strong colour & a lovely stamp SG110 Cat £275+ (Plate 5) $250 
1600 1867/80 9d straw pair with duplex Charing Cross (CX2) cancel. SG 111 Cat. £500 plus premium for pair $50 
1601 1867 (26th June) flimsy addressed to Aden with 9d straw (1867) & 1d red plate 96 tied by two complete "820" duplexes of 

Tunbridge Wells. Light red London transit mark on reverse & handwritten "via Marseilles" at top left. Minor damage, but 9d 
stamp is fine & Cat. £1000 on cover $300 

1602 1868 (28th Jan) env with 1d red pmkd Lancaster with original contents of letter of thanks for a chest of clothes sent to a 
family in Africa & a booklet entitled "For Soldiers in India or Elsewhere" (1867) covering the evils of drink amongst other 
things. A lovely group. (3 items) $40 

1603 1872 6d chestnut Plate 11. Superb used with crisp upright Bristol MY 24 72 cds. Lettered SK. SG 122a $50 
1604 1875 (1st April) entire with pair of 1/- green Plate 11 tied by Manchester "498" numeral cancels along with a "Paid" 

datestamp in red. Addressed to Caracas, Venezuela, it was delivered "per RMS Moselle" in m/s at top. Most attractive with 
stamps cat. £200 on cover. $120 

1605 1878 £1 brown-lilac QV superb used with crisp Leith MY 12 82 cds. Centred right but fresh colour & excellent perfs. 
Brandon Cert (2007) SG 129. Cat.£4000 (see Plate 5) $2,800 

1606 1878 10/- greenish grey wmk Maltese Cross on white paper. F/U with light London hexagonal cancel. Centred down & to 
right with design touching perfs, but free of any thins or perf faults. A difficult stamp. SG 128 Cat. £2800 (see Plate 5) $750 

1607 1878 10/- greenish grey wmk Maltese Cross on white paper. F/U with clear upright & central Newcastle on Tyne SP 27 80 
cds. Centred left, good perfs & nice colour. SG 128 Cat. £2800 (see Plate 5) $850 

1608 1878 10/- greenish grey wmk Anchor on white paper Plate 1. Fine used with 2 part 1884 indistinct cds's. Minor surface scuff 
top right & slight crease not apparent from front. Well centred, good colour & fault free perfs. SG 135 Cat. £4000+ (Plate 5) $2,300 

1609 1878 10/- greenish grey wmk Anchor on white paper Plate 1. Very fine used with neat Argyle Street Glasgow NO 10 83 
cds. Well centred with good perfs. SG 135 Cat. £4000+ (see Plate 5) $3,800 

1610 1878 10/- greenish grey wmk Anchor on white paper. Plate 1. Well centred with light Glasgow AU17 83 cds. Bottom right 
corner perf is creased & mentioned for accuracy otherwise exceptional in all other respects. SG 135 Cat. £4000 + 75% 
premium for well centred, lightly used. (see Plate 5) $3,000 

1611 1867 £5 orange on white paper fine used with bold upright Edinburgh JA 13 96 cds. Good centering, full perfs & lovely 
colour. Most attractive. SG 137 Cat. £4500+ (see front cover) $2,500 

1612 1874 handwritten indenture agreement on vellum between various London parties. "Evison & Bridge/Law Stationers" 
imprint at top, impressed duty at left (5/- embossed) tied by crowned London 14.4.74 T in black & sealing wax at base. This 
would look wonderful if framed (700mm x 560mm) & one can only surmise on the time it would have taken to complete. On 
the outside is affixed imperforate label showing crown over script "VR" with "GI" in upper corners. $100 

1613 1880 2½d blue plate 20 MLH. SG 142 Cat. £475. Nice appearance. (see Plate 5) $150 
1614 1876 4d vermilion plate 15 fine used with part neat St Thomas Paid cds. SG 152 Cat. £425+ (see Plate 5) $250 
1615 1876 4d vermilion plate 15 superb used with small part cds top right leaving a clear QV profile. SG 152 Cat. £425+ (Plate 5) $350 
1616 1877 4d sage-green Plate 16. Very fine used with neat upright MALTA JA 17 78 cds. SG 153 Cat. £250+ (see Plate 5) $300 
1617 1876 8d orange QV. Good used with barred numeral cancel. SG 156 Cat. £300 $40 
1618 1876 8d orange superb used with crisp Kilmarnock DE 22 80 cds. SG 156 Cat. £300+ (see Plate 5) $220 
1619 1880 1d Venetian Red QV x 48 used with good range of squared circle, duplex & other cancels. All sound with many fine. 

Cat. £12 each = £500+ (48) $60 
1620 1883 3d on 3d lilac surcharge. Very F/U with an almost complete Sandown 19 DEC 83 cds. Attractive. SG 159 Cat. £130+ $90 
1621 1880 4d grey-brown Plate 17. Fine used with part Bristol squared circle pmk. Fine SG 160 $40 
1622 1881/3 6d on 6d lilac well centred & F/U with squared circle cancel. SG 162 Cat. £130 $40 
1623 1883 6d on 6d lilac surcharge. Very fine used with a crisp part Belfast 28 JU 83 cds with inverted "JU" slug. Gorgeous 

colour. SG 162 Cat. £130+ (see Plate 5) $180 
1624 1880-1884 QV to 5d SG 164/71 incl shades with lilac & greens to 1/- excl 9d. SG 187/96 (ex SG 195) Good to F/U with 

reasonable colours though 4d a bit pale. Also 1865/73 4d vermilion wmk Large Garter. Plates 12,13 & 14. Good to F/U. SG 
94, 1873 6d grey, spray wmk, plate 12 with heavyish London inland duplex (88) with wing margin at right. SG 125 & 1902 
10d KEVII with variety "no cross on crown". Lightly used with variety clear. SG 254a. A useful group. Cat £2000+ (23) $180 

1625 1881 1/- orange brown Plate 14. Very fine used with light London AP 21 84 cds & lettered GF. SG 163 Cat. £140+ (Plate 5) $100 
1626 1881 1d lilac QV Die II vertical strip of 3 with striking paper fold prior to printing variety affecting all stamps. SG 172 var. 

A visually stunning piece. (see Plate 4) $400 
1627 1882 (29th Aug) 1d lilac pmkd Carlisle duplex with boxed "Undelivered for reason stated. To be returned to Sender at the 

address shown on cover". Fine cds's for Lockerbie, Edinburgh & Carlisle. Most attractive. $40 
1628 1881 1d mauve imperf single with wmk & good margins. SG 174 Cat. £2750 as a MLH pair. (see Plate 5) $80 
1629 1883 2/6d deep lilac fine used with full Victoria St Liverpool 11 AP 92 cds. Most attractive. SG 179 Cat. £200+ $100 
1630 1883 5/- rose superb used with lovely upright Leicester Square B.O. WC JA 16 91 cds. SG 180 Cat. £200+ (see Plate 5) $120 
1631 1883 10/- ultramarine with crisp London Western Office NO 21 89 cds. Strong colour. SG 183 Cat. £475+ (see Plate 5) $300 
1632 1883 2/6d lilac F/U, 5/- rose good used (slightly rounded cnr) & 10/- ultramarine with nice Reg. cancel but grubby perfs top 

right. SG179/180 & 183 Cat. £875 (3) (see Plate 5) $75 
1633 1883 2/6d lilac, 5/- rose & 10/- ultramarine sound used with parcel cancels. Well centred but minor faults. A conservative 

estimate & opportunity to fill high cat. gaps. SG 178, 180, 183 Cat. £800 if fine $80 
1634 1884 £1 brown-lilac QV Three Crown wmk. Superb used with crisp central West Central District Office WC FE 3 91 cds. 

Good perfs & strong colour resulting in a beautiful stamp. SG 185 Cat. £2500 (see Plate 5) $1,500 
1635 1888 £1 brown-lilac QV Three Orbs wmk. Fine used with neat Strand B.O. WC MY 26 89 central cds. A scarce stamp in 

wonderful cond. SG 186 Cat. £4000 (see front cover) $2,200 
1636 1883 2½d lilac fine used with neat London hooded cancel. SG 190 Cat. £15+ $20 
1637 1883 6d dull green QV vertical pair fine used with crisp New Wimbledon cds's. Still on original piece hence the colour is 

stunning. SG 194 Cat. £400++ $150 
1638 1887 9d dull purple & blue well centred with stunning full BOLTON 26 JA 91 cds. SG 209 Cat. £60 with premium. $30 
1639 1887/92 5d Die II, 9d & 1/- bicolour all superb MUH. Cat. £145 as MLH & not often seen MUH. $160 
1640 1887/1900 Jubilee complete set of 14 MLH (incl both ½d & 1/- colours. Small hinge remnants top corner of 5d & 6d & the 

9d has a stained corner perf, but all others are so lightly hinged & fresh that hinge trace is only evident at a low angle to the 
light. SG 197/214 (ex £1) Cat. £525 $200 



1641 1891 £1 green QV fine used with part central Threadneedle St Registered oval pmk. Lovely colour. SG 212 Cat. £750 $700 
1642 1891 £1 green QV very fine used with part Threadneedle St oval pmk at base. Well centred & rich colour. Stunning. 

SG 212 Cat. £750 (see Plate 5) $700 
1643 1887/92 6d purple on rose red. 2 examples on cover with 1887 Newcastle on Tyne duplex cancels. One opened very 

roughly, the other with good frontal appearance but damaged flap. SG 208 Cat. £75 each on cover $20 
1644 1890 Penny Postage Jubilee cover with 2 different South Kensington Museum cachets, G/Crown/R over "POST OFFICE 

SOUTH KENSINGTON 2nd JULY 1890" in plum & insert card with handwritten greeting, plus similar pair of items unused & 
caricature cover & insert card issued by Harry Furness plus "Eliot" caricature envelope & card all in fine cond. (8) $200 

1645 1871/1900 range of QV surface printed issues all with crisp "socked on the nose" cds's noting 1871 Peterborough, 1872 
Cardiff-Docks & Peterborough all on 1/- values plate 5 & 2 x plate 6 (perf faults) & 1893 Brighton H.P.O. on 2/6d lilac with 
light corner crease (SG 178). Whilst faults a most attractive group. Cat. £300+ (10) $80 

1646 1891 3d olive Railway Stamps for Lancashire & Yorkshire. Roulette pane of 6 fresh MUH & numbered 18295-18300. $70 
1647 1894 (27th Sept) env with 1d lilac perfined Blondeau Vinolia Soap on Company envelope pmkd by Kentish Town squared 

circle. Very attractive Blondeau Vinolia Soap Co. "Despatched" clock face timed & dated cachet in mauve. "Undelivered for 
reason stated" cachet in black with return address circled. Lincoln forwarding cds. Stamp cat £200 on cover but "Soap" 
theme makes it! $100 

1648 1902 1d bright scarlet with a striking pre-printing flaw accentuated by the left selvedge & double perfs. Small paper 
adhesion on reverse not detracting. SG 220var. (see Plate 5) $120 

1649 1902 9d dull purple & ultramarine KEVII. Fresh MLH & well centered. SG 250 Cat. £195 $60 
1650 1902 10d dull purple & slate purple KEVII shades both used with "missing top to crown" variety. Unfortunately cancel 

touches crown on one stamp & obscures detail. Estimated accordingly. SG 254a & 255a Cat. £525 (2) $60 
1651 1902 2/6d lilac KEVII DLR superb used with full bold Central Telegraph Office MY 12 02 cds. Still on original paper hence 

rich original colour. Most attractive. SG 260 Cat. £140+ $100 
1652 1902/10 2/6d dull purple. Good used with 1903 reg cancel. SG 262 Cat. £150 $30 
1653 1907 1/-  green & carmine QV. F/U with crisp Southampton cds & strong original colour. SG 314 Cat. £125+ (see Plate 5) $90 
1654 KEVII MLH & used range to 1/- on stockcard. Noted very fine 1/- dark green & scarlet & 2 x 10d F/U plus MLH ½d (14), 

2½d (2), 6d & 7d. No 1d, 2d, 5d or 9d values. Cat. min. £300 (29) $50 
1655 1910 (11th June) postcard depicting "The Funeral Procession of the later King Edward VII". Postage unpaid with 

Birmingham cds & "1d75" cachet as Postage Due. Some creasing but rare. $30 
1656 1911 ½d green KEVII Harrison printing with part off-set. MUH SG 268 var. $40 
1657 1913/15 Seahorses used selection incl. 1934 re-engraved 2/6d (7), BW 5/- (2), Waterlow 10/- indigo & DLR 10/- pale blue, 

the last-mentioned with thick Reg cancel., others good to fine used. Cat. £1500+ (12) $120 
1658 1913 £1 green Seahorse with 2 light partial Jersey cds's. Generally good perfs except a couple shortish at top & one of 

bottom perfs "hanging" & about to depart. Attractive. SG 403 Cat. £1250 (see Plate 5) $600 
1659 1913 £1 green Seahorse with barely perceptible light toning in places. Centred slightly left. SG 403. Cat. £4800 (Plate 5) $2,800 
1660 1913 2/6d to £1 set of 4 Seahorses Waterlow printing. Fine used with lovely colour. SG 400/03  Cat. £2100+ (see Plate 5) $1,600 
1661 1917 (20th Sept) WWI soldier hand illustrated & coloured in pencil cover with spaces left in design for the Army Post Office 

S.36 cds & red oval PASSED FIELD CENSOR 3816 cachet. Shows army soldier on a horse & cart dangling a carrot for the 
horse to head in the direction of Blighty with the caption, "SOME HOPE". Addressed to Ipswich, Suffolk. Some edge wear 
but a stunning item with these covers now becoming highly sought after. $150 

1662 1923 (1st March) KGV hand painted illustrated cover with a seal balancing the stamp & titled "A sealed letter". Addressed 
to Cranleigh School in Surrey & pmkd Harpenden. Most attractive & unusual.  $75 

1663 1929 PUC ½d, 1d & 1½d with sideways wmk. MLH SG 434a/36a Cat. £155 $60 
1664 1929 £1 PUC black. Fine used, neat corner cancel. Well centred & good perfs. A lovely stamp. SG 438 Cat. £550 (Plate 5) $650 
1665 1935 Silver Jubilee set on a Hampstead Registered FDC to Switzerland with light violet oval registered cancels & bold 

black oval registereds probably correcting the weak first cancellations. Both violet & black registered oval on reverse 
together with bold Olten 8 V 35 receival cds. Cat. £600 $400 

1666 1937/47 & 1941/2 KGVI sets with wmk sideways. MUH SG 463a/89a Cat. £210 (8) $90 
1667 1948 (26th April) Silver Wedding pair on plain FDC with neat typed address. Stamps tied by Torre, Torquay cds. Lovely 

clean cover. SG Cat. £430 $350 
1668 1948 Silver Wedding pair MLH & 1963 Lifeboat Conference addressed FDC plus 1993 £10 Britannia MUH. (3 items) $30 
1669 1949 UPU official GPO FDC with machine Ealing cancel. Some scuffing on 1/- & insect nibbles on 3d. Otherwise fine & 

Cat. £80 as FDC. $20 
1670 1953 (2nd June) The Coronation of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. The official approved souvenir programme. A lovely 

item in reasonable cond. Though one page has a cut-out section. Illustustrated with photos, map of procession route, order 
of service etc. Very interesting. $20 

1671 1955/8 10/- DLR Castle MUH. SG 538a Cat. £225 $100 
1672 1955 ½d to 3d set of 7 QEII Wildings with inverted St Eds Crown wmk incl both shades of 2d. MUH SG 540/45wi Cat £22 $10 
1673 1958 4d QEII Wilding MUH top right corner marginal example with a stunning paper fold prior to printing causing gross 

misperforation & stamp to be partially imperforate. MUH SG 576var. (see back cover) $400 
1674 1958/65 2d light red brown. Mult crowns wmk inverted. MUH One of the most elusive early QEII issues. SG 573wi Cat £140 $70 
1675 1959 2/6d Castle with complete & strong offset. A superb MUH example of this variety with only about 90 known SG 595var $500 
1676 1959/68 DLR. Castles. MUH (10/- MLH) with hinge mark on selvedge of each. SG 595/8 Cat. £195 $70 
1677 1963 FFH & Lifeboat sets both with Phosphor bands. Fresh MUH. SG 634/35p & 642/44p Cat. £80+ $40 
1678 1964 Shakespeare, Geographical, Botanical & Forth Road Bridge all with Phosphor bands. Also 1963 FFH. MLH. SG 

634/35p, 646/49p, 651/54p, 655/58p & 659/60p. Cat. £100+ as MUH $15 
1679 1969 9d Christmas unadopted hand painted essay by Andrew Restall. Surrounding the design are paint colour tests. Most 

attractive & would certainly compliment a GB collection. $200 
1680 1972 postcard to USA bearing strip of 3 x 4d Wilding after invalidation of pre-decimal stamps with cachets "£SD POSTAGE 

STAMPS INVALID FROM 1ST MARCH 1972" & "DIVERTED TO SURFACE NO POSTAGE" plus Postage Due & "T" 
markings on arrival in USA. Lovely item. $30 

1681 1977 8½dp Racket Sports Art Work by Andrew Restall. A superb hand painted design in keeping with the ultimate issue. 
An exhibition item. (see back cover) $200 

1682 1978 (31st May) Coronation Anniv FDC with "ESTATE OFFICE SANDRINGHAM" dated cachet & pmkd Kings Lynn. Fine. $10 
1683 1979 Rowland Hill M/S's group of 7 all with colour shifts or inking flaws. MUH SG MS1099 var. (7) $150 
1684 1988 5p dull red-brown Machin partially imperforate. Fine MUH horiz pair with very light perf indents at foot of vert margin. 

Imperf pair (SG X935a) cats at £4000. BPA Cert. (2009) (see Plate 4) $750 
1685 1989-1997 Greetings Booklets. 1989 has perfect perfs on both strips (Cat. £48). All fine. SG KX1/KX9 & FY1 Cat. £175 (10) $70 
1686 1998 (3rd Feb) Princess Diana - The People's Princess Benham silk cover with full set pmkd Althorp, Northamptonshire. $10 
1687 1999-2000 Millennium Boxed Collection of Commem stamp packs for the entire series. Official Royal Mail product 24 Packs $60 



1688 2001 "Occasions" P.O. tabbed souvenir sheets for 2002 "Ten Stars from Arsenals First Team Squad", 2003 "Heroes of the 
Final" Rugby World Cup (2 different sheets) & 2003 "Manchester United: Present-day Heroes". All limited edition (max 
5000) sheets. MUH (4) $30 

1689 2003 "E" Dame Freya Stark Trial Printing perforated & gummed, but with the Queen's head & denomination in silver rather 
than gold. The trial exhibits slight shade variations compared to the issued stamp. Top marginal example MUH SG2632 var $250 

1690 Isle of Man 2009 Lewis Hamilton F1 World Champion A4 pres pack with 3 diff sheetlets showing scenes from his McLaren 
wins. Beautiful presentation. $20 

 DISASTER MAIL  
1691 1857 Emeu env (minus flap) with NSW 6d QV cancelled NSW with SYDNEY SP10 1857 NSW cds on reverse. Also has on 

the front the red LONDON DE 7 57 PAID arrival cds. Addressed to London this cover was on the "Emeu" when it sailed 
from Sydney on 11th September 1857 for Suez, her first trip, where she should have arrived on 3rd November. However 
whilst in the Red Sea & only days away from her destination, she was stranded on the Guttal el Bunna, a coral reef 120 
miles from Jeddah. She was refloated the next day & beached for repairs near Duber Dubb. The Emue's mail was 
transferred to the P&O SS Madras & appears not to have been damaged. The mail reached Suez on the 19th over 2 weeks 
late. It eventually arrived in London on 7th December. A fine example from this journey. $300 

1692 1859 P&O Northam (16th July) Register cover from Geelong to London "per Northam via Marseilles" with 1857/59 
Emblems 1d x 2, 4d & 1/- Perf. 12 all tied by "6" barred numeral cancels with red oval London Registered datestamp at 
base. Geelong cds on reverse & red London EC 19 SP. The P&P "Northam" ran aground on a reef in the Red Sea for 5 
days & the mail was recovered but no mention of any water damage. The rate from Victoria to England was 6d per half 
ounce via Southampton or 10d via Marseilles with a 1/- Registration fee. When originally posted this cover must have been 
fully prepaid at 1/10d, hence the missing stamp at upper right must have been another 4d. There are some pin holes where 
the missing 4d was once affixed. All these factors plus the water staining show that at least part of the recovered mail was 
water affected. A splendid looking discovery of some importance. (see inside back cover) $1,000 

1693 1862 Colombo Cover from the shipwreck of the P.& O. Steamer Colombo, which whilst on a voyage between Australia and 
England, struck Minicoy Island, the most southern of the Laccadives, a group of islands in the Indian Ocean three hundred 
miles due west of the southern tip of India. It was four o‟clock in the morning of 19th November while encountering very 
heavy monsoon rain that the tragedy occurred. Within a short time the ship was flooded, but all the passengers were safely 
transferred by lifeboats to the island. They were subsequently rescued by the "Ottawa" on the 30th November. 530 boxes 
of mail were recovered by divers, mostly over the next 5 weeks, but some were under water for 2 months. Covers 
emanating from this shipwreck are usually found in very poor condition. Many were so badly damaged that they had to be 
put in "ambulance" covers & then forwarded to the recipient. All the mail received a boxed two line cachet “Saved from the 
wreck of the Colombo” either in red or black. This cover is addressed $700 

1694 1862 Colombo (see story in above description) Stampless cover with boxed two line "Saved from the wreck of the 
Colombo" in black on reverse together with clear Stockton on Tees cds of 24 JA 63 in black while front has London 24 JA 
63 "Paid" cds in red. Partial "Sandridge" cancel (missing part where stamps floated off in the wreck) & Sandridge "75" 
duplex of 25 OC 62. Obviously damaged & reinforced & has been opened out for display, but scarce, especially having 2 in 
the same auction from different vendors!. $1,000 

1695 1906 Ottersberg Train Crash env with 10f red pmkd Lubeck & addressed to Cronenberg with a three line blue cachet, 
"Beschadigt beim Eisenbahnungluck in Ottersberg". On 30th December the Hamburg to Cologne express train crashed into 
a goods train near Ottersberg. As a result the mail coach was set on fire however this item was recovered. A unusual cover. $250 

1696 1917 Karmala grounding env with Ceylon 13c green KGV x 2 tied by Wennappuwa FE 20 17 cds's. The armed 
merchantman "Karmala" escaped from being attacked by a German submarine on 18th March 1917 off the Sicily coast but 
the following day struck rocks near Vada, 15 miles south of Leghorn. With 15 feet of water in her hold, she went to Spezia 
where the passengers & mail were offloaded & repairs were carried out. The mail then went by rail to London. This 
envelope has the boxed cachet that was applied upon arrival in London, "DAMAGED BY IMMERSION IN SEA WATER. - 
I.S.". Fine & rarely seen. $300 

1697 1917 Norwegian Explosion env addressed to London with BOSTON MASS. FEB 26 1.30PM 1917 roller cancel. 
Readdressed to Surrey hence additional SHEPHERDS BUSH  27 MAR 17 pmk. The 6,327 tons steamship "Norwegian" 
was built in 1913 for the Leyland Line. On 13 March 1917 whilst returning from the US, she was sunk 4 miles south west of 
Seven Heads, County Cork, Ireland  either by being torpedoed by a German submarine or by striking a German mine. Five 
people were killed. The mail was salvaged & upon arrival in England, like this env, had the cachet "DAMAGED BY SEA 
WATER" in black applied. In addition PO authorities have resealed the item with blank perforated labels. $150 

1698 1918 Kenilworth Castle Explosion env with South Africa 1d red KGV  pmkd Pietermaritzburg 6th AP 1918 hand 
addressed to Pte FG Stephenson No. 15 Platoon "W" Company, South African Scottish British Ex Force, France. The 
reverse has the cachet in purple, "E. Postal Section L'don NW1 Damaged by immersion in sea water" with "Rec. 9/6/18" in 
m/s. The mail steamer Kenilworth Castle of the Union Castle Line, sailed from Cape Town on 2nd May & was in a convoy 
that sailed for England. At 1.10am on the morning of the 4th June, off the Eddystone lighthouse in the English Channel, she 
was involved in a collision with an escorting destroyer. Two depth charges fell off the destroyer & exploded under her 
causing extensive damage to the bow. 14 passengers & crew were killed & the badly damaged ship was taken into 
Plymouth Sound & beached. The hold in which the mail was being carried was flooded but all the mail was subsequently 
recovered. Four different cachets are known, three in English & one in French. A lovely example  of this recovered mail. $300 

1699 1930 SS Comorin Fire. Cover addressed to London EC4 with Brisbane slogan for FEB 21 1930, this was conveyed by the 
P&O Steamer SS Comorin. She left Sydney on 19th February picking up mails including this one from ports of call, finally 
leaving Fremantle on 3rd March. A fire began as she was leaving Columbo on the 12th March in No.3 hold. It was not 
extinguished until the 14th after the hold had been flooded (hence the missing stamp). The vessel finally reached London 
on 3rd April where the cachet "DAMAGED BY FIRE ON S.S. COMORIN" was applied. As expected the cover shows signs 
of this experience! $150 

1700 1930 SS Comorin Fire. This cover addressed to Cambridge has Adelaide slogan for FEB 27 1930 & was involved in the 
same disaster as above. The stamp is missing also but has the alternative boxed cachet "DAMAGED BY IMMERSION IN 
SEA WATER I.S.". In addition the env has been resealed with part of a GB PO label. Also well worn! $170 

1701 1930 SS Tahiti env with 1d red tied by roller cancel of Morinsville AUG 11 30. On board the ship as detailed above, this 
was addressed to New York City with all US destined mail having a different cachet, "Salvaged from S.S. Tahiti Lost at sea" 
in violet. In addition San Francisco Calif. SEP 1 1903 arrival cds on reverse. Contains its original contents of an entry form 
& address details. A lovely item. $300 

1702 1930 SS Tahiti postcard of Whakarewarewa with matching cds on stamp on front. On 18th August 1930, whilst on route 
from Wellington, New Zealand to Rarotonga in the Cook Islands, the British steamer "Tahiti" was abandoned at 2.28am 
after a broken propeller had caused a gash in the hull & water flooded into the hold. The steamers, "Ventura" & "Penybryn" 
which had come to render assistance, took on board the passengers & crew & the majority of the letter mail. Nine bags 
were lost as was the entire 139 bags of newspapers, packages & parcel mail when the Tahiti sank at 4.42pm the same day. 
Of the salvaged bags, 50 were damaged by seawater. This postcard addressed to Austria had the cachet "DAMAGED BY 
SEA WATER" (Hoggarth & Gwynn Type 5) applied in violet. Evident signs of water staining but stamp still affixed. $250 



1703 1938 Calpurnia (27th Nov) Empire Airways Flying Boat Calpurnia Crash in Iraq on route to Perth from London. This badly 
water damaged Registered cover addressed to West Perth still has the original contents from EJ Jansen, a London stamp 
dealer. It is unusual in that the type A label has been affixed over the type B label (either of these were attached to all 
affected mail from FW Arnold Deputy Director, Posts & Telegraphs, Perth). Posted in Croyden, the Registered label is still 
present with the original stamps. It appears the Registered items did not fare any better than the ordinary mail even though 
they were carried in heavy duty secured bags! $120 

1704 1946 Manawatu River Train Crash env from Wellington to Napier which has the stamp washed off but with a cancel of 19 
AU 1946. The back has been resealed by the Post Office with stamp selvedges & a clear crisp strike of the violet cachet, 
"DAMAGED THROUGH IMMERSION IN MAMAWATU RIVER RAILWAY ACCIDENT" applied. About 4.10am on the 
morning of 20th August 1946 the goods train from Palmerston North to Napier plunged 60ft into the swollen Manawatu 
River when struck by a landslide. Both the driver & the fireman were killed. A fine example from this incident. $500 

1705 1953 Young Brothers Barge Fire A badly burnt cover with part Honolulu slogan cancel with stamp missing. Addressed to 
Paia, Maui, it has the violet cachet "DAMAGED BY FIRE ON SHIP HONOLULU, HAWAII JUL 28 1953". A fire broke out on 
board the barge YB 10 that was being towed from Honolulu to Maui & Molokai, Hawaii. On board was general cargo that 
included oxygen & propane cylinders, gasoline in 50 ton barrels & mail. Very little of the mail survived but that that did 
received this cachet. A difficult to find piece of disaster mail. (see inside back cover) $200 

1706 1954 Belfast (13th Mar) Crash cover from British Overseas Airways Corp. Constellation G-ALAM "Belfast" (Captain T.W. 
Hoyle). Crashed in Singapore with 31 passengers & two crew killed. The resulting fire destroyed much of the mail to the 
U.K from Australia & New Zealand but some letters were saved. Red cachet, "SALVAGED MAIL -AIRCRAFT CRASH - 
SINGAPORE 13.3.54". NZ Meter mark with Christchurch slogan over the top. Severely burnt around edges. $30 

1707 1954 Belfast (13th Mar) Crash cover from British Overseas Airways Corp. Constellation G-ALAM "Belfast" (see details 
above). Red cachet, "SALVAGED MAIL -AIRCRAFT CRASH - SINGAPORE 13.3.54" on OHMS covering env containing 
original Airmail letter with Adelaide 11 MAR 1954 Royal Visit slogan on 2/- Royal Visit stamp. Typed address to London 
with covering env hand addressed. Severely burnt on 3 sides but stamp & pmk still evident. (2 items) (see Plate 6) $50 

1708 1954 Belfast (13th Mar) (see details above) Large A4 size OHMS cover addressed to London by hand containing the 
ORIGINAL Registered cover to the Commercial Banking Company of Sydney, Lombard St, London complete with wax 
seals. Very badly burnt but still with GPO Sydney Reg label & a remaining 10/- Arms & 9d Platypus. Other stamps missing. 
Obviously forwarded under new cover with the red cachet, "SALVAGED MAIL -AIRCRAFT CRASH - SINGAPORE 13.3.54" 
applied. One of the larger covers from this disaster & scarcer as a result especially with the genuine usage of the Arms 
issue. $75 

1709 1955 El Al Flight 402 env from Romania to Israel that was on the El-Al flight from the Netherlands via London & Istanbul to 
Tel Aviv that strayed off course & was shot down on 27th July by MiG 15's of the Bulgarian Air Force. All 58 on board were 
killed. Rumanian stamps on reverse  cancelled 21 Jul 55 with Tel Aviv receival cds. A boxed cachet in mauve describes the 
incident in Hebrew on the front. A very scarce item from this incident. $650 

 COMMONWEALTH & FOREIGH A-Z  
1710 Aden 1951 KGVI new values surcharges MLH with top 3 vals MUH. SG 36/46 Cat. £65 $20 
1711 Ascension 1938 1d Green Mountain. MLH SG 39 Cat. £45 $20 
1712 1944 1½d black & vermilion perf. 13 with "Davit" variety. MLH SG 40ba Cat. £140 $80 
1713 1938 1½d black & rose carmine perf.14 with variety "cut mast & railings". MLH with light diagonal crease. SG 40db $25 
1714 1938 2/6d The Pier with "cut mast & railings" variety. Very light gum bend mentioned for accuracy. MLH. A scarce variety. 

SG 45cb Cat. £1200 (see back cover) $300 
1715 1944 5/- Long Beach. Perf. 13 MLH Cat. £38 $20 
1716 1938 5/- Long Beach. Perf. 13½. Fresh MUH block of 4. SG 46 Cat. £380+ $150 
1717 1944 10/- Three Sisters. Perf. 13. MLH. SG 47a. Cat. £45 $20 
1718 1944 10/- Three Sisters. Perf. 13. Fresh left margin block of 4. SG 47a. Cat. £180+ $100 
1719 Austria 1924 Artist charity set, 1932 painters SG 293/98, 1934 2s SG 735 MLH Cat. £170 (12) $40 
1720 1935 Airs 20gr to 10sch. MLH/MUH. SG 766/77 Cat. £85 (10) $40 
1721 1950 Birds Airs 60g to 20s set of 7. F/U. SG 1215/21 Cat. £300+ $100 
1722 1929 Views set of 14 to 2s. Large format set incl 10s &* 24s shades. Fresh MLH SG 646/59 $50 
1723 1934 Costumes set to 5s incl both shades of 2s. MLH SG 716/37 (21) $40 
1724 1934 Architects set of 6. F/U SG 739/44 $50 
1725 Bahamas 1931/46 2/- & 3/- perfined SPECIMEN. Both MLH. SG 131s/32s Cat. £80 $30 
1726 1938/51 £1 black & blue green KGVI MUH. SG 157a Cat. £60 $35 
1727 1938/52 KGV definitives set of 17 to £1. MLH SG 149/57 Cat. £140 $40 
1728 1938 5/- lilac & blue on thick paper. MLH but with toned gum. Fresh frontal appearance. SG 156 Cat. £170 $30 
1729 1942 Landfall of Columbus ovpt set to 5/-. MLH SG 162/74a SG 46 Cat. £30+ $20 
1730 Bahrain 1966 5f to 1d set of 12 Defins. Fresh MUH SG 139/50 Cat. £50 $20 
1731 Barbados 1906 1d "Olive Blossom" MLH ovptd "SPECIMEN". SG 152s Cat. £65 $30 
1732 1912 3d KGV & Seal of Colony steel imprint block used in printing presses for a c1910 stamp dealers price list. 

Extraordinary craftsmanship. Same size as stamp attached to wooden block. Highly unusual & very collectable. $30 
1733 1920 Victory set of 12 to 3/-. Fresh MLH SG 201/12 Cat. £130 $50 
1734 Belgium 1915 5 Franken perf. 14. F/U Mi. Cat. €150 $50 
1735 1915 5 Franken perf.14  mint without gum. Mi127A Cat. €400, SG Cat. £500 $60 
1736 1915 5 Franken perf. 14 MLH. Mi127A Cat. €400, SG Cat. £500 $100 
1737 1922 King Albert defins set of 25 to 10f. MLH SG 349/73 Cat. £200+ $80 
1738 1935-1950 Brussels Exhibition M/S CTO (trimmed). SG MS688. 1950 sport M/S CTO SG MS1316. Private ovpts on MS980 

(1956 x 2) & 1954 MS981/92 plus proof prints on Anniv. M/S "Society Royale for Amicale Philately". (9 items) $50 
1739 1951 Airmail Aeroclub se-tenant gutter pair. Odd minor dent but fresh MUH. SG 1368a $30 
1740 1952 Basilica Fund miniature sheet. Fine MUH. SG MS1392 Cat. £475 $150 
1741 Bermuda 1874 6d dull mauve with inverted wmk. Lightly used. 2 short perfs at top. SG 7wi Cat. £160 $40 
1742 1938 2/- deep purple & ultramarine on grey blue. Light stain on reverse at top but not apparent from front. MLH & well 

centred. SG 116. Cat. £110 $15 
1743 1942 2/6d black & red/grey-blue Perf. 14¼ line. F/U SG 117a Cat. £110 $75 
1744 1939 5/- pale green & red/yellow. F/U SG 118a Cat. £85 $60 
1745 1938 10/- green & deep lake/pale emerald on chalk surfaced paper. F/U with crisp full cds. Stunning. SG 119 Cat. £325 $200 
1746 1946 10/- deep green & dull red/green on emerald back paper on piece cancelled by neat crisp full upright Hamilton cds. 

SG 119d Cat. £70 $60 
1747 1938 12/6d grey & brownish orange. F/U. SG 120a Cat. £75 $50 
1748 1940 12/6d grey & pale orange. F/U. SG 120b Cat. £55 $40 
1749 1940 12/6d grey & pale orange on chalk surfaced paper. Perf. 14.  F/U. SG 120e Cat. £80 $50 
1750 1940 £1 purple & black/red on piece with almost complete crisp Mailton cds. Stunning colour. SG 121 Cat. £100 $80 
1751 1943 £1 pale purple & black/pale red. F/U & fresh. SG 121b Cat. £75 $50 



1752 1951 £1 violet & black/scarlet. Perf 13. F/U with neat part St Georges cds. Most attractive. SG 121d Cat. £80 $50 
1753 British Guiana 1934 KGV to $1 & 1938 to $3 simplified MLH sets on leaves. $3 has small thin from hinge removal 

otherwise fine cond. Cat. £175 (25) $50 
1754 British Occupation of Italian Colonies 1948 "B.M.A. Eritrea" overprints to 10/-. MUH SG E1/12 Cat. £55 $30 
1755 1950 "B.A. Eritrea" overprints to 10/-. MUH SG E13/25 Cat. £80 $45 
1756 1951 "B.A. Eritrea" overprints to 10/-. MUH (25¢ MLH) SG E26/32 Cat. £55 $30 
1757 1948 "B.M.A. Eritrea" Postage Dues MLH. SG ED1/5 Cat. £55 as MUH $20 
1758 1950 "B.A. Eritrea" Postage Dues MUH. SG ED6/10 Cat. £65 $35 
1759 1951 (29th Nov) "B.A. Eritrea" 10/-, 2sh50cts, 75¢ pair on Italian telegram form tied by "Asmara Central" cds & partially 

punched perfin illegible, sent to Addis Ababa with message in English "Operation Settled Sunday". Seldom seen used thus 
on complete documents. Cat. £340 on cover $200 

1760 1950 "B.A. Tripolitania" overprints to 10/-. MUH (5 M.A.L. MLH) SG T14/26 Cat. £90 $50 
1761 1951 "B.A. Tripolitania" overprints to 10/-. MUH SG T27/34 Cat. £60 $35 
1762 1948 "B.M.A. Tripolitania" Postage Dues MUH SG TD1/5 Cat.£50 $30 
1763 1950 "B.A. Tripolitania" Postage Dues MUH. SG TD6/10 Cat. £85 $45 
1764 British P.O. in Siam 1883 5¢ blue Straits MLH ovptd B for Bangkok. Expertised "Their BPP". SG 18 Cat. £270 (front cover) $140 
1765 1883 8¢ orange yellow Straits. Unused without gum, ovptd "B" for Bangkok. SG 20 Cat. £160 for MLH $60 
1766 1883 10¢ violet slate Straits unused without gum ovpt "B" for Bangkok. SG 21 Cat. £160 for MLH $70 
1767 1883 12¢ brownish lilac Straits. F/U with "B" ovpt for Bangkok. Expertised "Their BPP". SG 22 Cat. £150 $75 
1768 British Post Offices in The Levant 1902 Great Britain Postcard (The Tower, London) with KEVII ½d green cds of SP 7 

1902 addressed to Crete with Xania receival cds, re-addressed to Constantinople & with "Stamboul Arrive" & "British Post 
Office/Constantinople" cds of SP22/02 & a KGV 7½p on 5d tied by similar cancel of 21 SP 21 addressed to Paris from the 
High Commissariat of Greece, wax seal & receival "Paris/Distribution/6x1/1921" cds on reverse. Both items in fine cond. (2) $150 

1769 British Virgin Islands 1899 set to 5/- MLH (latter no gum). Hingeing varies & 2½d stained. SG 43/50 Cat.£110 $35 
1770 1952 KGVI pictorials F/U to $4.80. SG 136-47 Cat. £60 $30 
1771 Canada 1852/57 3d brown red beaver imperf with 3 wide margins & just clear at left, Superb used with full central 

concentric rings cancel. SG 8 Cat. £225 $75 
1772 1852/57 3d brown red beaver very F/U with 4 good margins. Wove paper example. SG 8 Cat. £225 $75 
1773 1852/57 7½d yellow green imperf 4 margins (just touching on left side) with a very light trace of cancel at left. RPSL (2008) 

Cert. stating "SG 12 7½d yellow green - imperforate - used - is genuine. SG Cat. £2000 (see front cover) $1,200 
1774 1922/31 1¢ yellow KGV imperf block of 4. MLH/MUH SG 259 Cat. £100+ $60 
1775 1930/1 $1 Mt. Edith Cavell. MLH with light toning on lower perfs. SG 303 Cat. £110 $30 
1776 1932 13c bright violet. Fresh MUH. SG 325. Cat. £50+ $20 
1777 1934 New Brunswick & 1935 SJ & defins to $1 all mint though album print on some vals on reverse & $1 has small thin. 

Frontally fresh. SG 334/51 $30 
1778 1941 (12th May) "THERE'LL ALWAYS BE AN ENGLAND", Union Jack flag & bulldog illustrated env with 5c KGVI x 2 & 20c 

Fort pmkd Vancouver B.C. addressed to Winston Churchill at 10 Downing Street, London. Very good cond & unusual.  $30 
1779 Canada - British Columbia & Vancouver Island 1860 2½d dull reddish rose. Sound used with red cancel. SG 2 Cat £180 $50 
1780 Canada - Newfoundland 1897/1918 set to 5¢ incl all colours. ½¢ & 3¢ thin spots, 1¢ green adherence. SG 83/90 Cat £130 $30 
1781 1941/44 defins to 48¢. Fresh MLH incl shades of 5¢, 15¢, 20¢, 24¢ & 48¢ x 3. STC £70 as MUH $25 
1782 Cayman Islands 1905 KEVII MCA set of 5 in plate 1 MUH pairs, slight ageing. SG 8/12, Cat. £130 + premium for MUH & 

plate numbers. $100 
1783 1920 3d KGV on orange-buff. F/U SG 45c Cat. £30 $10 
1784 1950 KGVI defins set of 13 to 10/-. Fresh MLH SG 135/47 Cat. £65 $30 
1785 Ceylon 1857 6d purple brown on blued paper. F/U with 3½ margins. SG 1 Cat. £450 $90 
1786 1859 6d purple brown pair. Light cancelled with slight cut into base. SG 6 Cat. £280 + premium as pair $90 
1787 1859 9d purple brown F/U with large margins. SG 8 Cat. £900 $250 
1788 1857 10d dull vermilion F/U with close to good margins. SG 9 Cat. £300 $80 
1789 1903 KEVII to 2R25 MLH ovptd "SPECIMEN". Some stains on 5,6,12 & 15¢ values. Cat. £180 $60 
1790 1912/25 10R KGV Die I used, slight rubbing. SG 318 Cat. £90 $25 
1791 1912/25 10R KGV Die II used with strong colours. SG 318b Cat. £160 $75 
1792 1912/25 20R black & red on blue MLH with tiny gum bubbles. SG 319 Cat. £150 $75 
1793 1918/9 2¢ orange "WARSTAMP" ovpt double. Used SG 330b Cat. £40 $20 
1794 1921/32 5R KGV script wmk MLH overprinted SPECIMEN. SG 356 Cat. £42 as normal, plus premium  $30 
1795 1941 3c black & deep blue green KGVI. Perf. 14 (line). Well cantered & MLH SG 387c Cat. £120   $40 
1796 1938 50c black & mauve KGVI. Perf. 13 x 11½  MLH & very fine. SG 394 Cat. £160 $60 
1797 1942 50c black & mauve KGVI. Perf. 14 (line)  MLH & very fine. SG 394c Cat. £100 $40 
1798 1938/49 5r KGVI on chalky paper. Fresh MLH with left selvedge. SG 397 Cat. £45 $15 
1799 China 1900 Postcard b&w unused showing German Blockhouse on the Ma-Gan-Schan border. Printing details at base of 

card D.R.G.M. No 26, printed in Berlin. Rare card issued at outbreak of Boxer Rebellion. Fine cond. $80 
1800 1905 Postcard in b&w of "Chinese Barber" with Kiautschou 5pf Yacht tied by 5/7 05 Tsingtau cds. Addressed to Berlin with 

13/8 05 receival cds. Card is No.11 of Verlag Kaufhaus Max Grill series. Good cond. $90 
1801 1912 Postcard showing Camel Caravan in Kiautschou, addressed to Belgium with 2 x 5pf Kiautschou Yacht tied by 

Tsingtau 5.6.1912 cds & with Brussel/Bruxelles receival cds of 23 VI 1912. Card published by F. Oertel, Tsingtau. $90 
1802 1930 cover bearing 10¢ Junk to addressee at Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd, London with this address deleted. 

Readdressed to Hanover, Germany & bearing KGV 1d perfined with "SB/SA" & tied by London S.W.I. cds of 27 MY 30. 
Excellent cond. with flap showing printed "CATHAY HOTEL SHANGHAI". A lovely mixed postage item. (see Plate 6) $220 

1803 1936 cover airmailed to Germany with "PAR AVION" bilingual etiquette on front & stamps (155c) on rear tied by CANTON 
S.O. No.4 bilingual cds of 12.11.21 (Chinese date), also with boxed "GAGNEZ DU TEMPS RESPONDEZ PAR AVION" & 
1936 machine cds. Has been folded vertically, not affecting the stamps, but otherwise in exceptionally fine cond. $100 

1804 1947 50th Anniv Post Service set of 5 on illust FDC & pmkd Shanghai. Fine cond. Local usage. SG 935/39 $30 
1805 1978 Galloping Horses set of 10 to 70f. Fresh MUH but 60f has pulled & some shortish perfs at top & 8f (3) has same 

bottom left otherwise fine. SG 2771/80 Cat. £30 $20 
1806 1978 Galloping Horses set of 10 to 70f. Fresh MUH. SG 2771/80 Cat. £30 $30 
1807 1978 5y Galloping Horses Miniature Sheet. Fresh MUH with odd very minor tweezer dent mentioned for accuracy. A scarce 

M/S. SG MS2781 Cat. £500 $200 
1808 1978 Arts & Crafts set of 10 to 70ft. Fresh MUH. SG 2805/14 $20 
1809 1978 Arts & Crafts Miniature Sheet. Fresh MUH again with odd very minor tweezer dent mentioned for accuracy. Another 

scarce M/S from this period. SG MS2815 Cat. £400 $150 
1810 1979 "Pilgrimage to the West" Scenes set of 8. MUH SG 2880/88 Cat. £30 $30 



1811 1900 10pf with 45° China ovpt tied  by K.D. Feld-poststation No.4/1/6 cds x 2 German reply card addressed to Captain 
Twining, Royal Engineers, British Corps, Tongku with inked message in English dated 1.6.1900 & reply part unused. Great 
Intra-Forces mail item with message inviting Captain Twining to attend upcoming planning meeting re major assault on 
Boxer HQ in August 1900. $150 

1812 China Boxer Rebellion 1900-1901 German Feldpost letters/cards x 5 all used stampless with clear receival marks all in 
Germany. Best is PPC featuring "Chinese Business Street Shanghai" b&w with "K.D. Feldpoststation No.7 14/5" cds & 
"Eisenroth 1 7 01" receival cds; scarce letters incl "K.D. Feldpostexped. Des Ostasiatischen Expeditions corps 23 12a" cds 
with "Goldap 18.2.01" receival cds; "Kais Deutsche Marine Schiffspost No.46 16/9/00" addressed to Kiel, Chinese Imperial 
Post 1¢ p/c with sender's coloured illustration & message on reverse, obverse with handwritten "Feldpost" & addressed to 
Hamburg; 1900 letter with boxed (translation:) "S.B. East Asiatic Expedition 1st Infantry Regiment", in black & "Shanghai 
18.10 00/Deutshe Post" cds addressed to "Friedrichshagen bei Berlin" & 22.11.00 arrival b/s. Also incl 1904 receipt from 
Deutsche-Asiatische Bank Tsingtau dated 2 Jan 1904 & in excellent cond. Valuable lot. (6) $250 

1813 1904 Japanese Postcard showing everyday life scene in Japan, drawing water from well below windmill in backyard. 
Franked with 5pf Kiautschou Yacht tied by Tsingtau cds of 15.10.04 addressed to Luneburg with 24.11.04 receival cds. 
Brief message in German from member of Tsingtau garrison after Boxer Rebellion was successfully overcome. $80 

1814 1913 Japanese PPC showing 2 Japanese ladies tending to their glasshouse garden at home. Kiautschou 5pf Yacht tied by 
Tsingtau cds of 19.11.13, addressed to Dresden & written in green ink. The Rebellion was fought in 1900/01 by the 8 Allied 
Forces - Japan, USA, Britain & British India, Austria/Hungary, Italy, Russia & Germany. After the conflict, garrisons were 
maintained to protect the Allies' concessions. $80 

1815 1913 (28th Nov) letter from a German Garrison member based in Tsingtau with crowned wax seal on reverse & pair of 
Kiautschou 5pf Yacht tied by Tsingtau cds . Addressed to relative stationed in Bavaria. Also a letter from German Corporal 
3rd Occ. Infantry Regiment "Tientsin 18.10.01" cds tying China ovptd 10pf Germania, addressed to Germany with Hanover 
receival cds of 1.12.01. Indecipherable boxed cachet in violet & stain near base. Desirable items. (2) $60 

1816 Cook Islands 1909 1d deep red perf.14. Fresh MUH SG 38 Cat. £35+ $15 
1817 Cyprus 1960 25m to £1 with "Cyprus Republic" ovpt on 2 plain envelopes with each neatly cancelled Prodhromos, Cyprus 

16 Au 60 (FDI). SG 193/202 Cat. £90+ as F/U $30 
1818 Denmark 1863 16sk roulette 11 used. Slightly clipped perfs. Cat. £600 SG 21 $100 
1819 Egypt 1914/15 & 1915 "OHHS" ovpts. MLH/MUH blocks of 4 (ex SG 088). Cat. £140+ (7 blocks) $40 
1820 1932 British Forces in Egypt "POSTAL SEAL" MUH vertical pair totally imperf with wide margin at base. SG A1 Cat. £190 

for normal pair with at least x 3 for imperf + premium for MUH (see back cover) $500 
1821 1934 50pt UPU Congress. MUH SG 231 Cat. £275 + premium fur MUH $120 
1822 Falkland Islands 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 on registered First Day Cover addressed to London with neat Port Stanley 

cds's. SG 139/42 Cat. £750 $380 
1823 1938/50 10/- orange brown & orange frame shades. F/U SG 162/a Cat. £98 $50 
1824 1938/50 £1 black & violet. F/U SG 163 Cat. £55 $35 
1825 1946 Victory pair on Registered cover to England. Light 7 OC 46 cds of Port Stanley & unframed crown over 

REGISTERED, number 6087 (all in black). Excellent cond. $20 
1826 1946 Victory pair on Registered local cover, the 3d blue with major re-entry & crown flaw (R8/5) Cat. £55 (x 5 on cover). 

Cover shows crown over "REGISTERED" unframed & 13689 in black. A rare cover. $100 
1827 1980 11p Buzzard with right cylinder selvedge & 15p Caracara both with the watermark variety Crown to left of CA. Fine 

MUH. SG 385wi & 386wi Cat. £750 (pair sold in Grosvenor auction No. 31 for $600+) (2) (see back cover) $150 
1828 Falkland Islands Dependencies 1945 cover to Royal Naval Base Port Stanley, bearing South Georgia ovptd set of 8 tied 

by cds in violet with 3 full strikes. Very fine. SG cat. on cover £200. $100 
1829 Fiji Govt Frank stamps, one on piece & the other on Govt Printing Office OHMS envelope front, both cancelled with 

"sunburst" dotted line type. $30 
1830 1950 10/- Paw-paw F/U. SG 266a Cat. £40 $15 
1831 Fiume "ARBE" large letters ovpt on 5¢ green. Thin spot at right. MLH SG 1A Cat. £275 $30 
1832 "VEGLIA" large letters ovpt on 10¢ red. Thin spot at right. MLH SG 2A Cat. £275 $30 
1833 "VEGLIA" large letters ovpt on 5¢ green. Short perf at right & toned perf at top. MLH SG 1A Cat. £275 $35 
1834 France 1849 15¢ green on bluish green with close margins. F/U SG 4 Cat. £1100 $100 
1835 1862 1¢ olive green on greenish. MVLH. SG 87 Cat. £225 $60 
1836 1869 5f grey lilac on greyish with central "2240" cancel. Blunt lower left corner otherwise free of faults. SG 131 Cat. £1100 $80 
1837 1876/85 1f Type I Peace & Commerce. Sound MLH with hinge remnant. SG 224 Centred high & one shortish perf. at left 

but Cat. £1400 in 2010 SG Pt. 6 $140 
1838 1877/90 40¢ red on yellow. Fine MLH. SG 270 Cat. £170 $50 
1839 1877/90 50¢ deep rose Type II. Fine MLH. SG 272 Cat. £300 $80 
1840 1902 30¢ mauve Mouchon MLH centred low. SG 302 Cat. £300 $40 
1841 1900/6 5f Merson. MUH well centred, plus another MLH centred slightly low. SG 308 Cat. £220 plus premium for MUH $50 
1842 1902 Mouchon Type II 10c, 15c, 20c & 25c all MLH. Usual mixed centering. SG 309/12 Cat. £260 $30 
1843 1903 30¢ lilac Sower MLH well centred. SG 319 Cat. £350 $60 
1844 1906 35¢ violet Sower type I (thin figures) MUH. SG 329 Cat. £275 MLH plus premium $100 
1845 1917/19 War Orphans Fund 1f+1f MUH. Added perf. lower right. SG 376 Cat. £500 as MLH $100 
1846 1918 Red Cross Fund 15¢+15¢ Hospital & ship. Fine MLH. SG 378 Cat. £150 $60 
1847 1922 War Orphans Fund set of 8 fine MLH. Centering above average. SG 388/95 Cat. £250 $50 
1848 1928 1f50 + 8f50 blue "Sinking Fund" Type I MLH. SG 463 Cat. £190 $70 
1849 1929 2f Le Havre Exhibition. Used with indistinct cancel. SG 470 Cat. £900 $300 
1850 1929/33 3f slate blue Cathedral Type II. One short perf at base. MLH. SG 472 Cat. £170 $40 
1851 1929/33 20f Pont du Gard perf. 13½. MLH SG 475 Cat. £375 $100 
1852 1931 1f50 + 3f50 green Sinking Fund. Very fine used. SG 493 Cat. £190 $80 
1853 1954 National Relief Fund set of 6 MUH. SG 1215/20 Cat. £200 $80 
1854 Germany 1900 5mk Reichspost. Type I used rounded lower left corner & 2 small surface thins on lower frame. A difficult 

stamp. SG 65a Cat. £3000 $250 
1855 WWI Postcards (b&w) featuring destroyer Dresden, battleship Scharnhorst, Battle of Coronel (plus notes from Wikipedia on 

same) & assault on Papeete by battleships Scharnhorst & Gniesenau. One is used (stampless) with naval cachet in violet, 
the others unused & all in fine cond. (4) $180 

1856 1923 20m+1000m Rhein/Ruhr charity postally used, centred low. Mi 260 Cat. €110 $30 
1857 1924 Airs complete MLH. Michel 344/50 Cat. €260 $100 
1858 1928 50pf Welfare Fund Arms fine used. Mi429Y, SG 450 Cat. £110 $40 
1859 1934 2m Lilienthal & 3m Zeppelin used. SG 535 & 536 x 10 each. Cat £650 (20) $70 
1860 1937 Hitler M/S with 25pf einschliezlich Kulturspende. CTO & MUH with very minor corner creases. SG MS638 (2) $90 
1861 1938 Hitler & Map multicoloured propaganda postcard with text "13th March 1938 ONE PEOPLE, ONE EMPIRE, ONE 

LEADER". Pmkd on reverse WEIN 20 APRIL 1938 DES FUHRERS GEBURTSTAG. Exc. cond. $40 



1862 1938 Hitler in crowd with swastika flag on a background map. This multicoloured propaganda postcard has text at base 
reading, "WE THANK OUR LEADER". Mint cond. $30 

1863 1939 (20th April) Portrait photo of Hitler on this sepia propaganda postcard. Hand written text on reverse with 
PFAFFENHOFFEN cds. Corner bend otherwise good cond. $50 

1864 1939 (30th Aug) Hitler shaking hands with girls from the Hitler Youth. This sepia propaganda postcard has full handwritten 
text on reverse with JUTERBOG NEUES LAGER cds. Fine cond. $50 

1865 1939 Auto Exhibition set with special cachets on banded cards. $20 
1866 1944 12pf + 38pf Fulda complete sheet of 50 MUH with 6 listed varieties. Rare opportunity to acquire complete sheet & all 

the varieties at once. Michel cat. vars. at €90ea, so total Cat. €450 approx $150 
1867 WWII rare propaganda leaflet with Hitler photographs throughout titled "Give Me Four Years More" as spoken in 1940, plus 

quotes including from the famous Nazi propaganda film "Triumph des Willens" (Triumph of the Will). Seldom seen. $80 
1868 Germany West 1949 Relief Fund set of 4. F/U Mi 117/20 Cat. €170 $60 
1869 1949 Relief Fund set of 4 MUH. Mi 117/20 Cat. €130 $50 
1870 1950 Bach pair MLH. SG 1043/4 Cat. £150 as MUH $40 
1871 1951 50pf grey posthorn MUH. Mi134 Cat. €200 $70 
1872 1951 St Mary's Church pair fine used, centred high. Mi 139/40 Cat. €160 $50 
1873 1951 Wappertal Exhibition pair. Very Fine Used. Mi 141/42 Cat. €110 $40 
1874 1951 30pf Rontgen MUH. Mi 147 Cat. €85 $30 
1875 1952 Relief Fund set of 4. Very Fine Used. Mi 156/59 Cat. €120 $40 
1876 1953 Relief Fund set of 4 Fine Used. Mi 173/76 Cat. €100 $30 
1877 1954 Heuss defins complete to DM3. Fresh MUH. Mi 177/96 Cat. €280 $100 
1878 Germany - French Zone 1948 Baden "no pf after value" set of 10. MLH SG FB28/37 $45 
1879 1948 Rheinland-Pfatz "no pf after value" set of 10. MLH Rheinland SG FR 32/41 $25 
1880 1928 10f Madonna Relief Fund. Fresh MLH. Mi 134 Cat. €450 (see front cover) $180 
1881 1932 Charity set of 7. Fresh MLH. Mi 161/67 Cat. €300 $100 
1882 Germany - Zeppelin Mails 1930 (29th Aug) Austria to New York on "Graff Zeppelin" with neat Wein cds's on 3s & 2 x 30g 

airmails. Red cachet. Sieger 81C $60 
1883 1931 (10th May) Nurnberg flight on cover addressed to USA with 1930 2m South America flight tied by Friedrichshafen cds, 

red flight cachet & Nurnberg arrival cds alongside. Sieger 107Ba $100 
1884 1931 (12th July) Austria flight card with 30g x 6 addressed to Friedrichshafen with arrival cds & pictorial Wien cancel & red 

cachet. Exc. cond. Sieger 118A $50 
1885 1936 (5th May) "Hindenburg" Germany to USA with Hannover cds on 75f LZ129. Red pictorial cachet & New York B/S. 

Roughly opened down left side with small tear not affecting stamp, pmks or cachet. Seiger 406C $40 
1886 1936 (1st Aug) Germany to New York on Sixth North American Flight with Berlin Olympic Village cancels on set of 8 

stamps Registered Berlin with pictorial cachet & New York B/S's. Exc. cond. Seiger 426D $90 
1887 1936 (13th Aug) Netherlands to USA on Seventh North American Flight with pictorial cachet in red & St. Petersburg arrival 

cds. Good cond. Sieger 430 $70 
1888 Gibraltar 1889 40c on 4d orange-brown, 50c on 6d bright lilac & 75c on 1/- bistre. All MLH SG 19/21 Cat. £160 $50 
1889 Gilbert & Ellice Island 1912/24 KGV 2d, 2½d, 4d, 5d, 6d & 2/- plate 1 blocks, MUH. The latter having selvedge at left & 

top whilst the others have top selvedge only. Gum toning is an issue, especially on 2/-. Cat. £140 + premium for MUH but 
estimate takes account of toning. (6 blocks) $50 

1890 Gilbert & Ellice – Christmas Island 1918 (21st Feb) 5d Central Pacific Cocoanut Plantations Ltd Mail Boat Service stamp 
on env addressed to B. English, Christmas Islands with CHRISTMAS ISLAND FEB 21 1918 LOCAL-POSTAGE cds. 
Minor toning & wear around edges but a lovely cover. $150 

1891 Gold Coast 1906 6d dull purple & violet KGV on chalk surface paper. MLH SG 54a Cat. £40 $10 
1892 Greece 1933 Airmail Govt Issue set of 7. MLH SG 468/74 Cat. £250 $90 
1893 Greenland 1970/71 airmail covers to W.A. bearing blocks, strips & singles of face value 11kr03, 9kr80 & (1971) 15kr, the 

last mentioned being the only one not registered! Commercially used Greenland covers seldom seen. (3) $30 
1894 Hong Kong 1965 50c deep blue & 20c black Postage Dues on chalk surfaced paper. Fresh MUH SG D16/17 Cat. £34 $20 
1895 1971-1978 selection of RAF flight covers incl 3 signed, mostly from RAF Kai Tak. Noted one carried in Red Devils 

Parachute drop over Happy Valley. Fine cond. (7) $35 
1896 1985 Dragon Boat Festival 10th Anniv Souvenir FDC folder. Limited Ed of 8000. Fine cond. $10 
1897 1997 (11th April) HMS Tamar de-commissioning illustrated cover signed by Commodore Peter Melsen, Senior Naval 

Officer RN Hong Kong. No. 27 of only 200. $10 
1898 Frama sets for Cock, Tiger, Dragon, Dog, Pig, Rat, Ox & "characters" papers all MUH. (53 labels in 8 sets) $30 
1899 QEII revenues ovpt "Contract Note" with vals 20¢ to $50 on 15cents incl $4, $5, $20 & $40. MUH (couple with adherences). 

Barefoot Cat. c£30 $20 
1900 Hungary 1931 Zeppelin overprints. MUH Average centring. (2) $60 
1901 1933 5p Airmail F/U. SG 562 Cat. £120 $60 
1902 India 1900 China Expeditionary Force QV ovpts to 1R MLH (mostly MLH). Several print errors, but in the nature of ink 

lifting & slurred (rather than double) ovpts not qualifying as constant varieties for cat. listing. However, does include 4a 
variety "no stop after F" (SG C7b Cat. £400) "as is". SG C1/10 Cat. £450 $250 

1903 1944 Italian Prisoner of War postcard from Bombay & censored to Italy. From Camp No. 6/4 with POW No. Name & rank. $15 
1904 WWII Prisoner of War undated letter from Neutral Internment Camp, Dehra Dun & with 8a KGVI tied by oval "India 

Censor…", cachet at lower left crown over "PASSED OHN 8" & addressed to Perth. Endorsed "By Airmail" in manuscript 
with s/l "PRISONER OF WAR POST" in violet at top. Good cond. $30 

1905 Hyderabad "Forest Tax" sheet of 24 MUH cinderellas (K+M Cat. US$10ea), 1958 court fees provisionals for Rajastan (B+H 
331) vert. strip of 5 (one missing Hindi inscriptions) & Jaipur Court fees (8) $40 

1906 India - British Railway Administration 1901 cover with FPO No.4 20 AP 01 cds on black flap addressed to Tongku 
bearing C.E.F. ovpt on pair 3p carmine & BR133 (Chinese Imperial Post ½¢ ovptd B.R.A./5/Five Cents) tied by "RAILWAY 
POST BRITISH OFFICE" in circular undated form in violet. The stamp is surcharged in black & SG Cat. on cover is £300. 
Very scarce & in excellent cond. (see Plate 6) $400 

1907 Ireland 1920 (25th Sept) env to Dublin with GB 2d orange KGV tied by Ballybunion Co. Kerry cds. The cover was seized & 
opened by the IRA & endorsed on the back in violet pencil "CENSORED I.R.A.". The cover was then resealed with a 
typewritten label "Stolen and opened by raiders" probably applied in Limerick as there is a double ring Limerick datestamp 
for SE 30 20 on the label. It eventually arrived in Dublin on 2nd October, a week after it was posted. Good cond & rare. 
(see Plate 6) $800 

1908 1934/40 2d Coil perfs SG 749 mint no gum & 1d pair, perf 14. MLH SG 112b. Cat. £158 (3) $25 
1909 1937 St Patrick "Se" wmk high vals MLH (10/- MUH) with minor toning on 2/6d. SG102/04 Cat. £425 as MUH $80 
1910 1937 St Patrick "Se" wmk high vals MLH. SG 102/4 Cat. £425 as MUH $120 
1911 1942 5/- St Patrick on chalk surfaced paper with "line flaw" variety. MUH SG 124cb Cat. £95 $25 
1912 Italy 1841 stampless letter sheet from "Order of Jerusalem in Napoli" to the Prior of the same Order in Palermo, Sicily. Fine $40 



1913 1841 stampless letter with complete invoice (letter on reverse) from "Geneve 28MAI41" in red "VIA DI S. JULIEN" to 
Sardinia with m/s "10" for postage to the entry point in Sardinia (S. Julien). Back shows red stamped arrival "31 MAGGIO".0 $40 

1914 1867 20¢ bright blue MLH. Centred low. SG 20a Cat. £900 (see back cover) $150 
1915 1889 5l red & green MVLH. SG 43 Cat. £75 $30 
1916 1901 25¢ deep blue MLH with typical streaky gum. Reasonably centred. SG 67aCat. £170 $40 
1917 1901 40¢ brown MLH with typical streaky gum. Centred low & right. SG 68 Cat. £800 $90 
1918 1906 postcard from 22nd Reggimento Fanteria in Rome with boxed "Siracuse 10 9 JE 06 Sicily" & full USA arrival 

"Ashtabuka Harbour Stn SEP 23 1906 Ohio Rec'd" bearing 5¢ adhesive. Additional stampless sepia Postcard view of 
Rhodes "Posta Militare ba Divisione 21 OTT 13 & VIOLET Troop cds "34 Reggimento Fantera Comando" with regimental 
crest. Clear arrival cds "Roccavione 31 OTT 13" located c80k west of Genova. Lovely items, the first mentioned with year 
inverted in arrival cds. (2) $70 

1919 1912 Postcard showing soldiers working at a field barracks during the 1912 Italo-Turkish war, bearing 5¢ King Umberto with 
"Milytare Posta 1.4.12 Bengasi" hooded cds & mailed to Germany. Scarce wartime item. $30 

1920 1912 Postcard showing Triumphal entry of Italian Army into Tripoli with Turkish cannons captured at Ain-Zali during 1912 
Italo-Turkish war. Sent to Canada & with 2x 5¢ King Umberto tied by 23.6.12 cds of Bonefro. Picture side has clear 
"Montreal, QUE.  Sta. B July 3 1912" machine cancel. Scarce item. $30 

1921 1930 Ferrucci Airmails. Very F/U. SG 287/9 Cat. £170 $60 
1922 1950 Provincial Occupations set of 19. MLH. SG 760/78 Cat. £275 as MUH $40 
1923 Italian Colonies 1933 50th Anniv Eritrea postage & airmail set of 16 MLH. SG 37/52 Cat. £20. (16) $75 
1924 1933 March on Rome 10th Anniv postage & airmail set of 18 MLH. 3l & 10l have tone spots & 10 values with 2-tone gum 

(whiter where hinges were). SG 53/70 Cat £190 (18) $30 
1925 1934 World Football airs set of 7 MLH. SG 81/87 Cat. £325 $120 
1926 Jamaica 1938/52 £1 KGVI MUH. SG 133a Cat. £45 $25 
1927 Japan 1946/48 50y Mask, 100y Cherry Tree, both MLH SG 433b & 434a MLH. Also 1948 Philatelic Week SG 514 MLH. 

Cat. £290+ (3) $45 
1928 KUT 1952 20c QEII Coronation complete sheet of 60. Plate 1A 6A imprint with Sheet No. & Thomas De La Rue & Co. 

imprint. Folded in half. One small tone spot on selvedge otherwise fine MUH SG 165 $10 
1929 1954 30c Royal Visit - Owen Falls Dam complete sheet of 100 Plate 1 with DLR imprint. Fine MUH SG 166 Cat. £50+ $10 
1930 1956 3rd Jan) advertising envelope with an ad for Alphamax Crimp Closure High Power Rifle Cartridges. Registered Moshi, 

Tanganyika.  Most attractive & a great thematic addition. $10 
1931 Laos 1952 booklet of 26 M/S's complete with booklet cover & paper band which held the sheets in place. Original snow 

white gum MUH with interleaving not stuck to the sheet. Premium sets, unlikely to have been exposed to the Laotian 
climate! Cat. €600 $350 

1932 Leeward Islands 1907 2½d blue with "Wide A of Leeward" variety. MLH SG 40a (Cat. £275) plus minor varieties. KGVI. 
2½d Blue. Shaved "L" of Leeward & 1/- shaved "D" at foot & shaved 2nd "S" of Islands. (3) $100 

1933 Liechtenstein 1960 50r EUROPA MUH centred up & right. SG402, cat £110 $25 
1934 Luxembourg 1951 "United Europe" set of 6 MLH. SG 543/8 Cat. £300 as MUH $50 
1935 1956 Europa set of 3. MLH with trivial hinge thins on 2 values. Cat. £425 as MUH $50 
1936 1957 Europa set MLH. SG 626/28 Cat. £225 as MUH $45 
1937 Malaya - Fed. Malay States 1900/10 $2 & $5 Elephants with corner fiscal cancels. $2 fine & $5 slightly rubbed. SG 49/50 

Cat. £250 as fine postally used $40 
1938 1900/10 $1, $2, $5 & $25 Elephants in good used cond. with neat fiscal cancels. SG 48/51 Cat. £1100 as postally used $180 
1939 1836 (18th Aug) fiscal piece with strip of 4 $5 KGV each with penned initials & tied by 2 impressed crowned "SINGAPORE 

$10" in vermilion with one complete & one 90% strike. Cat. £200 as postally used $30 
1940 Malta 1899 ¼d brown harbour with wmk Crown to left of CA & reversed. MLH & fine. A scarce stamp SG 31y Cat. £55 $20 
1941 1922-26 1d - 5/- defins incl. 3d ultramarine. MLH SG 125/137 Cat. £90+ (13)  $30 
1942 1926 "POSTAGE" ovpts set of 12 to 10/- bar 1½d & 2/-. MLH SG 143/56 Cat. £60 $25 
1943 1926 2/6d, 5/- & 10/- "POSTAGE" ovpts. Fresh MUH SG 154/56 Cat. £35+  $15 
1944 1938/43 2/6d black & scarlet used with "damaged value tablet". SG 229a Cat. £150 $75 
1945 1956/58 ¼d - £1 QEII defins. Set of 17 MLH. SG 266/82 Cat. £120  $40 
1946 Mauritius 1879/83 2c Venetian red, very good used SG 92, 4c orange MLH SG 93, 1883 16c on 17c (14½mm ovpt) SG 

112 & 16c on 17c (ovpt 3mm high) SG 114. Both very good used. Cat. £239 (4) $40 
1947 1950 1c - 10r. KGVI defins. Set of 15. MLVH SG 276/90 Cat. £55  $20 
1948 1969 Fish & Marine life set of 18 to 10r. MUH SG 382/99 Cat. £24 $10 
1949 Mexico 1942 Observatory set of 6. MUH Cat. £68 MLH plus premium $35 
1950 Monaco 1955 Birds Airmails 100f to 1000f. Perf. 11. MLH SG 508/11 Cat. £550 as MUH $90 
1951 Montserrat 1951 KGVI pictorials MLH  to $4.80 with matching part imprint selvedges SG 123-35 Cat. £50 as MUH $20 
1952 1907 2/6d pale dull purple MLH. SG 38 Cat. £95 $45 
1953 Morocco Agencies 1949 "Tangier" overprint on KGVI 2/6d, 5/- & 10/-. MUH SG 273/75 Cat. £67 $35 
1954 Nauru 1935 (31st Dec) Silver Jubilee set of 4 cancelled by Nauru Central Pacific cds's on cover to local addressee. Small 

tape stain at right & thins at left. (stamps fine). SG Cat £90 $40 
1955 1935 (31st Dec) Silver Jubilee set of 4 cancelled by Nauru Central Pacific cds's on cover to local addressee. SG Cat £90 $50 
1956 1958 (21st March) 10/- yellow "Century" on shiny paper on hand addressed Airmail envelope to Sweden. Some tape tone 

spotting but not affecting stamp. Nice usage to unusual destination. SG 39B  $170 
1957 Netherlands 1891 2g50 blue & red Wilhelmina. perf. 11½x11. F/U SG 161 $50 
1958 1896 5g greenish bronze & red brown sound used with couple of shortish perfs lower right. Mi 48C Cat. €480 $100 
1959 1898 1g Wilhelmina type I (large "1") with 24 SEP 98 cds. One pulled perf on each vertical side. Mi  63 Cat. €140 $30 
1960 1898 10g deep orange with 23 DEC 05 cds & good perfs. Mi 66A Cat. €800 (SG Cat. £700) $400 
1961 1913 10g reddish orange Centenary. F/U. Mi 92B Cat. €950 (see front cover) $500 
1962 1923 5g blue Jubilee used. Centred to right with nibbled perfs at right. Mi 133 Cat. €220 $50 
1963 1942 Legion M/S pair with good gum but tragically stained on all corners from use of tape. SG MS 569a/b Cat £230 as MLH $30 
1964 1946 2½G & 10G Queen Wilhelmina. Mint with heavyish hinge remains. SG 617& 619. Cat. £340 $120 
1965 1951 25gld Seagull airmail F/U. SG743 Cat. £150 $70 
1966 New Caledonia 1943 (Apr) long cover franked US 3¢ + 2¢ with U.S. Navy pmk, circular censor mark with original long 

letter headed "Noumea, New Caledonia". Addressed to South Australia. $100 
1967 New Zealand 1904 money orders for £5 & £2000 payable to Tattersalls Hobart, each with 1d Universal (one pen cancelled, 

one with rubber date stamp). Attractive, handwritten & with Bank of NZ & NSW rubber stamps & signed "… WITHOUT 
RECOURSE" bank stamps on reverse. Good cond. (2) $20 

1968 1908 1d "King Edward VII Land" (Royale printing) horizontal pair with top third of cds showing "..ANTARCTI.." at base. Cat. 
£75 + premium for pair. $60 

1969 1911 1d "Victoria Land". Superb MUH. SG A3 Cat. £55 + premium for MUH $100 
1970 1915 3d KGV sideface imperf die proof in black on thin card (78 x 72mm). Good cond., background unknown. $150 



1971 1915 4d yellow KEVII x 4 used with Wellington parcels cancel. A nice multiple. SG 421c Cat. £55 each $40 
1972 1917 (11th Aug) Postcard with "Sling Camp" poem from soldier heading off to France. Talks about his training & going to 

London. A little toning & wear but the poem is brilliant. $20 
1973 1926 2/- & 3/- Admirals. Both with inverted wmks inverted. Used with parcel cancels. SG 466wi & 467wi Cat. £250 $80 
1974 1931 Smiling Boys pair lightly cancelled with genuine cds's. Both with corner perf faults reflected in estimate. SG 546/47 $60 
1975 1938 Airmail cover via Australia to Port Moresby, then sea mail to England address, showing deleted tax marking at left 

below airmail etiquette. Bears 4d "Mitre Peak" tied by Dunedin 13AP38 cds, further cds of AIRMAIL/SYDNEY 30 MY & 
PORT MORESBY PAPUA of 10 JE 38, RABAUL 1 JE 38 & AIRMAIL SYDNEY of 9 MY 33 on reverse. Good example of 
authorities complying with sender's wishes! $20 

1976 1957-1971 Health M/S‟s incl 1957 pair in both wmks. Excls 1961/62. Majority MUH with odd MLH & fault. Cat. £300+ (28) $50 
1977 1960, 1962 & 1964 Health M/S pairs each with Wellington FDI cancels. Some staining in selvedge of 1960 & 1962 2½d 

sheet with horizontal perfs separating at right, otherwise fine. Cat. £150 (6 M/S's) $60 
1978 1966 3 envelopes from Vietnam Forces, two with boxed "NZ ARMY FORCE VIETNAM" in black, two with Tiki "New 

Zealand Force Vietnam" in black & blue. One envelope with original enclosure "US Forces Republic of Vietnam" letterhead 
endorsed Nui Dat South Vietnam 28 September 1966. Scarce group. (3) $200 

1979 1977 Pan Pacific Philatelic Exhibition souvenir booklets in beige & blue with an additional pair perfined PANPEX 77. All 
containing the QEII Silver Jubilee M/S. (4) $10 

1980 1987 70c Kittyhawk from RNZAF set with massive shift of perfs to right in block of 4 with "NEW" of New Zealand on 
neighbouring stamp. Stunning error. SG 1424var. $120 

1981 1996 "Best of …" set of 3 M/S's each with 3 x $1.80 commem incorporated in design in folder as issued by NZ Post. 
Cat. NZ$100 $30 

1982 1997 NZ Post Yearbook complete with stamps in original packaging. Fine cond. Retails at $100 $30 
1983 1999 "Best of …" set of 3 M/S's each with 3 x $1.80 commem incorporated in design in folder as issued by NZ Post. $30 
1984 2009 Kiwistamps booklet of 50 silver foiled stamps. Sold one per customer. No. 1552 of only 3,000 booklets. In original 

packet with a standard booklet also. Retails at $80+ $30 
1985 QV long fiscals with 2/-, 2/6d, 3/-, 5/-, 10/- & 15/-. 2/6d MLH others used fiscally, the 15/- very attractive. 

Cat. £250 postally used/MLH $40 
1986 Newfoundland 1910 15c KGV steel imprint block used in printing presses for a c1910 stamp dealers price list. Lovely 

craftsmanship. Same size as stamp attached to wooden block. A wonderful addition to a collection. $30 
1987 1932 30c Fishing fleet. Fresh MLH SG 220 Cat. £40  $20 
1988 North Borneo 1945 1c to $5 Pictorials set of 15. Fresh MVLH. Cat. £190 $90 
1989 1947 Crown Colony ovpts MUH to 50c with $1, $2 & $5 MLH. Fresh set of 15. SG 335/49 Cat. £65+ $25 
1990 Nyasaland 1938/44 ½d to £1 KGVI. Fresh MLH SG 130/43 Cat. £180  $100 
1991 Philippines 1907-1911 "Officially Sealed" labels MLH. Scott OX3, OX6 Cat. $US125 $40 
1992 Pitcairn Islands 1940/51 KGV Defins set of 10 MUH, 1963 FFH, ITU, 1965 Churchill & UNESCO, 1967 QEII Surcharges 

all MLH. SG 1/10, 32, 49/50, 53/56, 61/63 & 69/81. Cat. £90 as MUH $25 
1993 Papua New Guinea 1953 (3rd Feb) ½d to 2/- on Bank of NSW Airmail env with typed address to London. All neatly pmkd 

Rabaul. Most attractive & good cond. SG 1/12 $20 
1994 Poland 1925 National Fund set of 11 fresh MLH. SG 230/40 Cat. £165 $70 
1995 Portugal 1926 1st Independence Issue MLH (top value no gum). SG 671/91 Cat. £170 $60 
1996 1931 Pereira set of 6. Fresh MLH. SG 859/64 Cat. £170 $80 
1997 Saar 1932 60c & 5f Airs MUH. Mi 158/59 Cat. €180 $60 
1998 Samoa 1877/80 3rd state 1d deep blue x 108 MUH in irregular blocks of up to 22 stamps, reprints with whitish cream gum. 

Possibly useful for plating study. (SG 15a, reprint) $20 
1999 1962 6/- black on pink stapled booklet with blocks of 1d, 3d, 6d & 8d. Exc. cond. SG SB 11 Cat. £42 $20 
2000 San Marino 1929/35 20l scarlet & deep ultramarine. MLH SG 163 Cat. £350 $150 
2001 Sarawak 1945 $5 scarlet & red brown with BMA overprint. MLH SG 144 Cat. £170 as MUH $60 
2002 1945 $10 black & yellow with BMA overprint. MLH SG 145, Cat. £160 as MUH $60 
2003 Saudi Arabia 1960/61 Airs (cartouche I) 15, 20, 30, 50p MLH & 200p (gum disturbed) SG 437/40, 442 Cat. £180 as MUH $40 
2004 1964/72 23p Air MLH pair. Minor gum bend on one. SG 605 Cat. £500 as MUH $50 
2005 1968 Airs to 10p MUH SG 1022/24 Cat. £440 (see back cover) $200 
2006 1968 Airs to 10p MUH SG 1022/24 Cat. £440 $200 
2007 Seychelles 1918 2r25 yellow-green & violet KEVII. Fresh MLH. SG 96 Cat. £50 $15 
2008 1938 9c scarlet, 20c blue, 25c brown ochre, 30c carmine, 45c chocolate & 50c reddish violet KGVI. All on chalk surfaced 

paper & MLH verging on MUH. SG 138 & 140/44 Cat. £200 (6) $60 
2009 Sierra Leone 1884/91 ½d dull green with wmk inverted. Used. SG 27w Cat. £150 $50 
2010 1938 1½d scarlet & 2d mauve KGVI rice harvesting. Both well centred & fresh MUH. SG 190/91 Cat. £70+ $30 
2011 Singapore 1948/52 KGVI Defins Perf 14 MLH with 6c, 8c, 15c, 20c, 40c, $1 & $2 MUH. SG 1/15 Cat. £180 $70 
2012 1948/52 40¢ KGVI perf. 17½x18. MUH SG 26 Cat. £45 $25 
2013 1948/52 $2 KGVI perf. 17½x18. MUH SG 29 Cat. £90 $50 
2014 1968/73 Defins set of 7 with perf. 13. SG 103b/112a Cat. £90 $45 
2015 1971 Art set of 6 to $1. Fine used/CTO. SG 165/70 Cat. £45 $15 
2016 1971 Art set of 6 to $1. Fresh MUH SG 165/70 Cat. £34 $10 
2017 1971 Satellite Earth Station. Fine used/CTO with 30c in block. SG 160/64 Cat. £37 $10 
2018 Slovenia - Provinz Laibach 1944 German Occ. ovpts on 25¢, 30¢ x 2, 50¢ & 1 Lire 25 express on Italy, on cover to Villa 

Vicentina with cds "Laibach 26.3.44 Ljubljana". Arrival b/s "Villa Vicentina 1.6.44 Udine", re-addressed to Brescia, via Trail 
& cds "Brescia Ferrovia 3.6.44" arrival on reverse. Printing errors incl 25¢ green shows ovpt error "lower jaw shortened & 
tip of tongue separated to show as dot & 1 Lire 25 ovpt "Thick hooked beak". Cat. €300 on cover. Scarce usage & fine. $150 

2019 Solomon Islands  1914 5/- & 10/- KGV both fine used with dated cds's. SG 36/37 Cat. £110+ $40 
2020 1935 1½d Silver Jubilee with "Diagonal line by turret" variety. F/U with 1935 cds. Not covering variety. SG 53f Cat. £85 $40 
2021 1935 Silver Jubilee in both gum types, thick & shiny & thin & clear. MLH SG 53/56 Cat. £44+ $15 
2022 1939 Defins set of 13 to 10/-. Fresh MLH SG 60/72 Cat. £75 $25 
2023 1949 10/- Silver Wedding MUH part sheet of 30 with left & right selvedges & imprint in lower one. All except one (internal 

crease) fresh MUH. Cat. £300 + premium $180 
2024 1962 (26th Feb) 2d Canoe House tied to underpaid cover to Australia by fine Yandina cds with "2d TAX " in red crayon 

subsequently deleted & replaced with Tax 2d" in pen at left. The shortfall paid at lower left by Australia 1958 1d carmine & 
green die II Horiz pair tied by Roseville cds dated 21 MR 62. Scarce usage. $100 

2025 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 F/U. SG 86/89 Cat. £42 $15 
2026 South Africa 1944 Prisoner of War official lettersheet (POW 9) from Italian soldier held in a camp in South Africa. Sent 

airmail, censored & forwarded to Italy. Good cond. $20 
2027 South Africa - Boer War 1900 Boer War Army cds of No 5 00 on GB 1/- KEVII. Cat. £150 $60 



2028 1900 covers to Green Point Prisoner of War camp (thus addressed "Groenepunt"), one with "BLOEMFONTEIN O.V.S. 
JU2200" cds tying 1d on 1d VRI ovpt, the other with squared circle "BEAUFORT WEST C.G.H. JY1400" tying 1d carmine 
(SG 59a). Both have double circled "CENSOR/PRISONERS OF WAR" cachets. Minor soiling but hardly surprising given 
the circumstances of their delivery. (2) $100 

2029 South Africa - Cape of Good Hope 1863/64 1d brownish red, 4d blue x 4 & 1855/63 6d lilac & 1/- bright yellow green x 2 
triangles used. All except one of the last mentioned have margins all sides. Min Cat. £1100 (8) $160 

2030 1893/98 5/- brown orange. Odd tone speck. MLH SG 68 Cat. £85 $40 
2031 St Helena 1938/44 KGVI 3d blue MLH. SG 135 Cat. £80 as MUH $25 
2032 1953/59 QEII defins set of 13 to 10/-, Fresh MLH SG 153/65 Cat. £70 $25 
2033 St Lucia 1936 KGV 10/- black & carmine MUH. SG 124 Cat. £50 MLH plus premium $30 
2034 St Vincent 1866 1/- slate-grey QV fine used. A quality forgery though paper type gives it away. SG 8 Original Cat. £900 $30 
2035 Straits Settlements 1882 5c purple-brown. F/U SG 48 Cat.  £100 $30 
2036 1919 1c black with inverted wmk. Used with mauve fiscal cancel. SG 194wi Cat. £375 for postally used $75 
2037 Sudan 1906/11 "Army Service" ovpts on 1p, 5p, 10p with Quartrefoil wmk. MLH with light hingeing but "offset" pen marks 

on gum of 10p. SG A14/16 Cat. £325 $100 
2038 1906/11 "Army Service" ovpt on 10p with Quatrefoil wmk. MUH Scarce in this cond. SG A16 Cat. £150 for MLH $150 
2039 1936/46 "S.G." ovpts complete to 20p. MLH A nice lot. SG O32/42 incl "b" & "c" Cat. £170 as MUH (15) $60 
2040 1941 Tufi Palms set to 20pi. MLH SG 81/95 Cat. £225 as MUH (15) $80 
2041 1948 Defins ovptd "S.G." complete MLH. SG O43/58 Cat. £110 as MUH $40 
2042 1951/61 Defins complete set of 17 with the top 2 values MVLH. Lower values all MUH. SG 123/39 Cat. £80 as MUH $35 
2043 1951 Defin set to 10p in MUH marginal blocks of 6 all ovptd "SCHOOL" for departmental use. Missing 1, 3, 4mil values. 

(SG 124/37 excl 125/6) $60 
2044 Swaziland 1935 3d Silver Jubilee with "short extra flagstaff" variety. Fresh MLH. SG 23b Cat. £110 $40 
2045 Sweden 1855 3sk. green perf. 14. Reprint of 1868. Off centre MLH. Facit Cat. Skr4000 $80 
2046 1855 6sk lilac-tinged grey lilac perf. 14. Reprint of 1868, well centred & MLH. Superb stamp. Facit Cat. Skr4000, Scott $375 $200 
2047 1858 9o purple. Used, centred slightly to right but good perfs. SG 7a Cat. £190 $70 
2048 1924 5k blue 50th Anniv of UPU. VFU Cat. £180 $80 
2049 1924 50th Anniv of UPU to 5k Bird MLH. SG 161/75 Cat. £650+ $280 
2050 1924 Congress set to 5k King MLH. SG 146/60 Cat. £600+ $250 
2051 Switzerland 1854/62 1f lilac imperf with yellow silk thread. F/U SG 29 Cat. £950 $150 
2052 1854/62 2r grey with good margins but tiny nick at base. SG 46 Cat. £550 $80 
2053 1862/4 2¢ grey Sitting Helvetia. MLH SG 52 Cat. £150 $30 
2054 1882/1901 20¢ blue green perf. 11¾ MLH. SG 135 Cat. £300 $50 
2055 1888 50¢ deep blue Standing Helvetia Perf. 9½. F/U SG 143a Cat. £425 $100 
2056 1905/6 40¢ pearl grey perf. 11½x11 with wmk Greek Cross. MLH SG 203 Cat. £225 $35 
2057 1923/40 40¢ green & apple green air. F/U with grilled gum. SG 322a Cat. £120 $40 
2058 Thailand 1901 (1st July) local cover with 1 tical violet light green tied by scarce 44mm pictorial datestamp use only on that 

day to commemorate Siam's 25th Anniversary of Admission to the UPU. Good cond. Cat. £180 $180 
2059 1901 (1st July) local cover with  pair of 2s green & orange tied by scarce 44mm pictorial datestamp used only on that day to 

commemorate Siam's 25th Anniversary of Admission to the UPU. Exc. cond. Cat. £180 $190 
2060 1907 (9th March) cover to England franked with 1att x 3, 2atts, 3atts & 4atts singles all tied by Bangkok cds. Partial "Leeds" 

receival stamp on reverse. Minor toning on flap, otherwise fine. Ex Henry Madden, lot 510. Cat. £300 $250 
2061 1935 (April) Registered cover Bangkok to USA with boxed "Supposed Liable to United States Customs Duty" crossed out & 

replaced by smaller boxed cachet "U.S. Customs Free of Duty J.N./Port of New York", 10¢ Postage Due affixed & two line 
"Billed 10¢ postage but for customs service". Reverse shows two senders address labels & OSTROPA 1935 publicity label 
in violet featuring fisherman with net, tied by New York receival oval in black reg receival cds of MAY 9 1935 in violet. A 
most impressive & well preserved cover. $250 

2062 1951 20b green & black. Fine MUH. SG 349 Cat. £180 $90 
2063 1938 3c black & scarlet & 4c chocolate KGVI. MUH SG 248/49 Cat. £50+ $20 
2064 1915 ovpt on Gold Coast 20/- purple & black on red. MLH with fibre adherences. SG H46 Cat. £150 $60 
2065 1897 10d black & lake KGVI. CTO SG 49 Cat. £48  $20 
2066 1942/49 defins set of 9 to 5/-. Good to fine used SG 74/82 Cat. £95 $40 
2067 1942 1/-Queen Salote with retouched small hyphen variety. VFU SG 80a Cat. £38 $15 
2068 1935/7 Pictorials to 72¢ MLH. SG 230/38 Cat. £50 $25 
2069 1935 (14th March) Cachet type V (SG C6) on cover next to 1d South Africa pmkd Johannesburg. Taxed due to insufficient 

rate with "T1d" in oval. Addressed to Poste Restante, Tristan Da Cunha. Scarcer than the norm with Tax mark. $50 
2070 1951-1990 officials written up on leaves. MUH, MLH & used  Not complete, but with a cat. of £135+ & fine throughout. (305) $40 
2071 Turks & Caicos 1950 KGVI defins set of 13 to 10/-. Fresh MLH SG 135/47 Cat. £65 $30 
2072 United Nations1955 10th Anniv of UN M/S. MUH with light stockbook staining & minor gum bends but with fresh frontal 

appearance. SG MS38 Cat. £95 $10 
2073 USA 1856 5¢ dark red brown Jefferson with large margins & barred obliterator. A lovely stamp. Scott 12 Cat. US$950 $250 
2074 1851/57 10¢ green Washington imperf, type IV (recut out of line at base).  F/U SG 18 Cat. £1500  $500 
2075 1860's revenues on full documents. Very interesting post-Civil War range. Viewing recommended. (14) $70 
2076 1869 1¢ deep yellow brown Franklin. MLH with o.g. Tone spots on a couple of perfs but well-centred. SG 114a Cat. £700 $200 
2077 1885 10¢ blue Special Delivery. MLH Small spot in selvedge lower right. Scott #E1 Cat. US$500 $50 
2078 1893 $4 rose carmine. Used with tiny tear at top. Nice appearance. SG 249a Cat. £1200 $100 
2079 1933-1936 "Farley's Follies" range of imperf M/S's on 3 Hagners. Comprises1933 "Century of Progress" pair of sheetlets of 

25, 1934 National Stamp Exhibition (4), Trans Mississippi (3) & one each of American Philatelic Society sheetlet of 6, Third 
Int Philatelic sheetlet of 4 & 43rd Annual Convention (10¢ green "Great Smoky Mountains"). MUH & MLH, mainly fine. $90 

2080 1934 (31st Jan) Byrd Antarctic Expedition. Three different illust commem covers with the 3c stamp tied by Little America, 
Antarctica slogan but each with "THIS LETTER HAS BEEN DELAYED FOR ONE YEAR BECAUSE OF DIFFICULTIES IN 
TRANSPORTATION AT LITTLE AMERICA, ANTARCTICA" cachet in black complete with a letter from the PO Dept 
Washington explaining the delay in detail with the radiogram from Byrd in full. The delay was due to ice breakage & storms. 
A scarce trio with letter. (4 items) $60 

2081 1934 3c postal stationery env with 5c added paying the 8c airmail rate from Texas to California with the two line "THIS 
MAIL delayed account of robbery" in purple. From the indistinct town pmk it would appear the robbery took place around 
28th/29th May in Texas & was recovered about 23rd June as it has been backstamped Fort Worth on that date. The 
original contents, on Hilton Hotel engraved notepaper are with the env. A scarce mail robbery with very few recorded items. 
(see inside back cover) $400 

2082 1969 (20th July) Moon Landing commem covers in 3 diff designs with one pmkd Cape Canaveral & the other Washington. 
Each has a metal plate attached & 2 have the 10c First Man on Moon stamp. Attractive. (3) $20 

2083 1974 UPU Cent. 9 silk covers with matching stamp designs on silks & pmkd Washington. Exc. cond. (8) $30 



2084 1976 Interphil set of 4 M/S's on separate FDC's plus US Heritage Collection of Bicentennial stamps MUH. $30 
2085 1982 Birds & Floral Emblems complete sheet of 50 x 2. Fine MUH with stiffener between to preserve cond. (100) $20 
2086 USA - Confederate States 1863 2¢ brown red Jackson used with clear margins. Scott 8, cat. €350. See photo for cancel. $60 
2087 USA - Hawaii  1895 (1st Aug) cover bearing 5¢ tied by Honolulu duplex, addressed to Vasse, WA & with Sydney transit 

cds of  AU 19 95 & Vasse arrival cds of AU 27 95 on reverse. Neatly opened at top. Unusual origin for mail to W.A. $50 
2088 USA - Interbank Registered Parcel Tags 192? (28th Dec) Federal Reserve Bank linen tag to the Philadelphia branch with 

1917 $5 Marshall Perf. 10 SC #480 single (straight-edge at right) & horizontal pair, 5c Roosevelt strip of 3 (one defective - 
with Double Perfins) & $1 Lincoln Memorial. All with "2B" perfins. On the reverse, undated "FED RESERVE STA NY" 
cancels plus "New York (Federal Reserve Station) REGISTERED" cds in purple. Very minor soiling. Scott prices a normal 
single on cover at $US1250. $200 

2089 1923 (29th Aug) Nassau County National Bank Registered tag rated US$5.80, a 1926 Federal Bank of New York $8.23 tag 
& a similar with US$6.15 (one 5c stamp missing), all addressed to the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia. Each with 
values to $5 black & green Franklin (the second item also with 1922-25 Pictorials $1 & $2) on the reverse, the stamps with 
"FRB NY" or "P/NB" perfins. A few blemishes as to be expected. Scott prices a normal $5 single on cover at $US2500 (3) $300 

2090 1936 (2nd Nov) Fifth Third National Bank linen tag rated $66.22c (!) with exceptional franking including 1922/'25 Pictorials 
$5 Liberty Pictorial (Sc #573 pairs x 2) & a remarkable block of 9 with void oval cancels on the reverse. CINCINATTI, OHIO 
REGISTERED cds on the face & New York arrival B/SM minor blemishes & not surprisingly a couple of the stamps have 
small faults. Scott prices a $5 single on cover at US$175 $300 

2091 1936 Bank of America 6th & K St. Branch, Sacramento Registered card tag with exceptional franking of 1922/25 $5 Liberty 
Pictorial (Sc #573) strip of 5 (one defective) & a remarkable block of 10 (5 x 2) on the reverse with undated oval cancels.  $300 

2092 Zimbabwe 1985 Nat Infrastructure set of 22 in MUH pairs. Fresh SG 659/80 Cat. £54 $20 
 AIRMAILS  

2093 1917 (27th Feb) Flight card Warrnambool to Melbourne (address obliterated by scraping card) with KGV 1d red tied by oval 
"AUSTRALIAN AERIAL MAIL 27 FEB 1917" Eu. No.11 & 1967 50th Anniversary Special Commem Flight cover Mt. 
Gambier to Melbourne with Basil Watson pictorial cachet tying 4¢ QEII coil & signed by Pilot I.C. Hardinge above label 
ovpts "WATSON 1917 1967" & bars Eu. 1593. (2 items) $100 

2094 1927 (27th May) Camoowel, Queensland cds's on 1½d Parl House x 3 & in "FORWARDED BY AIR MAIL" boxed cachet. 
Addressed to Cessnock, NSW is further complimented by red "See Western Queensland" Airmail vignette. Most attractive. $30 

2095 1929 (2nd June) First Flight Adelaide to Perth intermediate cover Ceduna to Forrest. Signed by Sir Norman Brearley. Crisp 
Ceduna & Forrest cds's. Exc. cond. $40 

2096 1929 (2nd June) Perth to Adelaide by WA Airways with Perth Airmail slogan cancel on 1d KGV & 3d Airmail with Air Mail 
label, "Shorter by Days, Time is Money……" vignette on reverse & By Aerial Mail A.A.S.Ltd label on front. Good cond.  $25 

2097 1930 (14th July) First flight with typed "By First Flight Wyndham - Perth" at top but cancelled Fitzroy Crossing on 1½d & 3d 
Sturt, 3d Airmail & addressed to Mr FGL Hedges, Mundabullangana via Port Hedland with transit marks of Broome & Port 
Hedland. Mundabullangana arrival in addition to Fitzroy Crossing dispatch cds on flap. Cover is Registered with Fitzroy 
Crossing black and blue label. Exc. cond. $40 

2098 1930 (19th Feb) Brisbane to Darwin cover with 1½d KGV & 3d green airmail pmkd Brisbane 17 FEB 1930 with red Airmail 
vignette & "First Flight Brisbane Darwin" cachet in purple. Darwin 25 FEB 30 cds on reverse. Good cond. $50 

2099 1930 (31st March) Townsville to Mackay Airmail with 1½d KGV & 3d Airmail & "THIS LETTER WAS SENT…PLEASE 
REPLY AIRMAIL" label all pmkd Townsville with Mackay arrival cds's front & back. RTS crayon marks to printed address. $30 

2100 1930 (9th July) First Flight Carnarvon to Wyndham Registered cover. Neat typed address & red Reg label. A scarce 
intermediate. Eu. 165a $100+ $30 

2101 1930 (9th July) First Flight Onslow to Fitzroy Crossing Registered cover with 1 & 3d Sturt & 3d Airmail neatly pmkd Onslow. 
An attractive cover. Eu. 165a $100+ $30 

2102 1930's Australian National Airways part Airmail Label stapled booklet containing 10 MUH pairs. ie 20 labels. Exc. cond. $20 
2103 1931 (13th April) First Australia to UK airmail registered cover Perth to London with cachet on reverse & franked with 2d 

Kingsford Smith & strip of 4 x 6d kangaroo. (damaged at top due to overhang on env.) Eu. 188 $30 
2104 1931 (13th Nov) cover to Yalbalgo Station, Carnarvon, tied by KGV  5d cancelled MUNDABULLANGANA. Very fine. $50 
2105 1931 (1st May) Melbourne to Launceston ANA first flight. Worn cover but importantly containing the original letter headed 

Company envelope for Alex Cowan & Sons in Melbourne pointing out this service will deliver a quicker service to Perrin's 
Drapers in Launceston. Most interesting & unusual. Typed address with cachet on front. Eu.198a $20 

2106 1931 (21st April) First Experimental Flight Australia to England x 2, each with cachet in grey violet & "SHIP MAIL ROOM 
MELBOURNE" cds tying 2/2d in franking. Also a 1929 (2nd June) Adelaide to Perth with Melbourne cds tying 3d Airmail & 
1½d Canberra. The latter cover is notable for the long red, white & blue etiquette stating "This letter was sent Trans-
Australian Air-Mail Please reply (arrow) By Air Mail". One 1931 cover has "First Official Flight" etc cachet on reverse, others 
have no cachet or backstamps. Good to fine cond. (3) $60 

2107 1931 (27th July) Sir Francis Chichester Manila to Katsuura, Japan flight cover. Numbered 283 of 872 letters carried. 
Philippines 4¢ PSE uprated with 10¢ defin & "I.O.F." ovptd 2¢ of 1928 with Manila machine cancel & signed by addressee. 
Backstamp in Japanese. Rare cover, as Chichester's plane crash landed on arrival in Japan. (see Plate 6) $220 

2108 1934 (10th-14th April) Australia to New Zealand & return bearing cachets in violet with 1d green KGV & 6d violet Kingsford-
Smith tied by "SHIPMAIL ROOM MELBOURNE" cds of 6 AP 34, NZ 3d & 4d airmails tied by KAITAIA  cds of 14 AP 34 & 
b/s of Auckland 12 AP 34 & Sydney 14 AP 1934. Good cond. Eu. 371 $30 

2109 1934 (13th/14th April) The original New Zealand Post Office Poster advertising the 1934 TRANS TASMAN AIR-MAIL 
Auckland to Sydney on the "Faith in Australia" with the departure date, point & time changed by hand on slips of paper 
stuck on the poster. Details the postage rates, Airmail label requirements, inscription of route & that special envelopes are 
available free from post office. Corner pin holes & worn edges but genuinely scarce. A lovely addition to a flight collection. $200 

2110 1934 (17th Feb) Trans Tasman Flight covers, both per "Faith in Australia" under Commander Ulm, one bearing 7d Trans 
Tasman (blue) airmail tied by Auckland cds, the other with 7d brown-orange tied by Auckland cds of 25 JE 34 & transit 
mark of Kaitaia 2 JL 34 addressed to Mr Eustis. Eu. 360 & 389. (2) $50 

2111 1934 (8th Oct) Daly Waters to Perth with 2d Bridge & 3d K-Smith tied by Daly Waters N.A. cds of 8. Perth cds of 12 OC 34. $30 
2112 1935 (11th Aug) Rocket Mail from SS Maheno wreck to Fraser Island in commem cover from Queensland Air Mail Society 

with red cachet & triangular vignette in green. Exc. cond. with accompanying newspaper article about these tests. Eu. R2 $80 
2113 1935 (25th Aug) First Regular Sunday Service by New England Airways Ltd cover with Sydney Airmail 24 AU 35 cds on 3d 

KGV Jubilee & 2d Macarthur. Addressed to EA Crome with Lismore cds on reverse & N-E-A-L Air Service Sydney Lismore 
Brisbane Daily pictorial cinderella. Minor toning in places but a lovely item. $50 

2114 1935 (27th Nov) Melbourne to Adelaide with Ship Mail Room Melbourne  cds's on ½d, 1d, 1½d & 2d KGV. "UNCLAIMED" 
& RETURN TO SENDER" Finger cachets on front. Adelaide B/S. Worn in places but unusual with RTS markings. Eu.561 $25 

2115 1935 (28th Oct) The Kings Silver Jubilee illustrated flimsy that went on the rocket mail from Riverview to Moggill. Red 
cachet is top right. Exc. cond. $70 

2116 1935 (April) Airmail Postage Rates booklet (P635D) "For particulars of England-India-Australia & England-South Africa Air 
Mail Services. Contains routes, times, postage rates & a central map showing routes with Imperial Air Routes shown in red. 
Some rust from staples otherwise fine & rarely seen. $30 



2117 1936 (14th Dec) Dutch hand illustrated "New Years Correspondence by Air Mail per KLM" cover with huge variety of 
stamps back & front plus wax seals. "UNCLAIMED" box & RTS finger cachets applied incl Perth Reg label but "DEAD 
LETTER OFFICE PERTH" cds's explain its final resting place. On reverse Darwin arrival. Perth Reg & Cottesloe cds's. An 
interesting cover with character. $40 

2118 1937 (30th Aug) Adelaide to Brisbane by Aust National Airways. Neatly typed Crome addressed cover, signed by 3 pilots, 
Purvis, Taylor & Allan. B/S Brisbane. Some staining but scarce signage. Eu. 760 $90 

2119 1938 (10-14th July) Howard Hughes Round-the-World Flight hand illustrated commemorative cover with 6c Air pmkd New 
York GPO JUL 14 1938. Most attractive & unusual. $15 

2120 1940 (15th July) First Trans Pacific Air Mail cover, Registered Sydney with 5/- Robes, AIF set (+ extra 1d) tied by GPO 
Sydney cds's. Addressed to Scotland & with s/l "RELEASED BY CENSOR" in violet at lower left. GPO Sydney "R.S." & 
"AIR" cds on reverse. Eu. 905 $90 

2121 1947 (1st Dec) Sydney to London Qantas First Regular Airmail. 1/6d Hermes pmkd GPO Sydney Air with both the issued 
red/black Tower Bridge & silver 25th Anniv vignettes attached. In addition it is signed by both Capt. KG Jackson & Capt. 
MacMaster. Exc. cond & scarce with both vignettes & signatures. Eu. 1124/1124a/1125c  $120 

2122 1951 (14th March) Australia to Chile Experimental Flight via Valparaiso with both cachets & signed by Percival & J. Purvis 
with stamps from Australia, Fiji, New Caledonia, French Polynesia & Western Samoa all cancelled accordingly with relevant 
B/S's. A wonderful cover, scarce signed & with the full range of stamps. Eu. 1271a $100 

2123 1951 (29th June) Melbourne to Christchurch with Cachet & "FLY WITH THE MAIL BY TRANS-AUSTRALIA AIRLINES" 
airmail label. A neat cover. Eu. 1274 $20 

2124 1952 Qantas Australian-South Africa flight covers with Australian or South African franking, including one to Cocos Island. 4 
are to S. Africa, with large violet pictorial cachet. (6) $50 

2125 1953 (2nd June) Qantas Coronation Airmail flights for Sydney to London, PNG to London, New Zealand to London & 
Singapore to London. All on official covers with b/s's & PNG & Aust covers with cachets. Good cond. (4) $30 

2126 1953 (2nd June) Coronation Airmail on 3½d KGVI embossed env with additional 1/6d Hermes & 2/6d Aborigine pmkd 
Sydney. Cachet in mauve & B/S London Long Live the Queen slogan on reverse. Most attractive & unusual with postal 
stationary use. Eu.1317 $40 

2127 1955 (4th Sept) Singapore to Sydney flown FDC by Qantas with set of 15 defins to $5 pmkd Singapore on Qantas illust 
cover. Slight corner wear. Eu.1352 $10 

2128 1958 (30th Sept) Pan American World Airways Inaugural flight Melbourne to San Francisco with matching Airmail label & 
mauve cachet. Melbourne Air cds with Honolulu, Hawaii B/S. Good cond. Eu. 1396 $20 

2129 1958 (27th & 28th Oct) BOAC Britannia First Flights between Bermuda & Trinidad, Trinidad to London & Barbados to 
Trinidad. All with BOAC receival cachets on reverse. Good cond. (3) $30 

2130 1959 Qantas Boeing 707 First Scheduled Jet Flights for the following legs; 29th July Fiji to Honolulu, 31st July San 
Francisco to Sydney, 1st Aug Honolulu to Fiji, 1st Aug Honolulu to Sydney, 2nd Aug Fiji to Sydney, 27th Oct Singapore to 
London, 28th Oct Pakistan to London, 28th Oct UAR to London, 29th Oct UAR to Sydney, 30th Oct Pakistan to Sydney, 
30th Oct Singapore to Sydney & 30th Oct India to Sydney. All on official Qantas covers pmkd accordingly with backstamps. 
Mixed cond in places but a difficult group. (12) $100 

2131 1963 (4th Jan) First Flight Johannesburg to Lagos by Lufthansa on Boeing 720B. B/S Lagos & "Retour non reclame" cachet 
& subsequently returned to Germany. Fine. $10 

2132 1964 (24-28th Oct) 25th Anniv commem flights Fiji to Tonga & return with cachets & respective cancels on illust covers 
each with special cinderella issued for flight. Good cond. (2) $15 

2133 1965 (5th April) Vienna to Sydney inaugural flight by Qantas on illus cover with Vienna pictorial pmk. B/S Sydney. Eu. 1547 $20 
2134 1965 (8th April) Lufthansa first flight Sydney to Frankfurt Airmail cover with 2/3d Airmail pmkd Sydney with Sydney Opera 

House & Lufthansa cachet. Excellent cond. Eu. 1549 $20 
2135 1967 (12th April) First Flight New Delhi to Dharan, Saudi Arabia by Lufthansa with 2 cachets on Lufthansa env. Fine. $10 
2136 1967 (22nd-24th Sept) Experimental Airmail Flight covers x 3 by Polynesian Airlines between Samoa, Wallis Is & Gilbert & 

Ellice Is. All pilot signed on illust covers with matching cachets & B/S accordingly. Samoa (American) cover has US stamps 
cancelled by Pago Pago Samoa USPO cds's. Good cond. (3) $30 

2137 1967 (4th April) Perth to Singapore & return First Flight covers by Malaysia-Singapore Airlines. Excellent cond. Eu. 1605/06 $20 
2138 1968-1990 Norfolk Island Flight covers incl. 25th Sept 1968 Qantas 21st Anniv FDC's x 4, one with Qantas Airmail vignette 

& another on Qantas Cover (Eu. 1629), 7th Oct 1976 50th Anniv flight x 2 with one signed with cachet on cinderella, 1977 
Sydney to Norfolk (2) & return & 22nd Feb 1990 Aust to NZ via Norfolk & return signed by all 3 pilots. All in good cond. (11) $50 

2139 1970 (1st July) Opening of Tullamarine Airport & First Commercial Jet Service Melbourne to London by Qantas. Illust cover 
with 30c Cook pmkd with pictorial pmk & Qantas arrival cachet on reverse. Eu. 1713 $20 

2140 1970's 9d Great Britain Postage Paid labels for Concorde. 3 different for London to Singapore, Washington & New York 
each with an iconic image on each & the Machin imprint at right. Never seen before but highly collectable. Fine cond. (3) $40 

2141 1976 (21st Jan) Concorde first scheduled commercial flight covers London to Bahrain & return. Official BA covers. (2) $20 
2142 1976 (30th March) Sydney to Bombay First Flight by Air India 747 on commem cover with purple cachet. Error on Sydney 

date cds reading "1975" instead "1976". Bombay B/S $20 
2143 1976 (3rd March) Concorde flown London to Bahrain, VC10 flown London to NY (19.4) & RAF Comet Boscombe Down 

return (28.5) triple flight cover signed by Manager of the Speedbord Club for 25th Anniv of the BOAC Philatelic Club. 
Multiple backstamps & insert card. $30 

2144 1978 (13th April) Concorde flown Heathrow to JFK to Dulles Int & return to Heathrow flown cover over route of 1st 
westward flight across the Atlantic in 1928. Signed by Capt. K.D. Leney on return flight. Backstamped accordingly. $20 

2145 1978 (19th April) TAA flown covers commemorating Bert Hinkler. Pilot signed with TAA cinderella attached. Eu. 1840 $15 
2146 1978/79 Antarctica Expedition flights by Qantas on silk covers both signed with flight details on env. Eu. 1835 (2) $20 
2147 1979 (4th Aug) Concorde flown Heathrow to JFK on 40th Anniv of 1st British Airmail Service across the Atlantic. Signed by 

Capt. P.R. Duffey. Exc. cond. $20 
2148 1980 (1st Sept) Concorde flown Heathrow to JFK on 50th Anniv of 1st non-stop flight Paris to New York. Signed by Capt. 

D. Rendall. Exc. cond. $25 
2149 1980 (23rd Sept) Concorde flown Heathrow to JFK on 40th Anniv of 1st Regular Transatlantic Passenger flights. Signed by 

Capt. C.R. McLeod, pilot of 747 flight. Concorde cachets on reverse. $15 
2150 1982 (10th July) Concorde flown from JFK to Heathrow on 50th Anniv of 1st Solo Crossing of the Atlantic by Amelia 

Earhart. Signed by Capt. D.G. Ross. Jersey pmk with Concorde cachet on reverse. $20 
2151 1991 (19th Nov) "Homecoming" of Terry Waite RAF signed flight cover carried on VC10 returning him to Brize Norton from 

Damascus. No 194 of 250. Exc. cond.  $20 
2152 1992 (2nd Nov) Qantas 70th Anniv First Mail & Scheduled Passenger Service flight Charleville to Cloncurry. 7 stamps 

pmkd at each stop on illust cover. $10 
2153 1995 Red Arrows RAF Display Team flown & signed cover. 9 autographs on British Grand Prix commem cover, flown over 

Silverstone prior to race. Exc. cond. $40 
2154 2003 (24th Oct) Last flight of Concorde. Flown on BA 001 Heathrow to JFK with special "Farewell to Concorde" pmk & 

cachet applied to 1/6d Concorde stamp. Incls info insert card. Exc. cond. $20 



2155 2008 (20th Oct) Qantas first commercial flight of Airbus 380, Melbourne to Los Angeles with pair $2 Int Post A380 stamps. $10 
2156 Qantas formula aerogramme with "flying kangaroo" logo. Unusual with empty box inscribed "Affix two postage stamps total 

value 10d" with (at lower left) "Approved by Postmaster General for acceptance as Aerogrammes No.14". Fine cond. $20 
 POST CARDS  

2157 1945 (28th April) photographic postcard of Mussolini hanging in Piazza Loreto, Milan in 1945. Beside him his mistress 
Petacci & cohorts Bombacci, Gelormini, Pavolini & Sarace. Ferrania card with divided back. Pencil annotation on reverse. $60 

2158 c1910 French origin probably obtained during WWI as place names have been obliterated in titles on some cards & one 
shows British soldier on lunch break. A couple are hand coloured rest are b&w or sepia. All unused & in good cond. (46) $25 

2159 c1910 sepia or hand coloured unused range of mainly Romanian & Bulgarian origin featuring scenes of Bucharest, Varia, 
Roustchouk, Plovdiv, Dubnitza etc. Odd crease or soiled item but will interest history buffs. (46) $10 

2160 c1910 Unused b&w & hand coloured range of Italy (Messina, Palermo, Asti, Taronto & Faenza). Historical interest with 
scenes such as Messina in flames after earthquake & several showing different scenes of ruined buildings. (92) $35 

2161 c1910 Unused with Crete, Constantinople & Glasgow as subjects (all sepia or b&w) plus 2 later coloured PPC's produced 
by Scandinavian Airlines showing the Castle of Stockholm and the centre of Oslo (c1940's). Odd crease or soiled item. $10 

 CIGARETTE CARDS  
2162 1928 Millhoff "Famous Test Cricketers" (24/27, missing numbers 10, 22 & 27) photo finish (Murray £4.50 per single). Fine 

cond., free of stains, dog eared corners & creases. Popular theme. $60 
2163 1929 Wills (Aust) "Cricket Season 1928-29" (27/48), mostly in good to fine cond. (Murray cat. £3 per single card). Also 1928 

Major Drapkin & Co "Australian & English Test Cricketers" (5/40) & 1932 Godfrey Phillips (Aust) "Test Cricketers" (2/38 - 
Bradman & Verity) in good to fine cond. Total cat. £95. $40 

2164 1933 Wills "Arms of the British Empire" 1st & 2nd Series (32/50) in mixed cond. Oddments of Cavanders "Peeps into Many 
Lands" (1928/9) mixed with Wills 1928 "Nature Studies", Godfrey Phillips 1932 Australian Sporting Celebrities & other 
photographic cards in good cond., few Wills silks showing Flags, Regimental Insignias, 1915 Wills "War Incidents" (89/100 
in mixed cond.), various Millhoff & Co " Real Photographs" (56), Wills 1913 "Riders of the World" (29/50), Millhoff 1929 
"Zoological Studies" (16/36), many others on various themes - film stars, cars, birds, flowers, animals. All housed in old, 
black-paged "Cigarette Picture Album". Good starter collection, with wide range of companies (incl non-tobacco) 
represented. Should be viewed to assess cond. (745) $90 

2165 1933 Wills (Aust) "Famous Film Stars" complete set of 100 medium size cards. Good sharp edges & excellent frontal 
appearance, but have been housed in old style "slot" album which shows on the backs which have some aging/toning. 
Murray cat. £1.60 for singles & unpriced as a complete, so rare thus. Inspect to appreciate. $50 

 COINS & BANKNOTES  
 Australian Coins  

2166 1899 Sydney 22 carat gold sovereign. GVF $350 
2167 1899M Half Sovereign Fine $150 
2168 1901 Perth 22 carat gold sovereign. AEF $350 
2169 1904 Melbourne 22 carat gold sovereign. VF $350 
2170 1910 to 1963 set of Sixpences with 15 missing from the range namely 1939, 1943D, 1945, 1953, 1954 & 1960. All in Fine 

to aUNC cond. in coin album. (41) $80 
2171 1911, 1917, 1918 & 1920 one shillings. P to VG with 92.5% silver. (4) $30 
2172 1913 Melbourne 22 carat gold sovereign. GVF $350 
2173 1915 One shilling VG $25 
2174 1920 Perth 22 carat gold sovereign. GVF $350 
2175 1925 Penny VG &  1937 Crowns x 2 aF plus assorted florins & Coppers. (19) $100 
2176 Pre 1937 sixpences x 18 (92.5% silver) & 4 x Sixpences, 2 x 1910 & 2 x 1916. Majority VG. (24) $30 
2177 1966 50c round coins x 14. Reasonable cond. (14) $70 
2178 1987 Proof & Uncirculated Coin sets in RAM pres folders & box with additional 1984 Unc set in folder. (3 items) $30 
2179 1988 Bicentenary Uncirculated Coin set in RAM pres folder. Excellent cond. $10 
2180 1995 $2 Kookaburra 2oz silver coin in Perth Mint pres. box. No. 3411 of 15,000. Exc. Cond. $90 
2181 2000 Uncirculated Coin set with 50c Millennium in RAM pres folder x 5. Exc. cond. (5) $150 
2182 2000, 2001 & 2002 Kookaburra silver proof coins in Perth Mint pres case. Exc. Cond. $100 
2183 2000, 2001 & 2002 Kookaburra silver proof coins in Perth Mint pres case. Exc. Cond. $100 
2184 2001 & 2002 $1 silver 1oz Kangaroos in Perth Mint pres. Boxes. Exc. cond. (2) $90 
2185 2001 Proof Coin set with 50c Federation Cent. in RAM box. Minor box wear. $90 
2186 2002 $5 Queen Mother & 2004 $1 Eureka Stockade silver proof coins in RAM pres boxes. Exc. cond. (2) $50 
2187 2002 50c Year of the Horse ½oz silver coin with additional Queen Mother 100th B'day Franklin Medal & Aust Pre-decimal 

coin set in pres case. (3 items) $40 
2188 2002 Commonwealth Games $5 three coin set. Boxed in exc. Cond. $20 
2189 2002 Proof Coin set with $1 Year of the Outback in RAM box x 2. Exc. cond. (2) $80 
2190 2005 $1 Gallipoli silver proof coin in Ram box with "Sands of Gallipoli" Military Shop medal. (2) $30 
2191 2005 Uncirculated Coin set with $1, 50c & 20c WWII 60th Anniv in RAM pres folder. Exc. cond. $20 
2192 Decimal Range incl. 1970 50c Cook in pres box, 1984 $1 coin wallets x 3, 1988 $5 Parl House coin x 3, 1988 $10 

Bicentenary Notes (folded), 10/- Flinders, £1 KGV & 2 x £1 QEII notes (poor cond). FV $40+ (14 items) $40 
2193 Coin & Medal accumulation with 1966 50c round coin & 1970 50c Cook, 1988 Bicentenary medal collections, 2000 Sydney 

Olympics $5 coins featuring 5 diff sports in folders, Olympic Relay pin collection in folder (16), 2004 $1 Eureka unc coins in 
wallets x 5, 2000 Sydney Olympics medals with 11 diff sports, 2001 $1 Army, 1988 First Fleet medal, 1984 $1 coins in pres 
folders x 4, Boxing Kangaroo medals in 6 diff designs & 1986 $1 Peace coin. (39 items) $50 

 Australian Banknotes  
2194 Pre Decimal Selection from KGVI 10/- to £5 & £10. F to vF cond with some decimal & other. (14) $200 
2195 Decimal Selection from $1 to $20 incls 1st Prefix XAA $20. A good starter lot at this estimate. FV $110 $170 
2196 Travellers Cheques - Thomas Cook & Sons £5 & $10 overprinted "SPECIMEN" & "NO VALUE" accompanied by 1929 

original letter from the Yokohama Specie Bank to its Peking office granting permission to Cook to cash its cheques at that 
branch. Lovely items with the correspondence rarely seen accompanying them. (3 items) $250 

 World Coins & Banknotes  
2197 A large selection of coins from the 4 corners of the globe a fossick should reward. $25 
2198 German 1930's 100000 marks note issued by Reichsbank. Fold lines due to size but still F. $10 
2199 Large selection of 1920's-1970's in 2 quality albums beautifully presented noting standard East Africa, Malawi, Mauritius, 

India & others but mixed cond. (100's) $90 
2200 Zimbabwe 2008 $100 000 000 000 000 One Hundred Trillion Dollar note issued by the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe. VF+ $20 

 


